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JANKA HARDNESS OF PLYWOOD REINFORCED WITH
PRE-IMPREGNATED COTTON FABRICS

Violeta Jakimovska Popovska, Borche Iliev

Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, R. of North Macedonia,
Faculty of design and technologies of furniture and interior-Skopje
e-mail: jakimovska@fdtme.ukim.edu.mk, iliev@fdtme.ukim.edu.mk

ABSTRACT

Higher properties of plywood can be achieved trough applying different non-wood materials in
their structure.

Тhe aim of this research is to study the Janka hardness of experimental plywood reinforced with
cotton fabrics pre-impregnated with alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin.

Plywood models were made of eleven layers of peeled beech veneers with thickness of 1,5 mm
and 1,85 mm. Alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin was used as plywood binder. The pre-
impregnated fabrics were incorporated as layers in the structure of the plywood panel. Different
models of reinforced plywood were made through a change of the position of the reinforcing layers in
the structure of the panel. One additional model was made without reinforcements as comparing
plywood model.

Tests for plywood hardness according to Janka were done on each plywood model.
The research results showed that the values of Janka hardness are affected by the use of pre-

impregnated fabrics as reinforcements in plywood structure.

Keywords: plywood, reinforcement, pre-impregnated cotton fabric, alcohol-soluble phenol-
formaldehyde resin, Janka hardness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Major global development trends are increasing plywood use across several industries. The
urbanization across the world increases the construction with plywood, but also plywood has potential
uses in renovation and expansion (Sillanpää, 2018).

The properties of plywood such as high strength to weight ratio is a big asset in transport industry.
Plywood is a key material for floors in the construction of transport equipment. Plywood panels
compete for the same usages as light metals and composite materials thanks to its light weight,
strength, firmness and hardiness (Lukkaroinen, Metsa wood, 2008). Other materials cannot be turned
into sufficiently light products that would still meet the technical criteria as economically as plywood
(Lukkaroinen, 2008).

Because of its characteristics (high strength to weight ratio, decreased anisotropy compare to solid
wood, as well as possibility to receive and distribute loads), plywood panels are used in many
applications in construction of wooden buildings, such as flooring, siding, roofing, shear walls etc.
Plywood is also used in production of engineered wood flooring.

Plywood hardness is an important property when plywood is used as flooring material in
construction as well as in transport industry.

Reinforcing the plywood structure can improve plywood properties (Jakimovska Popovska and
Iliev, 2019). Plywood reinforcement can be achieved by application of non-wood materials, especially
fiber-reinforced polymers in its structures (Davalos et al., 2000; Hardeo and Karunasena, 2002; Choi
et al., 2011; Zīke and Kalniņš, 2011, Xu et al., 1996, Xu et al., 1998, Brezović et al., 2002, Brezović et
al., 2003, Brezović et al., 2010, Biblis and Carino, 2000, Hrázský and Král, 2007, Maniņš and Zīke,
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2011). The influence of different types of technical fabrics embedded in the adhesive layer of plywood
has been explored by Kohl et al. (2013).

Cotton prepregs can be used as reinforcement materials of plywood structure (Jakimovska
Popovska, 2014).

Тhe aim of this research is to study the Janka hardness of experimental plywood reinforced with
cotton fabrics pre-impregnated with alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the realization of the research different models of reinforced plywood were made by inserting
reinforcement layers of pre-impregnated cotton fabrics (cotton prepreg) into the adhesive layers of the
panels. By changing the position of the reinforcements in the plywood structure, four models of
eleven-layered reinforced plywood were made from beech peeled veneers with thickness of 1,5 and
1,85 mm. The veneers with thickness of 1,5 mm runs parallel to the longitudinal axis of the panel,
while the veneers with thickness of 1,85 mm runs perpendicular to this axis. The orientation of
adjacent layers in plywood structure is at right angle, which means that the grain direction of the
surface layers is parallel to the length of the panel. The central layer of plywood structure represents a
veneer sheet with thickness of 1,85 mm, oriented perpendicular to the face grain of the panel. The
moisture content of the veneers used in plywood was 9,77 %.

For comparison of the results, one control model of plywood was made without reinforcements.
In three models of reinforced plywood, each reinforcement layer is consisted of four sheets of pre-

impregnated cotton fabric placed one above the other and inserted into the panel structure
symmetrically on both sides with respect to its axis of symmetry. This means that the structure of these
three models incorporates a total of eight sheets of cotton prepreg. Modeling is done by changing the
position of reinforcement layers in different adhesive layers throughout the panel structure. The
composition and cross-section of plywood models is shown on Figure 1.

In the structure of the first model, the reinforcements are positioned next to the central veneer
sheet, respectively in the fifth and sixth adhesive layer, while in the structure of the second model they
are inserted into the third and eighth adhesive layer. In the third model, the reinforcements represent
the surface layers of the panel (Figure 1). The fourth experimental model was made by inserting single
sheets of pre-impregnated cotton fabric in each adhesive layer of the panel (Figure 1). Given that the
structure of the plywood panels comprises ten adhesive layers, the reinforcement of this model is done
by inserting ten sheets of pre-impregnated cotton fabrics.

In all models of reinforced plywood, the orientation of the wrap of the fabric is parallel to grain
direction of the surface veneers.

Cotton fabric used for plywood reinforcement is a product of the company „Beloteks 95” from
Zlatograd, Republic of Bulgaria and is procured by the company “Laminati Com” from Prilep. This
fabric is supplied in the form of a roll with width of 150 cm, which after impregnation with a resin is
cut to the required format.

The fabric is made with simple "plain" weaving. The technical characteristics of the fabric, tested
by the manufacturer are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The technical characteristics of the cotton fabric
No Parameter Result
1 Wrap threads 31 tex
2 Fill threads 30 tex
3 Wrap density (threads /10 cm) 234/10 cm
4 Fill density (threads /10 cm) 236/10 cm
5 Surface mass of the fabric (g/m2) 152,8
6 Thickness of the fabric (mm) 0,30
7 Tensile strength to wrap (dN) 47
8 Tensile strength to fill (dN) 50,2
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Pure alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin was used for pre-impregnation of cotton fabrics
used as reinforcements of experimental plywood. The same resin was also used for veneer bonding.

The resin was a product of company “Fenoplast 99” OOD, Ruse, Republic of Bulgaria, supplied
under the name RFE-2 and has the following characteristics: form - brown-reddish viscous liquid,
content of dry matters – 51 %, viscosity by Vz4/20°C – 33 s, gel time at temperature of 150°C – 96 s.
Methyl alcohol was used as resin solvent.

Pre-impregnation of the fabric was done on an impregnation machine, where the fabrics pass
through a system of rollers that guide the fabric through the adhesive container so that it is applied
double-sided to the fabric. In the later phase of impregnation, the impregnated fabric goes through a
drying section, where the process of polycondensation of the resin begins, but not its complete
hardening. The drying temperature gradually increases from 80 to 140ºC. Complete hardening of the
resin occurs at the stage of pressing the plywood composition. The speed of the fabric passing through
the impregnating machine was 2,5 m/min. At the exit of the drying section, the impregnated fabric was
cut into the format corresponding to the dimensions of the plywood. The cotton fabric was pre-
impregnated with resin in quantity of 300 g/m2. The thickness of the pre-impregnated fabrics was 0,6
mm.

Figure 2. Impregnated cotton fabric (cotton prepreg)

The veneers and cotton prepregs were assembled in plywood composition. Pure alcohol-soluble
phenol-formaldehyde resin with concentration of 51 % was used as plywood binder, applied on the
veneers in quantity of 180 g/m2. The panel was pressed in a hot press using the following parameters:
specific pressure of 1,8 kg/cm2, pressing temperature of 155ºC and pressing time of 30 min.

After pressing process was completed, plywood panel was cooled to the ambient temperature of
20ºC into the press for 30 minutes under reduced pressure in order to obtain flat panel and to reduce its
warping and deformation.

The plywood models were made in the following dimensions: 1180×910×d mm. The moisture
content of the panels was 8,3 %.

The denotations of the experimental plywood models have the following meaning:
 model CP-1 – eleven-layer plywood reinforced with four sheets of cotton prepreg on both

sides of the central axis, positioned in the fifth and in the sixth adhesive layer of the panel
(d=16,95 mm; γ=944,80 kg/m3);

 model CP-2 – eleven-layer plywood reinforced with four sheets of cotton prepreg on both
sides of the central axis,  positioned in the third and in the eight adhesive layer of the panel
(d=16,49 mm; γ=949,03 kg/m3);
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 model CP-3 – eleven-layer plywood reinforced with four sheets of cotton prepreg on each
surface of the panel (d=17,47 mm; γ=946,59 kg/m3);

 model CP-4 – eleven-layer plywood reinforced with single sheets of pre-impregnated
cotton fabric in each adhesive layer of the panel (d=17,55 mm; γ=997,75 kg/m3).

 model C – control model of eleven-layer plywood without reinforcements (d=15,70 mm;
γ=822,69 kg/m3).

Figure 3. Pattern and cross-section of plywood structure
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The Janka hardness of the experimental plywood was tested on the test specimens with
dimensions of 100×100 mm.

The tests were performed at two measuring points, positioned diagonally in the corners of the face
and the back of the test specimens. Thereby, the measuring points on the back of the test specimens
are positioned in opposite angles in relation to the measuring points on the face of the test specimens.

The hardness was tested by pressing a stainless hemisphere on the surface of the test specimen,
which when entering the surface of the test specimen leaves an impression in the form of a calotte with
an area of 1 cm2. The ratio between the force used and the surface of the calotte represents the
hardness of the panel.

The obtained data were statistically analyzed. One way ANOVA was used to determine the
significance of the effect of the cotton prepreg reinforcements on plywood hardness. Tukey’s test was
applied to evaluate the statistical significance between the mean values of Janka’s hardness of
plywood with different layouts of reinforcement (different plywood models). The tests were conducted
at 0,05 probability level.

Statistical software SPSS Statistic was used for statistical analysis of the obtained data.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained results from the tests of Janka hardness of the experimental plywood models are
shown in table 2.

The highest value of plywood hardness is achieved in model CP-4 that is reinforced with single
sheets of cotton prepreg inserted in each adhesive layer of plywood. Compared to the control model,
the mean value of Janka hardness of model CP-4 is higher for 62,51 %. Within the reinforced plywood
models, the lowest value of this property is obtained in model in which the reinforcement layers are
positioned as surface layers of plywood (model CP-3).

Compare to the mean values of hardness in models CP-1, CP-2 and CP-3, the highest obtained
value in model CP-4 is higher for 11,59 %, 17,00 % and 43,53 %, respectively.

Table 2. Statistical values for Janka hardness of experimental plywood

Model N Mean
(N/mm2)

Std.
Deviatio

n
(N/mm2)

Std.
Error

(N/mm2

)

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

(N/mm2) Min
(N/mm2)

Max
(N/mm2)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

CP-1 5 185,56b,c 13,03 5,83 169,38 201,74 167,26 196,32
CP-2 5 176,97b 14,25 6,38 159,27 194,67 164,44 200,86
CP-3 5 144,26a 9,24 4,13 132,79 155,73 133,42 156,22
CP-4 5 207,06c 15,26 6,82 188,12 226,01 197,55 234,21

C 5 127,41a 5,36 2,40 120,75 134,06 119,56 133,42
The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

The analysis of variance of the obtained data for the Janka hardness (ANOVA: F (4; 20)=35,821;
p<<0,001) showed that the differences between the mean value of this property of at least two models
are statistically significant, which means that the reinforcement of plywood with cotton prepregs has
significant impact on this property. The conducted post-hoc Tukey’s test for multiple comparison
between models showed that there are statistically significant differences in the mean value of this
property between the control model C and reinforced models CP-1, CP-2 and CP-4. The difference in
the mean values of Janka hardness between the control model C and model CP-3 is not statistically
significant, which means that positioning the reinforcements as surface layers of plywood does not
cause a significant increasing of the value of this property.

Within the reinforced plywood models, the differences between models CP-2, CP-3 and CP-4 are
statistically significant, as well as the difference between model CP-1 and model CP-3.
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Table 3. Anova for significance of the effect of the cotton prepreg reinforcements
on plywood hardness

ANOVA
Janka
Hardness

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F Sig.

Between
Groups 20629,920 4 5157,480 35,821 0,000

Within
Groups 2879,565 20 143,978

Total 23509,484 24

Table 4. Tukey’s test for the statistical significance between the mean values of
Janka’s hardness of different plywood models

Model N
Subset for alpha = 0.05

1 2 3
Tukey
HSDa

C 5 127,41
CP-3 5 144,26
CP-2 5 176,97
CP-1 5 185,56 185,56
CP-4 5 207,06
Sig. 0,213 0,788 0,069

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 5.000

The obtained values of Janka hardness of reinforced models are higher compare to the values of
this property of unreinforced plywood listed in the literature. Iliev (2000) gives the values of Janka
hardness of 88,54 N/mm2 for nine-layered beech plywood and 98,11 N/mm2 for seven-layered beech
plywood. The same author for nine-layered and seven-layered black pine plywood gives the values of
73,00 N/mm2 and 81,75 N/mm2, respectively. Jakimovska Popovska (2011) gives the values of Janka
hardness of nine-layered beech plywood in the limits of 86,13 N/mm2 to 93,69 N/mm2.

The test specimens for testing the Janka hardness are shown on figure 4.

Figure 4. Test specimens for testing the Janka hardness

4. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the conducted research it can be concluded that the application of preimpregnated
cotton fabric in the structure of plywood significantly increases its hardness.

The position of the reinforcements in the plywood structure has impact on the plywood hardness.
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By reinforcing the plywood structure with single sheets of cotton prepreg inserted in each
adhesive layer of plywood, the hardness is increased by 62 % compared to the control model of non-
reinforced plywood. This kind of reinforcement compared to the other reinforced models is most
favorable regarding the plywood hardness.

Moving the reinforcement layers to the surface of the plywood decreases the values of plywood
hardness.

When choosing the adequate reinforced plywood model, the other physical and mechanical
properties of plywood should also be considered, depending on the type of loads that the panel will be
exposed to during its exploitation period.
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ABSTRACT

Multilayer plywood made from wood veneers with mainly unidirectional grain orientation known
as multiplex panels represent a significant group of modern wood-based panels. Application of these
panels in modern construction and in other application areas determines achieving higher physical and
mechanical characteristics of these materials, their consistency during prolonged water impact,
humidity, heat, as well as their dimensional stability.

The aim of the research presented in this paper is to study the dimensional stability of
experimental multiplex plywood reinforced with cotton based prepreg. The cotton prepreg was made
form cotton fabric pre-impregnated with alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin.

The experimental multiplex plywood was made of eleven layers of peeled beech veneers with
thickness of 1,85 mm. Alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin was used as plywood binder. The
orientation of the veneers in the plywood structure is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the panel, with
the exception of the subsurface layers which orientation is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the
panel. The cotton prepreg reinforcements were inserted in each adhesive layer of plywood.

To define the dimensional stability of the panels, laboratory tests were performed on the most
important physical properties, as well as on bonding quality trough the shear strength test. Tests of
water absorption and thickness swelling were performed during prolonged water treatment.

Keywords: plywood, multiplex, reinforcement, prepreg, pre-impregnated cotton fabric, alcohol-
soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin, dimensional stability, physical properties, shear strength.

1. INTRODUCTION

The plywood industry is facing the need for new product innovations and new product
applications. Therefore, research in the field of production of plywood should continue in the direction
of production of plywood with improved characteristics required for their proper application, primarily
for structural purposes.

Multilayer plywood made from wood veneers oriented parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
panel known as multiplex panels represent a significant group of modern wood-based panels.
Application of these panels in modern construction and in other application areas determines
achieving higher physical and mechanical characteristics of these materials, their consistency during
prolonged impact of water, humidity, heat, as well as their dimensional stability.

Regarding this, the research presented in the paper is aimed at studying the possibilities to make
experimental multilayer plywood from beech raw material with characteristics that will enable their
application in different areas (for example: construction, transport industry - equipping vehicles etc.).

Scientific findings in the field of wood composite materials show that the characteristics of wood
and wood-based products can be improved by combining them with other non-wood materials that can
be applied as outer layers of wooden panels, acting as protective barriers from external atmospheric
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influences, as well as in the structure of the panels (Davalos et al., 2000; Hardeo and Karunasena,
2002; Choi et al., 2011; Zīke and Kalniņš, 2011, Xu et al., 1996, Xu et al., 1998, Brezović et al., 2002,
Brezović et al., 2003, Brezović et al., 2010, Biblis and Carino, 2000, Hrázský and Král, 2007, Maniņš
and Zīke, 2011, Jakimovska Popovska and Iliev, 2019).

There is a possibility to reinforce wood with pre-impregnated materials-prepreg (Rowland et al.,
1986). Different types of technical fabrics can be embedded in the adhesive layer of plywood (Kohl et
al., 2013).

Cotton prepregs can be used as reinforcement materials of plywood structure (Jakimovska
Popovska, 2014). The obtained results from the application of this material as reinforcement of
standard plywood (Jakimovska Popovska, 2014) are motive to conduct research for the possibility of
application of this kind of reinforcement in multiplex plywood composition.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the realization of the research experimental multiplex eleven-layered plywood was made from
beech peeled veneers with thickness of 1,85 mm. The orientation of the veneers in the plywood
structure is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the panel, with the exception of the subsurface layers
which orientation is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the panel. The structure of the plywood was
reinforced with pre-impregnated cotton fabric inserted in each adhesive layer of the panel (Figure 1).
The orientation of the wrap of the fabric was parallel to grain direction of the surface veneers.

The panels were overlaid with phenol formaldehyde-resin impregnated paper with a surface
weight of 172 g/m2. The paper is bonded during the hot pressing process. Plywood overlaying with
this paper was made in order to improve its water resistance, having the fact that this plywood is
intended for application in construction where can be exposed to high humidity conditions.

Pure alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin was used for pre-impregnation of cotton fabrics
used as reinforcements of experimental plywood. The same resin was also used for veneer bonding.
The resin was a product of company “Fenoplast 99” OOD, Ruse, Republic of Bulgaria, supplied under
the name RFE-2 and has the following characteristics:

 form - brown-reddish viscous liquid;
 content of dry matters – 51 %;
 viscosity by Vz4/20°C – 33 s;
 gel time at temperature of 150°C – 96 s.

Methyl alcohol was used as resin solvent.
For plywood reinforcement, cotton fabric was used that is a product of the company „Beloteks

95” from Zlatograd, Republic of Bulgaria and is procured by the company “Laminati Com” from
Prilep. This fabric is supplied in the form of a roll with width of 150 cm, which after impregnation
with a resin is cut to the required format. The surface mass of the cotton fabric was 152,8 g/m2 and
thickness of 0,30 mm.

The fabric is made with simple "plain" weaving with the following technical characteristics, tested
by the manufacturer:

 wrap threads: 31 tex;
 fill threads: 30 tex;
 Wrap density (threads /10 cm): 234/10 cm;
 fill density (threads /10 cm): 236/10 cm;
 tensile strength to wrap (dN): 47;
 tensile strength to fill (dN): 50,2.

Pre-impregnation of the fabric was done on an impregnation machine, where the fabrics pass
through a system of rollers that guide the fabric through the adhesive container so that it is applied
double-sided to the fabric. The cotton fabric was pre-impregnated with resin in quantity of 300 g/m2.
The thickness of the pre-impregnated fabrics was 0,6 mm.

The veneers and cotton prepregs were assembled in multiplex plywood composition. The
moisture content of the veneers was 9,77 %. Pure alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin with
concentration of 51 % was used as plywood binder, applied on the veneers in quantity of 180 g/m2.
The panel was pressed in a hot press using the following parameters:
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 specific pressure of 1,8 kg/cm2;
 pressing temperature of 155ºC;
 pressing time of 30 min.

After pressing process was completed, plywood panel was cooled to the ambient temperature of
20ºC into the press for 30 minutes under reduced pressure in order to obtain flat panel and to reduce its
warping and deformation.

The dimensions of the experimental plywood model was 1050×1000×17,98 mm. The density of
the panel was 1012,59 kg/m3.

Figure 1. Pattern and cross-section of multiplex plywood model

Tests for the thickness swelling and water absorption are made after immersion in water for
prolonged period in controlled laboratory conditions. The measuring of thickness, length, width and
mass of plywood test specimens for determination of these properties is made after immersion in water
for the period of 1 day (24 hours) to 12 days. Control measuring was done in intervals of: 1 day, 2, 3,
4, 6, 8 and 12 days.

The test specimens with standard dimensions of 100×100 mm for research and analysis are made
according to the national standard for wood-based panels MKS D.C8.100. The thickness swelling and
water absorption of plywood are tested according to the national standard MKS D.C8.104.

Bonding quality of multiplex plywood was tested trough the shear strength test according to EN
314. The shear strength was tested on conditioned test specimens, as well as after immersion of the
test specimens for 6 h in boiling water and 2 h in cold water (t=20±2°C). The shear strength was tested
in subsurface veneers of plywood.

The obtained data were statistically analyzed. One way ANOVA was used to determinate the
significance of the effect of the duration of the water treatment on the values of the tested physical
properties. Tukey’s test was applied to evaluate the statistical significance between the mean values of
the properties at different duration of the immersion in water.

Statistical software SPSS Statistic was used for statistical analysis of the obtained data.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained results from the tests of physical properties of the experimental multiplex plywood
are shown in tables 1 and 2 and on figures 2, 3 and 4.

The analysis of the obtained results for the relative water absorption, thickness swelling and
volume swelling of experimental multiplex plywood (Table 1, Table 2, Fig. 2, 3 and 4) showed
increasing of the mean arithmetical values of these properties by prolongation of the duration of the
water treatment.

The values of relative water absorption are within the limits of 8,80 % after immersion in water
for 1 day to 21,95 % after 12 days. The increasing of relative water absorption has highest intensity in
the initial period of water treatment (period of 1 to 2 days). The increment of the mean value of
relative water absorption in this initial period of immersion is 40,83 %. Further increasing of the
relative water absorption has lower intensity, so in the period from 48 to 72 hours (from the second to
the third day) the increment in the mean value of this property is twice as low as the increment in the
mean value of relative water absorption for the period of 24 up to 48 hours (Table 2). Compared to
value of the relative water absorption after 1 day immersion in water the value of this property after 12
days of immersion is higher for 149,43 %.
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In the period from 4 days to 6 days immersion in water it is noticed a higher intensity of
increasing of the value of this property compare to the previous period from the third to fourth day of
immersion. This kind of tendency of increasing is also noticed in relative thickness and volume
swelling (Table 2).

The ANOVA: (F(6;28) = 186,381; p<˂0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative water absorption between different duration of the water
treatment. The post-hoc Tukey’s test showed that there is a statistically significant difference between
the mean values of the relative water absorption of all control measurements up to 6 days immersion
in water. After this period, form 6 days up to 12 days the differences in the mean values of the relative
water absorption between two successive measurments are not statistically significant.

Table 1. Statistical values for relative water absorption, relative thickness swelling and relative
volume swelling of multiplex plywood

Property
Duration of

water
treatment

N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

WA

24 h 5 8,80 0,59 0,27 8,06 9,53 8,00 9,53
48 h 5 12,39 0,72 0,32 11,49 13,28 11,30 13,03
72 h 5 14,93 0,80 0,36 13,93 15,92 13,65 15,53
96 h 5 16,96 0,83 0,37 15,93 17,98 15,66 17,67

6 days 5 19,39 0,89 0,40 18,28 20,49 17,99 20,29
8 days 5 20,69 0,85 0,38 19,64 21,74 19,36 21,63

12 days 5 21,95 0,71 0,32 21,06 22,83 20,82 22,75
24 h 5 3,46 0,43 0,19 2,93 4,00 2,79 3,98
48 h 5 4,92 0,35 0,16 4,48 5,36 4,42 5,32
72 h 5 5,59 0,42 0,19 5,06 6,11 4,97 6,08

TS 96 h 5 6,10 0,44 0,19 5,56 6,64 5,51 6,55
6 days 5 6,74 0,63 0,28 5,96 7,53 5,89 7,42
8 days 5 7,09 0,63 0,28 6,31 7,88 6,21 7,72

12 days 5 7,40 0,70 0,31 6,54 8,27 6,42 8,08
24 h 5 3,81 0,44 0,20 3,27 4,35 3,10 4,26
48 h 5 5,38 0,29 0,13 5,02 5,74 4,99 5,76
72 h 5 6,15 0,36 0,16 5,70 6,61 5,65 6,65

VS 96 h 5 6,75 0,34 0,15 6,33 7,17 6,36 7,15
6 days 5 7,51 0,55 0,25 6,83 8,19 6,77 8,16
8 days 5 7,90 0,54 0,24 7,22 8,57 7,16 8,47

12 days 5 8,25 0,62 0,28 7,48 9,01 7,40 8,87

Table 2. Increment of the mean value of relative water absorption (ΔUr), relative thickness swelling
(ΔBr) and relative volume swelling between two successive measurments (ΔBvr)

Period for
which the

increment is
calculated

ΔUr [%] ΔBdr [%] ΔBvr [%]

1￫2d 40,83 42,09 41,24

2￫3d 20,49 13,49 14,36

3￫4d 13,61 9,17 9,65

4￫6d 14,33 10,59 11,27

6￫8d 6,72 5,16 5,19

8￫12d 6,05 4,37 4,42

*d-days
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The mean value of the relative thickness swelling is within the limits of 3,46 % for the immersion
period of 1 day to 7,40 % after water treatment of 12 days. The increment of the mean value of relative
thickness swelling in this initial period of immersion is 42,09 %. The further increasing of the relative
thickness swelling is with lower intensity, so in the period from 48 to 72 hours (from the second to the
third day) the increment in the mean value of this property is three times as low as the increment in the
mean value of relative thickness swelling for the period of 24 up to 48 hours. Compared to value of the
relative thickness swelling after 1 day immersion in water the value of this property after 12 days of
immersion is higher for 113,87 %.

The ANOVA: (F (6;28) = 33,936; p<<0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative thickness swelling between different duration of the water
treatment. The post-hoc Tukey’s test showed that the mean value of this property after 24 h immersion
in water statistically differs from the values of all other control measurements. After immersion period
of 1 day (24 h) up to 12 days the differences in the mean values of the relative thickness swelling
between two successive measurements are not statistically significant.

Figure 2. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative water absorption
for period of 1 to 12 days

Figure 3. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative thickness swelling
for period of 1 to 12 days
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According to the tests results the experimental multiplex plywood meets the requirements of the
national standard MKS D.C5.032 for wood-based panels for use in construction, which defines 12 %
as a limit for relative thickness swelling for immersion period of 24 hours. After water treatment of 12
days the experimental plywood does not exceed the value of 12 %. This shows that the plywood model
is dimensionally stable to water impact, which is one of the prerequisite for plywood application in
high humidity conditions and for structural use in construction.

The analysis of the obtained test results for the relative volume swelling of multiplex plywood
(Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 4) showed increasing of the mean values of this property by prolongation of the
duration of the water treatment. The mean arithmetical value of this property is within the limits of
3,81 % for the immersion period of 1 day to 8,25 % after 12 days of water treatment. Highest intensity
of increasing of relative volume swelling is achieved in the initial period of water treatment (period of
1 to 2 days) in which period the increasing of the value of this property is 41,24 %. The further
increasing of the relative volume swelling is with lower intensity, so in the period from 48 to 72 hours
(from the second to the third day) the increment in the mean value of this property is almost three
times as low as the increment in the mean value of relative volume swelling for the period of 24 up to
48 hours.

From the obtained test results of relative volume swelling of experimental multiplex plywood it
can be seen that the increasing of the relative volume swelling is very similar to the increasing of the
relative thickness swelling. This is due to the fact that the volume swelling of plywood primary is a
result of the swelling in thickness. The changes of the dimensions of the plywood in length and width
direction are minor and these changes do not have a big effect on volume swelling of plywood. The
biggest changes in length and width dimensions of the plywood panel occur after initial period of 1
day of immersion in water.

The ANOVA: (F(6;28) = 57,161 p<<0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative volume swelling between different duration of the water
treatment. The post-hoc Tukey’s test showed that the mean value of this property after 24 h immersion
in water statistically differs from the values of all other control measurements. After immersion period
of 1 days up to 12 days the differences in the mean values of the relative volume swelling between two
successive measurements are not statistically significant.

Figure 4. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative volume swelling for
period of 1 to 12 days

The obtained results for relative water absorption, relative thickness swelling and relative volume
swelling are within the limits of the values of these properties that give Jakimovska and Iliev (2021)
for standard plywood reinforced with cotton prepreg. The authors give the values of relative water
absorption of reinforced beech plywood of 8,00 % after 1 day immersion in water and 21,62 % after
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12 days of immersion. The relative thickness swelling of this plywood was 2,68 % after 24 h
immersion and 6,31 % after 12 days of immersion (Jakimovska and Iliev (2021).

From the analysis of the results from the research of the physical properties of multiplex plywood
during prolonged water exposure a general statement can be made, according to which there is a
tendency of increasing of the mean arithmetical values of all tested properties by the increasing of the
duration of the water treatment of the test specimens. Increasing of the values of all tested properties is
intense in the initial period of treatment.

The visual analysis of plywood test specimens after immersion in water for 12 days showed that
there were no deformations, delaminating and warping of the plywood test specimens (Fig. 5). The
stability of the form and the structure of the plywood panel after prolonged water exposure show that
high-quality multiplex plywood is made durable for application in high humidity conditions.

Figure 5. Test specimen of plywood after immersion in water for period of 12 days

Table 3. Statistical values of shear strength of experimental multiplex plywood

Property N Mean
(N/mm2)

Std.
Deviation
(N/mm2)

Std.
Error

(N/mm2)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (N/mm2) Min

(N/mm2)
Max

(N/mm2)Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Shear strength
(conditioned
test specimens)

5 6,55 0,47 0,21 5,97 7,13 5,99 7,10

Shear strength
after immersion
for 6 h in
boiling water

6 3,92 0,29 0,12 3,62 4,23 3,51 4,40
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Figure 6. Shear strength test of experimental plywood

The test results for plywood shear strength are presented in table 3. The obtained data show that
the experimental multiplex plywood has high values of shear strength in the subsurface layers, which
speaks for good bonding quality of plywood. The values of shear strength both in dry condition
(conditioned test specimens) and after immersion for 6 h in boiling water and 2 h in cold water are
above the value of 1N/mm2 that is defined in the standard EN 314.

4. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the obtained results from the research it can be concluded that experimental
multiplex plywood is characterized with good dimensional stability under water exposure, without
delamination and deformation of the shape of the test specimens.

Mainly unidirectional grain orientation in multiplex plywood (where the veneers run parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the panel, with the exception of the subsurface layers which orientation is
transverse to the longitudinal axis) gives opportunity for production of dimensionally stable plywood.
The stability of the form and the structure of the plywood panel after prolonged water exposure show
that high-quality multiplex plywood is made durable for application in high humidity conditions.

From the realized research can be concluded that the application of preimpregated cotton fabrics
can be used as reinforcements of multiplex plywood.

The obtained values of shear strength of plywood speaks for its good bonding quality.
The experimental reinforced multiplex plywood meets the requirements of the national standard

and can be used as load-bearing panel in construction. After immersion in water for 12 days the
plywood model does not exceed the limitation value of 12% for thickness swelling defined by the
standard.

The analysis of the research results showed that after analyzed period of treatment of 12 days the
values of the tested properties still have increasing tendency. The maximum value of these properties
can be defined only by continuing the experiment in the period of time over 12 days.
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ABSTRACT

Тhe aim of this research is to study the physical properties during prolonged water exposure of
experimental plywood reinforced with cotton fabrics pre-impregnated with alcohol-soluble phenol-
formaldehyde resin.

Plywood composition was consisted of eleven layers of peeled beech veneers with thickness of
1,5 mm and 1,85 mm. The veneers were bonded with alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin. The
pre-impregnated fabrics were incorporated in each adhesive layer of the plywood panel.

On the basis of the obtained data for the changes of the physical properties of reinforced plywood
after exposure to prolonged water treatment, water resistance of experimental plywood was evaluated.
Tests for the thickness swelling, volume swelling and water absorption were made after immersion in
water for prolonged period of 192 days in controlled laboratory conditions.

The results from the research showed that the plywood model is characterized by uniform density;
it is dimensionally stable during and after prolonged water exposure, without any deformations of the
shape of the test specimens.

Keywords: plywood, reinforcement, pre-impregnated cotton fabric, alcohol-soluble phenol-
formaldehyde resin, water absorption, thickness swelling, prolonged water treatment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of its characteristics, plywood panels are most durable wood-based panels for
constructional needs. Plywood is considerate as constructional material with highest performance, so
its application as structural or non-structural materials in wooden buildings construction is on a
significant level. Plywood panels have high strength to weight ratio, decreased anisotropy compare to
solid wood, as well as possibility to receive and distribute loads. Because of these characteristics,
plywood panels are used in many applications in construction of wooden buildings, such as flooring,
siding, roofing, shear walls etc.

High dimensional stability and consistency of plywood panels under water impact is a basic
prerequisite for their use in construction in humid conditions. As a result of this, the researches in the
field of wood-based panels are directed to finding methods and technical-technological solutions for
production of panels with high physical properties. These properties are important and they have
impact on other properties, so during determination of the plywood quality a special attention is paid
on them.

Plywood properties can be improved through reinforcement in their structure (Jakimovska
Popovska and Iliev, 2019). These reinforcements relate to the application of non-wood materials to the
panel structure, which will transfer their properties to the end product, thereby enabling higher
physical and mechanical properties to be achieved.

There are many researches in the field of reinforced plywood with fiber-reinforced polymers
(Davalos et al., 2000; Hardeo and Karunasena, 2002; Choi et al., 2011; Zīke and Kalniņš, 2011).
These reinforcements have shown the potential to improve plywood performance and durability
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(Davalos et al., 2000). The reinforcement of plywood with fiber-reinforced polymers with different
types of fibers (mainly glass, carbon and aramid) and resins were studied by many researchers (Xu et
al., 1996, Xu et al., 1998, Brezović et al., 2002, Brezović et al., 2003, Brezović et al., 2010, Biblis and
Carino, 2000, Hrázský and Král, 2007, Maniņš and Zīke, 2011). The possibilities to reinforce wood
with pre-impregnated materials-prepreg were first explored by Rowland et al. (1986). The influence of
different types of technical fabrics embedded in the adhesive layer of plywood has been explored by
Kohl et al. (2013).

The advantages and excellent characteristics of fiber-reinforced polymer composites are a motive
for exploring the possibilities for producing plywood reinforced with polymer composites such as
cotton prepregs. The application of acceptable composite systems and processes will allow the use of
lower quality wood for structural purposes. The application of such reinforcements can lead to better
physical and mechanical properties of plywood.

Тhe aim of the research is to study the physical properties during prolonged water exposure of
experimental plywood reinforced with cotton fabrics pre-impregnated with alcohol-soluble phenol-
formaldehyde resin, inserted as reinforcements in adhesive layers of plywood structure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the realization of the research experimental eleven-layered plywood was made from beech
peeled veneers with thickness of 1,5 and 1,85 mm (Figure 1). The veneers with thickness of 1,5 mm
runs parallel to the longitudinal axis of the panel, while the veneers with thickness of 1,85 mm runs
perpendicular to this axis. The orientation of adjacent layers in plywood structure is at right angle,
which means that the grain direction of the surface layers is parallel to the length of the panel. The
central layer of plywood structure represents a veneer sheet with thickness of 1,85 mm, oriented
perpendicular to the face grain of the panel. The moisture content of the veneers used in plywood was
9,77 %.

The reinforcing of the plywood panel was made by inserting single sheets of pre-impregnated
cotton fabric in each adhesive layer of the panel (Figure 1). Given that the structure of the plywood
panel comprises ten adhesive layers, the reinforcement of plywood is done by inserting ten sheets of
pre-impregnated cotton fabrics. The orientation of the wrap of the fabric was parallel to grain direction
of the surface veneers.

Pure alcohol-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin (RFE-2, product of company “Fenoplast 99”
OOD, Ruse, Republic of Bulgaria) with 51 % dry matters was used for pre-impregnation of cotton
fabrics used as reinforcements of experimental plywood. The same resin was also used for veneer
bonding. Methyl alcohol was used as resin solvent.

Cotton fabric with thickness of 0,30 mm made with simple “plain” weaving was used for plywood
reinforcement. This fabric is a product of the company „Beloteks 95” from Zlatograd, Republic of
Bulgaria and is procured by the company “Laminati Com” from Prilep. The cotton fabric was pre-
impregnated with resin in quantity of 300 g/m2. The thickness of the pre-impregnated fabric was 0,6
mm.

Pre-impregnation of the fabric was done on an impregnation machine. The characteristics of the
resin and the impregnation process are described in other research (Jakimovska Popovska and Iliev,
2021).

The veneers and cotton prepregs were assembled in plywood composition. Pure alcohol-soluble
phenol-formaldehyde resin with concentration of 51 % was used as plywood binder, applied on the
veneers in quantity of 180 g/m2. The panel was pressed in a hot press using the following parameters:
specific pressure of 1,8 kg/cm2, pressing temperature of 155ºC and pressing time of 30 min. After
pressing process was completed, plywood panel was cooled to the ambient temperature of 20ºC into
the press for 30 minutes under reduced pressure in order to obtain flat panel and to reduce its warping
and deformation.

On the basis of the obtained data for the changes of the physical properties of plywood after
exposure to prolonged water treatment of 192 days, water resistance of experimental plywood is
evaluated. Tests for the thickness swelling and water absorption are made after immersion in water for
prolonged period in controlled laboratory conditions. The measuring of thickness, length, width and
mass of plywood test specimens for determination of these properties is made after immersion in water
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for the period of 1 day (24 hours) to 192 days (4608 hours). Control measuring was done in intervals
of: 1 day, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 42, 52, 72, 92, 132, 152 and 192 days.

The test specimens with standard dimensions of 100×100 mm for research and analysis are made
according to the national standard for wood-based panels MKS D.C8.100. The thickness swelling and
water absorption of plywood are tested according to the national standard MKS D.C8.104.

Figure 1. Pattern and cross-section of plywood structure

The obtained data were statistically analyzed. One way ANOVA was used to determinate the
significance of the effect of the duration of the water treatment on the values of the tested physical
properties. Tukey’s test was applied to evaluate the statistical significance between the mean values of
the properties at different duration of the immersion in water.

Statistical software SPSS Statistic was used for statistical analysis of the obtained data.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained results from the tests of physical properties of the experimental plywood are shown
in tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and on figures 2, 3 and 4.

The analysis of the obtained results for tested physical properties of plywood showed a tendency
of increasing of the mean arithmetical values by the increasing of the duration of the treatment in
water of the test specimens. Increasing of the values of all tested properties is intense in the initial
period of treatment whereupon the maximal value is achieved in the final control measuring.

Table 1. Statistical values for relative water absorption of experimental plywood

Duration
of water

treatment
[days]

N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviatio

n
(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

1 5 8,52 0,61 0,27 7,76 9,27 7,58 9,25
2 5 11,61 0,59 0,26 10,88 12,34 10,62 12,13
3 5 13,80 0,73 0,32 12,90 14,70 12,63 14,54
4 5 15,41 0,72 0,32 14,52 16,30 14,18 15,90
6 5 17,82 0,89 0,40 16,72 18,92 16,36 18,42
8 5 19,51 0,93 0,42 18,35 20,66 17,93 20,17
12 5 21,62 0,94 0,42 20,45 22,79 20,03 22,42
16 5 23,58 0,97 0,44 22,37 24,79 21,96 24,30
24 5 24,99 0,92 0,41 23,84 26,13 23,51 25,70
32 5 26,34 0,90 0,40 25,23 27,45 25,01 27,14
42 5 27,56 0,99 0,44 26,34 28,79 26,18 28,33
52 5 28,44 1,08 0,48 27,10 29,78 26,93 29,33
72 5 29,81 1,05 0,47 28,51 31,12 28,44 30,78
92 5 30,68 1,10 0,49 29,32 32,04 29,29 31,68
132 5 31,48 1,35 0,61 29,80 33,16 29,91 32,98
152 5 32,28 1,40 0,62 30,54 34,01 30,68 33,86
192 5 32,88 1,40 0,63 31,14 34,62 31,27 34,40
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The analysis of the obtained results for the relative water absorption of experimental plywood
(Table 1, Table 2, Fig. 2) showed increasing of the mean arithmetical values of this property by
prolongation of the duration of the water treatment. These values are within the limits of 8,52 % after
immersion in water for 1 day to 32,88 % at the end of the water treatment of 192 days. The increasing
of relative water absorption has highest intensity in the initial period of water treatment (period of 1 to
2 days). The increment of the mean value of relative water absorption in this initial period of
immersion is 36,32 %. Further increasing of the relative water absorption has lower intensity, so in the
period from 48 to 72 hours (from the second to the third day) the increment in the mean value of this
property is twice as low as the increment in the mean value of relative water absorption for the period
of 24 up to 48 hours.

Table 2. Increment of the mean value of relative water absorption between two
successive measuring - ΔUr

Period for
which the

increment is
calculated

ΔUr [%]

1￫2d 36,32

2￫3d 18,82

3￫4d 11,68

4￫6d 15,67

6￫8d 9,45

8￫12d 10,83

12￫16d 9,08

16￫24d 5,96

24￫32d 5,40

32￫42d 4,66

42￫52d 3,18

52￫72d 4,82

72￫92d 2,90

92￫112d 2,60

132￫152d 2,55

152￫192d 1,86
*d-days

The ANOVA: (F(16;68) = 294,529; p<˂0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative water absorption between different duration of the water
treatment. The post-hoc Tukey’s test showed that there is a statistically significant difference between
the mean value of the relative water absorption after 24 hours immersion in water (1 day) and the
mean values of all control measurements up to 192 days (the end of the water treatment). After this
period, form 2 days up to 192 days the differences in the mean values of the relative water absorption
between two successive measurments are not statistically significant. In this period there is a further
increasing of the relative water absorption, but with lower intensity. In the period from 4 days to 6
days immersion in water it is noticed a higher intensity of increasing of the value of this property
compare to the previous period from the third to fourth day of immersion.
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If we compare the value of the relative water absorption after 1 day immersion in water and the
value of the same property at the end of the water treatment (192 days) there is statistically significant
difference, where the value after 192 days is higher for 285,9 % compare to the value of the relative
water absorption after 1 day of immersion.

In the period between 72 days of immersion in water up to 192 days there are no statistically
significant differences between the mean values of the relative water absorption of all control
measurements. The increment of the mean value of the relative water absorption between two
successive measurments in this period does not exceed 2,90 %.

Figure 2. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative water absorption
for period of 1 to 192 days

The analysis of the obtained test results for the relative thickness swelling of experimental
plywood (Table 3, Table 4, Fig. 3) showed increasing of the mean arithmetical value of this property
by prolongation of the duration of the water treatment. The mean value of this property is within the
limits of 2,68 % for the immersion period of 1 day to 7,45 % at the end of the water treatment of 192
days.

Table 3. Statistical values for relative thickness swelling of experimental plywood

Duration
of water

treatment
[days]

N Mean
(%)

Std,
Deviatio

n
(%)

Std,
Error
(%)

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

1 5 2,68 0,26 0,11 2,36 2,99 2,29 2,96
2 5 3,80 0,32 0,14 3,40 4,20 3,33 4,18
3 5 4,46 0,32 0,15 4,06 4,87 4,00 4,79
4 5 4,90 0,26 0,12 4,58 5,22 4,49 5,16
6 5 5,47 0,26 0,12 5,14 5,80 5,02 5,67
8 5 5,81 0,24 0,11 5,52 6,11 5,40 6,03
12 5 6,31 0,31 0,14 5,92 6,70 5,78 6,60
16 5 6,63 0,31 0,14 6,25 7,01 6,14 6,90
24 5 6,98 0,36 0,16 6,54 7,42 6,45 7,31
32 5 7,14 0,38 0,17 6,67 7,62 6,59 7,53
42 5 7,25 0,38 0,17 6,77 7,72 6,70 7,65
52 5 7,33 0,40 0,18 6,83 7,82 6,74 7,71
72 5 7,39 0,39 0,18 6,90 7,88 6,83 7,81
92 5 7,41 0,41 0,18 6,91 7,92 6,83 7,85
132 5 7,44 0,41 0,18 6,93 7,96 6,86 7,90
152 5 7,45 0,41 0,18 6,93 7,96 6,87 7,91
192 5 7,45 0,41 0,18 6,94 7,96 6,88 7,91
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Table 4. Increment of the mean value of relative thickness swelling between two
successive measuring - ΔBdr

Period for
which the

increment is
calculated

ΔBdr [%]

1￫2d 41,75

2￫3d 17,62

3￫4d 9,65

4￫6d 11,74

6￫8d 6,25

8￫12d 8,51

12￫16d 5,16

16￫24d 5,22

24￫32d 2,36

32￫42d 1,44

42￫52d 1,11

52￫72d 0,91

72￫92d 0,25

92￫112d 0,40

132￫152d 0,06

152￫192d 0,03
*d-days

Figure 3. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative thickness swelling
for period of 1 to 192 days

The ANOVA: (F(16;68) = 90,130; p<<0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative thickness swelling between different duration of the water
treatment. The post-hoc Tukey’s test showed that after immersion period of 2 days up to 192 days (the
end of the water treatment) the differences in the mean values of the relative thickness swelling
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between two successive measurements are not statistically significant. In this period there is a further
increasing of the relative thickness swelling, but with lower intensity.
In the period between 24 days of immersion in water up to 192 days there are no statistically
significant differences between the mean values of the relative thickness swelling of all control
measurements. The increment of the mean value of the relative thickness swelling between two
successive measurements in this period does not exceed 2,36 %. The increment of the mean value of
the relative thickness swelling between two successive measurements in the period between 52 and
192 days does not exceed 0,91%.

In the last period of treatment between the last two measurements (152 to 192 days) there is
almost no difference at all between the mean values of the relative thickness swelling. The increment
of the mean value in this last period is only 0,03 %.

The data obtained from the last measurements at the end of water treatment of 192 days indicate
that the low water absorption at the end of the treatment can not cause major changes in the thickness
swelling of the experimental plywood.

The national standard MKS D.C5.032 for wood-based panels for use in construction defines 12 %
as a limit for relative thickness swelling for immersion period of 24 hours. According to the tests
results, the experimental plywood meets the requirements of this standard. After full water treatment
in the period of 192 days the experimental plywood does not exceed the value of 12 %. This shows
that the plywood model is dimensionally stable to water impact, which is one of the prerequisite for
plywood application in high humidity conditions and for structural use in construction.

The analysis of the obtained test results for the relative volume swelling of experimental plywood
(Tables 5 and 6, Fig. 4) showed increasing of the mean values of this property by prolongation of the
duration of the water treatment. The mean arithmetical value of this property is within the limits of
3,03 % for the immersion period of 1 day to 8,09 % at the end of the water treatment of 192 days.

Table 5. Statistical values for relative volume swelling of experimental plywood

Duration
of water

treatment
[days]

N Mean
(%)

Std,
Deviatio

n
(%)

Std,
Error
(%)

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

1 5 3,03 0,32 0,14 2,63 3,42 2,65 3,37
2 5 4,18 0,39 0,17 3,69 4,66 3,74 4,60
3 5 4,88 0,37 0,16 4,42 5,33 4,51 5,28
4 5 5,32 0,30 0,14 4,94 5,70 4,90 5,62
6 5 5,96 0,29 0,13 5,60 6,32 5,53 6,25
8 5 6,36 0,26 0,12 6,03 6,68 5,99 6,67
12 5 6,87 0,31 0,14 6,48 7,26 6,39 7,26
16 5 7,20 0,30 0,13 6,83 7,57 6,76 7,56
24 5 7,55 0,35 0,16 7,12 7,98 7,08 7,98
32 5 7,71 0,37 0,16 7,26 8,17 7,22 8,20
42 5 7,82 0,36 0,16 7,37 8,28 7,32 8,32
52 5 7,91 0,37 0,17 7,44 8,37 7,37 8,37
72 5 8,00 0,34 0,15 7,58 8,42 7,54 8,40
92 5 8,02 0,35 0,16 7,58 8,46 7,54 8,45
132 5 8,06 0,37 0,17 7,59 8,52 7,56 8,52
152 5 8,08 0,38 0,17 7,60 8,55 7,57 8,52
192 5 8,09 0,39 0,17 7,61 8,57 7,58 8,53
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Figure 4. Increase of the mean arithmetical values of relative volume swelling for
period of 1 to 192 days

Table 6. Increment of the mean values of relative volume swelling between two
successive measuring - ΔBvr

Period for
which the

increment is
calculated

ΔBvr [%]

1￫2d 37,87

2￫3d 16,78

3￫4d 9,13

4￫6d 12,07

6￫8d 6,61

8￫12d 8,09

12￫16d 4,77

16￫24d 4,87

24￫32d 2,20

32￫42d 1,42

42￫52d 1,03

52￫72d 1,20

72￫92d 0,29

92￫112d 0,43

132￫152d 0,25

152￫192d 0,11
*d-days

The ANOVA: (F(16;68) = 103,781 p<<0,001) indicated that there is statistically significant
difference in the mean values of relative volume swelling between different duration of the water
treatment. Highest intensity of increasing of relative volume swelling is achieved in the initial period
of water treatment (period of 1 to 2 days) in which period the increasing of the value of this property is
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37,87 %. The further increasing of the relative volume swelling is with lower intensity, so in the
period from 48 to 72 hours (from the second to the third day) the increment in the mean value of this
property is more than twice as low as the increment in the mean value of relative volume swelling for
the period of 24 up to 48 hours.

After immersion period of 2 days up to 192 days the differences in the mean values of the relative
volume swelling between two successive measurements are not statistically significant. In this period
there is a further increasing of the relative volume swelling, but with lower intensity.

In the period between 24 days of immersion in water up to 192 days there are no statistically
significant differences between the mean values of the relative volume swelling of all control
measurements. The increment of the mean value of the relative volume swelling between two
successive measurements in this period does not exceed 2,20 %. The increment of the mean value of
the relative volume swelling between two successive measurements in the period between 72 and 192
days does not exceed 0,43 %.

In the last period of treatment between the last two measurements (152 to 192 days) the increment
of the mean value is 0,11 %.

The increasing of the relative volume swelling is similar to the increasing of the relative thickness
swelling due to the fact that the volume swelling of plywood is primary a result of the swelling in
thickness. The changes of the dimensions of the plywood in length and width direction are minor and
these changes do not have a big impact on volume swelling of plywood. The biggest changes in length
and width dimensions of the plywood panel occur after initial period of 1 day of immersion in water.

The obtained results for relative water absorption, relative thickness swelling and relative volume
swelling showed that using preimpregnated cotton fabrics as plywood reinforcements lead to
decrement of the values of these properties. Jakimovska Popovska et al. (2019) for eleven layered
plywood made from the same veneers and binder, but without reinforcements gives the values for
relative water absorption, relative thickness swelling and relative volume swelling after 24 hours
immersion in water of 20,47 %, 7,18 % and 7,49 %, respectively. The same author for 192 days of
water treatment gives the values for relative water absorption, relative thickness swelling and relative
volume swelling of 57,26 %, 10,84 % and 11,29 %, respectively.

From the analysis of the results from the research of the physical properties of plywood during
prolonged water exposure a general statement can be made, according to which there is a tendency of
increasing of the mean arithmetical values of all tested properties by the increasing of the duration of
the water treatment of the test specimens. Increasing of the values of all tested properties is intense in
the initial period of treatment whereupon the maximal value is achieved in the final measuring.

The visual analysis of plywood test specimens after completed water treatment of immersion for
192 days showed that there were no deformations, delaminating and warping of the plywood test
specimens (Fig. 5). The stability of the form and the structure of the plywood panel after prolonged
water exposure show that high-quality plywood is made durable for application in high humidity
conditions.

Figure 5. Test specimen of plywood after immersion in water for period of 192 days

4. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the realized research it can be concluded that preimpregated cotton fabrics can be
used as reinforcements of plywood. Experimental reinforced plywood is dimensionally stable during
and after prolonged water treatment, without any deformations of the shape of the test specimens. The
application of these kind of reinforcements decreases the water absorption and thickness swelling of
plywood.

From the obtained test results for water absorption, thickness swelling and volume swelling of the
plywood model it can be concluded that the experimental reinforced plywood is resistant to water
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impact, which is one of the requirements for plywood application in high humidity conditions in
construction.

According to the tests results of the physical properties the experimental plywood meets the
requirements of the national standard and can be used as load-bearing panel in construction. After full
water treatment in the period of 192 days the plywood model does not exceed the limitation value of
12% for thickness swelling defined by the standard.

The results from the research can help in selection of materials and defining the technological
parameters for production of dimensionally stable water-resistant plywood durable for application in
high humidity conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the research presented in this paper is to study the impact of resin content on water
absorption and thickness swelling of composite wood-based panels.

For this purpose three experimental models of composite wood-based panels were made that
represent a combination of particleboards and constructive veneers. The core layer of composite
panels was made of single-layer particleboard with thickness of 16 mm. Particleboards were overlaid
on both sides with beech peeled veneer with thickness of 3,2 mm.

Water-soluble phenol-formaldehyde resin with 10 %, 13 % and 16 % dry matters content on dry
wood basis was used respectively for production of single-layer particleboard cores of the three
composite models. The resin used in all three models was modified with epoxy resin.

The veneers were bonded on the particleboard core with the same resin that was used for particle
bonding, but without modifier.

Tests for the water absorption and thickness swelling after immersion in water for 2 hours and 24
hours, as well as after immersion in boiling water for 2 hours were carried out in controlled laboratory
conditions.

The results from the research showed that the resin content in particleboard core has significant
impact on the values of the tested properties of composite wood-based panels.

Keywords: resin content, composite wood-based panels, particleboard, veneers, water-soluble phenol-
formaldehyde resin, modifier, water absorption, thickness swelling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Composite wood-based panels are made as a combination of particleboard core, overlaid with
peeled veneers. In this way, a possibility for production of structural panels is created. The composite
wood-based panels can be used in structural application in construction. Structural efficiency with
favorable manufacturing cost are combined with production of these panels (Biblis and Chiu 1974).

One part of the research in the field of wood based panels concerns the production of combined or
composite wood-based panels. The changes of the properties of overlaid particleboards depending on
the number of the veneer layers used for particleboard overlay were studied by Norvydas and Minelga
(2006). Buyuksari (2012) studied of the effect of thermally compressed veneers for production of
overlaid particleboard for structural application. Study for improving the water resistance properties of
composite panels was also conducted (Hse et al. 2012).

Many authors have studied the properties of composite panels made from various core and face
materials (Hse, 1976; Biblis and Mangalousis, 1983; Biblis 1985; Chow et al., 1986; Dimeski et al.,
1996 and 1997; Miljković et al., 1997; Mihajolva et al., 2005; Iliev et al., 1994, 2000, 2005, 2006,
2010; Buyuksari, 2012; Jakimovska Popovska, 2015). Some of the researches concern the dimensional
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stability of the panels under water impact (Iliev, 2006; Jakimovska Popovska et al., 2014; Mihajolva et
al., 2005).

High dimensional stability and consistency of wood-based panels including composite
(combined) wood panels under water impact is a basic prerequisite for their use in construction in
humid conditions. Therefore, there is the need to find an adequate methods and technological solutions
for production of wood based panels with high physical properties.

The resin content in particleboards has impact on its physical and mechanical properties. The type
and amount of resin used can also affect the quality of wood composites including combined wood
panels. The quality of particleboard is increased by increasing the resin content due to better
distribution of resin on the wood particles and increasing the connection points between wood and
resin (Dahmardeh Ghalehno et al. 2013). The effect of resin content on particleboard properties was
studied by Jazayeri et al. (2007). The study showed that by increasing the amount of resin from 9% to
11%, the thickness swelling significantly decreases. The dimensional stability of particleboards was
improved by increasing the resin content in the study conducted by Maraghi et al. (2018), as well as in
the study conducted by Kasim et al. (2018).

The aim of the research presented in this paper is to study the impact of resin content on water
absorption and thickness swelling of composite wood-based panels.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

For the realization of the research three experimental models of composite wood-based panels
were made that represent a combination of particleboards and peeled veneers. The core layer of
composite panels was made of single-layer particleboard with thickness of 16 mm. Particleboards
were overlaid on both sides with beech peeled veneer with thickness of 3,2 mm.

The single-layer particleboard was made from beech particles (with small amounts of elm and
poplar particles) mixed of particles for core and surface layer for production of standard three-layer
particleboards. The volume ratio of the particles for core layer and surface layer was 8:2. The
following ratios of particle fractions were used: 0/2,5 mm (26 %), 2,5/0,63 mm (63 %), 0,63/0,36 mm
(6 %), 0,36/0,16 mm (3 %) and 0,6/0,07 mm (2 %). The moisture content of the mixed particles
determinate by gravimetric method was 2,9 %.

Water solution of phenol-formaldehyde resin was used as an adhesive for particle bonding. The
resin had the following characteristics: color –red-brown; density at 20°С – 1,2 g/cm3; dry matters –
47,30 %; content of free phenol – 0 %; viscosity by Ford at 20°С – 155 s; pH value – 11,0; resin
curing time at 150°С – 20÷35 s.

Three models of single-layer particleboards were made with different resin content (models C-10,
C-13 and C-16). For production of single-layer particleboards, phenol formaldehyde resin with 10 %
13 % and 16 % dry matters content on dry wood basis was used modified with epoxy resin with 5 %
dry content. Aluminum sulfate Al2(SO4)3×18H2O was used as catalyst with quantity of 1 % dry
matters content on dry adhesive basis.

The particleboard were pressed under specific pressure of 25 kg/cm2 (6 minutes under specific
pressure of 25 kg/cm2, 4 minutes under 12,5 kg/cm2 and 4 minutes under 6 kg/cm2) at temperature of
190°С for time of 14 minutes. The panels were made with dimensions of 550×550 mm2 and thickness
of 16 mm.

The veneers with moisture content of 7,2 % were bonded on the core layer (particleboard) with
the same resin that was used for particle bonding, but without modifier. Wheat flour was used as filler
and 20 % solution of NaOH as catalyst. The binder was applied in quantity of 180 g/m2 on both sides
on the particleboards.

The composite panels were made in a hot press under specific pressure of 15 kg/cm2 at
temperature of 155°С for time of 8 minutes.

Dimensions of the composite panels were 540×540 mm2. The moisture content of the panels was
10 %.

The denotations of the experimental composite models have the following meaning:
- model C10: composite panel made of particleboard core with 10 % resin content (dry matters

content on dry wood basis) overlaid on both sides with beech peeled veneer with thickness of 3,2 mm
(d=21,26 mm; γ=786,36 kg/m3);
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- model C13: composite panel made of particleboard core with 13 % resin content (dry matters
content on dry wood basis) overlaid on both sides with beech peeled veneer with thickness of 3,2 mm
(d=21,38 mm; γ=798,67 kg/m3);

- model C16: composite panel made of particleboard core with 16 % resin content (dry matters
content on dry wood basis) overlaid on both sides with beech peeled veneer with thickness of 3,2 mm
(d=21,33 mm; γ=793,97 kg/m3).

Figure 1. Pattern of the structure of composite panels

Water absorption and thickness swelling of the experimental panels were tested according to
МКС D.C8.104/82. Tests for the water absorption and thickness swelling after immersion in water for
2 hours and 24 hours, as well as after immersion in boiling water for 2 hours were carried out in
controlled laboratory conditions. The dimensions of test specimens used for 24 hours immersion test
were 100×100 mm, while the dimensions of those one used for 2 hours immersion test (including
immersion in boiling water) were 25×25 mm.

The obtained data were statistically analyzed. One way ANOVA was used to determinate the
significance of the effect of the resin content in the particleboard core on the thickness swelling and
water absorption of composite panels. Tukey’s test was applied to evaluate the statistical significance
between mean values of the properties of different panel models.

Statistical software SPSS Statistic was used for statistical analysis of the obtained data.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The test results of the water absorption and thickness swelling of experimental composite panels
are shown in Tab. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

The obtained results from the tests of relative water absorption after immersion in water for 24
hours showed that the lowest mean value of this property is achieved in model made with 16 % resin
content in particleboard core (CP13). The mean values of models C10 and C13 are higher for 32,28 %
and 9,95 %, respectively.

The analysis of variance of the obtained data for the relative water absorption after 24 hours
immersion in water (ANOVA: F (2; 15)=5,166; p=0,020) showed that the differences between the
mean value of this property of at least two models are statistically significant, which means that the
resin content in particleboard core has significant impact on the values of this property. The conducted
post-hoc Tukey’s test for multiple comparison between models showed that there are statistically
significant differences in the mean value of this property only between models C10 and C16. The
difference in the mean values between model C13 and model C10, as well as between model C13 and
C16 is not statistically significant. This shows that increasing the resin content from 10 % to 13 %
does not significantly decreases the value of this property.

Table 1. Statistical values for relative water absorption of composite panels
after 24 hours immersion in water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 6 45,73a 6,45 2,63 38,96 52,50 36,84 53,66
C13 6 38,01a,b 3,97 1,62 33,84 42,18 34,73 45,43
C16 6 34,57b 7,51 3,07 26,68 42,45 25,99 45,92

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level
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The values of relative water absorption are within the limits of the values for this property listed
in available literature. Dimeski et al. (1996) for water absorption after 24 hours immersion in water
gives the values of 38,89 % for combined panels single-veneered on both sides with beech veneers and
33,16 % for combined panels double-veneered on both sides with beech veneers. Iliev et al. (2006) for
water treatment in duration of 24 to 72 hours gives the values up to 53,18 % for combined panels
single-veneered on both sides with beech veneers, up to 55,46 % for combined panels single-veneered
on both sides with black pine veneers. Jakimovska Popovska et al. (2014) gives the value of 42,33 %
of relative water absorption after 24 h immersion in water of composite (combined) wood panel made
with 13 % resin content in particleboard core.

The analysis of the obtained data for relative thickness swelling of experimental models after 24
hours immersion in water showed that increasing the resin content from 10 to 13 % cause decreasing
of the value of this property for 25,5 %. The lowest value of this property is obtained in model with 16
% resin content. Compared to the values obtained in models with 10 % and 13 % resin content, the
value of relative thickness swelling after 24 h immersion in water in model C16 is lower for 38,62 %
and 17,6 %, respectively.

The analysis of variance of the obtained data for the relative water absorption after 24 hours
immersion in water (ANOVA: F (2; 15)=70,283; p<<0,001) showed that the resin content in
particleboard core has significant impact on the values of this property. The conducted post-hoc
Tukey’s test for multiple comparison between models showed that there are statistically significant
differences in the mean value of this property between all models.

Table 2. Statistical values for relative thickness swelling of composite panels
after 24 hours immersion in water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 6 12,43a 1,13 0,46 11,25 13,61 11,20 13,83
C13 6 9,26b 0,27 0,11 8,98 9,54 8,86 9,60
C16 6 7,63c 0,43 0,18 7,18 8,08 6,91 8,07

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

The obtained test results for relative thickness swelling correspond with the results of similar
research known in listed literature. Dimeski et al. (1996) for relative thickness swelling after 24 hours
immersion in water gives the value of 10,71 % for combined panels single-veneered on both sides
with beech veneers. Miljković et al. (1997) gives the values of 7,52 % and 9,82 % for relative
thickness swelling after 24 hours of combined panels single and double-veneered on both sides with
black pine veneers. Jakimovska Popovska et al. (2014) gives the value of 8,68 % of relative thickness
swelling after 24 h immersion in water of composite (combined) wood panel made with 13 % resin
content in particleboard core.

After 2 h immersion in water, the lowest mean value of water absorption and thickness swelling is
obtained in model C16. The mean value of water absorption, as well as the mean value of relative
thickness swelling in model C10 is higher more than twice as in model C16. By increasing the resin
content from 10 % to 13 % the value of relative water absorption is decreased by 17,64 %, while
increasing the resin content from 13 % to 16 % couse decreasing of the value of this property by 46,59
%. Regarding the thickness swelling, by increasing the resin content from 10 % to 13 % the mean
value is decreased by 30,73 %, while by increasing the resin content from 13 % to 16 % the mean
value is decreased by 45,49 %.
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Table 3. Statistical values for relative water absorption of composite panels
after 2 hours immersion in water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 7 38,26a 7,05 2,67 31,73 44,78 31,19 49,02
C13 7 31,51b 2,70 1,02 29,01 34,01 27,87 35,55
C16 7 16,83c 2,48 0,94 14,53 19,12 13,69 20,44

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

Table 4. Statistical values for relative thickness swelling of composite panels
after 2 hours immersion in water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 7 10,25a 2,08 0,79 8,32 12,18 7,58 13,08
C13 7 7,10b 0,75 0,28 6,40 7,79 5,83 8,30
C16 7 3,87c 0,59 0,22 3,32 4,42 3,04 4,72

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

The analysis of variance of the obtained data for the relative water absorption (ANOVA: F (2;
18)=39,889; p<<0,001) and thickness swelling after 2 hours immersion in water (ANOVA: F (2;
18)=40,642; p<<0,001) showed that the resin content in particleboard core has significant impact on
the values of these properties. The conducted post-hoc Tukey’s test for multiple comparison between
models showed that there are statistically significant differences in the mean values of thiese
properties between all models. The resin content has significant impact on the values of relative water
absorption and thickness swelling after 2 h immersion in water.

Table 5. Statistical values for relative water absorption of composite panels
after 2 hours immersion in boiling water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 7 88,07a 11,22 4,24 77,69 98,45 72,91 103,92
C13 7 76,48b 3,94 1,49 72,83 80,12 73,04 84,38
C16 7 63,19c 5,04 1,91 58,52 67,85 56,72 72,43

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

Table 6. Statistical values for relative thickness swelling of composite panels
after 2 hours immersion in boiling water

Model N Mean
(%)

Std.
Deviation

(%)

Std.
Error
(%)

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean (%) Min

(%)
Max
(%)Lower

Bound
Upper
Bound

C10 7 21,01a 3,04 1,15 18,20 23,82 16,00 25,64
C13 7 14,63b 1,44 0,54 13,30 15,96 12,90 17,30
C16 7 12,84b 1,21 0,46 11,72 13,96 11,37 14,37

The mean values with the same letters are not significantly different at 0,05 probability level

After 2 h immersion in boiling water, the lowest mean value of water absorption and thickness
swelling is obtained in model with 16 % resin content (C16). The mean value of the relative water
absorption, in model C10 is higher for 39,37 % compared to model C16. By increasing the resin
content from 10 % to 13 % the value of relative water absorption is decreased by 13,16 %, while
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increasing the resin content from 13 % to 16 % couse decreasing of the value of this property by 17,38
%. Regarding the thickness swelling, by increasing the resin content from 10 % to 13 % the mean
value is decreased by 30,37 %, while by increasing the resin content from 13 % to 16 % the mean
value is decreased by 12,23 %.

The analysis of variance of the obtained data for the relative water absorption (ANOVA: F (2;
18)=19,502; p<<0,001) and thickness swelling after 2 hours immersion in boiling water (ANOVA: F
(2; 18)=30,421; p<<0,001) showed that the resin content in particleboard core has significant impact
on the values of these properties. The conducted post-hoc Tukey’s test for multiple comparison
between models showed that there are statistically significant differences in the mean value of relative
water absorption between all models. Increasing the resin content from 13 % to 16 % does not
significantly decreases the value of the relative thickness swelling, but the values between models C10
and C16 statistically differed.

According to the tests results, the experimental models of combined panels with 13 % and 16 %
resin content in particleboard core meet the requirements of the national standard MKS D.C5.032 for
wood-based panels for use in construction which defines 12 % as a limit of relative thickness swelling
for immersion period of 24 hours. The value of this property in experimental model with 10 % resin
content is a little above defined value of 12 % (12,43 %).

4. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the research results presented in this paper it can be concluded that the resin
content in particleboard core of composite (combined) wood-based panels has significant impact on
the water absorption and thickness swelling of the panel. By increasing the resin content from 10 to 16
% there is a significant decreasing of the values of these properties.

Increasing the resin content from 10 to 16 % lead to decrement in relative water absorption after
24 h immersion in water of 24 % and decrement of relative thickness swelling of near 39 %.

In all tests (after 24 h immersion in water, 2 h immersion in water and 2 h immersion in boiling
water), the results showed that the increment in resin content cause decrement in the values of the
water absorption and thickness swelling.

The tests results of the physical properties showed that the experimental models meet the
requirements of the national standard for load-bearing wood-based panels for use in construction.

This kind of researches has scientific and practical meaning. They can help in defining the
technological parameters for production of dimensionally stable water-resistant combined panel
durable for application in construction in high humidity conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Educational institutions are facilities where each person spends many years of their life. Chairs
used in these institutions are designed with specific features of shape, material and size. Long-term use
of chairs in educational institutions may be the cause of damage to the health of consumers if they are
not carefully designed and dimensioned.

Compliance with the prescribed rules and dimensions in the design of school chairs is of great
importance for the proper development of the users that are in the phase of growth and development
when using this type of chars.

In this paper, the functional dimensions of real samples of chairs taken from primary schools in
the Municipality of Aerodrom – Skopje will be measured. The testing samples of chairs will be
designated to the group that they belong to according to the EN 1729-1:2006 standard, and all
requested dimensions according to the standard will be measured.

The purpose of this work is to show the real condition of school chairs in elementary schools and
whether the chairs are with the requested dimensions of the EN 1729-1:2006 standard.

Keywords: elementary school, school furniture, school chair, school desk, anthropometry of
children, physical development.

1. INTRODUCTION

The long-term use of office furniture in the educational institutions could be the reason for health
worsening of its users if it is not meticulously dimensioned and designed. In order to avoid such
issues, the functional measures of the furniture for sitting and working while using the school furniture
are prescribed in the EN 1729-1:2006 standard, while the safety conditions that have to meet the
satisfactory needs of the school furniture for sitting and working are prescribed in EN 1729-2:2006.

Are the required standards of the school furniture used in the schools respected and to what extent
shall be the research of this paper seen through real samples that are found in the primary schools on
the territory of the municipality of Aerodrom, Skopje, R.of Macedonia.

The research shall be done only for the primary schools because the users which use them are at
the age of 5.5 to 14, i.e., the stage of life when the human body develops the most and changes its
height and shape most significantly.

The choice of the municipality of Aerodrom is done for the reason of this being the most
inhabited municipality as a territory in the city of Skopje. In its territory of 20 km2, 10.4 m2 are taken
as an urban part. In the urban area, there are 8 primary schools in which 6 000 students annually go to
school.

The carefully designed and elaborated furniture would contribute to a healthier and physically
good-looking youth as well as a better working atmosphere during the school day.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

During the visit of the primary schools on the territory of the municipality of Aerodrom measures
of 7 different types of chairs were taken. In terms of what for and on what age of children the chairs
are used, only one sample is used in first grade, whereas the rest are used in all the other grades from
second till ninth. For measuring the samples, the same are numerated from sample 1 to sample 7. The
results of the dimensions from the measurement will be compared to the required dimensions
according to the standard.

According to the design, appearance and condition in which chairs were found, it can be assumed
they were purchased at different times in the past. In the older schools there are many different types
of chairs, while in the newly built schools such as the elementary school Aleksandar Makedonski
built in 2013. all the chairs found are identical.

The collected 7 different samples of chairs, were taken to the laboratory and all measurements
required by the standard EN 1729-1: 2006 were performed . The obtained results of the measurements
were compared with the prescribed range of permissible dimensions.

According to EN 1729-1:2006 standard for chairs as well as the height of the chair it is estimated
in which group the chair belongs to. According to the group it is necessary to first satisfy the other
required dimensions. The measurement was made with an accuracy category II rule and with a digital
protractor.

Table 1. Dimensions and size marks for chair - EN 1729-1:2006

Size mark 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Color cod □ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Popliteal range
(without shoes)

20
0-

25
0

25
0-

28
0

28
0-

31
5

31
5-

35
5

35
5-

40
5

40
5-

43
5

43
5-

48
5

48
5+

Stature range
(without shoes)

80
0-

95
0

93
0-

11
60

10
80

-
12

10

11
90

-
14

20

13
30

-
15

90

14
60

-
17

65

15
90

-
18

80

17
40

-
20

70

h8- height of seat ±10 210 260 310 350 380 430 460 510

t4-effectuve depth of seat
±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

225 250 270 300 340 380 420 460

b3- seat width min
210 240 280 320 340 360 380 400

t7-depth of seat min

t 4
-

20
m

m t 4
-

20
m

m t 4
-

20
m

m t 4
-

30
m

m t 4
-

30
m

m t 4
-

30
m

m t 4
-

30
m

m t 4
-

30
m

m

h6- height of the formost
point of the backrest
(point S)

-10mm +20mm

140 150 160 180 190 200 210 220

h7- backrest height min 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
b4-width of the backrest min

- 210 250 270 270 300 330 360
r2-horizontal radius of the

backrest min - 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
β-inclination of the backrest - 950-

1100
950-
1100

950-
1100

950-
1100

950-
1100

950-
1100

950-
1100
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3. RESULTS

The measured results will be shown separately for each tested sample.

3.1.Sample 1

The sample is a chair used in first grade.

Figure 1. Photos of the measurement of sample 1

Table 2. Dimensions (simple1)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
2(violet)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 325 mm 310 mm Х(+5 mm)
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

365 mm 270 mm Х(+85 mm)

b3- seat width min 330 mm 280 mm √
t7-depth of seat

min
320 mm t4-20 mm Х(-25 mm)

h6- height of the
formost point of

the backrest (point
S)

-10mm +20mm

160 mm 160 mm √

h7- backrest height
min

172 mm 100 mm √

b4-width of the
backrest min

350 mm 250 mm √

r2-horizontal radius
of the backrest min

355 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

103,2° mm 95°-110° √
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3.2.Sample 2

The sample is a chair used in first grade.

Figure 2. Photos of the measurement of sample 2

Table 3. Dimensions (simple 2)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
3(yellow)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 360 mm 350 mm √
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

350 mm 300 mm Х(+30 mm)

b3- seat width min 300 mm 320 mm √
t7-depth of seat min 310 mm t4-30 mm Х(-20 mm)
h6- height of the
formost point of the
backrest (point S)
-10mm +20mm

166 mm 180 mm Х(-4 mm)

h7- backrest height min 145 mm 100 mm √
b4-width of the backrest

min
300 mm 270 mm √

r2-horizontal radius of
the backrest min

310 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

95,2° mm 95°-110° √
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3.3. Sample 3

The sample is a desk used from second to ninth grade.

Figure 3. Photos of the measurement of sample 3

Table 4. Dimensions (simple 3)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
4(red)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 370 mm 380 mm √
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

350 mm 340 mm √

b3- seat width min 330 mm 340 mm Х(-10 mm)
t7-depth of seat
min

330 mm t4-30 mm √

h6- height of the
formost point of
the backrest (point
S)
-10mm +20mm

150 mm 190 mm Х(-30 mm)

h7- backrest height
min

155 mm 100 mm √

b4-width of the
backrest min

320 mm 270 mm √

r2-horizontal radius
of the backrest min

370 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

98,4° mm 95°-110° √
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3.4. Sample 4

The sample is a desk used from second to ninth grade.

Figure 4. Photos of the measurement of sample 4

Table 5. Dimensions (simple 4)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
4(red)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 375 mm 380 mm √
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

410 mm 340 mm Х(+50 mm)

b3- seat width min 370 mm 340 mm √
t7-depth of seat
min

370 mm t4-30 mm √

h6- height of the
formost point of
the backrest (point
S)
-10mm +20mm

120 mm 190 mm Х(-60 mm)

h7- backrest height
min

175 mm 100 mm √

b4-width of the
backrest min

385 mm 270 mm √

r2-horizontal radius
of the backrest min

375 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

98,5° mm 95°-110° √
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3.5. Sample 5

The sample is a desk used from second to ninth grade.

Figure 5. Photos of the measurement of sample 5

Table 6. Dimensions (simple 5)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
4(red)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 405 mm 380 mm Х(+15 mm)
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

420 mm 340 mm Х(+50 mm)

b3- seat width min 335 mm 340 mm Х(-5 mm)
t7-depth of seat min 355 mm t4-30 mm Х(-35 mm)
h6- height of the
formost point of the
backrest (point S)
-10mm +20mm

190 mm 190 mm √

h7- backrest height min 200 mm 100 mm √
b4-width of the backrest

min
385 mm 270 mm √

r2-horizontal radius of
the backrest min

390 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

96,4° mm 95°-110° √
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3.6. Sample 6

The sample is a desk used from second to ninth grade.

Figure 6. Photos of the measurement of sample 6

Table 7. Dimensions (simple 6)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
5(green)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 445 mm 430 mm Х(+5 mm)
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

435 mm 360 mm Х(+55 mm)

b3- seat width min 370 mm 340 mm √
t7-depth of seat min 370 mm t4-30 mm Х(-35 mm)
h6- height of the
formost point of the
backrest (point S)
-10mm +20mm

150 mm 200 mm Х(-40 mm)

h7- backrest height min 175 mm 100 mm √
b4-width of the backrest

min
385 mm 300 mm √

r2-horizontal radius of
the backrest min

390 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

105,3° mm 95°-110° √
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3.7. Sample 7

The sample is a desk used from second to ninth grade.

Figure 7. Photos of the measurement of sample 7

Table 8. Dimensions (simple 7)

Required dimension
Measured dimension Referent  values for height

group
6(blue)

Satisfy
√

Do not satisfy
Х

h8- height of seat ±10 460 mm 460 mm √
t4-effectuve depth of

seat ±10 (0-2)
±20 (3-7)

430 mm 420 mm √

b3- seat width min 415 mm 380 mm √
t7-depth of seat
min

410 mm t4-30 mm √

h6- height of the
formost point of
the backrest (point
S)
-10mm +20mm

220 mm 210 mm √

h7- backrest height
min

190 mm 100 mm √

b4-width of the
backrest min

440 mm 330 mm √

r2-horizontal radius
of the backrest min

390 mm 300 mm √

β-inclination of the
backrest

96,3° mm 95°-110° √
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4. CONCLUSION

In accordance with the gained results, the conclusion was that none of the taken different samples
of chairs thoroughly meets the required dimensions of the EN 1729-1:2006 standard. All the measured
samples had deviations from the prescribed dimensions.

Only the sample 7 met all the dimensions required by the standard EN 1729-1: 2006, but this
sample is group 6 (blue), which according to the standard is intended for users with a height of 1590-
1880 cm. This height group of chairs is suitable for high school students because in primary schools
there are only few users with this height.

The biggest problem with the measured types of chairs was the effective seating depth and the
height of the lumbar support. These particular deviations from the prescribed dimensions are the
reason for the discomfort of the school chairs when used long-term..
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ABSTRACT

The current work presents the results of experimental studies, performed to assess the surface
quality of solid wood parts, processed with CNC machining centre, type Rover A3.30 (Biesse, Italy).
The influence of some parameters of the cutting mode, in particular, the cutting speed (Vc) and the
thickness of the removed layer (h) on the change of the roughness parameter Rz was assessed. The
roughness of the processed surface was measured with a roughness tester, type „Surftest SJ-210“
(Mitutoyo, Japan). Based on the obtained experimental data, graphical dependences, presenting the
influence of the individual factors on the quality of the processed surface were derived. In
order to ensure higher quality of the milled surfaces, recommendations for the optimal values of the
studied factors are made, taking into account the characteristics of the processed materials.

Keywords: CNC, surface quality, wood milling, cutting mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

The milling process is one of the main technological operations used in the processing of wood
parts and wood-based materials by cutting. With the development of the technologies, the milling is
increasingly performed on woodworking centers with CNC (Computer Numerical Control) control.
The use of CNC technological equipment is a prerequisite for high productivity, production of parts
with complex shape, lower error rate due to machining and higher quality of machined surfaces.
However, in order these conditions to be achieved, the operators of CNC machines need to be aware
not only of the properties and characteristics of the specific machine, but also to have knowledge and
skills in three main areas: (i) technological processes related to wood and wood processing basis; (ii)
characteristics of the different materials and tools and cutting modes under which they are machined;
(iii) computer skills and work with specialized software.

It is well-known that the characteristics of the processed materials can influence the quality of the
process surface. Also, due to the anisotropic structure of the wood, it is processed in different cutting
modes and the roughness of the surfaces is different depending on the direction of the wood fibers
(Sandac, Tanaka, Ohtani, 2004). The type of the cutting tools, used for the specific cutting process
also affect the quality of the surfaces (Gochev, 2014b). With regards to the cutting mode, it was found
that among the main factors influencing the quality of the surfaces during milling are the cutting and
feeding speeds and the thickness of the removed layer (Vitchev, 2019).

Some of the factors that influence the surface roughness can be controlled during the processing
of the materials, therefore they should be given more attention and become subject to wider and
more comprehensive study in order to be managed in the most efficient way.

A few scientific publications are focused on the study of processes related to milling and in
particular the quality of machined surfaces (Costes, Larricq, 2002; Keturakis, Juodeikiene, 2007;
Prakasvudhisarn, Kunnapapdeelert, Yenradee, 2009; Rousek, Kopecký, Svatoš, 2010; Gonzalez-
Adrados et al., 2012; Pinkowski, Kunnapapdeelert, Yenradee, 2013; Гочев, 2014a; Гочев, 2014b;
Kavalov, Angelski, 2015; Kminiak, Siklienka, Sustek, 2016; Kminiak, Banski, Chakhov, 2017; Kubs,
Kminiak, 2017; Vitchev, Gochev, Atanasov,  2018; Vitchev, Gochev, 2018a; Vitchev, Gochev,
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2018b). Based on the analysis of the available information, in could be concluded that in most of the
experiments the main goal was to study and determine the optimal parameters and conditions to ensure
higher quality of milled surfaces

The aim of the current work was to evaluate the quality of the processed surfaces of solid wood
parts from thee different wood species, depending on the following factors: the speed of the cutting
tool (n), and the milling depth of cut (h) in the milling process.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experiments have been performed using woodworking CNC machining centre, type Rover
A3.30 (Biesse, Italy). The machine has three interpolated control axes with the possibility to infinitely
adjust the feed rate and change the cutting speed (Vc) by changing the speed of the milling tool (n).

Figure 1. CNC woodworking machining centre, type Rover A3.30 (Biesse, Italy)

In the course of the study, specimens from the following wood types and characteristics were
processes: Scots pine (Pinus Sylvestris L.) with density ρ = 490 kg.m-3 and moisture content W =
12.7%; common spruce (Picea abies Karst.) with density ρ = 450 kg.m-3 and moisture content W =
12.2%; beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) with density ρ = 690 kg.m-3 and moisture content W = 12.0%. The
specimens were with the following dimensions – L x B x H – 600 x 100 x 60 mm (length (L), width
(B) and height (H)).

At rotational speeds of the cutting tool (n) of 5000, 10000 and 15000 min-1, layers with a
thickness (h) of 5, 10 and 15 mm were removed from the surface of the processed specimens, using a
front face milling cutter with a diameter D = 12 mm. The feed rate (Vf) did not change and had a value
of Vf = 6 m.min-1.

In order to assess the quality of the treated surfaces, depending on the variables, the roughness
parameter Rz, μm, was used. It has been determined separately for five base lengths in the longitudinal
direction of the wood fibers of each part. For each base length the parameter Rz is determined by the
mathematical equation:

(1)

ypi – the height of the biggest roughness of the profile, μm;
yvi – the depth of the greatest slot of the profile, μm.

The surface roughness of each workspace was determined using the mean average value   from
the five measurement. The applied methodology is in accordance with BDS EN ISO 4287 and is
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described in details (Gochev, 2005). The measurements were performed with the digital profilomer,
model “Surftest SJ-210“ (Mitutoyo, Japan) (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Profilometer, model Surftest SJ-210 – general view

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study was conducted in two parts, each of which aims to investigate the influence of the
studied factors - the rotational frequency of the cutting tool (n) and the milling depth of cut (h) on the
quality of processed surfaces.

3.1. Influence of the rotational speed of the cutting tool on the quality of the process surface

The first series of measurements were monitoring the changes in the values of the roughness
parameter Rz, depending on the variations of the rotational frequency of the cutting tool (n) – 5000,
10000 and 15000 min-1, measured at the milling depth of cut (h = 10 mm and feed rate Vf = 6 m.min-1.
The results are presented graphically in fig. 3.

The obtained results confirm the expected correlation that the surface quality is influenced by the
rotation frequency of the cutting tool and respectively, by the cutting speed (Vc) (Vitchev, 2019). The
peak values of the roughness parameter Rz are measured at the lowest rotational frequency of the tools
n = 5000 min-1 and for the individual tree species are in the range from 3 μm to 35 μm, ie. the average
value of the roughness parameter for the three tree species is .

Figure 3. Changes in the quality of the processed surfaces depending on the rotational
frequency of the cutting tool at feed rate Vf = 6 m.min-1 and milling depth of cut h = 10 mm
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By increasing the rotational speed, an improvement in the quality of the processed surfaces was
observed. The highest quality in all three tree species was achieved at rotational frequency n = 15000
min-1, where the values of the roughness parameter Rz for individual tree species are in the range from
25 μm to 30 μm, i.e. the average value of the roughness parameter for the three tree species is

(Fig. 3). It could be concluded that the surface quality improved by 15% at rotational
frequency of the cutting tool n = 15000 min-1 when compared to n = 5000 min-1.

Despite the relatively close values of the roughness parameter, the specimens’ surfaces processed
at rotational frequency n = 15000 min-1 belong to the roughness class VIII, while the specimens’
surfaces processed at rotational frequency n = 5000 min-1 are belong to a lower class of roughness –
IX (BDS EN ISO 4287).

3.2. Influence of the milling depth of cut on the quality of the process surface

The second series of measurements were monitoring the changes in the values of the roughness
parameter Rz, depending on the variations in the milling depth of cut h – 5, 10 and 15 mm, measured at
the rotational frequency of the cutting tool n = 10000 min-1 and feed rate Vf = 6 m.min-1. The results
are presented graphically in fig. 4.

The obtained results clearly show the influence of the milling depth of cut (h) on the quality of the
processed surfaces. At h = 5 mm the average value of the roughness parameter, for the three tree
species is . At the highest milling depth of cut h = 15 min the roughness parameter
increases by approximately 18% reaches the average value of .

Based on the results above, the specimens processed with a smaller milling depth of cut (h = 5
mm) fall in the roughness class IX, while those processed with a bigger milling depth cut (h = 15 mm)
fall into the roughness class VIII.

Figure 4. Changes in the quality of the processed surfaces depending on the milling depth of
cut (h) at feed rate Vf = 6 m.min-1 and rotational frequency of the cutting tool n = 1000 min-1

To obtain a better quality of the processed surfaces, a recommendation to machine the
specimens in several passes at the expense of a smaller thickness of the removed layer.
However, it also has to be considered that as the number of passes for surface treatment
increases, the technological time for processing the details will increase as well.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The performed experiments aimed to investigate the surface quality of specimens from three
different wood species, processed with woodworking CNC machining centre, depending on the
frequency of rotation of the milling tool (n) and the depth of processing (h). Based on the results
obtained, the following conclusions could be drawn:

 The surface quality of the processed material is influenced by the rotation frequency of the
cutting tool, respectively the cutting speed and the milling depth of cut (h). When the
rotational frequency is increased from 5000 to 10000 min-1, the value of the roughness
parameter Rz changes from 31.3 µm to 27.1 µm, respectively, during processing specimens
from Scots pine wood (Pinus Sylvestris L.).

 Increasing the milling depth of cut (h) from 5 mm to 15 mm results in a change in the
roughness parameter (Rz) from 27.6 µm to 32.7 µm, respectively when processing specimens
from Scots pine (Pinus Sylvestris L.). It could be argued that the deterioration of the surface
quality is due to the increased load on the cutting tool and the reduction in its performance.

 It is confirmed, that from a production point of view, to achieve better surface quality, it is
recommended to work at a higher rotational frequency of the cutting tool in order to achieve
higher cutting speeds and at a lower milling depth of cut
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ABSTRACT

The article presents results of a study, in production conditions, of the MicroScribe G2 system as
an alternative to traditional coordinate measuring machines (CMMs). With the help of an articulated
arm, the system provides appropriate accuracy data capture for building CAD models for 3D software
applications. The AlphaCam software complex was used to develop a control program for a 5-axis
CNC machine, model Pade Clipper L, to make a schoolboy chair seat.

Keywords: CAD models, 3D digitizer, Alpha CAM, MicroScribe G, 5-axis CNC machining.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the furniture industry of Bulgaria are created conditions for the development of modern
industrial production through the integration of intelligent production systems and processes caused by
technological innovations, united by the concept of „Industry 4.0“. More and more companies in the
industry use machines and lines with CNC control, as well as robotic systems.

There is even talk of Education 4.0. In this regard, in the Faculty of Forest Industry of the
University of Forestry was established and from the academic year 2020/2021 began training in a new
specialty called „Computer Technology in the Furniture Industry“, directly aimed at Industry 4.0. The
complexity of modern products makes the automation of the process of developing numerical control
(NC) programs for CNC machines using CAM systems, an integral part of the production preparation
process.

The aim of the work is to present the results of research of the MicroScribe G2 system for data
collection to building CAD models for 3D software applications, using the software complex
AlphaCam to develop a NC program for 5-axis CNC machine, model Pade Clipper L.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD OF WORK

The study was conducted in the production conditions of GADEVSKI LTD [2]. A three-
dimensional MicroScribe G2 digitizer was used for this purpose (Fig. 1, Table 1). The MicroScribe G2
portable measuring system can work with physical objects of unlimited shape, size and material by
tracing their contours and building complex 3D images [3]. It is used to determine the X, Y, Z
coordinates of points in 3D space, or on the surface of an object.

Three-dimensional MicroScribe G2 digitizer determine and record the location of a probe in
3D space and report the results through software. The arm calculates the exact position of the probe at
each point through embedded encoders on each axis (or joint) in the arm. MicroScribe G2 is
compatible with virtually all Windows software packages for direct coordinate input. AlphaCam
software complex is used for the purposes of the study. It is one of the best CAD/CAM solutions in the
field of developing control program for CNC machines [4]. The complex operates independently of
the CAD software used.
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Figure. 1 Three-dimensional MicroScribe G2 digitizer

Table 1. MicroScribe G2 parameters

Model Position Accuracy Working Volume Arm Reach
G2 ±0.015" (± 0.381 mm) 50" (127 cm) Diameter Sphere 25" (63.5 cm)

The technology for contact digitization of complex object dimensions (schoolboy chair seat) using
MicroScribe G2 and compiling of NC program for seat processing with a 5-axis CNC machine Pade
Clipper L. has been studied (Fig. 2).

Figure. 2 Schoolboy chair

Pade Clipper L is a CNC machining centre with open beam structure and 5 axes designed for
precise complex machining operations on wood and other materials (Fig. 3).
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Figure. 3 CNC machining centre Pade Clipper L

The main technical parameters of the CNC machining center, model Clipper L are [1]:Dimensions
of the machine – 4 900 х 4 115 х 3 270 mm; Axis strokes: X 2150 mm, Y 2 100 mm, Z 830 mm, C ±
370 degrees, A ± unlimited; Twin table each with 4 x vacuum hold down benches; T4 type router head
4 x 10 kW spindles; Control unit & software: Full digital numeric control by Osai, Post processor for
AlphaCam.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The technological process for contact digitization of the schoolboy chair seat via MicroScribe G2
and compiling of NC program for seat processing with a 5-axis CNC machine Pade Clipper L. ,
includes the following stages:

i.
A prototype of a schoolboy chair seat was used, from which by contact digitization of its
dimensions was made a model for serial production with a 5-axis CNC machine. In order to
digitize the dimensions of the seat. To take the dimensions of the seat, its surface is drawn
with vertical lines every 20 mm (Fig. 4).

ii.
To create 3D images, connect MicroScribe G2 to a PC and activate the AlphaCam software
(Fig. 5).

Figure 4. Prototype of a schoolboy chair seat

iii
The digitizer is calibrated before each digitization. For this purpose, three reference points
(front right, front left and rear right) are selected, marked by the probe tip, and their
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coordinates are entered into the computer using a joystick. The coordinates of the first
reference point are X0; Y0; Z0. The second reference point is in a straight line at a distance of
500 mm with coordinates X500; Y0; Z0. Through the third coordinate point we will determine
the plane in which we will work (Fig. 6).

iv.
We build the volume of the model using option set the work volume in AlphaCam. To do this,
we introduce two points in the opposite corners of the volume we want to create (Fig. 7).

Figure. 5 Windows for setting up and connecting MicroScribe G2 and AlphaCam

v.
We move to direct digitization along the pre-drawn lines of the model, along which the probe
tip will pass (Fig. 8). MicroScribe-3D can capture coordinates at 1000 points per second and
transmit information at 38 Kbps. Entering many points at a short distance does not lead to
better modelling.

vi.
Draw the contour of the seat, then the other contours with the help of which the surface is built
(Fig. 9). It starts with a smooth movement of the silus along the contour, pressing the joystick
button at each point we want to mark. It automatically enters the coordinates of the selected
point in the software and connecting the set points visualizes a continuous contour of lines.

Figure. 6 Selection of reference points
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Figure. 7 Input of reference points for working volume

Figure. 8 Digitization of the model

vii.
The contour of the model in the 2D space is digitized. The construction of the vhole volume is
in 3D space with polylines. For this purpose we change the settings of the digitizer through the
software from 2D to 3D polylines. It starts with carefully moving the electronic pen on the
surface of the seat by removing points from the first contour. The points taken must be from
the beginning to the end of the contour (Fig. 10). The contact probe reads the information
where it is located and translates this information into X, Y and Z coordinates in 3D space.
The digitized data is processed by AlphaCam in the coordinates of a point on the monitor
screen corresponding to the position of the pointer.

viii.
Convert polylines to spline via menu geometry-spline-create spline. After conversion to spline
convert to geometry from the menu geometry-spline-convert spline to line (Fig. 11). A
complete contour of the seat is obtained (Fig. 12).

ix.
The working volume of the sample from which we will make the seat is drawn. It has
dimensions X = 450 mm, y = 450 mm, Z = 30 mm. Along the pre-delineated lines in 20 mm
we design a plane. For each plane we insert a contour from the surface, then we process it as a
contour of the seat (Fig. 13).

x.
The surface is built using two options. The first is to build a surface along two lines. The last
two left loops and the last two right contours are selected (Fig. 14). For the second option, the
construction of a surface by sections is chosen (Fig. 15).

xi.
The following is a choice of instrument and simulation of its path (Fig. 16 A). The final stage
is conversion into machine language or transformation from CAD to CAM, ie. creation of NC
code (Numerically Controlled) (Fig. 16 B).
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Figure 17 shows the processing of the seat with CNC machining center Pade Clipper L. To make
a comparison of figure. 18 presents the prototype of the schoolboy seat and the finished model.

Figure. 9 2D digitization of the model contour

Figure. 10 3D digitization of the model surface

A B
Figure. 11 A – creating a spline; B – convert spline to geometry
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Figure. 12 Completed contour of the seat

Figure. 13 Isometric view of all planes on the surface

A B
Figure. 14 A – selection of surface on two lines; B – isometric view

A B
Figure. 15 А – selection of surface by sections; B – isometric view
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A B
Figure. 16 A – tool selection and path simulation; B – isometric view

A B C
Figure. 17 Processing a seat with CNC machining center Pade Clipper L: A – operation 1; B –

operation 2; C – operation 3

Figure. 18 Schoolboy chair seat: A – prototype; B – ready model

4. CONCLUSION

In practice, different types of digitizers are used to enter analog data and convert them into digital,
such as: ultrasonic; electromagnetic; laser; mechanical, etc. The MicroScribe G2 3D digitizer can
quickly create 3D computer models of real objects with high surface detail. The digitizer is compatible
with industry-leading software products. For this purpose, the software complex AlphaCam was used
to develop a NC program for 5-axis CNC machine, model Pade Clipper L.

When choosing a digitizer, we must take into account the reliability of its drivers, support for
the necessary software, the convenience of the pointing device (it can be a stylus or a cursor) and of
course its price.
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ABSTRACT

A lot of research has been done related to the influence of different machining factors on the
wood machining process. Methodologically, the factors are divided into three main groups that affect
cutting mechanics: factors associated with material properties, factors that are dependent on the cutting
tools, and factors attributed to the cutting process itself. A better understanding of machining factors
could be the foundation for predicting the behavior of the material in the machining process. Also, it
may consequently contribute to a more efficient and economical machining outcome and above all, the
better quality of the machined surface. One of the basic parameters of cutting mechanics is cutting
forces. There are various models in the literature for determining the dependence of values of cutting
forces on the selected impact factors. Different cutting force models are analyzed and compared in this
paper. The results performed in the peripheral milling parallel with wood grains of oak wood (Quercus
robur) were used for the testing of models. The analysis of these models indicated that there is no
match between the calculated and experimental results, but there is a similarity in the form of a curve.
Changes in the measured values are accompanied by corresponding changes in the calculated values,
which indicates that these models can find application in real cutting conditions.

Keywords: machining factors, peripheral milling, cutting force, cutting power, oak wood.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cutting process is influenced by a number of factors which could be divided into three main
groups that affect cutting mechanics: factors associated with material, factors that are dependent on the
cutting tools, and factors attributed to the cutting process itself. The factors which are dependent on
material include wood species, physical and mechanical properties, moisture content and wood
temperature. Factors which are associated with cutting tool include cutting angle, edge round up
radius, physical and mechanical properties of tool material and roughness of cutting edge. Finally, the
third group of impact factors connected with cutting process itself includes chip thickness, wood
cutting mode (longitudinal, transverse, tangential, or combined), cutting and clearance angle, cutting
speed, friction between tools and work-piece and tool vibrations.

The estimation of the optimum values of the factors that influence cutting mechanics could be the
foundation for predicting the behavior of the material in the machining process. Also, it may
consequently contribute to more efficient and economical machining outcomes considering the fact
that energy and raw material costs are rising. And above all, it may contribute to the better quality of
the machined surface since the improvement in the surface quality is becoming increasingly important
(Krenke, Frybort, Müller 2017a, b).

One of the basic parameters of cutting mechanics is cutting forces. A better understanding of
machining factors' influence on cutting forces could ensure the optimization of the machining process.
Proper optimization of the cutting process requires an appropriate approach to assess the cutting
forces, as this could help in a better understanding of the interaction between tools and raw materials
(Orlowski et al. 2020).
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Generally, in real cutting conditions, high values of cutting forces are associated with tool
vibrations and defects of the part. Therefore, modeling and simulation of cutting forces, before the
cutting process, could be a strong support to manufacturers to set the cutting regime to stay within the
machine spindle power range, verify their fixture, and optimize both the material and cycle time
(related to the energy consumed during the process).

There are many models in the literature determining the dependence of values of cutting forces on
the selected impact factors. One of the simplest methods for predicting cutting forces is the method of
coefficients (Orlicz 1982, Zubčević 1988, Goglia 1994, Kršljak 2013). In this type of model the
authors start from the referent unit cutting resistance for a particular wood species measured under
accurately defined and controlled conditions. What makes the model simple is the fact that the
calculations of the cutting force require data on the measured unit cutting resistance, cutting
conditions, easily available data on the material, tools, and respective tables. This type of model has
certain weaknesses, which could be seen in differences obtained comparing measured and calculated
cutting forces values (Mandic et al. 2014; Djurkovic and Danon 2017). This  phenomenon  can  be
explained by  the  fact  that physical  and  mechanical  properties of wood are  insufficiently  and
inadequately  included in the models. In order to improve the model, other properties should be
included such as anatomical, physical and mechanical: mode of wood cutting (longitudinal, transverse,
tangential, or combined), wood density and moisture content, bending strength, tensile strength,
hardness etc. (Eyma 2004).

The comparison of measured and calculated values of cutting forces has been analyzed in the
study of Djurkovic and Danon (2017). The authors calculated cutting forces on the basis of the values
of measured required cutting power and then compared with cutting forces values obtained applying
the method of coefficients (Kršljak 2013) and Axelsson model (Axelsson, Lundberg, Grönlund,
1993).The Axelsson model presents more accurate modeling of the cutting process. Empirical
equation of the Axelsson model involves more   factors such as:  wood density, wood moisture
content, wood temperature, cutting speed, mean chip thickness, the angle between the cutting speed
vector and the wood grain orientation. The analysis indicated that there is no match between the
results, but there is a similarity in the form of a curve, i.e. changes in the measured values are
accompanied by corresponding changes in the calculated values. This means that the analyzed models
are not suitable for quantification of cutting forces, but can be used to compare different cutting
modes.

More complex models for predicting cutting forces are dedicated to a single machining process
(such as circular sawing or milling), including the above mentioned properties (Nayloret et al. 2012,
Porankiewicz et al. 2011, Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015, Porankiewiczet al. 2021, Curti et al.
2021). The Naylor model (Naylor et al. 2012), included wood density and moisture content, milling
depth and wood mechanical properties: bending strength and shear strength, modulus of elasticity and
modulus of shear, and toughness. The disadvantage of this model are cutting conditions that differed
greatly compared to those in practice (cutting speed was not higher than at 0.1 m·s-1). The
Porankiewicz model (Porankiewicz et al. 2011) involves  physical  and  mechanical  properties  of
wood,  tool  characteristics  and  cutting  mode parameters. The study provides statistical equations
for tangential and normal, cutting forces in the functionof  the  angle  between  cutting  direction  and
grain  orientation,  radius  of  cutter  blade  roundness,  the values of  rake  angle,  mean  chip
thicknesses,  cutting  speeds, wood moisture content, wood  density at 8% moisture content, and
temperature of wood. The Mandić model (Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015) presents non-linear,
multi variable dependency between the main (tangential) force, and the machining parameters and
properties of Pedunculate oak. This model includes density, moisture content, Brinell hardness,
bending strength, the modulus of elasticity, feed rate per tooth, rake angle, and cutting depth.
Porankiewicz et al. (2021) included elasticity modules in their predictive model for the cutting
force.The study indicated that the tangential force is affected by cutting depth, feed rate per tooth, rake
angle, and elasticity modulus which described mechanical properties of wood very well (elasticity
modulus by stretching along grains, elasticity modulus by stretching perpendicular to grains, modulus
of elasticity by compression along grains, and the modulus of elasticity by compression perpendicular
to grains). The equations provided in the models gave a strong link between the observed and
predicted cutting forces and can be used to analyze the impact of specific inputs on the predicted
cutting forces. Both models (Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015, Porankiewicz et al. 2021) were
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performed during opened, up-milling and peripheral milling process. The other parameters, in addition
to the above, including cutting edge round up radius, cutting speed, diameter of the cutter, cutter
width, and the number of cutting edges, were kept constant.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setting is described and explained in detail in the work of Djurkovic and Danon
(2017). Experimental results of cutting forces for comparison with the calculated values according to
the models were obtained by testing on oak wood samples (1000mm x 30 mm x 200 mm) at the
Center for Wood Processing Machines and Tools, Faculty of Forestry, Belgrade. Before the
experiment all samples were conditioned at the temperature of 20±20 °C and relative air humidity of
65±5%.

The experiment was performed using a table-mounted milling cutter MiniMax CU410K (Italy)
equipped with a Maggi Engineering feeding device Vario Feed (Italy) with a range of speeds 3-24
m/min. Testing was performed during the peripheral, open, up-milling process. The tool used
consisted of three milling cutters manufactured by Freud (Italy). The cutters were equipped with four
blades soldered plates, made of hard metal cemented carbide with diameter D = 125 mm, width B = 40
mm. Testing was done with a constant number of rotations per minute of the working spindle (RPM=
5.860), i.e., at a constant cutting speed 38.35 m·s-1.  The values of the other processing parameters are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The Peripheral Milling Process Parameters of Oak

Feed speed vF
(m·min-1)

Feed per tooth fZ
(mm)

Cutting depth cD
(mm)

Rake angle γF(º) Cutting angle δ(º)

4 0.171 2 16 74
8 0.341 3 20 70
16 0.683 4.5 25 65

*  The cutters were having clearance angle of αF= 15º

Cutting powers required for milling were measured using acquisition device SRD1, indirectly by
measuring the power input of the machine driving the electric motor. The acquisition device was
equipped with the Power Expert software for the analysis, processing, and storage of the results
(Mandić and Danon 2010).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As has been explained in detail in the study of  Djurkovic and Danon (2017), mean values of
measured cutting powers on the oak samples’ (with mean measured oven dry densities 725 kg/m3 and
mean measured moisture content 7.28%) were used to calculate mean values of the main cutting
resistance by applying the appropriate formula as follows:

sr
sr

r

PF
v

 1)

where Fsr is mean value of the main cutting resistance for one cutter revolution, Psr is mean
cutting power [W], vr is cutting speed [m/s].

Calculated value of the mean force Fsr, represents mean force for one cutter revolution, which
means that it also includes idle feed between the blades (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Change of the main cutting force for one cutter revolution (Djurkovic and Danon 2017)

In order to obtain mean specific force for cutter Fb engagement, there is a need for a correction of
previous formula, and it is done as follows:
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(2)

where Ogl - circumference of the milling cutter [m], lrl – engagement length of a single blade and
work piece [m], N – number of milling cutter blades (N=4), R – milling cutter radius [m], ϕ0 – mean
angle of blade engagement and work piece.

The values of measured cutting forces are given below (Table 2).

Table 2. Measured values of wood cutting forces

NO
D8% γ u CD fZ em s Fmeasured

g/cm3 ° % mm mm mm rad N
1 0.785 25 7.25 4.5 0.171 0.032 1.379 42.155
2 0.776 16 7.06 2 0.683 0.086 1.439 99.041
3 0.738 16 6.79 4.5 0.171 0.032 1.379 45.606
4 0.724 20 7.31 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 61.392
5 0.744 25 7.41 2 0.683 0.086 1.439 65.246
6 0.778 16 6.86 2 0.171 0.022 1.443 36.288
7 0.753 20 7.51 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 61.509
8 0.718 25 6.67 4.5 0.683 0.130 1.375 88.131
9 0.735 20 7.14 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 58.159
10 0.744 20 7.31 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 64.453
11 0.692 16 7.70 2 0.683 0.086 1.439 75.082
12 0.741 16 7.83 4.5 0.171 0.032 1.379 43.916
13 0.737 16 6.86 4.5 0.683 0.130 1.375 113.288
14 0.774 20 7.39 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 63.923
15 0.777 20 6.94 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 60.185
16 0.783 25 7.48 4.5 0.171 0.032 1.379 41.975
17 0.755 20 7.25 3 0.341 0.053 1.413 59.966
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NO
D8% γ u CD fZ em s Fmeasured

g/cm3 ° % mm mm mm rad N
18 0.753 25 7.46 2 0.683 0.086 1.439 67.478
19 0.734 25 7.31 4.5 0.683 0.130 1.375 89.444
20 0.773 16 7.55 2 0.171 0.032 1.379 46.363
The calculated mean forces fall within the 36.288 – 113.288 N range, depending on cutting

conditions and physical properties of wood being cut.

3.1. Cutting force calculation by Kršljak model - the method of coefficients

The specific resistance for specific material and specific cutting conditions (K) is obtained when
referent unit cutting resistances (Kel) are multiplied by corresponding correction coefficients (Ci)
calculated in advance and that can be found in the respective tables (Kršljak, 2013). The formula for
calculating wood specific resistance, according to Kršljak, has the following form:

el vr u e vK K C C C C C C C          3)
where K – wood specific resistance for specific cutting conditions, Kel – wood specific resistance

for e = 1 mm (e is mean chip thickness), Cvr – correction factor for wood species Cu– correction
factor for wood moisture content, Ce– correction factor for chip thickness, Cδ– correction factor for the
cutting angle,Cϕ – correction factor for penetration angle into the wood, Cv– correction factor for
cutting speed, Cρ – correction factor for the bluntness of a cutting edge.

The magnitude of the main cutting resistance is obtained when the calculated coefficient K is
multiplied by the cross-sectional surface of a separate particle/chip for a corresponding type of cutting
As:

sF K A  (4)
Tabular values of correction coefficients and values of caclulated specific resistances and cutting

forces are given below (Table 3).

Table 3. Calculated wood specific resistance and cutting forces- model Kršljak

NO Ке1 Cvr Cu Cesr Cδ Cϕ Cv C К Fkrsljak

N/mm2 - - - - - - - N/mm2 N
1 14 1.55 1.10 3.08 1.5 0.83 1.28 1.00 117.16 113.88
2 14 1.55 1.10 2.22 2 0.79 1.28 1.00 107.17 277.46
3 14 1.55 1.10 3.08 2 0.83 1.28 1.00 156.21 151.84
4 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
5 14 1.55 1.10 2.22 1.5 0.79 1.28 1.00 80.38 208.10
6 14 1.55 1.10 3.53 2 0.79 1.28 1.00 170.41 110.43
7 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
8 14 1.55 1.10 1.94 1.5 0.83 1.28 1.00 73.80 286.70
9 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
10 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
11 14 1.55 1.10 2.22 2 0.79 1.28 1.00 107.17 277.46
12 14 1.55 1.10 3.08 2 0.83 1.28 1.00 156.21 151.84
13 14 1.55 1.10 1.94 2 0.83 1.28 1.00 98.39 382.26
14 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
15 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
16 14 1.55 1.10 3.08 1.5 0.83 1.28 1.00 117.16 113.88
17 14 1.55 1.10 2.62 1.7 0.81 1.28 1.00 110.23 174.93
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NO Ке1 Cvr Cu Cesr Cδ Cϕ Cv C К Fkrsljak

N/mm2 - - - - - - - N/mm2 N
18 14 1.55 1.10 2.22 1.5 0.79 1.28 1.00 80.38 208.10
19 14 1.55 1.10 1.94 1.5 0.83 1.28 1.00 73.80 286.70
20 14 1.55 1.10 3.53 2 0.79 1.28 1.00 170.41 110.43

It is noticeable that specific resistance is most strongly affected by the change in mean chip
thickness and blade penetration angle into the wood while other factors are constant. For the examined
cutting conditions the minimum value of calculated cutting force was 110.43 N and the maximum
value was 382.26 N according to this model.

3.2. Cutting force calculation by Axelsson model

The equation for Axelsson model (Axelsson, Lundberg, Grönlund, 1993), based on a
multifactorial   experiment   of woodcutting with a circular saw, has the following form:

3-7.37+ ×(0.38 -224.5 )+15.61 -2.6 +1.31 +0.2 + (0.3 -0.01 )

4.25
m r8e D v u ts s sFp

            

 
 
  

(5)

where: Fp - specific main cutting force (N·mm-1 ),em– mean chip thickness (mm), ρ8 – wood
density at 8% moisture content (kg·m-3), γ –rake angle (rad), φs – the angle between cutting direction
and wood grain orientation (work), ρ – radius of cutter blade roundness (μm), u– moisture content
(%), vr – cutting speed (m·s-1), t – temperature (°C).

The model includes influences such as material properties, cutting conditions, sharpening angles
and blade condition, environmental conditions, which must contribute to achieving more realistic
results.Table 4 contains calculated cutting forces and appropriate input data for the model such as:
mean chip thickness, wood density at 8% moisture content, rake angle, cutting speed, wood moisture
content, environment temperature and radius of the cutter tip roundness.

Table 4. Calculated wood cutting forces –Axelsson model

NO
em D8%  s  u v t Faxelsson

*

mm g/cm3 rad rad m % m/s oC N
1 0.032 0.785 0.4361 1.379 2 7.25 38.35 20 181.17
2 0.086 0.776 0.2791 1.439 2 7.06 38.35 20 277.61
3 0.032 0.738 0.2791 1.379 2 6.79 38.35 20 184.41
4 0.053 0.724 0.3489 1.413 2 7.31 38.35 20 209.57
5 0.086 0.744 0.4361 1.439 2 7.41 38.35 20 249.18
6 0.022 0.778 0.2791 1.443 2 6.86 38.35 20 171.22
7 0.053 0.753 0.3489 1.413 2 7.51 38.35 20 213.98
8 0.130 0.718 0.4361 1.375 2 6.67 38.35 20 294.37
9 0.053 0.735 0.3489 1.413 2 7.14 38.35 20 210.88
10 0.053 0.744 0.3489 1.413 2 7.31 38.35 20 212.42
11 0.086 0.692 0.2791 1.439 2 7.70 38.35 20 259.10
12 0.032 0.741 0.2791 1.379 2 7.83 38.35 20 186.28
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NO
em D8%  s  u v t Faxelsson

*

mm g/cm3 rad rad m % m/s oC N
13 0.130 0.737 0.2791 1.375 2 6.86 38.35 20 333.49
14 0.053 0.774 0.3489 1.413 2 7.39 38.35 20 216.75
15 0.053 0.777 0.3489 1.413 2 6.94 38.35 20 216.46
16 0.032 0.783 0.4361 1.379 2 7.48 38.35 20 181.38
17 0.053 0.755 0.3489 1.413 2 7.25 38.35 20 213.81
18 0.086 0.753 0.4361 1.439 2 7.46 38.35 20 251.52
19 0.130 0.734 0.4361 1.375 2 7.31 38.35 20 300.96
20 0.032 0.773 0.2791 1.379 2 7.55 38.35 20 188.63

It is obvious that some of the input data have a constant value for all observed cases such as
cutting speed, rounded blades and environment temperature at the time of tests. The other values
changed depending on physical properties of the samples and cutting regime, which resulted in a fairly
wide range of calculated values for cutting forces (the minimum value of calculated cutting force was
171.22 N and the maximum value was 333.49 N according to this model).

3.3. Cutting force calculation by Mandić model

The Mandić model (Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015) includes more input data for the
prediction of cutting forces compared with previous two. The authors give multivariable non-linear
dependency between the main (tangential) force, FC, and the machining parameters and properties of
oak (Quercus robur) during, straight edge, peripheral milling. Tangential force, FC, was found to be
influenced by density D, moisture content mC, Brinell hardness, H, bending strength, RB, the modulus
of elasticity, E, feed rate per tooth, fZ, rake angle, γF, and cutting depth, CD:

F
C

P= A+B+C (6)
where:

0.68806 0.62019 0.18212 0.045741 0.27236 0.53737 0.54972 0.503840.01174· · · · · · · ·       C B Z F DA D m H R E f c 
3106.55693· · 14.2737· ·  1.80803· ·  7.0966·10 · ·Z D Z F b Z B FB f c f R f R    

6
87.53491·10 ·  ·  0.056067·  · 0.038487· 0.01174   14.60027      Z C BC D E D f D f m R        

Table 5 contains calculated cutting forces and appropriate input data for the Mandić model.

Table 5. Calculated wood cutting forces – Mandić model

NO
D8% γF u CD fZ H RB E Fmandić

g/cm3 ° % mm mm N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N
1 0.785 25 7.25 4.5 0.171 47.78 123.44 12408.65 18.64
2 0.776 16 7.06 2 0.683 47.67 105.27 10924.48 87.41
3 0.738 16 6.79 4.5 0.171 45.79 134.23 11575.01 13.07
4 0.724 20 7.31 3 0.341 42.18 112.32 10806.37 51.01
5 0.744 25 7.41 2 0.683 41.99 120.36 11386.25 60.86
6 0.778 16 6.86 2 0.171 46.81 122.97 13455.73 18.32
7 0.753 20 7.51 3 0.341 37.83 126.44 11267.36 44.75
8 0.718 25 6.67 4.5 0.683 37.57 114.26 10326.45 86.94
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NO
D8% γF u CD fZ H RB E Fmandić

g/cm3 ° % mm mm N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N
9 0.735 20 7.14 3 0.341 37.11 110.25 11486.40 45.29
10 0.744 20 7.31 3 0.341 45.21 126.81 10773.06 46.89
11 0.692 16 7.70 2 0.683 38.24 108.75 9455.03 68.34
12 0.741 16 7.83 4.5 0.171 40.20 116.84 12118.24 24.09
13 0.737 16 6.86 4.5 0.683 36.85 139.10 12234.84 103.93
14 0.774 20 7.39 3 0.341 44.44 124.28 11304.22 51.74
15 0.777 20 6.94 3 0.341 46.42 116.11 11062.85 50.10
16 0.783 25 7.48 4.5 0.171 43.42 128.20 11001.15 21.46
17 0.755 20 7.25 3 0.341 41.54 117.80 11220.91 43.47
18 0.753 25 7.46 2 0.683 44.30 136.64 12828.28 55.65
19 0.734 25 7.31 4.5 0.683 42.79 136.74 11782.58 83.85
20 0.773 16 7.55 2 0.171 46.39 130.43 10660.37 32.11

For the examined cutting conditions the minimum value of calculated cutting force was 13.07 N
and the maximum value was 103.93 N according to this model.

3.4. Cutting force calculation by Porankiewicz model

Porankiewicz model (Porankiewicz et al. 2021) represents the upgrade of the Mandić model since
the research was conducted with the same samples and it was extended with the elasticity modulus.
This model gives multivariable dependence between the main (tangential) cutting force, FC,
processing parameters and modules of elasticity of oak wood during peripheral milling with a straight
edge. The analysis indicated that the tangential force, FC, is affected by cutting depth, cD, feed rate per
tooth, fZ, rake angle, γF, elasticity modulus by stretching along grains, ESA, elasticity modulus by
stretching perpendicular to grains, ESP, modulus of elasticity by compression along grains, ECA, and the
modulus of elasticity by compression perpendicular to grains, ECP, as presented in the following
formula:

0.005392·        P A
CF e B C   (7)

where:
0.02536·  0.1056· 0.0309· 0.01278· 3.6124·  01731·SA SP CA CP Z FA E E E E f      

17 11.0706 1.81761.3162·10 · · 0.1167· 24.9484· ·  SA F CA CP FB E E E     
17 12.6755 13 22.4064 7.8172·10 · · 1.0392·10 · · 17.947                                         Z F Z DC f f c   

Table 6 contains calculated cutting forces andappropriate input data for the model such as: cutting
depth, cD, feed rate per tooth, fZ, rake angle, γF, elasticity modulus by stretching along grains, ESA,
elasticity modulus by stretching perpendicular to grains, ESP, modulus of elasticity by compression
along grains, ECA, and the modulus of elasticity by compression perpendicular to grains, ECP.
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Table 6. Calculated wood cutting forces – Porankiewicz model

NO
γF CD fZ Esa Esp Eca Ecp Fporankiewicz

° mm mm MPa MPa MPa MPa N
1 25 4.5 0.171 1400.68 65.81 821.1 459.7 24.38
2 16 2 0.683 1419.26 71.54 812.4 499 79.64
3 16 4.5 0.171 1385.14 61.24 838 480.6 32.93
4 20 3 0.341 1350.07 74.31 862.9 511.2 43.16
5 25 2 0.683 1375.27 68.3 788.6 519.8 46.60
6 16 2 0.171 1390.87 68.11 826.2 511.9 19.72
7 20 3 0.341 1313.09 65.53 842.5 489.5 43.37
8 25 4.5 0.683 1271.94 65.45 811.2 455.7 71.82
9 20 3 0.341 1267.57 63.44 804.5 470.2 41.16
10 20 3 0.341 1390.63 61.16 839.2 489.2 47.61
11 16 2 0.683 1297.92 54.18 782.1 492.6 56.33
12 16 4.5 0.171 1164.54 67.01 850.7 488.3 28.66
13 16 4.5 0.683 1379.08 57.19 838.9 496.3 94.46
14 20 3 0.341 1351.99 59.91 866.6 489.7 46.58
15 20 3 0.341 1350.21 64.05 804.6 484.7 42.75
16 25 4.5 0.171 1354.42 66.71 837.6 484.9 25.44
17 20 3 0.341 1312.34 66.23 812.8 466 42.73
18 25 2 0.683 1407.98 58.99 841.1 476.3 49.31
19 25 4.5 0.683 1293.22 71.91 819.5 477.8 70.32
20 16 2 0.171 1382.74 78.11 845.9 483.5 29.40

For the examined cutting conditions the minimum value of calculated cutting force was 19.720 N
and the maximum value was 94.460 N according to this model.

Figure 2 shows in parallel the values of the measured and calculated values of the mean cutting
forces for all measurements performed.

Figure 2. Measured and calculated mean cutting forces in peripheral milling of oak
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It can be seen from the figure that there is no coincidence of the results, but that there is a
similarity of the curve shape, i.e. that the changes in the measured values are accompanied by
corresponding changes in the calculated values. Significantly better situation is reflected in the Mandić
and Porankiewicz models where comparative analysis of calculated and measured values established
not only similar behavior, i.e. similar response to change in the cutting parameters but also a better
match of the measured and calculated cutting force values.

Comparing the results from tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, it can be seen that the differences between the
forces calculated by these models are relatively large and differ significantly from those measured,
which will be commented below. Statistical comparison between measured and calculated values is
performed based on two parameters: the ratio between mean values of the sets of measured and
calculated values (systemic difference between measured and calculated values) and the ratio between
variances of the sets of measured and calculated values (Table 7).

Table 7. Statistical analysis of data

Force (N) Valid N Mean Minimum Maximum Variance Std.Dev. Coef.Var.
Fmandić 20 50.396 13.070 103.930 661.281 25.715 51.027
Fkršljak 20 195.181 110.426 382.264 5254.622 72.489 37.139
Fmeasured 20 64.180 36.288 113.288 414.944 20.370 31.739
Faxelsson 20 227.660 171.219 333.490 2084.192 45.653 20.053
Fporankiewicz 20 46.819 19.724 94.462 380.741 19.513 41.677

Comparison between results presented in tables 3 and 4 shows that differences between forces
calculated using Kršljak and Axelsson models are relatively high and differ considerably from
measured ones. Figure 3 displays in parallel data on mean cutting force per a single blade and force
calculated using the method of coefficients (Kršljak’s model), i.e. the Axelsson’s model.

Figure 3. The ratio between measured and calculated values of cutting force for both models.

The linear regression equation for the method of coefficients has the form:

3.4329  25.143krsljak measuredF F   (8)

On the basis of the given equation and obtained coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.930), it can
be concluded that there is a strong correlation between measured and calculated values, but they do
not coincide. The coefficient of direction in the regression equation equals 3.433, the ratio between
mean measured and calculated values equals 3.041 and the ratio of variations equals 3.55 points to a
significant difference between measured and calculated values (Table 6). The similar situation can be
seen in linear regression equation for the Axelsson method:
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2.1671  88.573axelsson measuredF F   (9)

The Axelsson’s model proved to be somewhat better for the prediction of cutting forces in
peripheral milling. The coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.935) is very high in this case too and
indicates a very strong correlation between measured and calculated values. However, the coefficient
of direction in the regression equation equals 2.167, the ratio between mean measured and calculated
values equals 3.547and the ratio of variations equals 2.241 indicates that difference between measured
and calculated forces remains high (Table 6). It can be concluded that the presented models are
suitable for application if the comparison is done between the impacts of some factors on the
mechanics of cutting but they are not suitable for quantification of cutting force values. Comparison
between results presented in tables 5 and 6 shows that differences between forces calculated using
these two models are relatively low but still exist. The equations presented in Figure 4 provide a strong
link between the observed cutting force and the predicted cutting force and can certainly be used to
analyze the influence of specific inputs on the predicted cutting forces according to very high
coefficients of determination.

Figure 4. The ratio between measured and calculated values of cutting force for both models

The linear regression equation for the Mandić prediction model has the form:

1.251 26.948mandic measuredF F  (10)

On the basis of the given equation and obtained coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.947), it can
be concluded that there is a strong correlation between measured and calculated values. The
coefficient of direction in the regression equation equals 1.251 and the ratio between mean measured
and calculated values equals 0.785 the ratio of variations equals 1.26 points to a significant difference
between measured and calculated values.

The similar situation can be seen in linear regression equation for the Porankiewicz method:

0.956 14.535porankiewicz measuredF F   (11)

The Porankiewicz’s model proved to be somewhat better for the prediction of cutting forces in
peripheral milling. The coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.996) is very high in this case too and
indicates a very strong correlation between measured and calculated values. However, the coefficient
of direction in the regression equation equals 0.956, the ratio between mean measured and calculated
values equals1.371 and the ratio of variations equals 0.957 indicates that difference between measured
and calculated forces still remains. It can be concluded that these equations (for Mandić and
Porankiewicz models) provide a strong link between the measured and predicted cutting forces and
can be used to analyze the impact of specific inputs on the predicted cutting forces. For example, in
the Mandić model an almost linear relationship between predicted main force and density and
predicted main force and moisture content is shown (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The plot of the relationships between the predicted main force, FC
Pand D and mC, according to

Mandić model (Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015)

The predicted main cutting force FC
P depends on the increase in density D and mC.  If the moisture

content increase is 0.1 %, the average increase in force will be around 2 N. If the density increase is 10
kg·m-3, the average increase in force, will be around 0.8 N (Mandić, Porankiewicz, Danon 2015).

Based on the given equation in Mandić's model (Equation 6), the dependences of wood density
and moisture content in relation to the cutting forces can be found. The equation presented in Figure 6
provide a strong link between the calculated cutting force and the wood density and can certainly be
used to analyze the influence of this input on the cutting forces according to high coefficients of
determination (R2 = 0.8985).

Figure 6. The ratio between wood density and calculated cutting force according to Mandić model

The linear regression equation has the form:

0.0928 19.767mandicF D  (12)

If the density increase is 10 kg·m-3, the average increase in force, will be around 0.928 N. This
equation can be used to analyze the influence of wood density on the cutting forces under real cutting
conditions in the reference range. The equation presented in figure 7 provide a strong link between the
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calculated cutting force and the moisture content according to high coefficients of determination (R2 =
0.8175).

Figure 7. The ratio between moisture content and calculated cutting force according to Mandić model

The linear regression equation has the form:
16.715 73mandic CF m  (13)

If the moisture content increase is 0.1 %, the average increase in force will be around 1.67 N. This
equation can be used to analyze the influence of moisture content on the cutting forces in the actual
cutting conditions in the reference range.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Comparative analysis of calculated and measured values established similar behavior, i.e. similar
response to change in the cutting parameters, primarily mean chip thickness and mean angle between
cutting direction and wood grain orientation.

Between measured values of mean force in peripheral milling and those calculated by the method
of coefficients for the same input data (Kršljak, 2013) there is a very strong correlation (coefficient of
determination is 0.93), but there is no coincidence. The coefficient of direction in the regression
equation amounts to 3.433, whereas calculated values are, on average, by 3.041 times higher than
those measured.

The Axelsson model proved a very high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.935) which points to
a very strong correlation between measured and calculated values. However, the difference between
measured and calculated values remains high. The coefficient of direction in the regression equation
amounts to 2.167, whereas calculated values are, on average, by 3.547 times higher than those
measured.

The Mandić and Porankiewicz models proved to be somewhat better for the prediction of cutting
forces in peripheral milling. Between measured values of mean force in peripheral milling and those
calculated by the Mandić model for the same input data there is a very strong correlation (R2 = 0.947)
but there is no coincidence. Calculated values are, on average, by 1.2 times lower than those
measured. Porankiewicz model showed a very high coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.996), which
points to a very strong correlation between measured and calculated values, but the fact that calculated
values are, on average, by 1.371 times lower than those measured indicates that difference between
measured and calculated forces still remains.

Finally, it can be concluded, despite the fact that given models are not suitable for quantification
of specific values of the cutting forces, they are a simple tool suitable for application to analyze the
impact of specific inputs on the predicted cutting forces.
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ABSTRACT

Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) is a tree species that originates from North America. The
species was introduced to Europe in early 17th century. The first data about its appearance in Slovenia
comes from 19th century. In Slovenia, it’s the most common foreign introduced tree species. It can
commonly be found in the sub Mediterranean and Pannonian part of the country, it also rarely appears
in the dinaric part of the country. While it’s the most common foreign introduced species, it overall
only represents 0,6% of the timber stock in the country. It is a deciduous species with a distinctive
canopy. Tree bark starts smooth and gray, but later on cracks and turns brown. Its wood is one of the
hardest out there. The faster it grows, the denser it gets. It also bends well in wet or dry state. If it’s
dried too quickly, it can break, so caution is needed when being dried. It can be used for parquet,
because of its coloring, stability and hardness (Anderson, 1990). It also works well for decorative
veneer. Its durability allows it to be used for buildings exposed to water and to be used in mines. The
same feature also allows it to be used for outdoor furniture, fences, tool handles, sports props and in
every case where though wood is needed. It’s also used in many vineyards as support pillars, which
seems to be its most common use in some parts of Slovenia. The last feature worth mentioning is, that
its’s useful as firewood thanks to its high density.

Keywords: Black locust, Slovenia, wood structure, distribution, wood use, Robinia pseudoacacia.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Slovenia black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) can be found in the Pannonian and
Mediterranean part of the country. This includes the forest management regions of Kras, Tolmin,
Brežice and Murska Sobota. It represents 0,6% of timber stock in the whole country. Black locust
originates from North America. Its natural distribution consists of two parts: the Apalachian mountains
and southern Missouri. Big manade plantations can also be found in European countries such as:
Hungary, Romania, France and Bulgaria. The best kind of ground for it is loose, deep and sandy. It’s a
pioneer species, which helps with its invasiveness. Many forestry workers consider it as a burden
because of its fast growth and invasiveness. Its wood is one of the densest out of the trees that grow in
Slovenia. Its wood is flexible which makes it compararble to beech. It can be hard to dry because of its
tendency to break. The wood can be mechanically well processed and can easily be cut. It is also
resistant against many factors because of its structure and can easily be used for many purpouses
because of it. One of the main issues with it seems to be, that it’s hard to get quality logs out of the
trees.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Data collection

In this paper different papers from journals were analysed, with which we results and conslusions
were reached. With these methods we tried to better introduce the species in Slovenia, their
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morphological and anatomic characteristics and introduce the wood characteristics and present it’s
uses. The papers were read in detail and connected, so that the results could be reached. Only the most
important data for the species was extracted from the papers, that were used.

2.2. Model of the analysis

The guide in the analysis was to present the black locust in the best possible way, because not
enough is known about it.

Figure 1. The analysis model

The figure 1. shows us how the model of the analysis works. At first, the paper that were gathered
were reviewed, then the data from them was collected, which helped with the species introduction.

3. RESULTS

The analysis of the scientific papers shows the most important data that was presented. As the
most important part of the results, the geographical range of the species around the world and Slovenia
was presented. After that comes the presentation of the morphological and anatomical characteristics
of the wood. Lastly the most common uses of the wood were presented.

3.1. Geograpical range

Black locust originates from the North America. Its natural range includes two parts, first one
includes most of the Appalachia, while the second one includes the southern Missouri. In Europe we
can find big plantations of it in Hungary, Romania, France and Bulgaria, where it covers over 200.000
hectares if land. The species was brought to Europe in the year of 1600 by a French botanic called J.
Robin, after whom the species got its Latin name (Brus, 2012). Just like everywhere in Europe, it’s
considered a foreign introduced species in Slovenia. Because of its invasive characteristics it has been
quite successful at growing in the open areas and outer edges of the forests. One of the main reasons
for its introduction to these areas in Europe was its wood, the other main two are for decoration and
for beekeeping purposes. The highest altitude at which it can be found in Slovenia is at 600 m above
sea level (Brus, 2012). As a species, it can quickly grow out of the tree stump, it also grows quickly,
which is why it’s considered an invasive species in most of Europe. In Slovenia it can be found in
forest management regions of Tolmin, Kras, Brežice and Murska Sobota. It represents 0,6% of the
timber stock in the country .

Figure 2. Black locust in the forest management regions of Slovenia ( Kuntar in Kobler,2013)
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3.2. Morphology

The canopy can be formed differently depending on the habitat that it grows in. It’s normally thin
and airy. It’s a species that needs a lot of light to grow, which grow well in clean stands. The root
system can grow deep, and it spreads out. Young trees tend to have strong main roots, although it’s
common that trees have shallow and widespread root systems. The best kind of ground for it is loose,
deep, and sandy. It can grow well on salty grounds; however, it is not able to handle marshy ground.
The best trait of the species is that its roots grow 1 cm big tubers, which are filled with bacteria from
the genus Rhizobium, that can turn atmosphere nitrogen into nitrogen available for the plants in the
ground (Brus, 2008). The trunk of the tree is smooth and covered in thorns on the younger trees and
furrowed, dark and with smooth ridges on the older trees. One year old shoots are bare and not yet
woody.  The woody shots turn into a brownish red colour. It only includes side buds and no terminal
ones. Its leaves are mad out of many different smaller leaves, which can together be around 30 cm
long and are elliptical by their length (Brus, 2008). Black locust has big, clustered flowers. It’s a
pioneer species, that likes to grow over open, abandoned grassy areas, or areas that are slowly being
turned into a forest. In Europe it’s commonly grown in areas that include vineyards (Brus, 2008). By
many forestry workers, it’s considered as a weed, which is dangerous to the indigenous tree species,
mainly because of its fast regeneration and growth. It’s also a big consumer of important ground
minerals such as: phosphorus, potassium, and calcium. That makes it dangerous for the ground,
specially in the clean stands. The residue from the dead trees can be really rich with these minerals
though, so it’s recommended that they are left in the forest after they die, which enriches the ground
(Brus, 2008)

Figure 2. Black locust bark and wood from the inside ( Yale Nature Walk)

3.3.Wood properties

Black locust has a ring-porous kind of wood. The transition between earlywood and latewood is
normally gradual. Because of that, the wood density depends a lot on the width and the radial growth
of the tree. The heavier the growth, the denser and stronger the wood gets. The wood density can be
measured at 730 kg/m3, which makes it one of the denser woods that can be found in Slovenia. The
only other tree with denser wood that grows in Slovenia is the European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus)
(Čufar and Krže, 2012). The oscillation in wood hardness can be measured with the Wöhler method,
which takes, and parallel patterns burdens them with oscillating measurements (Torelli, 2002). The
black locust wood is flexible and can be compared to beech wood. The wood can only be dried slowly
and tends to crack if dried too quickly. Wood processing can be done well, it can be cut precisely. For
screwing, pre-preparations are needed (Torelli, 2002). The wood is biologically active. It can last a
long time in water and is highly resistant against fungi and insects. It is built out of two parts, lighter
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sapwood and darker heartwood. Heartwood starts appearing early on in trees life, 3-4 years in (Figure
3). Sapwood is thin and whiteish-yellow colour, while the heartwood is is usually wider and gold-
brown. The extract from the heartwood is protective against fungi which helps the wood be resistant
against them. Heartwood includes xanthone, acacetin, robinetin, butein and butin. Next to acacetin, the
bark also includes some toxic substances like toxialbumin, robin, fazin and glycoside siringin (Magel,
1991).

Figure 3. Heartwood and sapwood of black locust (Pixbay)

3.4. Macroscopic wood properties

The wood is of the ring-porous kind. The basic fibrous tissue is built out of fibres. The wood of
black locust doesn’t include tracheids. The earlywood includes 1-3 rings of wide pores (120-180-
220/300 μm). The transition into latewood is gradual. The width of pores in latewood gradually gets
smaller. The pores in the earlywood are solitary. The small pores in latewood are in dense clusters and
in tangential belts next to the annual rings. Xylem vessels only have simple perforated tiles inside.
Some of them, especially the ones in the inner part of the sapwood have tyloses inside them (Nobuchi
et al. 1984). This can be seen in the figure 4 and 6. The sapwood is functionally divided into
conducting sapwood and storage sapwood (Ziegler, 1968). The ray cell tissue is homogenous and a bit
heterocellular, with square-like side cells. The pits between the ray cells are and vessels are simple
and arched. Prismatic crystals can be found in ray cells. In the anatomical structure the vascular
tracheids can be found (Magel, 1991). The vascular tracheids can be found with in groups with
vessels, which can be confirmed with maceration of the tissue. Some anatomists consider the cells
with perforation as vascular tracheids, while most just consider them as small xylem vessels (IAWA,
1989). The parenchyma can be found as spindle cells, which come out of the cambium without any
further subdivision.  The axial parenchyma is deployed in floors (Toreli, 2002). Big pores in the wood
can only be found when the tree grows extensively (Torelli, 2002).

Figure 4. Radial section of
black locust wood (Torelli,
2002)

Figure 5. Cross-section of
black locust wood: (Torelli,
2002)

Figure 6. Closer look into
cross-section of black locust
wood with visible tyloses
(Torelli, 2002)
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3.5. Wood use

Because of the usual trunk shape, the use of the black locust wood is limited. It is challenging to
get quality logs out of these trees. If the trees are not treated properly between their growth, then the
shape of the trunk becomes bad. Because of its stability and hardness, it can be used for parquetry and
veneer. It can also be used for construction exposed to water, in mines (where the loud sound of
cracking helps with safety), for outdoor furniture and as posts in vineyards.  (Torelli, 2002). It has a
high thermal equivalent. If the wood is grinded, it can’t be accordingly protected. Some of the parts of
the tree are biologically active and can cause mucositis while breathing and dermatitis while exposed
to skin. The flowers and young bark have a healing effect as a laxative, antispasmodic, purgative and
emetic. Black locust is mainly useful for beekeeping, because it produces a lot of honey. Bees can in a
hive gather up to 8 kg of black locust honey per day (Kadunc, 2016). Its flowers can also be used for
teas. In Vipava valley, it widespread because of all the vineyards that use its wood as posts and
beekeeping/tea production. Most of its wood gets used in vineyards in the littoral part of the country.
It is a desirable decorative tree, the colour of the flowers and leaves can be changed with breeding
(Brus, 2008). The only to other wood available in Slovenia, that can compete with the resistance of
the black locust wood are the chestnut and laburnum wood.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper analysis showed that black locust is tree with a lot of quality to it. As a foreign
introduced species it’s adapting to the conditions in Slovenia easily, which is why it’s also considered
invasive. It’s a common tree in wine-growing areas (Brus, 2008). That has to do a lot with the fact that
it grows well in the climates suitable for vineyards, on top of that it might have also been planted in
these areas by people because of its usefulness for vineyard posts, where durable wood is needed and
wood quality isn’t important. In the past it was also commonly used as railway beams. It has quite a
few uses. Even though it’s considered as a weed by many people, which is dangerous to the native tree
species, and grows and regenerates quickly, it’s still considered as a useful species. In the future, black
locust forests in Slovenia should be able to get more management, so that its full potential can be
shown. A lot of attention should be given to the sylviculture of the species, selective breeding and
breeding of different cultivars, which could help with establishing more diverse forest stands of black
locust (Redei, 2002). With more diverse forest stands, more useful trees could be grown, which could
mean more quality logs to use for different purpouses.
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ABSTRACT

The article presents the simulation model for simulated measurement of unedged sawn boards
with the help of CAD and spreadsheet program. The simulation model is based on graphical
simulation of sawing in CAD program on cross sectional area of simulated logs. The cross section of
log in simulation can be circular or elliptical and diameter of simulated log can be in the range from 20
cm to 100 cm. From the cross section of each unedged sawn board that is obtained by simulated
sawing, the width can be easily measured in different ways that are common in sawmilling practice
and are prescribed by national norms in Croatia. Because different measurement methods can yield
different volumes of boards, it is of interest to determine if there is any unfair advantage in using
different methods for width measurement of the same unedged sawn board. After the widths have been
measured on the simulated boards, they are further processed in a spreadsheet program and the results
of simulated measurements with different measurement methods can be easily compared and used for
comparison with data obtained from measurements on real boards in regular sawmilling practice. The
presented simulation model is practical because it represents quick, simple and cheap way for
comparing influence of different width measurements methods on board volume calculation. The
disadvantage is that drawn models are idealized i.e. not accurately depict the actual form of logs, and
finally the actual widths of boards.

Keywords: computer simulation model, unedged sawn boards, width measurement, sawmilling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hardwood sawmill products in the Republic of Croatia are most often made of oak (Quercus spp.),
beech (Fagus spp.), ash (Fraxinus spp.), maple (Acer spp.) and hornbeam (Carpinus spp.) logs. One of
the most common sawmill products are edged, unedged and semi-edged boards. Unedged boards can
be defined in terms of shape as a type of sawmill product that has been machined on two flat sides
with the remains of a round log shape at the edges. Due to its specific and complex geometry of the
edges, it is difficult to accurately determine the width of such boards, and consequently the volume of
the same unedged sawn boards. The measurement of sawn wood is performed in order to determine
the dimensions of the sawn timber and to calculate the volume. There are two ways to measure the
dimensions of sawn wood:

 manual measurement and
 machine (mechanized or automated) measurement.
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Manual measurement is a traditional method of determining the dimensions or volume of sawn
wood. When measuring manually, measuring devices and aids are used. A caliper is used to measure
the thickness, especially the accuracy of the thickness. Various types of tape, strip, folding meters are
mostly used to measure width and length.

 Mechanized or automated measurement can be used to measure the thickness, width, and
length of sawn timber. Today, this type of measurements are mostly based on dimension
measurements with laser transducers or optical systems, e.g. computer vision systems.

There are various automated measurement solutions for sawn wood dimension measurement on
the global market. On-line laser scanners with cameras, installed as part of the line transportation
systems between individual stages of processing, are mostly used as systems for automatic control of
the dimensions of edged and unedged boards. According to our knowledge, various systems for
measuring the volume of board stacks, i.e. their frontal cross-section, which are based on machine
vision systems, can currently be found on the market.

1.1. Measuring of sawn wood and norms

Both machine and manual measurements are performed either according to the norms or according
to certain agreements. The measurement is most often done in parallel with the sorting of wood. By
sorting, sawn timber is classified according to the type, shape, dimensions, and quality of wood. We
distinguish between raw (wet) and dry sorting. Wet sorting is carried out immediately after sawing
logs and making sawn timber while it still contains a high percentage of water in it. Dry sorting is
carried out after the material has dried, i.e. when it has been dried to a certain (lower) water content
that is suitable for its further manipulation, use or processing. To understand the measurements in the
raw or dry state, it is also important to correctly understand the oversize on the dimensions of the
wood. Namely, the share of water in wood can affect the actual dimensions of wood by swelling and
shrinking, since wood loses its dimensions by losing bound water it shrinks, or vice versa by receiving
bound water increases dimensions by swelling.

1.1.1. Measurement of sawn wood according to the HRN standard

The thickness of sawn timber is measured with a caliper and is expressed in millimeters. The
measurement is performed at any place on the board. The length of the sawn timber is measured with a
tape meter at any point from one end to another if it is sawn at a right angle. If the board ends are not
cut at right angles, the length is measured at the shortest point between both ends. Length is expressed
in meters, and round in centimeters. The width of sawn timber of edged, unedged, and semi-edged
boards are measured with a tape meter and expressed in centimeters. In unedged board, up to 38 mm
thick, the width is measured on the narrower side, at half the length of the board (Figure 2b). In
unedged board with a thickness of 45 mm and more, the width is measured on the narrower and wider
side and the arithmetic mean of the sum of both widths is calculated (Figure 2a). The width is
expressed in whole centimeters so that the width of the board less than 5 mm is rounded down, and
those from 6 mm to 9 mm upwards. In parallel-cut boards, the width is measured at any point with
respect to the length of the board. In conically edged boards, the width is measured at half the length.
The width is rounded to whole centimeters so that the width of the board less than 5 mm is rounded
down, and those from 6 mm to 9 mm upwards. Regarding the dimensions, the following deviations are
allowed: for thicknesses from 18 mm to 38 mm a deviation of ±1 mm is allowed, and for thicknesses
from 45 mm to 60 mm a deviation of +2 mm to -1 mm is allowed. A tolerance of ±5 mm is allowed
for the width. No tolerances have been established for the length, but each board must have excess
length of atleast 2 cm.

1.1.2. Measurement of sawn wood according to HRN EN standard

Thickness is measured on both ends of the unedged board. The measuring point must be clean and
free of wood defects. The width of the unedged board is measured at half the length, from the half-
round edge on one side to the half-round edge on the other side (Figure 2c). If an incorrect result is
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obtained at this point, e.g. due to a wood defect, two measurements are made at a distance symmetrical
to half the length of the board. The width is expressed in whole centimeters so that the width of board
less than 5 mm is rounded down, and those from 6 mm to 9 mm upwards. Length is measured at the
shortest point between the two ends of the board and is expressed in meters to two decimal places
rounded down. In parallel-cut board, the width is measured in three places: at half-length and at the
ends but not closer than 150 mm. The smallest measurement is taken as the relevant value. The width
is expressed in whole centimeters so that the width of board less than 5 mm is rounded down, and
those from 6 mm to 9 mm upwards. When measuring dimensions, the following deviations are
allowed: for board thickness less than or equal to 32 mm, the tolerance is from -1 mm to +3 mm, for
board thicker than 32 mm, the tolerance is from -2 mm to +4 mm. Thickness deviations do not affect
the quality of the board. Regarding the length of the board, the tolerance is form -0%, + 3% of its total
length, but must not exceed 90 mm.

1.1.3. Measurement of sawn wood according to mutual agreement or contract

The thickness is measured in three places, 30 cm from the end and in the middle of the board,
with a caliper and is expressed in millimeters. The length of sawn timber is measured in meters at the
shortest point between both ends and is expressed in meters and in two decimal places rounded to the
first lower decimeter. The width of unedged and semi-edged sawn timber is measured by a meter at
half the length of the board and on the narrower side. A dual approach to measurement is possible. In
the first case, the width is measured from the beginning of the edge roundness on the narrow side to
half of the roundness on the wider side (Figure 2d). In the second case, the width is measured from the
beginning of the rounding on the narrow side to the end of the rounding on the wider side (Figure 2e).
The width is expressed in whole centimeters so that the width of the board less than 5 mm is rounded
down, and those from 6 mm to 9 mm upwards. Healthy sapwood is measured, and rotten, semi-rotten,
or ambrosia sapwood is not measured. Depending on the agreement with the customer, the width is
measured from the beginning of the narrow flat side to the middle of the rounding of the side edge or
from the beginning of the edge of the narrow flat side to the end of the edge of the wider flat side
(Prka et al., 2001 and Ištvanić et al., 2003).

When measuring the dimensions, the permissible deviations are mostly determined by
agreement of the two parties or taken from the existing European and Croatian standards.

1.2. Errors in measuring sawn wood

When manually measuring sawn wood, errors often occur that later affect the volume and thus the
final price. The causes of errors are:

 insufficient number of measuring points,
 incorrect use of measuring devices,
 malfunction of measuring devices,
 systematic error of the meter,
 incorrect meter reading.
In the sawmills where the dimension of sawn timber is manually measured, the rough

measurement errors are common, and the measurement uncertainty is often greater than what can be
achieved, due to the large influence of worker experience in measurement of sawn wood dimensions.
When measuring the thickness of boards, where the highest accuracy is required, repeated manual
readings by the same person differ by more than a tenth of a millimeter and between person even more
(Brown, 1982). Funck and Leavengood (1995) found that the accuracy of repeated manual
measurement ranged from 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm, depending on the person, which is larger than the
desired ± 0.13 mm accuracy. Brown (2000) indicated that an experienced person can achieve an
accuracy of 0.13 mm, but the characteristic accuracy is from 0.13 mm to 0.25 mm. When two people
perform measurements on the same piece of reading they usually deviate 0.20 mm to 0.50 mm. The
problem with manual measurement is generally not in quality but performance in time, quantity, and
physical coverage. Primary boards sawn from logs bring with them all their irregularities, visible on
the surfaces but also on the side edges, which also makeit difficult to measure them more accurately.
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These irregularities or deformations on the side edges of boards are a problem for the work of
surveyors whose ability and resourcefulness greatly affect the accuracy of measurement. Wood defects
on boards often require a change in the position of the surveyor and/or board and the place of
measurement. When measuring unedged board, there are problems due to the irregular shape of the
side edges, which are different for each individual board, and it isn't possible to take a common shape
by which each board could be accurately measured. The side edge usually has the shape of an arch,
which is more horizontal in boards from the peripheral part of the log, and more vertical in sawmills
from the central part. Given this assumption, the length of this arch also differs, which is greater in
peripheral than boards closer to the central part. But if we consider that a thicker board is usually cut
from the central part than from the peripheral part, the results will be affected not only by the position
of the board in the log but also by its thickness. In some standards, width measurements are based on
the calculation of the arithmetic mean of the width of the narrower and wider flat side of the board. In
this case, the calculation does not consider that the sides extend in the form of an arc but as straight
lines, and there are certain deviations in dimensions.

Considering the differences that arise from the results of measuring the width of the board with
these methods of measurement, we can assume that they are, in addition to the error of the surveyor,
influenced by the irregular shape of the log transmitted to the side edge of the board, or asymmetry of
side edges (Čunćić Zorić et al., 2014). However, manual methods remain an effective means of
verifying the correct operation of automatic systems.

2. AIM OF RESEARCH

Currently, sawmills in the territory of the Republic of Croatia use Croatian and European
standards for sawn wood, which prescribe the procedure for determining and measuring the width of
unedged boards. Some contractual methods arising from the business cooperation of interested
companies are also used. Since different measurement methods may give different values of final
board volumes, it is of interest to determine whether there is an advantage in using different width
measurement methods for the same unedged boards. Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to present a
simple model for simulated measurement of unedged sawn timber width by different measurement
methods using CAD (Computer Aided Design) and spreadsheet software.  The simulation assumes the
possibility of sawing logs from 20 cm to 100 cm in diameterand the cross-sectional area of a log can
be round or elliptical If the elliptical cross-section is used it is possible to choose vertical or horizontal
orientation, and the orientation away by 45° from the vertical axis. It is also possible to simulate the
measurement on boards that have been  sawn from the central zone (radially sawn board) or the side
zone (flat sawn board) of logs. All of the simulated measurements are performed in the CAD program
and measured widths are input to the spreadsheet program for the further automatic computations.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

To create a graphic model, the AutoCAD® program was used, in which round and elliptical cross-
sections of logs were drawn, from which one board of radial sawn board and flat sawn board texture
were shown by simulation. After sawing, the board is drawn and listed in the AutoCAD® program to
enable their measurement on a specific cross-section of the board. Graphic models of the unedged
board with nominal thicknesses of (50, 60, 70, and 80 mm) were used for this research. Since it is
common to measure the wet lumber, accordingly a board of thickness with oversize of (54, 65, 75, and
86 mm) is plotted in the graphic model. The simulation assumed the possibility of sawing logs with an
increase in diameter of 10 cm. The possibility of varying the shape of round and elliptical diameters
was also assumed.  The width of the board was measured at half-length in five different ways. (Figure
2)
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the interface in the development of a graphical model for measuring the
width of unedged sawn boards

Figure 2. Sketch of the method of measuring unedged sawn timber width: a) HRN2 - width is
measured on the narrower and wider side and their arithmetic mean is taken as the calculated width;
b) HRN1 - the width on the narrow side of the board is measured; c) HRN EN - is measured from the
middle of the rounding of one side to the middle of the rounding of the other side of the board; d) P1 -
is measured on a narrower flat side from the edge of the side to the middle of the rounding of the other
side; e) P2 - measured on a narrower flat side from the edge of the side to the bottom edge of the other
side (Čunćić Zorić et al., 2014)

Computer simulation is a process of predicting the actual outcome with the input parameters and
characteristics of a real system. The accuracy of computer simulation depends on several recognized
characteristics of the real system we want to simulate. In our case, the computer simulation is based on
a graphical representation of the log cross-section and sawn board dimensions.
Microsoft®Excel® spreadsheet was used for data processing and display (Figure 3). The values
obtained on the graphical model were entered into the previously prepared tables. The measured
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values of the widths measured by the investigated methods at one cross-section represented the
quantities for comparison. Data on measured widths for each board thickness can also be processed
using descriptive statistics and graphical representations.

Figure 3. View the data processing interface in Microsoft ®Excel®

4. RESULTS

Tables 1 to 6 show part of the results obtained by simulation.

Table 1. Dimensions of radial sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm
with a round log cross section

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of radial boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm
Log

diameter
Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 20 54 15.37 19.9 17.635 15.37 18.44 16.9 17.63
2 30 54 26.64 29.85 28.245 26.64 28.76 27.70 28.24
3 40 54 37.16 39.80 38.480 37.16 38.86 38.01 38.48
4 50 54 47.44 49.75 48.595 47.44 49.32 48.17 48.59
5 60 54 57.60 59.70 58.650 57.60 58.90 58.25 58.65
6 70 54 67.70 69.65 68.675 67.70 68.89 68.29 68.67
7 80 54 77.76 79.60 78.680 77.76 78.86 78.31 78.68
8 90 54 87.79 89.55 88.670 87.79 88.32 88.32 88.67
9 100 54 97.81 99.50 98.655 97.81 98.8 98.31 98.66
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Table 2. Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm with a round cross-
section of the log

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm

Log diameter Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 HRN EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 30 54 15.31 25.98 20.650 15.31 21.34 18.32 20.64
2 40 54 25.52 34.64 30.080 25.52 30.56 28.04 30.08
3 50 54 34.91 43.30 39.105 34.91 39.47 37.19 39.10
4 60 54 43.99 51.96 47.975 43.99 48.28 46.14 47.98
5 70 54 52.94 60.62 56.780 52.94 57.04 54.99 56.78
6 80 54 61.80 69.28 65.540 61.80 65.76 63.78 65.54
7 90 54 70.61 77.94 74.275 70.61 74.47 72.54 74.28
8 100 54 79.39 86.60 83.000 79.39 83.17 81.28 83.00

Table 3. Dimensions of radial sawn board with a nominal thickness of 50 mm in the case of a
horizontal elliptical cross-section of the log

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of radial sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm

Log diameter Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 HRN EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 20 54 13.83 17.91 15.87 13.83 16.62 15.22 15.87
2 30 54 23.97 26.86 25.42 23.97 25.89 24.93 25.42
3 40 54 33.45 35.82 34.64 33.45 34.98 34.21 34.63
4 50 54 42.69 44.77 43.73 42.69 44.01 43.35 43.73
5 60 54 51.84 53.73 52.79 51.84 53.01 52.42 52.78
6 70 54 60.93 62.68 61.81 60.93 62.00 61.46 61.81
7 80 54 69.98 71.64 70.81 69.98 70.98 70.48 70.81
8 90 54 79.02 80.59 79.81 79.02 79.95 79.48 79.80
9 100 54 88.03 89.55 88.79 88.03 88.92 88.48 88.79

Table 4. Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm at the horizontal elliptical
cross-section of the log

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm

Log diameter Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 HRN EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 40 54 22.97 31.18 27.08 22.97 27.54 25.26 27.07
2 50 54 31.28 38.90 35.09 31.28 35.45 33.37 35.09
3 60 54 39.59 46.77 43.18 39.59 43.47 41.53 43.18
4 70 54 47.64 54.56 51.10 47.64 51.35 49.50 51.10
5 80 54 55.62 62.35 59.00 55.62 59.20 57.41 58.99
6 90 54 63.30 69.97 66.64 63.30 66.82 65.06 66.63
7 100 54 71.45 77.94 74.70 71.45 74.86 73.15 74.69
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Table 5. Dimensions of radial sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm in the case of a vertical
elliptical cross-section of the log

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of radial sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm

Log diameter Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 HRN EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 20 54 14.06 19.88 16.97 14.06 17.96 16.01 16.97
2 30 54 25.79 29.81 27.80 25.79 28.43 27.11 27.80
3 40 54 36.46 39.75 38.11 36.46 38.57 37.52 38.11
4 50 54 46.82 49.69 48.26 46.82 48.62 47.72 48.25
5 60 54 57.02 59.63 58.33 57.02 58.63 57.83 58.33
6 70 54 67.15 69.57 68.36 67.15 68.62 67.88 68.36
7 80 54 77.22 79.50 78.36 77.22 78.59 77.91 78.36
8 90 54 87.27 89.44 88.36 87.27 88.56 87.91 88.36
9 100 54 97.29 99.38 98.34 97.29 98.52 97.91 98.34

Table 6. Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm in the case of a vertical
elliptical cross-section of the log

Ord.
nb.

Dimensions of flat sawn boards with a nominal thickness of 50 mm

Log diameter Thickness
oversized

Width
HRN2 HRN1 HRN EN P1 P2

Ds d´ b1 b2 b b b b b
cm cm cm

1 40 54 20.71 33.26 26.99 20.71 27.57 24.14 26.98
2 50 54 30.29 41.57 35.93 30.29 36.38 33.34 35.93
3 60 54 39.31 49.89 44.60 39.31 44.96 42.13 44.60
4 70 54 48.07 58.20 53.14 48.07 53.44 50.75 53.13
5 80 54 56.69 66.52 61.61 56.69 61.87 59.28 61.61
6 90 54 65.24 74.83 70.04 65.24 70.27 67.75 70.04
7 100 54 73.73 83.15 78.44 73.73 78.65 76.19 78.44

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The simulation model for measuring unedged sawn boards width is based on graphical simulation
of sawing in a CAD program on the cross-sectional area of simulated logs and data processing in a
spreadsheet program. Using computer simulation, it is possible to draw round and elliptical cross-
sections of the log from which the boards of radial and flat textures are simulated. From the cross-
section of each unedged board obtained by simulated sawing, the width can be easily measured over
the elevation, given the methods that are common in sawmill practice or prescribed by national
standards in Croatia. Once the widths are measured on the simulated boards, they can be further
processed in a spreadsheet program, and the results of the simulated measurements by different
measurement methods can be easily compared and used to compare the data obtained on actual boards
in regular sawmill practice. Since different measurement methods can give different volumes of
boards, it is of interest to determine whether there is an advantage in using different methods to
measure the width of unedged boards. These data on the measured widths of boards can be further
processed and used in some other research. The presented simulation model is practical because it
represents a fast, simple, and inexpensive way to compare the influence of different width
measurement methods on the calculation of boards volume. To use computer simulation, it is
necessary to handle the CAD program, which is not particularly demanding. Likewise, a spreadsheet
program doesn’t require an advanced level of knowledge.
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The disadvantage is that the drawn models are idealized, i.e. they do not fully correspond to the
actual shape of the logs, and finally to the actual widths of the boards. With the further development of
computer technology in the future, modeling will be increasingly used as a tool for solving specific
problems.
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ABSTRACT

Тhe aim of this paper is to present a recent educational experience developed through the ongoing
pedagogical process at the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje, exploring the advantages of informal
tools of education with particular focus on the learning-by-building method of learning architectural
design.

The main goal of the teaching experience explored in the paper was to introduce the architecture
students with the great potentials of timber as architectural building material. The paper specifically
focuses on presenting four case studies, documenting the development of different timber structures of
high architectural quality, designed and build by architectural students. Each architectural structure
was realized within the educational, pedagogical, social, cultural and representational framework of
the International Summer School of Architecture, an architectural workshop that for 30 consecutive
years has been organized by the Faculty of Architecture at Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in
Skopje.

The International Summer School of Architecture was established in 1992, and has since then
been a place for teaching and learning architecture for more than 500 domestic and international
students and more than 100 architects and teachers from all around the world. In the 30 years of its
existence the International Summer School of Architecture has shown the ability to transform and
adapt its format to numerous pedagogical viewpoints and concepts, from highly theoretical to
applicative. As much as four International Summer School sessions have been realized exploring the
learning-by-building methodology, as result of which several timber structures were designed and
built on various locations by the students and their tutors.

The collection of timber structures presented in the paper represent not only a valuable portfolio
of the International Summer School of Architecture of the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje, but a
significant source of knowledge for studying architecture design methodologies, processes and
strategies, as well as engineering and construction techniques and their place in the architectural
design education on university level.

Keywords: architectural design education, learning tools, learning-by-building method, timber.

1. INTRODUCTION

The contemporary architectural design education faces many challenges as the world we are
living in is a subject of constant change and transition – economic, social, technological,
environmental etc. Educational institutions are under continuous pressure to react more responsively to
those evolving and transforming conditions in order to provide their students with fresh knowledge,
qualifications and training which they are required in order to enter on the competitive professional
field. Consequently, apart from rethinking the existing ones, schools of architecture are required to
explore and find novel ways of teaching and training of their students.

Based on the personal involvement and experience in architectural design education, the paper
presents the advantages of informal tools of education in architecture, with focus on the learning-by-
building method of learning. As a result of this experience, participating students gained valuable
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professional and personal knowledge in architectural design, with a direct influence on their education
process. Through discussing the specific results from four architectural workshops focused on using
timber as a building material, the authors are presenting the qualities of this learning practice.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Crisis of practical training of architecture students

In its 72 years old educational and pedagogical mission, the Faculty of Architecture from the “Ss.
Cyril and Methodius” University in Skopje provides its students with a high quality study program
based on theoretical and practical knowledge in the fields of architectural design, architectural
constructions and modern building technologies, urban planning and design, as well as history and
theory of architecture and arts, qualifying its students to acquire high professional and professional
competencies in accordance with the current European standards.

Graduates of the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje are professionally entitled ‘engineer-architect’,
which reflects the pedagogical profile of both the Faculty and its study curriculum, aiming at a strong
and coherent integration of engineering and architectural knowledge. Nevertheless, in the last few
decades of its pedagogical history, similarly to the tendencies in other European schools, architectural
education and training at the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje started becoming more and more
distant from the practical application of architectural skills, weakening thus the connections between
training, practice and the act of building. Although students are taught about the logic and properties
of structures, construction materials and building techniques (as architectural construction and
engineering subjects are widely present in the educational curriculum), students are noticeably missing
the practical aspects of building process.

Architectural schools are also subject of increased critiques coming from the practicing
architectural offices and companies which are engaged in designing and building of construction
facilities and works in construction. They are generally accusing the academic institutions of being
unable to meet the demands of the profession they are supposed to serve, referring particularly to the
inability of recent graduates to be quickly involved in the practical process of production/construction
of architectural space. The critiques extend also to the inadequate performance of the graduates when
asked to closely collaborate with other professionals such as civil engineers, mechanical engineers,
electrics engineers, supervisors, contractors etc.

What can be done in regards to this problem? Which should be the new priorities of architecture
education in our days? How should schools of architecture respond and in what ways? Which are the
new tools, methods, processes for the teaching of architecture?

2.2. Learning architecture by practicing architecture: educational tools and methods

Many times in history, the nature of the profession of architecture, the profile of the architect and
consequently the architectural education has undergone number of changes, responding to the
necessity to redefine their (new) role within the changing economic, social, political, environmental
and technological contexts of the world at the time. Consequently, the schools of architecture are used
to constantly reform the educational process by improving the structure of their academic curricula, to
reconsider the importance of particular subject areas and, equally important – to update their teaching
and knowledge sharing methods.

2.2.1. New tools of learning architecture

For decades, the Design Studio represents the main educational tool in the formal education and
training of architects. It is focused on giving the students the possibility to experience the application
of the design process (Salama, 1995). As described by Schön (Schön, 1995), the form of Design
Studio is a small class of 10-15 students dedicated in solving a single (or multiple) project-based
problem/s, where each of the students resolves it in his own way. The proposed solutions to the design
problems are later collectively reviewed and evaluated by a design jury. The Design Studio is basically
a situated learning environment (Kurt, 2021) and corresponds to the most common form of working
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environments to be later found in the professional design practice offices, simulating the environment
and the working conditions within which the professional architecture projects are realized.

Schools of architecture are lately exploring many new ways of training, aimed to broaden
student’s perspectives and design skills so they can gain the necessary practical skills based on direct
experience. As result, the informal learning is becoming more and more popular and common form of
learning practice, in the ongoing effort of the schools of architecture to react more responsively to actual
topics and themes. Informal learning explores various educational methods and formats, such as
workshops, seminars, conferences etc.

Workshops are the most common formats of informal education among both, the schools of
architecture and their students. According to Brooks-Harris the workshops can be defined as “an
educational meeting where a small group explore some subject, develop a skill or technique, carry out a
creative project, etc.” (Borroks-Harris & Stock-Ward, 1999).

In regards to the educational experience, the Workshops are similar to the Design Studios as both
are envisaged as creative educational environments, appropriate for learning, thinking,
experimenting…, as well as exchanging knowledge, information and competences among the
participants. They are closest form of teaching in regards to Hassanpour’s description of architecture
education, being process oriented rather than product-oriented discipline (Hassanpour, 2013).

Content wise, workshops usually reflect actual topics and emergent themes. Usually being optional,
but also an obligatory activity within the formal study curriculums of many architectural schools, their
representation in architectural programmes has increased rapidly over the past decade and workshops are
nowadays one of most popular new tools in education process of architects. Workshop’s main pedagogical
advantage relative to Design Studio is allowing students to work in a more self-confident and flexible
environment. Since workshops are usually attended on a voluntary basis, students are therefore more
active, which indicates a higher level of learning (Martin & Balla, 1990). Timewise, the workshops last
much less than Design Studios, but are therefore way more intensive.

The International Summer School of Architecture, organized by the Faculty of Architecture at Ss.
Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, was established in 1992 and has since then been a place for
teaching and learning architecture for more than 500 domestic and international students and more
than 100 architects and teachers from all around the world. In the 30 years of its existence the
International Summer School of Architecture has shown the ability to transform and adapt its format
to numerous pedagogical viewpoints and concepts proposed by the guest tutors, from highly
theoretical to deeply applicative.

2.2.2. Learning-by-building as method of learning architecture

The so called “learning-by-building” method of learning architecture (also known as “learning-by-
doing” or “design-build”) is an alternative to the conventional methods of education and lies on the
boundary between theory and practice. It refers to a learning system where the physical construction
process of a building or structure is being integral part of design process, meaning that during the
educational experience the students both design and build actual building structures. In that sense, it is
considered to be a learning method based on the “power of activity” (Erdman et al., 2002), ending
with a physical structure as result of the design process.

In learning-by-building projects, “students create the design artefacts typical of any studio course:
hand sketches, physical scale models, digital models, technical drawings, occupation drawings, etc.
But they also follow the full arc of project delivery including navigating client relations, working with
engineers, developing construction documents and detail drawings, securing building permits, tackling
project management and budgeting (even fundraising), and finally assembling the full-scale structure
on a ‘real’ construction site.” (Nicholas & Oak, 2020, p.36) The specific architectural design
objectives of the learning-by-building method are to introduce the students with unmediated
understanding of the relation between: the location, the program, the architectural form, the structure,
the material, the production (fabrication).

The teachers have particularly important role in the learning-by-building method of design
education as they represent not only a knowledge resource for students, but their role is to provide an
experienced guidance through both the design and the construction process, helping students improve
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their practical skills. In that sense, their “role as ‘teachers’ is transformed into ‘mentors’, and teaching
is made a function of learning, rather than the other way around.” (Skotte, 2013).

The learning-by-building method constitutes an important part of architecture education in terms
of exposing students to alternative practice possibilities. The essential part of learning-by-building
method is the aspect of collaborative learning, which refers to a study environment where students and
teachers of different backgrounds are situated in order to create, share and discuss their thoughts, their
ideas, their skills, their approaches and so on. In conjunction with the collaborative learning, fieldwork
is another tool of the learning-by-building method and refers to an “outdoor” teaching environment
where the project site is simultaneously the learning site, the working site, the building site..., a place
of direct learning and experience.

As Tolya Stonorov would conclude, the importance of the learning-by-building experience, “of
understanding material relationships at a one-to-one scale is invaluable. Hands-on learning through the
act of building what you design, translates theories and ideas into real world experience.” (Stonorov,
2018).

2.3. The timber as building material

The timber is a building material that has been used in architecture for thousands of years and is
still well represented in today’s architecture construction industry. The reasons for this are many and
they are related to the advantages of timber as a building material. It is easy to handle and to be
transported, it is cheaper than most of the other structural materials, it can be easily cultivated and it is
easy to work with, it performs well structurally, it is renewable etc.

The increase in the use of timber is fundamental in the context of reduction of human’s carbon
footprint. Namely, one of the most important challenges of the 21st century is certainly related to the
changing conditions of our natural environment, particularly the global climate crisis. Within the
collective efforts to fight the problem of global climate change, architecture schools are once more
places of critical societal importance as they are expected to provide the expertise necessary to educate
and train the new generation of architects, designers and engineers to have greater awareness of their
responsibilities in saving the future of our planet. Students of architecture should learn how to design a
new generation of buildings that would be made from renewable and/or reusable resources and with
lowest possible carbon emission in their technological processing, significantly contributing to the
goal of sustainable future.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The paper will specifically elaborate the educational results from four different sessions of the
International Summer School of Architecture organized by the Faculty of Architecture Skopje. The
paper will present 4 different sessions of the Summer School, each as a separate case study. The
sessions that are presented have in common the method of architectural learning – learning-by-
building, as well as the aim – to encourage students to develop their architectural designs using timber
as building material, critically evaluating its properties when used as construction material. On all of
the presented Summer School sessions the common design tasks were exploring the relation between
the place (location/site) and the build structure, as well as simplicity of form and functionality of
construction details. Each of the case studies will be presented by the location, the design problem, the
learning process and the outcome.

3.1. Case study 1 - 15th session of the International Summer School of Architecture

The architectural workshop at the 15th session of the International Summer School of Architecture
took place at the premises of the St. Joachim Osogovski Monastery near Kriva Palanka. The topic of
the workshop was entitled “Process” was set by the world-renowned Croatian architect and professor
Hrvoje Njiric, who was the session’s guest tutor. The workshop lasted for 7 days and 25 students (17
from the Faculty of Architecture Skopje and 8 foreign students) were led by the pedagogical team of 7
tutors from the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje.
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The learning process was following a set of predefined steps. First, the students were given the
task to analyze and find 2 socially agreeable spots in Kriva Palanka for a new architectural
intervention, then they had to propose a suitable (missing) main program for it, and two temporary
(occasional) ones as a hybrid condition. The following steps of the process were to establish a relation
of the immediate urban environment to the proposal, to define the structure and the process of its
implementation. In this phase of the process the students had to make a choice of suitable (second
hand) materials for the architectural structure, and cultivate the everydayness as an overall appearance.
The final steps of the process included building a 1/10 – 1/20 scale model and preparation of a public
presentation.

The first 4 steps of the Process were conducted by smaller teams of students. After numerous
consultations, presentations and desk critiques the pedagogical team decided to select two of the many
sites proposed by the students, most suitable for an architectural intervention and fuse the groups of
students in two bigger teams each continuing work on one of the two selected sites.

The first site was located in the Roma neighborhood of Kriva Palanka, next to an open-air
atmospheric water canal, dividing the neighborhood in two separate parts. The program for this site
was developed from the interviews conducted by the students, attentive observation and analysis of the
people in the neighborhood - a place where some of the open-air activities of the people in the
neighborhood will continue, but in an updated environment and improved conditions. The second site
was located in the center of the city, in the small park next to Kriva Reka. This site was chosen
because of a very specific local phenomenon - people turning their back to the river. The small
accessible wooden platform (a belvedere) also served as a commercial billboard, and space for small
gatherings.

The final steps of the design process were developing and defining a structure for the building.
After a very intensive work the complete designs of the two structures were finished in 4 days. A mid-
term presentation was organized and all the visitors from the local community and from the Faculty of
Architecture were very pleased with the results of the intensive work of the students and the
pedagogical team. After the presentation, a long and loud discussion followed resulting in a very brave
“ad hoc” decision made by the organizers of the Summer School. We decided to use the remaining 4-5
days of the session in the effort to actually turn this architectural design workshop into a learning-by-
building workshop for the first time in the history of the Summer School. With an extreme level of
excitement and with a huge support from the students we managed to solve all the unanticipated
problems on the go, as we faced them, compensating with a very strict work ethic, discipline and
enthusiasm.

Although the projects were designed carefully and the required material was accounted with a
great precision, huge amount of adaptation was inevitable due to the limitations of the local market.
Some materials needed for the structure, or in most cases, the quantity of certain materials, simply
could not be found in Kriva Palanka. The designs went through a process of constant adaptation
according to the constantly changing conditions on site. At the end we managed to build both
structures in 4 days and leave them as a gift to be used by the citizens of Kriva Palanka.

3.2. Case study 2 - 20th session of the International Summer School of Architecture

The architectural workshop of the jubilar 20th Session of the International Summer School of
Architecture entitled “Invisible labyrinths” was led by the world-renowned Russian architect and artist
Alexander Brodsky. In 7 days, 30 students in total (23 from the Faculty of Architecture Skopje and 7
foreign students) led by the pedagogical team from the Faculty of Architecture Skopje designed and
built 2 structures: one for watching and enjoying the sunrise, and one for watching enjoying the sunset.
After our first experience with Design build workshops (case study 1) and the lessons learned there,
our second attempt went much smoother due to the extensive preparation (tools acquisition, market
research for availability of materials…) we did prior to the actual Summer School.
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Figure 1. Students and tutors constructing the timber pavilions on sites 1 and 2, Kriva Palanka

The workshop began by analyzing and documenting the approximate surroundings of the
monastery complex in search of the most suitable location for these two structures with a very specific
function. The orientation, the topography and the accessibility of the sites were all taken under
consideration in the process of selecting the two most suitable sites. Only after the two appropriate
sites were located the design of the structures began. The designs were gradually developed by the
students under the tutorship of the pedagogical team from the Faculty of Architecture Skopje. The
materials for building the structures (mainly timber) was purchased entirely from local suppliers.

For the first site, intended for watching and enjoying the sunset, the students designed and built a
wooden wall with an integrated bench and an eave, carefully positioned on site to provide the best
vistas and a unique experience for observing and enjoying sunsets. For the second site, the student
design consisted of four cascadely positioned wooden benches placed on the ground, following the
natural topography of the site, with three rows of mattresses in-between them. Because the scale of the
architectural interventions was dimensioned accordingly to the time frame, number and capability of
students and the cost and availability of tools and building materials, the erection of the two structures
went smoothly without any major problems or setbacks.
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Figure 2. Students constructing and enjoying the timber structures dedicated to sunrise and sunset

3.3. Case study 3 - 23trd session of the International Summer School of Architecture

The 23rd session of the Summer School was entitled "Chapel for nature". This architectural
workshop was tutored by the renowned Finnish architect and Professor at the University of Trondheim
Norway - Sami Rintala. Using the “learning-by-building” methodology used on two of the previous
sessions of the Summer School, the architecture students got the opportunity to be involved in all the
phases of architectural design - from conceptualizing and designing to actual building.

A group of 26 students from the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje, as well as 10 foreign students
studying in various European schools of architecture coming from different countries from around the
world and 3 tutors from the Faculty of Architecture in Skopje during the period of seven days of
intensive education, work and socio-cultural program, designed and built a ‘Chapel for Nature’ – “a
small room for a small group of people to come together and focus/ respect/ praise the beauty of
nature.” (Rintala, 2014). The Chapel was not intended to have any direct religious connotation. It was
designed as a universal ‘classroom’ social in character but spiritual in atmosphere; very simple yet
extremely complex. The main focus was in framing the views, the natural light, the orientation and
positioning in the landscape, the use of material resulting in a small filtering space where man and
nature are in balance.

The final composition of the Chapel was designed to evolve along two topographic, landscape,
organizational and symbolic intersecting axes one parallel and the other perpendicular to the existing
pathway leading to the nearby village. In formal terms, the chapel consisted of seven wooden walls
(six made by the six teams of students and one made by the teachers) positioned between several
existing natural elements of the site (trees, rocks ...). Made entirely by primitive hand tools, the seven
walls of the chapel defined a place in nature where visitors could sit down, relax, talk, meditate and
enjoy the beautiful view, the rich vegetation and pleasant microclimate.
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The intensive agenda and timetable, the multilayered didactic plan as well as the thoughtful and
well-organized work offered the participating students not only the opportunity to gain the skills of
observing and imagining, the methods of designing and constructing, but also the opportunity of
participating in lively discussions, articulating critical reflections of the role of contemporary
architecture built from natural materials and made using traditional building techniques. By attending
the Summer School, the students got an exceptional opportunity to work alongside and learn from a
world-renowned architect with a striking personality and an outstanding professional and teacher.

The mutual satisfaction from the results was partially disrupt by the fact that only few days after
the completion of the chapel it became a constant target of (un) known thieves, that by stealing the
construction material, bit by bit, destroyed the structure. This process of deconstruction of the built
structure is mirror reflection of the current cultural climate among the local population. The lack of
basic value criteria and sense for the common good is obvious. These attributes are not necessarily
related to material poverty. But, despite the bitter aftertaste, in the long run, the 23th Summer School
of Architecture was a successful continuation of the cooperation of the Faculty of Architecture and the
local community in Kriva Palanka.

Figure 3. Chapel for Nature, the timber pavilion in the process of construction and finished
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3.4. Case study 4 - 28th session of the International Summer School of Architecture

The architectural workshop at the 28th session of the International Summer School of Architecture
entitled “Configuration” was led by the Irish architects Dougal Sheridan and Deirdre McMenamin
from the architectural studio LID Architecture. In 8 days, 23 students in total (18 from the Faculty of
Architecture Skopje and 5 foreign students) led by a pedagogical team consisting of tutors from the
Faculty of Architecture Skopje built a wooden platform for social gatherings next to Kalin hotel in the
village of Lazaropole.

First, during the spring of 2019, the architect Dougal Sheridan, alongside professors from the
Faculty of Architecture Skopje visited and documented the site for the architectural intervention in the
village of Lazaropole. After going back to Ireland, he and his design partner, the architect Deirdre
McMenamin designed the platform, and sent the design technical drawings to the professors from the
Faculty of Architecture Skopje in order to acquire the required tools, materials and logistical support
needed in order to have the whole structure built in 8 days. All the timber materials needed for the
building of the wooden structure were acquired locally.

The designed architectural structure consisted of a platform, stairs, table and a canopy made
entirely from modular timber elements. The structure was designed to be site specific, responding to
multiple contextual influences. The first night, at the beginning of the Summer School, during the
introductory lecture the guest architects presented the designed structure to the students and divided
them in two teams: one responsible for the platform, and the other responsible for the canopy.

The next morning while the first team of students and tutors were preparing the building site for
the architectural intervention, the second team of students and tutors were dispersed in the village in
order to document and draw a plan of the whole village. The detailed map of the village was then hand
drawn on the canopy in order to add another level of communication and interaction of the locals with
the structure.

The process of building the structure started by slowly and carefully cutting the timber to
dimensions and assembling the modular elements. Further down the process of building, as the
structure begun to appear and “grow” on site the students were getting more skilled and more
comfortable using the tools and building the structure. Although always under the supervising eyes of
the tutors the students gradually begun to need less guidance for finalizing the project. After the
structure was completed, the Faculty of Architecture organized a ceremony of presenting the diplomas
for the participants of the Summer School session on the platform under the canopy followed by a
farewell party.

a)
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b)

c)

Figure 4. (a;b;c) The timber configuration in the process of construction and finished

4. CONLUSIONS

In the midst of so many challenges that architectural design education faces today, the lack of
practical experience and direct application of architectural skills by the graduate students is a
concerning one. Educational institutions should therefore react more responsively in order to provide
their students with appropriate knowledge and qualifications. In order to do that they must explore and
find novel ways of teaching and training of their students.

The potentials of workshops as an informal tool in architectural design education, as well as the
learning-by-building method of learning have been discussed. The findings of this work support the
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conclusion that the open format of the workshops offers a variety of learning experiences, where over
a short period of time students can intensively learn, research, gain knowledge and competences,
experiment, meet different actors, exchange their ideas etc.

Based on the direct experience form four different sessions of the International Summer School of
Architecture it can be concluded that learning-by-building method offers a variety of advantages.
Firstly, it empowers architecture students to get in touch with the direct practice of building, working
on real topics and with real design constraints. Secondly, students are able to obtain valuable
professional and personal knowledge in architectural design with a direct influence on their education
process.

The timber as building material is easy to find on the market, it is cheaper than other building
materials, it is structural, it is easy to work with and simple to transport, it is renewable, and therefore
it is the most suitable building material to be used in the learning-by-building study workshops. Using
timber as building material students can experiment with various construction methods and techniques
without major difficulties, integrating its material properties into design ideas and thus empower the
final results.

Learning-by-building method should take a greater part in the architectural design education. By
its integration into the formal curriculum of architecture schools it will certainly provide a more
creative and motivated environment for the students.
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ABSTRACT

During some research wood often must be transported or temporarily stored and protected, while
at the same time it is necessary to prevent the influence of solar radiation and water loss. For this
purpose, most common protection used is transparent wrapping stretch foil. However, black wrapping
stretch foil can also be found and bought on market in recent years. This black wrapping foil is opaque
and at first glance it seems that it probably could be better for wrapping wood samples in it for
protection. In this research oak wood (Quercus robur L.) small samples were wrapped in transparent
and opaque wrapping stretch foil and exposed to various influences in the form of artificial UV
radiation and Solar radiation. Thereafter, it has been determined whether there has been a change in
colour.

Keywords: Slavonian oak (Quercus robur L.), wrapping starch foil (transparent, black/opaque),
colour change, CIE L*a*b*, UV radiation, Sunlight.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wood colour is significant property which is often researched by scientist. During some research
wood often must be transported or temporarily stored and protected, while at the same time it is
necessary to prevent the influence of solar radiation and water loss. That is the reason why wood is
often wrapped in wrapping stretch foil; to prevent colour changes and moisture loss. This is most often
the case if the samples are transported from forests or from a remote location to the laboratory. It is
well known that wood is susceptible to surface colour change and degradation when exposed to
sunlight. Therefore, small Oak wood samples were wrapped in different number of layers and types of
wrapping foil to see which combination would be the best to keep colour changes as low as possible.

Miklečić et al. (2011) suggest that the extent of wood discolouration depends on incident light
energy, which is more intensive in the ultraviolet spectrum (UV) than at longer wavelengths which
confirms Teacă et al. (2013) claim that UV radiation represents only 4.6 % of the solar spectrum, but
it causes the most significant damage to polymeric materials. The most aggressive part of UV
spectrum is the UV-C range with very short wavelengths between ~100 and 280 nm. Miklečić et al.
(2011) suggest that spectral characteristics of light to which wood is exposed are particularly
important because wood discolours under outdoor conditions much faster and more intensively than
indoors, due to part of the UV spectrum responsible for primary photooxidation processes is absorbed
by glass and therefore does not affect the wood indoors.

Around 95 % of all UV radiation that comes from sun is UV-A type. Other 5 % is UV-B radiation
which partially gets absorbed in ozone layer. UV-C radiation is almost completely absorbed by ozone
layer and is not reaching earth’s surface (WHO, 2021). This indicates, as regards UV spectrum, that
majority of colour changes when wood is exposed to sunlight happen because of UV-A radiation and
partially UV-B radiation.
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Furthermore, Miklečić et al. (2011) suggest that wood discolouration also depends on
photochemical stability of lignin and extractives, which are different for different wood species, on the
content of oxygen or ozone in the air, and on wood temperature and humidity. Svora et al. (2019)
suggest that the UV-light induced degradation of lignin and cellulose is responsible for the colour
changes of wood matter. Teacă et al. (2013) claim that the intensity and wavelength of the solar
radiation depends on several uncontrolled parameters and in addition, that these parameters are
changing not only throughout the year but even throughout the day. Therefore, artificial light sources
are often used to clarify the mechanism of wood photo-degradation. Due to a need for more rapid
evaluation of the resistance of materials to outdoor weathering, devices with artificial light sources are
generally used to accelerate the degradation. These sources include filtered long arc xenon,
fluorescent, metal halide lamps, and carbon arc lamps. Less commonly used sources include mercury
vapour and tungsten lamps. These laboratory-accelerated weathering tests are more appropriately
referred to as “artificial weathering” (Teacă et al. 2013).

2. AIM OF RESEARCH

Aim of research was to examine colour changes on small oak wood samples wrapped in black and
transparent wrapping stretch foil with one or two layers during 48-hour exposure period. Samples
were exposed to different types of UV radiation and additionally to sun radiation on different places
and weather conditions. Elements chosen for this research were from different radial positions 1, 3, 6,
8 (as shown in the Figure 3); 1 represents element closest to the pith and element 8 was closest to bark,
within heartwood. Elements 1, 3, 6, 8 were 100 mm, 160 mm, 250 mm, and 310 mm away from heart
respectively. Sampling was done that way to see if there is difference in colour change on samples
when moving away from heartwood toward sapwood on top of stretch foil wrapping differences.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.1. Material

For the purpose of this research central sawn board from Oak wood (Quercus robur L.) was used.
Its origin is from Slavonia County and the wood is better known as Slavonian oak. Board was first to
the stump; it was 55 mm thick and 770 mm wide cut from longer piece to 1160 mm length.

Figure 1. Process of cross-cutting smaller
elements (photo: Mikšik, 2021.)

Figure 2. Process of longitudinally sawing into
smaller elements (photo: Mikšik, 2021.)

Board was later cut in half on band saw and the samples used were all form the same side. Half
piece was additionally longitudinally sawn on smaller pieces with circular saw and 8 smaller elements
were obtained. Those smaller elements were 30 mm thick, 55 mm wide and 1160 mm long and were
again longitudinally sawn on smaller pieces 10 mm thick, 30 mm wide and 1160 mm long.
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End samples were 10 mm thick in tangential direction, 30 mm wide in radial direction and 60 mm
long in longitudinal direction and were obtained by cross-cutting smaller longitudinal elements. This
way of sawing boards was used to obtain radial section samples. Process of making end samples and
element positions from which they were sawn are shown on Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 3. Samples making scheme (dimensions in millimetres); element 1-purple, element 3-green,
element 6-orange, element 8-orange-white

3.2. Sample preparation

After the samples were made, they were split in six groups. Each group was exposed to different
conditions and type of artificial UV radiation or Sun radiation. Each group was exposed for 48-hour
period and contained 20 samples which were split in 5 smaller groups. First group was control group
as those samples were not wrapped in any wrapping foil. Groups 2-5 were individually separately
wrapped in one layer of black foil, one layer of transparent foil, two layers of black foil and two layers
of transparent foil, respectively. Samples were wrapped the way that their smaller ends were open
because samples used were green wood and they contained a lot of water which could cause unwanted
colour change if samples were fully wrapped and water that evaporates could not have been able to
escape. Those smaller groups containing 4 samples had 1 sample from each radial position (1, 3, 6, 8).
First, samples were brushed to remove any remaining saw dust and were marked with lead pencil on
sides. Marks contained type of UV light exposed or variant of sunlight exposure, number for position
of element, type of stretch foil and number of layers contained. Examples of marks are shown in Table
1.

Table 1. Examples of sample marks and their description

Sample mark Description
UV-C 1 K Sample exposed to UV-C lamp from position 1, without stretch foil
UV-A 3 C1 Sample exposed to UV-A lamp from position 3 with 1 layer of black foil
UV-B 6 P1 Sample exposed to UV-B lamp from position 6 with 1 layer of transparent foil

S1 8 C2 Sample exposed to the Sun indoors near a window on cloudy weather from
position 8 with 2 layers of black stretch foil

S2 1 P2 Sample exposed to the Sun indoors near a window on sunny weather from
position 1 with 2 layers of transparent stretch foil

S3 3 K Sample exposed to the Sun outside on sunny weather from position 3 without
stretch foil
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After marking, samples were weighed using Symetry EC 400 scale with accuracy of 0.01 g.
Moisture content was determined by oven dry method by HRN EN 13183 – 1:2008 norm before and
after samples were exposed. After weighing, radial section was chosen, and 6 measuring places were
slightly etched using steel hollow hole punch tool and hammer. Hollow hole punch tool diameter was
10 mm which was corresponding with capture spot on spectrophotometer. Later in calculation all 6
measures from 1 sample were used as an arithmetic mean.

3.3. UV exposure

After preparing, samples were wrapped in stretch foil and arranged in UV cabinet under specific
UV light or they were prepared for sunlight exposure. Each group of samples was exposed for 48
hours. First three groups were exposed to UV-A, UV-B and UV-C lights (one group per one light) in
UV cabinet. Lamps used were Philips TL 8W acitinic BL for UV-A light, Philips TL 8W BLB for
UV-B light and Philips TUV 8W G8T5 for UV-C light. Other three groups were exposed to the
sunlight: close to window inside during cloudy weather, close to window inside during sunny weather
and outside during sunny weather. After exposure samples were weighed and colour change was
measured again.

Figure 4. Samples in UV cabinet
(photo: Mikšik, 2021.)

Figure 5. Datacolor microflash
spectrophotometer

(photo: Mikšik, 2021.)

Temperature and relative humidity mean values for certain variant of exposure are shown in
Table 2, data was obtained using Testo 610 probe.

Table 2. Conditions for specific type of exposure

Type of exposure Temperature [°C] Relative humidity [%]
UV-A 29.0 67.70
UV-B 28.1 54.50
UV-C 28.5 57.50

S1
(the Sun, indoors, cloudy) 29.0 50.00

S2
(the Sun, indoors, sunny) 27.2 44.80

S3
(the Sun, outdoors, sunny) 30.0 41.50
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3.4. Colour measurement

Colour values were measured using Datacolor international microflash 200D spectrophotometer
(D65 light source, aperture diameter 8 mm, d / 8 ° measuring geometry, 10 ° standard observer) before
and after exposing samples to different UV lights and sunlight. Colour values were shown using
CIELAB L*a*b* system. System marks 3 different axis: L*; a*; b*; each represents specific
parameter of colour which is described in three-dimensional coordinate system. L*: represents the
lightness ranging from 0 for black to 100 for white and is perpendicular to axes a* and b*. Axis a*, is
perpendicular to the axis L* and represents the ratio of green and red. It ranges from -120 for perfect
green and +120 for perfect red. Axis b*, which is perpendicular to both the L* axis and a* axis,
represents the ratio of yellow and blue. Value ranges from -120 for perfect blue and +120 for prefect
yellow. CIE L*a*b* system representation example is shown on figure 6.

Figure 6. CIELAB Colour system
(Cubillas J. and Japitana M., 2016.)

Colour change (ΔE*) of samples before and after exposing them to different type of UV
lights and sun exposure was calculated according to the following formula:

[1]

ΔL* - difference in lightness
Δa* - difference in values “a” ranging from green to red
Δb* - difference in values “b” ranging from blue to yellow
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are shown in the figures that follow, and are discussed and commented.

Figure 7. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to UV-A light

Figure 8. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to UV-B light

Figure 9. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to UV-C light
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Data shown on Figures 7-9 shows colour changes (ΔE*) on samples that were exposed to different
type of UV radiation. Samples exposed to UV-C predominantly had the most noticeable changes in
colour. Samples exposed to UV-A radiation had slightly lower changes in colour than the samples
exposed to UV-C radiation, and UV-B samples had the lowest changes in colour. These results
partially coincide with claims of Teacă et al. (2013) and Miklečić et al. (2011) because those changes
at lower wavelength (UV-C radiation) are slightly greater than those at higher wavelength (UV-A
radiation). On UV-B exposure results we can see that colour change values deviate from those claims
because changes are in generally lower than those of UV-A radiation. Samples without foil (control)
and samples with one layer of transparent foil had highest changes in colour value when exposed to
UV-A and UV-C radiation, while the those exposed to UV-B are indistinctive. Those samples with
two layers of transparent foil had slightly lower changes than samples without foil and those with one
layer of foil but were still very high. It is interesting that after exposure to UV-A, the greater colour
change is determined for samples with one transparent foil layer, than for samples without foil
(control). Also it is interesting that after exposure to UV-C, samples without foil (control) and samples
with one transparent foil layer had relatively similar colour changes. The best results, that is, the
slightest change in colour, was determined for samples with one and two layers of black foil when
exposed to UV-A and UV-C radiation, as regards exposure to UV-B radiation the data are somewise
inconclusive. If we look at colour changes on samples exposed to UV radiation by position results are
oscillating and it is very hard to come by with some conclusion on that matter. Example of samples
after UV-C radiation exposure are shown on Figure 10.

Figure 10. Samples after exposing to UV-C radiation with visible differences in colour (samples
are in groups as it follows from left to right: K, C1, P1, C2, P2)

On Figures 11-13 results from samples exposed to sunlight on different weather conditions,
indoors and outdoors, are shown. Results are as expected, and as it can be seen the highest changes in
colour change are on samples that were exposed outside during sunny days. Samples that were
exposed indoors close to window on sunny days and other group on cloudy days have small changes.
But, as it seems changes are somewhat higher on those samples that were exposed on cloudy days than
those exposed on sunny day, which is an interesting result. The results show that samples with one and
two layers of transparent foil tends to have slightly larger colour changes in case when they were
exposed to cloudy weather but that is not the case on samples exposed to sunny weather. Samples
wrapped in one and two layers of black foil show the best results and the colour changes are lowest.
These results coincide with Miklečić et al. (2011) claims that glass partially absorbs UV spectrum
responsible for primary photooxidation processes as it can be seen that changes on samples that were
outside are significantly higher than those inside. Control samples of group that was exposed to
sunlight outside have highest changes in colour value, among those groups that were exposed to the
sun. Samples with black foil show lowest changes again, especially samples with one layer where
changes can barely be seen by naked eye.
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Figure 11. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to the Sun - indoors near a
window on cloudy weather

Figure 12. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to the Sun - indoors near a window on sunny
weather

Figure 13. The colour difference (ΔE*) after exposure to the Sun - outdoors on sunny weather
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Contrary to samples directly exposed to UV radiation, results of samples exposed to sunlight
suggest that when moving away from pith to sapwood colour changes are increasing. All samples
showed largest change in “b*” value (increase in value) which means that they all showed more
yellow colour than before exposure. It should also be noted that all the samples showed small increase
in “a*” value which means they showed redder colour. Lightness results are oscillating since some
samples showed increase and some showed decrease in value which is due to samples losing water
rapidly and some of them having stains because water was trapped between foil and surface. Part of all
these changes is due to samples losing moisture since green wood was used in experiment.

Figure 14. The samples moisture content loss (ΔW) during exposure

During exposure all samples recorded loss in water content as it can be seen on Figure 14 and it is
mostly due to high temperature and in some cases air circulation. Samples exposed to sunlight were in
somewhat “open” surroundings where air can flow and that is the reason those samples lost more
water as well as highest temperature and lowest relative humidity of air. Other samples which were
directly exposed to UV radiation were closed in UV cabinet with no flow of air and did not lose as
much water as samples exposed to sunlight. As expected, samples exposed outside to sunlight had
largest water loss (up to 63 %) and their values deviate from other samples, especially control group.
All other samples wrapped in some kind of foil had better maintained their water content and had
lower change in moisture than control samples. Results indicate that when moving away from heart by
positions samples lost more water which is no surprise because those samples contained more water
before exposure and probably had better permeability.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on these conducted research it can be generally concluded that the slightest colour change
occurred at the samples that were wrapped in black wrapping foil, with relatively negligible or barely
noticeable differences in whether there are one or two layers of foil. Wherever a change in the colour
of the samples after exposure was observed, it changed in such a way that the yellow component of the
colour generally increased.

According to the results, whenever in the future we will need to wrap oak wood samples in stretch
wrapping foil, we will strive to use black non-transparent wrapping foil.
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ABSTRACT

During hydrothermal processing, oak wood is often exposed to heat, humidity and/or water,
especially during drying, steaming, boiling or rewetting by water, etc. So, through this research hot
and cold water extraction according to ASTM standard D 1110 – 84 (Reapproved 2001) Standard test
methods for water solubility of wood was conducted whereby water soluble extractives (WSE),
respectively, extractives yield of Slavonian oak wood (Quercus robur L.) was determined from
obtained extracts.

Keywords: Oak wood (Quercus robur L.), Slavonian oak, hot water extraction, cold water extraction,
water soluble extractives (WSE)

1. INTRODUCTION

During production in the wood processing industry, hydrothermal processes are often carried out
and during which the wood is exposed to heat at elevated temperatures and humidity and/or water. The
structural components of the wood matrix (lignin and holocellulose) are quite resistant to heat at lower
temperatures below 100 °C, but extractives as non-structural components of wood are more
susceptible to thermal degradation, which usually starts as early as at about 40 °C (Figure 1),
depending on specific conditions. Additionally, in the presence of water, chemical changes associated
with the extractives are facilitated, which often results in irregular and uneven changes in the colour of
the wood. Extractives in wood have substantial influence on hydrothermal processes, especially on
wood drying, which has an important role in the production of final products in the wood industry
(Klarić et al., 2016). Extractives in wood can be considered as a defensive system to environmental
stresses, being recognized as a very important factor in the natural durability of wood (Taylor et al.,
2002); also, it is well known that the content of extractives differs not only from species to species, but
also between individuals of the same species (Scheffer et al., 1966). Consequently, the aim of the
research in this article was to apply hot and cold water extraction on samples obtained from milled
Slavonian oak wood (Quercus robur L.).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Material

From oak wood (Quercus robur L.) log, first of the stump, without any visible defects, measuring
770 mm in diameter, a 55 mm central radial sawn board was sawn in a one Croatian wood processing
company sawmill. The sawn central radial board was used to make elements sawn from four positions,
from pith to bark, which were used for making milled wood for extraction: element 1, element 3,
element 6 and element B (sapwood). Element number 1 was closest to the pith, while element number
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6 was farthest from the pith, and additionally element B was sapwood. Element 1 was 100 mm from
the pith and the width of each element was 30 mm in radial direction. The scheme is shown below
(Figure 2).

Figure 1. A schematic representation of changes in wood components due to temperature under
humid conditions, but without regard to time (Navi and Sandberg, 2012)

Figure 2. Samples making scheme (dimensions in millimetres); element 1-purple, element 3-green,
element 6-orange, element B-yellow

The final dimensions of the sawn samples were 30 (l) mm × 30 (w) mm × 10 (t) mm. The samples
were then coarsely shredded with a chisel, then firstly milled on the RETSCH SM 300 mill equipped
with a rectangular sieve with 10 mm wide openings and without contamination with heavy metals.
Then finer milling was carried out on the RETSCH ZM 200 mill equipped with a trapezoidal sieve
with 0.5 mm wide openings. Milling was followed by sieving on laboratory sieves with 0.425 mm and
0.250 mm wide openings, the sample retained on a sieve of 0.250 mm was used further in the
experiment.
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Figure 3. Making samples in the
faculty workshop (photo:

Barlović, 2021)

Figure 4. Wood chips
(photo: Barlović, 2021)

Figure 5. Laboratory sieves and
milled wood

(photo: Barlović, 2021)

2.2. Methods

The experiment was in generally conducted according to ASTM standard D 1110 – 84
(Reapproved 2001) Standard test methods for water solubility of wood.

2.2.1. Gravimetric determination of moisture content in wood

Gravimetric method according to HRN EN 13183-1:2008 was conducted for determining
moisture content of green milled wood before the extraction. For the gravimetric method the analytical
balance KERN ABT 220-4M and the laboratory oven MEMMERT UF 110 plus were used. To
determine the moisture content, a portion of the previously sieved sample was taken and
approximately 1 g was weighed, after which the samples were placed in an oven at 103 ± 2 °C to dry,
to the constant mass. After drying, the samples were placed in a desiccator on cooling to room
temperature and weighed again.

The moisture content was determined according to the following formula:

[1]

ω - moisture content, %
W1 - mass of the sample before drying, g
W0 - mass of the sample in the absolutely dry state, g

The moisture content of the green milled wood was determined after milling the samples, but due
to the very high moisture content, the milled wood was further dried at 45 °C before the extraction and
the moisture content was determined for all four samples again, trough out five repetitions.

2.2.2. Hot-water extraction

To determine the solubility in hot water, 2 g of the dried and sieved sample was weighed into a
round-bottomed flask, into which 100 mL d(H2O) was then poured. The prepared mix, together with
the flask in which it resides in, was placed in a laboratory water bath RAYPA BBA 6, consisting of 6
interconnected stainless steel tanks in which the water was heated slowly. The flasks were placed in a
bath so that content inside the flask was below the water level. The samples were extracted for 3 h,
after which they were filtered by vacuum filtration. The apparatus used for filtration consisted of a
vacuum pump, a vacuum bottle, fritted-glass crucibles of coarse porosity and a funnel. After filtration
the content that remained in the crucible was dried at temperature of 103 ± 2 °C until constant mass.
The oven used was MEMMERT UF 110 plus and the average drying time was four hours. After
drying, the crucibles were placed in a desiccator and cooled to a room temperature, after which the
mass of the sample was determined; empty crucibles were weighed before the start of the filtration.
For the purpose of mass determination, the analytical balance KERN ABT 220-4M was used; for each
of the four samples (radial positions) the mass was determined five times.
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Figure 6. Hot water extraction
(photo: Barlović, 2021)

Figure 7. Vacuum filtration
(photo: Barlović, 2021)

2.2.3. Cold-water extraction

To determine the solubility in cold water, 2 g of the dried sieved sample was weighed into a 300
mL Erlenmeyer flask, into which 250 mL d(H2O) was poured. The prepared mix was placed to be
extracted on electromagnetic stirrer IKA RO 10 with constant stirring (400 RPM, in the same
direction) for 48 h. The extraction was performed at room temperature (23 ± 2 °C). After the
extraction process, the further procedure is the same as the determination of solubility in hot water.

Figure 8. Cold water extraction (photo:
Barlović, 2021)

Figure 9. Vacuum filtration (photo: Barlović, 2021)

2.2.4. Processing of results

After the determination of the moisture content and completed extractions from which the sample
mass values were obtained the solubility was calculated according to the following formula:

[2]

% - solubility, %
W1 - mass of the sample before extraction, g
W2 - mass of the extracted sample, g

The arithmetic mean of all 5 measurements was determined for each sample and these values
were used in further analysis. From the obtained results, graphs were constructed that display the
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relationship between solubility of WSE and the position of the samples within the central saw board,
with regards to the hot and respectively cold water extraction methods.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By using the data obtained by the experiment, moisture content of green milled wood from four
radial positions has been determined and additionally the moisture content of milled wood after drying
and before extraction for all four radial positions has been determined. In sequence, the values of
water soluble extractives (WSE) were determined and compared depending on the radial position of
the sample, respectively, the solubility of the wood from the heartwood to the sapwood was compared.
Furthermore, the difference in the amount of soluble extractives between hot and cold water extraction
was compared.

The obtained results are presented in the graphs that follow further in the article and are
discussed.

Figure 2. Moisture content of green milled wood chips

Data (Figure 10) shows an increase in the moisture content from element 1 towards element 6
(moving away from the pith) within the heartwood. Taking into account the radial position of the
elements, the values of the water content behave as expected. Element B which is from sapwood
shows unusual results and has the lowest moisture content which, in general, should be higher
compared to the elements 1, 3 and 6 which are from heartwood. This could be attributed to the
specifics of the log, harvesting season, length of storage in the forest after cutting and on the timber
yard in wood processing company, etc. It is not possible to determine or confirm with certainty the
reason why the values in sapwood are the opposite of what was expected. As previously mentioned,
due to the extremely high moisture content, the samples were additionally dried so that they could be
used further in the experiment. After drying, new values of water content were obtained (Figure 11)
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Figure 3. Moisture content of dried milled wood before extraction

Figure 4 .Hot-water solubility of oak wood

On Figure 12 it can be seen that hot water solubility in heartwood is slightly rising from pith
towards bark, but hot water solubility of sapwood is much lower, which was expected. Quadratic
equation from second order polynomial trend line on Figure 12 gives the coefficient of determination
(R2) that explains 86.93 % of the variability depending on the independent variable. That means it can
explain approximately 87 % of the solubility variability during the hot water extraction compared to
the sample position. As can be observed on polynomial trend line (2ND order), coefficient of
determination would probably move significantly towards the value of 1 if the sapwood values would
be removed; the same can be also stated for the graph in Figure 13.
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Figure 5. Cold-water solubility of oak wood

On Figure 13 the same trend can be seen as in the previous figure. Cold water solubility in
heartwood is slightly rising from pith towards the bark, but cold water solubility of sapwood is much
lower, which was expected. Data shown on Figure 13 tells us that the model explains 81.09 % of the
variability depending on the independent variable, which means it can explain approximately 81 % of
the solubility variability during the cold water extraction compared to the sample position.

Data (Figure 12 and Figure 13) shows that the solubility increases within the heartwood when
sample positions are moving away from pith towards sapwood. That means, element 1 has the lowest
solubility value, element 6 has the highest solubility value. Element B, which is from sapwood, has a
sharp drop in solubility and has lowest value compared to the other samples. Furthermore, it can be
seen that hot water extraction dissolves a slightly higher percentage of the substance than cold water
extraction. It was expected that hot water extraction would produce a somewhat higher yield than cold
water extraction, when comparing the same radial position. The aforesaid could be explained by the
fact that during the cold water extraction was used stirring with magnet, as opposed to hot water
extraction which was conducted without stirring. During hot water extraction, the heat increased the
amount of extracted substance, while during cold water extraction, stirring enhanced the extraction.

4. CONCLUSION

In this research it has been found that the moisture content in radial direction (from pith to bark)
of green oak wood (Quercus robur L.) is rising in heartwood, and then is much lower in sapwood.
This much lower moisture content in sapwood was unexpected, and cannot be explained with certainty
in this specific case. It is probably a combination of various influences, such as specifics of the log,
harvesting season, length of storage in the forest after cutting and on the timber yard in wood
processing company, etc.

Hot water solubility of oak wood (Quercus robur L.) is rising in heartwood in radial direction
(from pith to bark), while the solubility in hot water is much lower in sapwood than in heartwood.
These results of hot water solubility are in line with expectations. As regards cold water solubility of
oak wood (Quercus robur L.) it follows the same trends as that of hot water solubility, as is the lower
solubility in sapwood present, when compared with heartwood. It was expected that hot water
extraction would produce a slightly higher yield than cold water extraction, when comparing the same
radial position. But, that wasn’t the case. The aforesaid could be explained by the fact that during the
cold water extraction was used stirring with magnet, as opposed to hot water extraction which was
conducted without stirring. During hot water extraction, the heat enhanced the amount of extracted
substance, while during cold water extraction, stirring enhanced the extraction of the substance.
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ABSTRACT

This study aimed to investigate the possibility of drying oak lamella – a solid wood top layer of
engineered wood flooring – in dehumidification kilns. One of the problems with conventional drying
of lamellas is potentially too high relative humidity of air at the beginning of the process caused by
very fast evaporation of water from the wood surface. Drying in a dehumidification kiln (with
adequate dehumidifier size) is an interesting alternative to reach high drying quality in a reasonable
time. Drying tests were done in an industrial dehumidification kiln and programmable climate
chamber. The influence of different drying conditions on drying time and quality (final moisture
content (MCf), deformations, checks, discolourations) were examined. It was demonstrated that thin
oak lamellas (approx. 5 mm thick) can be successfully dried in a dehumidification kiln. With applied
drying schedule (initial temperature 36 °C, final 46 °C), the drying cycle will last 2 to 5 days,
depending on the amount of wood and initial MC.

Keywords: oak lamella, wood flooring, drying, dehumidification kiln.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial wood drying is one of the most important processes in the wood industry, on which the
company's profitability often depends. This is due to the long duration, intensive energy consumption
and above all, potential drying defects. All of the above applies even more to the oak, the most
expensive European species and the dominant choice on the wood flooring market. However, an
insufficient supply of oak wood and continuous price growth in the last two decades have led to the
growth in the popularity of multilayer wood products. This also applies to floors where multilayer
parquets are often used. Multilayer wood flooring is commonly constructed using bonded layers of
plywood that are topped off with solid wood lamella. This lamella is usually made of oak, but ash,
walnut, tropical species, etc. are also used. Multilayer flooring is often cheaper and at the same time
more stable in operation than solid wood. When it comes to lamella production, it can be sawn from
dry or green timber. The second option has been used more and more in recent years, mainly due to
the huge savings in drying time. Drying of thin material (usually up to 6 mm thick) is 5-10 times
shorter as compared to drying of 25-30 mm thick boards.

The process of drying a thin lamella has not yet been completely mastered, so there are frequent
problems with discolorations, deformations, and unequal final moisture content. Drying schedules are
still being adjusted because – in addition to the usual time-consuming process of reaching the optimal
schedule – in this case, there is also a problem of drying schedule implementation. Namely, especially
conventional kilns are not designed to remove a huge amount of water that evaporates from the wood
in a short time. Since the material is very thin, the total wood surface, from which water evaporates, is
many times larger than when drying sawn timber. Therefore, at the beginning of the process, the
relative humidity of the air is very high (regardless of what is set in the schedule), condensation often
occurs, which increases the risk of discoloration. Some advantages of dehumidification kilns – better
energy efficiency, no air exchange (lower risk of discoloration), smaller volume – were a good starting
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point for drying lamella in this type of kilns, despite the remaining problem of efficient removing the
huge amount of water vapour at the beginning of the process. Nowadays dehumidification kilns are
capable of reaching temperatures up to 60°C, which is adequate for most hardwoods even during the
final phases of drying. With modern compressors about 0.3 kWh of electrical energy is needed to
remove a kilogram of water, making them overall more economical than conventional kilns (Milić
2019).

The objective of this study was to investigate the possibility of drying oak lamella in
dehumidification kilns.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The research was done on oak wood lamellas (5 mm thick, length 700-2100 mm) sawn on a
horizontal band saw from raw timber. Five lamellas were obtained from each board.

The capacity of the dehumidification kiln (Figure 1) is about 1600 m2 of the raw lamella. For the
test drying cycles, two rows of stacks were placed along the depth of the kiln (3 are planned for later).
In each stack, the lamellas were on plastic H stickers, with gaps across the width of the stack (Figure
2), which is a common industrial practice.

Figure 1. Dehumidification unit and fans (left) and stacked lamellas (right) in dehumidification kiln

Figure 2. Stacking of oak lamellas

The drying schedule recommended by the kiln manufacturer was used (Table 1). Initial moisture
content (MCi) was determined by oven-dry method and compared with measurements of 4 electric
probes in the kiln. The final MC was 7%, with no conditioning phase at the end of drying. Although a
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very useful phase in oak timber drying processes (Milić and Kolin 2008, Salin 2001), preliminary tests
have shown that the conditioning phase has no effect on the drying quality of the lamellas.

Table 1. Drying schedule (oak lamella) – dehumidification kiln

MC
(%) >60 50 40 30 27 24 21 18 15 12 9 6

T
(°C) 35 36 36 36 36 37 38 40 42 44 46 46

EMC
(%) 20 19 17.5 15.5 14.2 12.8 11.2 10.0 8.5 6.5 4.5 3.8

FS
(%) 94 94 94 94 94 92 90 88 86 84 84 84

Drying tests were also done in a programmable climate chamber. In the first one (Table 2), which
lasted 60 hours, a higher initial temperature was used (it remained constant during the whole cycle).
Both initial and final MC were determined by the oven-dry method and compared with the results
obtained in a dehumidification kiln. Comparisons were also made regarding drying defects and color.

Table 2. Drying schedule (oak lamella) – climate chamber

Phase I II III

Time
(h) 12 24 24

T
(°C) 45 45 45

EMC
(%) 19 13 8

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial MC of lamellas was between 44 and 60%, while the electric probes in the kiln expectedly
showed lower values (31-49%, average 39%). A relatively large variation in initial MC is expected,
especially in the summer, due to the different periods from logs cutting to sawing of individual boards.
Different initial MC is also expected for lamellas cut from the same board due to the MC gradient that
occurs very quickly in oak boards.

The average drying time (for 2 test runs) in a dehumidification kiln was 50 hours. This is probably
the shortest possible time with this drying schedule, achievable only in the case of a relatively small
amount of lamellas in the kiln. This was the case here – only two rows along the depth of the kiln
(additionally, the volume of lamellas in the stack was small due to the large gaps between them along
the width of the stack). Even with a small amount of lamellas in the kiln, it can be noticed that the
EMC is generally higher than set (Figure 3), i.e. that the kiln fails to remove a sufficient amount of
water vapor during the process. However, this does not affect the time, and especially not the quality
of drying. Similarly, the desired temperature is not reached at the beginning of the process, but there is
no such problem in the later stages of drying. Of course, the use of additional heaters, i.e. thermal
energy from the boiler, would solve this problem – and even allow much higher initial temperatures –
but this solution makes the drying process more expensive. The question is whether a possible
shortening of the process by a few hours would justify the use of thermal energy from the boiler. Next
drying cycles, with a larger amount of lamellas in the kiln, will have a more pronounced problem of
reaching the desired climate parameters, so the use of additional heaters may become almost
necessary.
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Figure 3. Drying curve, temperature and EMC during drying

The applied drying schedule is a compromise between the needs and the possibilities of the kiln:
thus the initial temperature is relatively low (35 °C) because a higher temperature cannot be reached
without additional heating of the kiln. The use of thermal energy from the boiler - which is a
possibility that many dehumidification kilns have - makes it possible to conduct schedules with higher
temperatures. Temperatures above 50 °C for this lamella thickness are certainly realistic, as shown by
the results of Skuratov et al. (2020) who applied temperatures above 60 °C for thin oak wood. Namely,
for this lamella thickness, the surface evaporation is dominant in the drying process, while the
significance of diffusion is much smaller. This reduces the risk of high stresses and checks, which are
common when drying timber at elevated temperatures (Olean et al. 2007). However, the potential risk
of discoloration at (too) high temperatures should not be overlooked.

The possibility of applying a higher temperature at the beginning of drying was tested in the
climate chamber. In the first cycle, a temperature of 45 °C was used. The results showed that the
higher initial temperature did not cause any problems – no checks or other drying defects were
registered (the exception is slightly higher cupping which is a consequence of drying lamellas without
load; Baranski et al. (2020) reported about 40% of oak lamellas with cupping after drying without
load). The color after drying was uniform and bright, very similar to the color of wood after
dehumidification drying. In further tests, even higher temperatures (above 50 °C)  and lower EMC
values will be used.

Finally, an interesting fact should be noted (Figure 3) – that MC and EMC are declining according
to a similar trend (again due to the low thickness of wood). This makes it possible to create a function
of the MC in relation to the EMC (based on the several batches), which would enable the drying of the
lamellas even without MC measuring.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The research explored the possibility of drying oak lamella in dehumidification kilns. These kilns
are usually smaller than conventional ones, more energy-efficient and there is no air exchange with the
outside environment, which is favorable from the aspect of lamella colour. It has been demonstrated
that, according to the schedule recommended by the kiln manufacturer, 5 mm thick oak lamellas can
be successfully dried in 2 to 5 days, depending on the amount of wood in the kiln and initial MC.
Drying tests in the climate chamber have shown that higher temperatures can be used (initial
temperature can be at least 45°C). However, the potential increase of temperature in the industrial
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kilns should be carefully analyzed from the aspect of the drying process cost. Controlling the lamella
drying process without measuring MC seems like a realistic possibility since the decline of MC
directly follows the decline of EMC.
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ABSTRACT

Due to governing trends, emphasizing the natural beauty and the texture of the substrate in wood
surface finishing attracts a lot of attention. Different coatings are used for this purpose. In addition to
traditional penetrating materials such as oils, waterborne-oil coatings giving the effect of untreated
wood have been developed (hydro oils). In this research, we investigated the decorative properties of
the samples of beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and walnut wood (Juglans regia L.) coated with oils and
waterborne-oil coatings. The higher color change (ΔE) was obtained when the samples were coated
with oils, compared to the samples coated with hydro oils for both wood species. After oil application
samples of both wood species had a noticeably higher degree of gloss, while samples coated with
hydro oil showed lower gloss values than untreated wood (for both wood species). The change in gloss
of samples after coating was related to increase/reduction of surface roughness of the samples.

Keywords: wood, oil, hydro-oil, surface finishing, color, gloss.

1. INTRODUCTION

Very often, customers opt for a certain type of furniture based on the decorative properties of the
coated surfaces: color, gloss and texture. By applying transparent coatings, the texture of the wood
surface remains visible, which is most often preferred by customers who appreciate natural materials.
Although transparent coatings do not contain pigments, they still slightly change the color of the wood
surface to which they are applied. The degree of color change, as well as gloss, of coated wood surface
depends primarily on the coating formulation. For instance, it is known that oil coatings give a
„warmer color tone“ of the coated surface in comparison to untreated wood, while in the case of
water-based coatings the intensity of color change depends greatly of the color of the wood. Wood
maintains its natural color tone when water-based coating is applied on the surface of brighter wood
species; while giving "washed out" look when applied to the surface of darker wood species (Flexner,
2010). In comparison to solvent-based coatings, water-based coatings give a lower “grain
accentuation” on the wood surface (Prieto and Kiene, 2018).

Modern wood coatings are expected to be environmentally friendly. This category of materials
includes coatings that have a lower proportion of volatile organic compounds (VOC). Reducing the
VOC can be achieved by replacing harmful solvents with those that are innocuous or less harmful to
the environment. In water-based coatings the great percentage of organic solvents is replaced by water.
One of the main disadvantages of the water-based coatings is the roughening of wood surface as
results of the wood fibers swellings in contact with water (Palija et al. 2013; Flexner 2010). The higher
surface roughness generally leads to a lower gloss. In order to minimize grain raising additional
technological operations are usually needed (e.g. sanding with finer grit size or wetting the surface
before coating). In addition to water-based coatings, oils and waxes are used as environmentally
friendly materials. Due to their unique combination of transparency, sheen and texture, wood surface
finishing with oils is highly appreciated for emphasizing the natural character of wood (Arminger et
al., 2020). These traditional materials nowadays have modified formulations that enable greater
resistance to various agents of the coated surface and greater durability of decorative and protective
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properties. The main advantage of these materials is that they penetrate into the substrate leaving very
thin, barely visible, layer of coating on the wood surface, making the surface pleasant to the touch. In
addition, an important feature of oil-coated surfaces is that damaged areas can be partially repaired,
without removing the entire film of the coatings. Oil formulations usually contain wax, which reduces
the shine of the coated surface. The non-optimal chemical resistance and water resistance of oil-coated
wood surfaces is significantly improved by the hydrophobisation with waxes (Prieto and Kiene, 2018).

Relatively new wood surface finishing material (usually found by the name “hydro oils” on the
market) combines the advantages of oils and water-based coatings. This water-based materials
containing oils, due to their low viscosity penetration mostly into the substrate but also form a film
with emphasizing matting effect, giving the impression of an untreated surface when applied on wood.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The samples of beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and walnut wood (Juglans regia L.) dimensions:
400x300x20 mm were used. From each wood species 10 samples were prepared, a total of 20.
Moisture content of wood was determined based on 5 measurements using a moisture meter with pins
(model RVD-904, manufacturer Nigos, Serbia). The measured moisture content was of 9.3% for
walnut samples, and 10.1% for beech samples, which is in accordance with recommendations for the
interior use of wood.

The samples were cut lengthwise into two equal parts (200x300x20mm) and sanded on a narrow-
belt sander using grit size P80 and P120. Just before application of the coating, the samples were hand
sanded using block with sanding paper grit size P180, in order to obtain a clean and fresh surface,
which is a prerequisite for good adhesion of the coating.

The one half of samples of both wood species was coated with oils (4951-HW, manufacturer
Borma Wachs, Italy), while the other half was coated with 2K hydro oils (YS-M009 / -T94,
manufacturer Renner, Italy; hardener YC M403 manufacturer Renner, Italy). The main physical
characteristics of the applied materials are given in technical sheets (Table 1):

Table 1. Main physical characteristics of used coatings: oils and hydro oils

oil hydro oils
Solid content (%) 45±2 25±1
Density (g/cm3) 0,87 ± 0,02 1,010±0,020
Viscosity DIN 4 (s) 19±2 16±3

After the sanding of the samples, the color and gloss was measured before and after surface
finishing (4 measurements per sample, 80 before and 80 after coating). The measurement of the
surface roughness was done at the same measuring points used for the determination of gloss and
color. Since it is known that the properties of coating depend particularly on the chemical
composition and film thickness of the coating (Pavlič, Petrič, Žigon 2021) the dry film thickness of the
coating was measured. In addition, the surface roughness of the samples was measured before and
after surface finishing, in order to get more information about the differences in the decorative
properties of individual combinations of wood species and coatings.

The both materials (oils and hydro-oils) were applied by brush in regime that was in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations. The oil was delivered prepared, and was thoroughly mixed
before application. Coating consumption was 79 g/m2, based on measurements of samples weight
before and after application of coating. The surface finishing using oils was done in the following
order: application of the first layer of coating; drying for 24h; intermediate sanding using sanding
paper grit size P240; application of the second layer of coating and drying for 24h. Sanding was done
manually with the help of a sanding blog of the required grit size.

Hydro oil was prepared my adding the 5% of hardener and stirring until the uniform consistency
was reached. Coating consumption was 90 g/m2, based on measurements of samples weight before and
after coating application. The surface finishing using hydro oils was done in the following order:
application of the first layer of coating; drying for 3h; intermediate sanding with sanding paper grit
size P240; application of the second layer of coating and drying for 48h.
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The measurement of dry film thickness of the coating was performed by ultrasonic gauge (model
PosiTector 200, manufacturer DeFelsko, USA) without destruction of the coating, in accordance with
SRPS EN 2808: 2019. The dry film thickness was measured on each of coated samples (Figure 1),
making total of 40 measurements.

Figure 1. Determination of dry film thickness of coating by ultrasonic gauge

The measurement of the color of the surface of the samples before and after finishing was
performed using a color measuring device (model EasyCo 566, manufacturer Erichsen, Germany).
The instrument works in the CIELab system expressing color by 3 coordinates: L, a and b. Parameter
L presents the color brightness, parameter a presents the red-green component of the color, and
parameter b presents the yellow- blue component of the color. The color change is calculated
according to the formula:

∆E =
Where:

• ∆E - difference in wood color after surface finishing with coatings
• L1, a1, b1 - parameters of the color of the uncoated wood samples
• L2, a2, b2 - parameters of the color of the coated wood samples

The measurement of the surface gloss of samples before and after surface finishing was
performed using a glossmeter (model Novo Gloss Trio, manufacturer Rhopoint instruments, UK) in
accordance with SRPS EN 13722: 2004, figure 2. Since the measured values of gloss of coated and
uncoated samples were mainly bellow 10GU (measured at an angle of incidence of 60 º), for the
improved resolution of low gloss the angle of incidence of 85º was used, as recommended in named
standard.

Figure 2. Determination of gloss by glossmeter
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A stylus contact tester (model TR200, manufacturer TIME Beijing High Technology) was used to
measure the surface roughness of the samples, figure 3. The instrument works in accordance with ISO
4287:1997. The sample length was 2.5 mm, and the number of sample lengths was 5. The instrument
is equipped with a needle with a diamond tip with a diameter of 5 µm.

Figure 3. Measurement of surface roughness of samples by stylus method

The following surface roughness parameters were measured:
 Ra - Arithmetic mean deviation of the assessed profile;
 Rz - Mean height of profile element
 Rt - Total height of profile

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the dry film thickness of the coatings are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Dry film thickness of oils and hydro oils on beech and walnut samples

Wood specie beech walnut
Coating type oil hydro oil oil hydro oil
Dry film thickness
of coating (μm) 26.5 40.5 28 27.4

On beech samples, the film thickness of coating measured on the samples coated with hydro oils
was higher for 52.7% compared to the samples coated with oils. Significantly lower values of dry film
thickness (by 32.4%) of hydro oils were measured on walnut samples compared to beech samples.
This can probable be related to anatomical and physical differences in these two wood species.
Slightly lower density of walnut wood in comparison to beech wood (640 compared to 680 kg/m3, in
absolutely dry condition, respectively) could led to less swelling and thus less narrowing of the pores,
i.e. potential paths for the coating penetration, so that most of the applied material remains on the
wood surface. This is confirmed by a slightly higher volume porosity of walnut wood (57%) compared
to beech wood (55%) (Šoškić and Popović, 2002). In addition, beech wood is characterized by strong
tendency to swell (volume swelling is 17.6% compared to 13.9% for walnut). In previous research
(Palija, Jaić, Jaić 2013) it was concluded that swelling of the fibers in the surface layer of the wood
leads to an increase in the thickness of the water-coated films.

The results of wood surface color before and after finishing with oils and hydro oils are given in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Color of beech and walnut samples uncoated and coated with oils and hydro oils

Wood specie beech walnut
Coating type oil hydro oil oil hydro oil
Surface finishing uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated

C
ol

or
pa

ra
m

et
er

s L 66.11 63.94 66.15 63.64 51.07 47.32 49.72 47.36
a 8.12 9.67 8.01 8.85 6.51 6.93 6.24 6.49
b 15.03 20.28 15.12 16.32 13.97 14.35 12.96 13.29

ΔE 5.89 2.94 3.79 2.43

In comparison between wood species, a greater color change occurs on the lighter species (beech)
after surface finishing with both coating, which is in line with the results of previous studies (Szczuka,
Rozanska, Korycinsk 2016). In terms of the coating type, the higher color change is noticed when the
oils were applied. The color change is by 2 times higher (increase by 102% for beech samples coated
with oils compared to hydro oil). The slightly smaller color change of the walnut samples after coating
with oils (57% compared to samples coated with hydro oils) was most likely result of the darker color
tone of untreated wood compared to beech samples. By applying hydro oil, the color tone of coated
wood is very similar to the uncoated one, giving the impression of untreated wood, which is one of the
main features of this coating.

Table 4 shows the results of gloss measurements on beech and walnut samples before and after
surface finishing with oils and hydro oils.

Table 4. Gloss of beech and walnut samples uncoated and coated with oils and hydro oils

Wood specie beech walnut
Coating type oil hydro oil oil hydro oil
Surface finishing uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated
Surface gloss 5.77 27.84 6.22 2.73 6.78 33.51 7.52 3.19

In terms of wood species, uncoated walnut samples showed a significantly higher degree of gloss
(by 19.3%) compared to beech samples (t (77) = - 2.971, p <0.05), which can be explained by
differences in anatomical structure. Walnut wood has diffusely porous-semi-ringed porous while
beech has diffusely porous structure (Vilotić, 2000).

When using oils, the difference in the gloss of the coated surface of the beech and walnut samples
was not statistically significant (t (38) = -5.445, p> 0.05). This is consistent with the results of the
previous research of the gloss of coated surface using conventional coatings and UV polyacrylic
coatings with nanoparticles (Kaygin and Akgun, 2009). In both wood species, the surface gloss was
noticeably increased after application of oils, and lowered after application of hydro oils (in
comparison to uncoated wood). The reason for this was the scattering of light on the surface that was
coated with water-based oils coatings (hydro oils).

The wood specie had statistically significant impact (t (34) = -3.740, p <0.05) on the gloss of the
surface coated with hydro oils, which can be related to distinction in the film thickness of the coating
and differences in anatomical characteristics, that affect roughness of the coated samples in surface
layer.

Table 5 shows surface roughness parameters Ra, Rz and Rt of beech and walnut samples before
and after finishing with oils and hydro oils.
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Table 5. Surface roughness parameters Ra, Rz and Rt of uncoated and coated beech and walnut
samples with oils and hydro oils

Wood specie Beech Walnut
Coating type oil hydro oil oil hydro oil
Surface finishing uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated uncoated coated

Su
rf

ac
e

ro
ug

hn
es

s Ra 3.168 1.947 3.344 4.592 3.462 2.131 3.583 3.613
Rz 25.86 14.99 25.92 32.35 32.43 20.35 35.02 33.42
Rt 35.10 20.57 35.20 42.47 53.48 36.95 54.71 52.88

The surface roughness of walnut samples after sanding was significantly higher in relation to the
roughness of sanded beech samples (8.2% higher value of parameter Ra; 30.3% higher value of
parameter Rz, 53.9% higher value of parameter Rt, respectively). This difference in surface quality
after the same sanding regime emphasizes the importance of the anatomical structure in the geometric
irregularities of the wood surface. However, the higher surface roughness of walnut samples led to
lower gloss values. It can be related to founding of the previous research (Salca et al., 2021) that the
correlation between surface roughness and gloss exists if the dominant effect influences the reflection
originating from the surface structure

After the application of the oils surface roughness of the samples of both species decreased, which
can be explained by formulation of oil that does not contains ingredients that cause swelling, and thus
the lifting of the fibers is negligible. On the other hand, hydro oils contain a large proportion of water,
which causes wetting and swelling of the wood and lifting of the fibers in the surface layer. In contact
with water the wood fibers that were left imprinted during sanding process lift and thus increase the
surface roughness.

The surface roughness of the walnut samples after coating with hydro oils remained unchanged
which is seemingly unexpected. This may be the result of the filling of the open tracheids in surface
layer of the wood with a coating, which could diminish the "anatomical roughness" of the walnut
samples. Filling of surface structural depressions can be the reason for obtaining lower values of film
thickness and higher values of gloss in walnut samples coated with hydro oils. Parameters Ra and Rt
shows the differences in surface quality between samples of beech and walnut wood coated with hydro
oils. In previous research (Jaić, Palija, 2015) surfaces roughness parameters Ra and Rz were
recommended for the characterization of the roughness of the coated surfaces, based on the high
correlation between above parameters and the gloss of coated samples. In accordance with this
recommendation, lower values of gloss of beech samples coated with hydro oils in comparison to
walnut samples, may be attributed to higher values of Ra of coating surface (27.1% higher values on
beech samples).

The increase in wood surface roughness after oils application is higher in walnut samples than in
beech samples (9.4% higher value of parameter Ra; 35.7% higher value of parameter Rz, 79.6% higher
value of parameter Rt, respectively), for the equal dry film thickness of the coating. With relatively
small dry film thickness of the coating, the roughness of the substrate was telegraphed on the surface
layer of the coating. However, the stated difference in roughness did not affect the gloss values of the
coated samples.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results the following can be concluded:
• Decorative characteristics of the coated wood surface depend strongly on the coating type and

the wood species. Beech samples, as a lighter wood specie (in comparison to walnut samples), had
greater color change after surface finishing with both coatings. Surface finishing with oils had a higher
effect on the color change of wood samples in comparison to surface finishing with hydro oils. The
small intensity of color change using hydro oils (ΔE = 2.94 for beech samples; ΔE = 2.43 for walnut
samples) gives the impression of untreated wood, which confirms one of the main features of this type
of material.
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• By application of oils and hydro oils decorative properties of wood samples changed: the surface
roughness reduced and the gloss increased when oils were used, while the use of hydro oils lowered
the wood surface gloss in samples of both wood species and increased the surface roughness of beech
samples compared to untreated wood.

• The film thickness of the water-based coating significantly depends on the type of wood
substrate. Significantly lower values of dry film thickness of hydro oils (by 32.4%) were measured on
walnut samples compared to beech samples.
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ABSTRACT

The properties of wood, its behavior during processing, as well as the application and use of
wood elements and products, are altogether the consequences of the anatomical structure and chemical
composition of wood. The formation of basic anatomical elements of wood (wood cells) proceeds
slowly through the metabolic processes. Besides the genetic factors, such processes are influenced by
the environmental conditions, which cause the dimensional variations of wood structural elements at
different positions in the stem. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate anatomical
characteristics and dimensional variations of the most common anatomical elements - wood fibres in
the stem of narrow leaved ash (Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl. ssp. Pannonica Soo & Simon), represented
by the cells that provide the mechanical support and the cells that serves as the transport elements
(vessels). Three characteristic cross-sections (transversal, radial and tangential) of narrow leaved ash
wood were observed and analyzed with application of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
integrated system, which includes Leica DMLS light microscope and Leica DC 300 camera, coupled
with the Leica IM 1000 software, was used to measure the length, cell-wall thickness and lumen width
of mechanical fibres and vessels.

The results of this study suggest that both the lumen width of vessels and the cell wall thickness
of mechanical fibres increase in radial direction, from the core towards the bark, while the lumen
width of fibres decreases in the same direction. In addition, the length of mechanical fibres increases
towards the bark, reaching the maximal values at the middle section of radius. The height position in
tree trunk also show the influence on dimensions of structural elements. Both the length and the cell
wall thickness of mechanical fibres decrease towards the top of the trunk, while the lumen width of
fibres increases.

Keywords: anatomical characteristics, vessels width, fibre length, fibre cell wall thickness.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Ash wood occupies 1-2 % of the total forest area in most European countries (Enderle et al,
2019). There are four species of Ash (Fraxinus spp.) that originate from Europe, with the common
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) being the most widespread and present in almost all European countries,
and the other three species limited to the southern Europe. A significant and widespread species in the
Republic of Serbia is the Narrow leaved Ash (Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl. Ssp. Pannonica Soo &
Simon), which can be found in monodominant and mixed forests (Bobinac et al, 2010) of larger river
valleys (Danube, Sava, Tisa, West, South and Grat Morava, Kolubara, Nisava, Timok) (Banković et
al, 2008). Most of the mixed forests with Narrow leaved Ash include the Common Oak (forest type
Querco-Fraxinetum serbicum Rud.), but there are also communios with the Willow, Poplar, Alder and
Hornbeam. In the lower reaches of the Sava River, monodominant narrow-leaved ash forests cover
1,401 ha, and the mixed forests of common oak and narrow-leaved ash (Fraxino angustifoliae-
Quercetum roboris Jovanović et Tomić 1979) and the forests of common oak, narrow-leaved ash and
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hornbeam (Carpino-Fraxino-Quercetum roboris Miš. et Broz 1962) cover an area of 22,181 ha
(Bobinac et al, 2010).

Due to its good physical, mechanical and aesthetic properties, the ash wood is highly valued and
has a great economic importance in many regions of Europe (Enderle et al, 2019). Ash wood is used
for the production of cut and peeled veneer, parquet, in constructions and shipbuilding, as well as for
the production of designed furniture. Due to its elasticity it is especially suitable for the production of
sports equipment (Vilotić, 2000; Šoškić and Popović, 2002; Enderle et al, 2019).

Both the quality and the application value of wood depend on its properties. The anatomical
characteristics of wood tissue are the basis for the other properties of wood and are often used to
assess the its quality (Liu et al, 2020). Due to its biological origin, wood is a heterogeneous material
(Bouslimi et al, 2019) whose tissue (xylem) builds a large number of cells, different in shape,
dimensions, orientation (axial and radial) and function in a living tree. The tissue of deciduous species
consists of three basic cell types: vessels (conductive elements), libriform or wood fibres, responsible
for mechanical strength, and parenchyma, which stores and transports nutrients (Zieminska et al,
2013).

Wood cells have different structural characteristics (Zieminska et al, 2013), which depend on a
number of factors that have the influence on the tree growth, such as genetic origin, cambial age, and
growth conditions (Liu et al, 2020). The structural properties of the elements of the xylem anatomical
structure are mainly fixed during formation, and largely define their functionality, including the
transport and storage of water and nutrients and the provision of mechanical support (Crivellaro et al,
2016). For example, the conductive elements (vessels in deciduous species) play a crucial role in
transporting water from root to leaf. The speed of water conduction along the tree depends on many
factors, but it is traditionally believed that the width of the vessels largely determines the efficiency of
water transport, and thus the rate of water usage in wood (Gleason et al, 2012). Besides, the
conductive elements (vessels) show great anatomical diversity in regard to their size, shape,
arrangement and grouping (Scholz et al, 2013).

One of the most studied properties of wood is density, which is considered a key characteristic
that affects the mechanical and physiological performance of wood (Zieminska et al, 2013), and can
be used to predict the mechanical properties of wood, and also the cellulose yield and paper quality
(Bouslimi et al, 2019). The mechanical properties of wood are considered to be closely related to its
density, with wood of higher density tending to be harder and more resistant to failure under stress
(Chave et al, 2009). Density, as an important indicator of wood quality, is mostly influenced by
anatomical and chemical properties (Bouslimi et al, 2019, De Mil et al, 2018). As a measure of the
ratio of cell wall tissue in wood, the density depends on the relation between the cell wall thickness
and the cell width, i.e., the volume of cell cavities (lumens) (Lundgren, 2004), where the cell wall
density of about 1.53 g/cm3 is considered constant (Leal et al, 2011). Besides this ratio of cell wall
thickness and lumen volume, the density of deciduous species, which are characterized by a complex
structure, also depends on anatomical characteristics such as the differences in cell types (fibres,
vessels, rays and parenchyma cells), as well as their share and distribution in wood tissue (Leal et al,
2011, Bouslimi et al, 2019, Zieminska et al, 2013). The conductive elements of deciduous species
have very large lumens compared to the other wood cells. Therefore, their size and number have a
large influence on wood density and tend to be inversely proportional to this property (Leal et al,
2011). However, the fibre wall fraction is thought to have the greatest impact on wood density, while
the vessels and parenchyma affect wood density locally and in other ways (De Mil et al, 2018).

The dimensions of the fibres also affect other properties of wood besides the density. Fibre length
is one of the most important and thoroughly researched properties. Fibre density and length are
positively correlated with shear strength (Lundgren, 2004). On the other hand, the wall thickness and
the fibres width affect the bending of fibres and the properties that are important in papermaking.
During paper formation, the thin-walled fibres more easily collapse and bond well with each other,
which has a positive effect on the tensile strength, light scattering and smoothness of the paper surface
(Lundgren, 2004).

Besides the above mentioned, the heterogeneity of wood originates from the large differences in
the cell structure, not only between different species, but also within the same species, and even within
the same tree (Bouslimi et al, 2019). Cell parameters such as length, wall thickness, and width, vary
from early to late wood and from pith to cambium within the tree (Bouslimi et al, 2019). Namely, in
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addition to genetic origin, the cambial age of trees has a significant impact on the microstructure of
trees. The tree growth in the radial direction, due to cambium activity, can be divided into juvenile and
mature periods (Liu et al, 2020). The tissue of the wood formed during the juvenile growth period is
located in the zone around the pith. The share of juvenile wood depends on the time period when the
tree reaches its maturity, which varies in regard to the species and the growing conditions (Liu et al,
2020), as well as to the age of the tree itself. Wood cells formed during the juvenile period of tree
growth are shorter in length and thinner in walls, and also differ in chemical composition (Bernabei et
al, 2000). The frequency and width of the vessels, the length and width of the fibres and the thickness
of the cell wall change with age (Liu et al, 2020). In the radial direction, from the pith towards the
bark, the dimensions increase and the frequency of the vessels and the total width of the growth ring
decrease (Salvo et al, 2013). It has also been found that the frequency and surface area of the vessels
increase from the base to the top of the tree (Salvo et al, 2013), while the cell wall thickness increases
and the fibre width decreases with height (Salvo et al, 2013).

The production of high quality wood products requires a thorough knowledge of wood properties,
especially its anatomical characteristics that can have a great impact on the manufacturing process and
product performance (Leal et al, 2007). The existing wide variability of anatomical characteristics
complicates the accurate assessment of wood performances. Hence, a better knowledge and
understanding of the variability within wood species would be useful as for the wood quality research
and wood application (Bouslimi et al, 2019). Narrow Leaved Ash belongs to the fast-growing species
that has an industrial value, and therefore, there are growing interests for this species in Europe (Guler
et al, 2015). Therefore, this paper presents the investigation on anatomical properties of Narrow
Leaved Ash wood at different positions in the radial direction and along the height of the tree, sampled
from the area of Morović (Republic of Serbia), as an insufficiently studied species.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The samples of Narrow Leaved Ash (Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl. ssp. Pannonica Soó & Simon)
ware taken from the forest governed by the Morović Forest Administration, of the Vojvodinašume
State Enterprise, Serbia. The tree sampled trees were selected by the mean stand tree method
(Mirković, 1972). The sample disks of 5 cm in thickness were cut from each trunk, at three different
height positions (1.3 m, 1/2 and 3/4 of the trunk height).

Table 1. Dendrometric characteristics of sampled trees

Trunk Age
(years)

Height - h
(m)

Diameter (cm)
h=1.3 m ½ h ¾ h

1 73 29.20 26.50 19.35 15.90
2 73 31.10 30.75 20.50 18.80
3 70 28.80 24.25 19.20 15.75

The radial pieces of 1x1 cm crossection were cut out of each sampled disk, from the pith to the
bark. These pieces were used to analyses parts close to the pith (A), from the middle (B) and near the
bark (C), as shown in the Fig. 1.

Preparation of samples for the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging
Samples for SEM microscopy were cut from the middle of radial test piece (B) taken from the

sampled disk (Figure 1) at a height of 1.3 m of the tree. Microtome knife (Leitz Wetzler, Germany)
was used to cut transversal, radial and tangential samples of 60-80 μm in thickness and 1 x 1 cm in
format. After being cleaned of dust particles, grease and other impurities, the evaporator (model Leica
EM SCD005) was used to cover the samples with 10-15 nm thick layer of gold.
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Figure 1. Radial piece used in anatomical characterisation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging
The prepared samples were scanned using the SEM microscope JEOL JSM-6610LV (Tokyo,

Japan), at an operating voltage of 20 kV and a vacuum of 20 μPa. The distance between the samples
and the electron source during scan was about 10 mm, and the time of data acquisition was 30 s per
image. The wolfram fibre was used as the electron source (cathode) for the electron cannon of the
microscope.

Preparation of samples for measuring vessels width
Microtome knife (Leitz Wetzler, Germany) was used to cut the 20 μm thick samples, in transversal

direction, out of the each section of radial test piece (A, B and C, Figure 1) taken from the breast
height (1.3 m) of the tree.

Preparation of samples for measuring fibre dimensions
The parts of the radial test pieces (A, B and C, Figure 1), taken from a 1.3 m tree height, and

which remained after preparation of samples for measuring vessels width, were further cut into smaller
pieces with dimensions of about 2 x 2 x 20 mm, using a microtome knife (Leitz Wetzler, Germany).
The same procedure was also applied for the middle part of the radial test pieces (B), sampled at the
1/2 and 3/4 of the tree height. The comminuted material was then macerated in order to measure the
fibres dimensions. The maceration was performed according to the Schulz method, by the treatment
with potassium chlorate (KClO3) and concentrated nitric acid (68% HNO3) (Chamberlain, 1932).

Measuring the dimensions of anatomical elements
The acquisition of digital photographs of prepared samples, and then the precise electronic

measurements of anatomical elements, are all enabled by using the system consisting of the Leica
DMLS light microscope and the camera: Leica DC 300 (Switzerland), with a software support Leica
IM 1000.

The samples prepared for the measurements of vessels width were monitored and photographed
using a microscope at 5x magnification (Figure 2 a). The width of 30 vessels was measured at the each
sampled position. The width of the vessels in tangential direction (tangential width) was measured due
to its smaller variability in relation to the radial one (Vasiljević, 1967).

Macerated wood fragments were transferred to a glass holder with an anatomical needle, observed
under a microscope and photographed. The fibres length was determined using digital photographs of
samples (macerates) taken at 5x magnification (Figure 2 b), while the magnification of 20x was used
to measure the thickness of the cell wall and lumen width. Each prepared sample was used to measure
the length of 100 fibres, while the thickness of the cell wall and the lumen width were measured on 50
fibres.

The mean value of the length, the cell wall thickness and the lumen width of Narrow Leaved Ash
wood fibres for each position in the radial direction (A, B and C) at 1.3 m height, and at the 1.3 m 1/2
and 3/4 of the tree height (for position B), was calculated as the arithmetic mean of the measured
values for all three sampled trees.
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Figure 2. The photographs of the samples for measuring the dimensions of anatomical elements of
Narrow Leaved Ash wood: a) width of vessels (magnification 5x), b) fibres length (magnification 5x)

and c) cell wall thickness and fibre lumen width (magnification 20x)

Statistical calculations
The single factor ANOVA, at the confidence level of 95%, was used for the comparison and the

evaluation of differences between the mean values of the results obtained from different sample
groups.

3. RESULTS

Microscopic structure of Narrow Leaved Ash wood
The observation and the analysis of three characteristic cross-sections of wood, using SEM

microscopy (Figure 3), have provided the data concerning the type, arrangement and interrelationship
of anatomical elements of Narrow Leaved Ash wood structure.

The Narrow Leaved Ash belongs to the large ring-porous species, with clearly visible growth
rings, which can be seen in the transversal cross section (Figure 3 a). In addition to the noticeable
vessels of early wood, the transversal cross-section (Figure 3 a) also shows vessels of late wood, with
narrower lumens, rays (radial parenchyma) and wood fibres. At higher magnification, the parenchyma
cells surrounding the vessels are clearly visible (Fig. 3 b). The vessels of the early wood are arranged
individually, or in groups of two (Fig. 3 b), very close to each other. These vessels have wide lumens,
and are visible to the naked eye. According to the literature data, the width of the lumen of the early
wood vessels is 150 - 350 μm, while the width of the late wood vessels is in the range of 15 - 80 μm
(Vilotić, 2000).

The longitudinally cut conductive elements (vessels), mechanical fibres and cells of rays are
visible on the radial cross-section of the Narrow Leaved Ash wood (Figure 3 c). The tangential cross-
section (Figure 3 d) shows rays (radial parenchyma), walls and lumens of mechanical fibres and the
segments of vessels. The rays are homocellular in structure, about 10 cells high, and are mostly
biseriate ones (Figure 3 d). According to the literature data, rays can be uniseriate, and their height is
up to 0.5 mm (Vilotić, 2000), accounting for about 15% in the wood structure (Sisojević, 1982). The
share of mechanical fibres, which make up the basic mass of Narrow Leaved Ash wood tissue, ranges
from 50 to 72% (Šoškić and Popović, 2002). The fibres are 0.15 to 1.6 mm in length (Šoškić and
Popović, 2002), with very pointed ends, wide lumens, and without living content. The pits are simple,
cracked, and angled.
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Figure 3. SEM microphotographs of the transversal (a and b), radial (c) and tangential (d) cross-
section of Narrow Leaved Ash wood

Dimensions of anatomical elements of Narrow Leaved Ash wood
The graphs in the Figures 4 through 7 show the dimensions of the anatomical elements of Narrow

Leaved Ash wood. The Figure 4 shows the mean values for the tangential width of the lumen in
vessels at different positions in the radial direction, and at the tree height of 1.3 m.

Figure 4. The lumen tangential width of the vessels in Narrow Leaved Ash wood (height 1.3 m)

The mean values of the lumen tangential widths of the vessels, measured in the Narrow Leaved
Ash samples taken from 1.3 m height, range from 133.51 μm, in the section near the pith, to 202.28
μm, as measured in the outer growth rings. The differences in the mean values of the tangential width
of vessels, for all three radial positions, are found to be statistically significant (Table 2). The
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minimum value of the vessels tangential width of 93.66 μm was determined at the pit section, while
the maximum value of 293.14 μm was recorded at the position near the bark. Slightly higher values of
the tangential width of early wood vessels, ranging from 192.20 to 230.34 μm, were found in the
plantation grown samples of Fraxinus angustifoliae Vahl., aged 25 to 38 years, in Turkey (Güler et al,
2009). Differences in the vessels width of the samples examined in this work and the samples of
Narrow Leaved Ash originating from Turkey may be a consequence of different growth conditions.

The mean values of the mechanical fibres length at different positions along the diameter of the
trunk, at 1.3 m height, as well as different positions along the height of the tree are shown in the
Figure 5.

Figure 5. The length of mechanical fibres of Narrow Leaved Ash wood in regard to: a) different radial
positions measured at 1.3 m height of the trunk and b) different height positions along the tree trunk

measured at the middle radial section

The length of mechanical fibres in the samples taken at tree height of 1.3 m ranges from 0.765
mm (near the pith) to 1.203 mm (in the middle section). However, the maximum fibre length at 1.3 m
height of 1.794 mm was measured in the section near the bark, while the lowest value of 0.448 mm
was recorded in the section near the pith. At the same time, there was no statistical difference in the
fibres length, at 1.3 m height, between the middle section and the section near the bark (Table 2).

In addition, it can be noticed that the fibre length tends to decrease with higher vertical position
along the tree trunk, i.e. from 1.203 mm (at 1.3 m) to 0.972 mm, as measured in the middle section at
3/4 of the tree height. At this height, the smallest fibre length for all tree samples was 0.500 mm,
measured at the middle section. The maximum value of 1.724 mm was found at the height of 1.3 m,
also measured at the middle section. Differences in the fibre length values of Narrow Leaved Ash
wood that exist between samples from different tree heights are statistically significant (Table 2). The
fibre length values, determined in this work, are in accordance with the values ranging from 0.15 to
1.6 mm given by Šoškić and Popović (2002) for Fraxinus excelsior L., as well as with the values of
fibre length of Narrow Leaved Ash grown in Turkey ranging from 1.15 to 1.33 mm (Güler et al,
2009).

The mean values for the cell wall thickness of mechanical fibres of the mature Narrow Leaved
Ash wood in regard to the radial position are shown in Figure 6 a), while the Figure 6 b) shows the cell
wall thickness along the height of the tree, measured at the middle radial section.
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Figure 6. Cell wall thickness of mechanical fibres of Narrow Leaved Ash wood in regard to: a)
different radial positions measured at 1.3 m height of the trunk and b) different height positions along

the tree trunk measured at the middle radial section

There is a trend of increase of the cell wall thickness in the radial direction, from the pith towards
bark, of Narrow Leaved Ash wood fibres, measured at 1.3 m tree height. The cell wall thickness of the
mechanical fibres of the samples from this height ranges from 4.34 μm (near the pith) to 5.34 μm, as
measured in the section near the bark. Statistical analysis showed that the values of the cell wall
thickness of fibres near the pith differ significantly compared to the samples from the other two
positions (Table 2). Moving from the base to the top of the tree, the cell wall thickness of the
mechanical fibres decreases from 4.98 μm, at 1.3 m height, to 4.44 μm, as recorded at 3/4 of the height
of the Narrow Leaved Ash tree. The cell wall thickness of the fibres at 3/4 of tree height shows
statistically significant differences compared to the samples in the lower parts of the tree. The obtained
results are in accordance with the values ranging from 3.57 to 5.47 μm for the cell wall thickness of
ash fibres given by Güler et al (2009).

Figure 7 a shows the mean values of the lumen width of the fibres in regard to the radial position,
while the Figure 7 b shows the lumen width in regard to the position along the height of the tree.

Figure 7. Mechanical fibres lumen width of Narrow Leaved Ash wood in regard to: a) different radial
positions measured at 1.3 m height of the trunk and b) different height positions along the tree trunk

measured at the middle radial section

The lumen width of mechanical fibres decreases in radial direction, from the pith to the bark, and
increases from the base to the top of the tree. At 1.3 m height, the smallest lumen width of 8.67 μm
was measured in fibre cells from near the bark. This value has significant difference in comparison to
the other samples taken from the same height (1.3 m). The values of lumen widths of fibres sampled
from 3/4 of the tree height also differ significantly compared to the samples from at 1.3 m height and
1/4 of the tree height (Table 2). The measured values are slightly lower compared to the values of
14.85 - 9.71 μm given by Güler et al (2009) for the lumen width of Narrow Leaved Ash.
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Table 2. Statistical comparison of anatomical elements dimensions of Narrow Leaved Ash wood
depending on the radial position and the position along the tree height

Radial direction (at 1.3 m) Position along the tree height
P F/Fcrit P F/Fcrit

Width of vessels (1.3 m)
near pith / near bark 9.92E-82 159.99*
middle / near bark 0.001142 2.78*
near pith / middle 4.03E-70 127.91*

Fibre length
near pith / near bark 5.75E-29 48.02* 1.3 m/ ½ h 0.001664 2.61*
middle / near bark 0.321295 0.25 ½h / ¾ h 6.06E-08 7.95*
near pith / middle 1.33E-25 40.60* 1.3m /¾ h 5.15E-10 11.03*

Cell wall thickness of fibre
near pith / near bark 3.32E-05 4.60* 1.3 m/ ½ h 0.13339 0.58
middle / near bark 0.088735 0.75 ½h / ¾ h 4.15E-06 5.74*
near pith / middle 0.000764 3.00* 1.3m /¾ h 8.56E-07 6.61*

Lumen width of fibre
near pith / near bark 0.000195 3.69* 1.3 m/ ½ h 0.095318 0.72
middle / near bark 0.0122 1.65* ½h / ¾ h 0.022678 1.35*
near pith / middle 0.23019 0.37 1.3m /¾ h 0.009305 1.77*

h – tree height; *denotes a statistically significant difference at the confidence level of 95 %

4. DISCUSSION

Through the analysis of the results obtained in this work it was found that there is variability in
the dimensions of the anatomical elements of the Narrow Leaved Ash wood both in the radial
direction and in the height of the tree. The fibre length is an important anatomical property of wood
that affects its mechanical characteristics and behavior during processing (Lundgren, 2004), while the
fibre wall thickness has a crucial influence on the density of wood. Having in mind that the
dimensions of anatomical elements influence the properties of wood, it could be expected that there
will be a variability of properties and quality of wood of Narrow Leaved Ash, both in the radial
direction and along the height of the tree. In addition, it was found that the differences in the
dimensions of the anatomical elements are particularly pronounced in the section near the pith and in
the upper parts of the tree (3/4 of the tree height). Lower values of cell wall thickness and fibber length
in the section near the pith are in accordance with the characteristics of fibres that are formed in the
juvenile period of tree growth. At the same time, the lower cell wall thickness and the higher values
for the lumen width of the fibres in the section near the pith indicate a lower density of this part of the
tissue, and thus poorer mechanical properties of these parts of the xylem. However, the fibres of the
thinner cell walls present in the section near the pith and on the 3/4 of the tree height, according to the
literature, are suitable for paper manufacturing (Lundgren, 2004).

In addition to its key role in transporting water in a living tree (Gleason et al, 2012), the vessels
width in the same way affects the efficiency of chemical transport during chemical wood processing.
Based on that, the obtained results indicate a better conductive function of the central and ash tree
tissue to the bark. On the other side, although based on the fibre wall thickness in the middle section
and in the section near the bark, a higher density and thus better wood quality can be expected, the
higher values for the tangential width of vessels in these parts of the Narrow Leaved Ash wood can
result in a negative effect on density, especially in early wood zones where the vessels are arranged
very close to each other.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper confirm the variability of all examined dimensions of structural
anatomical elements of Narrow Leaved Ash wood in regard to the position on the tree.
Simultaneously, considering the evident influence of anatomical on other properties of wood, the
presented results indicate possible variability of properties (density and mechanical properties), i.e.
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quality of Narrow Leaved Ash wood, both in the radial and axial direction. The variability of the
dimensions of anatomical elements of Narrow Leaved Ash wood is especially pronounced in the
section near the pith and in the upper parts of the tree. In the radial direction, from the pith towards the
bark, the cell wall thickness shows a decreasing trend, while the lumens width of fibre increases. The
same trend was observed in the axial direction, from the base to the top of the tree. Accordingly, the
lower density and poorer mechanical properties of wood in the section near the pith and in the upper
parts of the tree can be expected. Therefore, the application of these parts of the tree trunk for the
paper manufacturing can be considered.
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ABSTRACT

Currently, the scientists are very much divided over whether wood is an ideal renewable fuel or
not. The reasons for different opinions are: the usage of fossil fuels in the cultivation, production and
transport of biomass, the cycle of regeneration of forests and forest ecosystems, as well as the amount
of absorbed CO2 from the production and combustion of wood fuels. Also, it is very questionable to
use wood fuels outside the countries and continents of origin to satisfy the form of using renewable
energy sources. All of the above mentioned requires the establishment of new world and national
policies on the use of wood as fuel, which includes the sustainability of forests, and production of real
green energy from wood biomass. Also, wood as a raw material and product should be part of the
circular economy. An example of good practice could be the wood industry where wood products
could be "neutral", and wood as an energy source is primarily consumed at the place where wood
residues are generated.

Based on the example of the use of wood fuels in Serbia, the data collected and analyzed could
contribute to the understanding of this problem. The paper analyzes energy consumption and GHG
emissions through equivalent CO2 for the production of solid wood fuels (firewood, wood chips and
pellets), their use in small (domestic) and large (industrial) boilers through the ratio of obtained and
consumed energy and consumption of wood raw materials per energy produced. As a third parameter,
the data on the emission of PM 2.5 particles during the combustion of these three wood fuels as one of
the major participants in air pollution were analyzed. Finally, an analysis of pellet production and the
possibility of reducing the use of fossil fuels in this process are given as well.

Keywords: solid wood fuels, energy, GHG, equivalent CO2 emission, air pollution.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of wood as an energy source has its positive and negative impacts on the environment.
Wood as a fuel is considered to be a conditionally renewable energy source and it is considered to
have no GHG emissions. However, the use of wood fuels can have an adverse affect on forest
ecosystems and air quality.

Humanity has become aware of its negative impact on the environment, and comprehensive
global action plans are currently being made to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in coming decades.

The proposed steps to reduce greenhouse gas emission are: implementing energy saving measures
by increasing energy efficiency, increasing the use of renewable energy sources, reducing the use of
coal and oil in favor of natural gas (as a transitional solution), and reducing transport gas emission.

Wood is a conditionally renewable source of energy since the balance between the amount of
wood biomass used in a relation to the amount of wood grown in forests is very important. This
balance has been disturbed and that is proven by the world statistics on forest use that indicates a
decrease of area in the world covered by forests.
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Figure 1. Forest area and wood harvest in the world in the 1990-2000-2010 period
(Ramage et al 2017)

It can be noticed that the forest fund was decreasing over time, however not in all parts of the
world. In developed countries areas under forests are stagnant while in developing countries
deforestation is still carried out in favor of (mostly) agricultural land.

Present situation regarding use of forests and products are shown in the following figure.

Figure 2. Sankey map illustrating the global flow of wood, from forests to end-use
(Ramage et al 2017)

Figure 2. shows that more than half of the forest wood biomass ends up as a wood fuel (51.6%),
therefore it is necessary to use this resource rationally and efficiently. Special attention should be paid
to forests that are not only a source of wood raw materials and other products but also home for a large
number of plants and animals. The question that has been asked more often is: whether it is better to
use forest for carbon sequestration, biomass energy or both? According to the recent research (Favero,
Daigneault, Sohngen 2020):, there are three critical issues in the literature related to the use of wood
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biomass. The first question is: the impact of biomass energy policies on carbon depends on the supply
response. Second, that biomass energy should be taxed have ignored the literature showing the
efficient economic treatment of carbon fluxes between the atmosphere and forests in the broader
carbon cycle. Third, there are concerns that ecosystem services and biodiversity provided by primary
forests could be affected if harvests are diverted from traditional wood products to bioenergy or the
level and quality of standing biomass on managed forests are diminished due to higher levels of
residue removals, shorter rotations, or more land moved from no/low management to more intensive
management. Due to these problems, models and scenarios that predict the impact of demand for
wood fuels on the forestry sector by 2100 have been developed. These models are the basis for the
impact of wood fuels on the forest.

Air quality in urban areas is one of the main health related issues. According to the WHO, in
urban areas over 2.7 million people die annually due to air pollution. It is estimated that the best
indicator for assessing the health risk magnitude due to air pollution is the concentration of suspended
PM2.5 particles in the air (Dragić, 2015). Although many international and local institutions have been
putting blame mainly on individual furnaces, the latest global research proves that the most emission is
produced by electricity producers when burning coal (Duffie, 2021).

Over the years, high concentrations of PM particles and other substances have been the main
reason for poor air quality in Serbia. Excess concentrations often occur not only on the basis of one of
the criteria but in many cases on the basis of all prescribed criteria. Namely, they are: exceeding daily
values, exceeding annual values and finally, exceeding the number of days with concentrations higher
than daily limit values. In addition to that, they are usually several times higher than values that are
acceptable by regulations. The threshold proposed by the World Health Organization is even stricter
therefore, according to their criteria, the situation is yet more serious. (Đurđević, 2021). In
neibourghood countries (BiH, Northern Macedonia, Montenegro) these values are similar or even
higher therefore this problem is important at the regional level too (World Bank, 2020). This raises the
question of whether it is possible to reduce the emission of fine particles into the atmosphere when
using solid wood fuels and by that to reduce the impact of wood fuel combustion on pollution?

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Use of solid wood fuels

Wood as a fuel is primarily in a solid state. It can be processed into a liquid and gaseous state too.
Solid wood fuels are most often firewood, wood chips and wood pellets. It also appears as charcoal,
but it has its own specifics, primarily in heat treatment and partial gasification of wood (and therefore
it is not listed in the group of solid wood fuels further in the paper).

For the purposes of forming a model for the use of solid wood fuels, the most important
environmental and energy factors that affect the production of solid wood fuels and the effects of their
combustion have been quantified (Furtula, 2014).

The first factor of importance is the initial moisture content of wood raw material (biomass) from
which fuels are made. The initial moisture content of forest biomass is usually 80% of the absolute
humidity. High initial moisture content of wood biomass affects transport costs, drying time / costs
and combustion efficiency (if used immediately).

The second important factor is the moisture content of wood fuels. In the case of firewood and
wood chips initial moisture content (70% - 80% dry base - d.b.) is usually reduced by natural drying to
20% to 40% d.b. of the absolute moisture content. This has beneficial effects on wood fuel net
calorific value and combustion efficiency. Natural drying requires suitable large space and time.

Artificial drying significantly shortens drying time and it is unavoidably used in the preparation of
wood raw materials for pellet production. This process necessarily consumes a significant amount of
thermal energy. To evaporate 1 ton of water, thermal energy in the range between 1000 and 1400kWh
has to be used depending on the technology that is applied.

The third important factor is greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere (GHG). This can be
divided into emissions from production, transport, storage and combustion of solid wood fuels.
The fourth factor is transport which has a certain impact on energy and environmental effects of using
solid wood fuels.
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The fifth factor is the type of a combustion device. Modern devices can double thermal energy
production efficiency compared to outdated devices.

The sixth factor is emission of combustion gases that affects air pollution, primarily the emission
of PM2.5 particles.

2.2. Carbon footprint for solid wood fuels

Wood as an energy source fits into the group of renewable energy sources. This statement is in
principle true only if we look at CO2 circulation in the production cycle and use of wood biomass.
However, since wood fuels require preparation and transport, fossil fuels are often used in this process.
For these fuels there are different amounts of GHG emissions depending on the type and amount of
energy consumed.

In the previous researches (Furtula, Danon, Bajić, 2009), (Furtula, Danon, 2013), (Furtula, 2014),
and (Danon, Furtula, Lukačev, 2017) and required energy and consumption of different types of fuels
for beech solid wood fuels production in Serbia were calculated in line with developed models. By
those models GHG emissions were calculated too. The resarch contains a lot of models. However, a
model that starts with raw material with an initial moisture content of 80% d.b. can be taken as a basis.

In order for data to be comparable all values were calculated in relation to weight. Also, it is
assumed that transport distance is the same (in this case it is assumed that the distance to the domestic
consumer is 160 km and that truck returns empty, so double the distance is calculated), i.e., equal load
for all three types of fuel. Data for the production and transport of firewood are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Energy consumption and emissions of CO2e for firewood production and transport
(Furtula, 2014)

Unit Forestry Harvesting Transport Total

Energy kWh/t 21.76 20.91 69.65 112.32
Emissions kg CO2e/t 5.96 7.02 23.81 36.79

It can be seen from the table that the consumed energy and greenhouse gas emissions are
significantly higher in transport than in firewood production. More detailed analysis of the impact of
different transport distances on energy consumption and CO2e emissions for firewood and other solid
wood fuels is shown in the following graph.

Graph 1. Influence of transport distance and moisture of wood fuels on energy consumption and
emission of CO2e to transport (Furtula, 2014)

It can be seen from the graphs that moisture content of the wood can affect firewood and wood
chips transport, while in pellets, it is always the same because the moisture content of the pellets is
constant. The following table shows data for wood chips production with a mobile chipper in the
forest.
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Table 2. Energy consumption and emissions of CO2e for wood chips production and transport
(Furtula, 2014)

Unit Forestry Harvesting Transport
of chipper Chipping Transport Total

Energy kWh/t 21.76 20.91 0.32 21.96 69.65 134.6

Emissions kg
CO2e/t 5.96 7.02 0.11 7.51 23.81 44.41

Table 2. shows that transport still accounts for more than 50% of total energy consumption and
CO2e emissions. The following table shows data for production and transport of wood pellets made
from firewood with moisture content of 80% d.b.

Table 3. Energy consumption and emissions of CO2e for wood chips production and transport
(Furtula, 2014)

Unit Forestry Harvesting
Transport

of raw
mat.

Pelletizing Transport Total

Energy kWh/t 43.13 41.46 55.98 1071.93 69.65 1282.15
Emissions kg CO2e/t 11.81 13.92 19.13 286.48 23.81 355.15

It can be noticed in the table that the value is different for forestry and harvesting. This difference
arises due to the fact that part of the raw material is used to produce thermal energy required for
drying raw material. The more moisture content in raw material, the more wood is needed for 1 ton of
pellets.

Presented calculations are given for moisture content of raw materials, firewood and wood chips
of 80% d.b., which is the worst case scenario. On the other hand, the best scenario for solid wood fuels
is for raw material to dry naturally up to 20% d.b. and as such is transported to a customer or used in
the pellet production. This calculation method is identical to the previous one. Different values result
from the fact that net calorific value of firewood and wood chips is increased, while in the wood pellet
production lower moisture content reduces required thermal energy for drying raw material.

The influence of certain factors can be assessed by using the appropriate KPI (key performance
indicator) to estimate the efficiency of the use of the input raw material, energy and the emission of
harmful gases in the atmosphere. Of the many available factors, EROI (energy returned on energy
invested) can be used to evaluate energy efficiency in whole and parts of the wood fuel life cycle. The
performance indicator kGHG - specific GHG (greenhouse gases) emission on the quantity of energy
from wood fuel produced appropriate for the assessment of greenhouse gas emissions. Also, GHG
emissions are calculated in relation to obtained thermal energy in combustion devices. In order to
evaluate the efficiency of the utilization of the input raw material, the performance indicator Ek is
used, which represents the ratio of produced energy from wood fuels to the volume of the input raw
material from forest. Under raw materials, in some cases fresh raw material was considered (80%
d.b.).

In order to obtain the ratio of how much wood raw material is consumed per unit of energy
produced, it is necessary to determine the efficiency of a combustion device. Seasonal efficiency of
solid wood fuel boiler furnaces was adopted for that purpose. In order to calculate seasonal fuel
efficiency, all losses have to be taken into account. Those are all losses that occur in thermal energy
production including losses due to partial load during the heating season depending on demand/ need
for thermal energy.
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Table 4. Seasonal fuel efficiency adopted values (Mudgal et al., 2010)

Type of appliances
Sesional
efficency

[%]

CO

[mg/m3]

VOC

[mg/m3]

Particles

[mg/m3]
Firewood stove 47 4.800 240 240
Pellet stove 64 300 30 30
Domestcic firewood boiler 55 2.400 120 120
Domestic pellet boiler 70 1.200 60 60
Industrial (commercial) boiler 81 1.200 60 60

Seasonal fuel efficiency adopted values are values estimated for European Union members. Older
devices with lower efficiency are used in Serbia. If we compare the efficiency of combustion devices
in the European Union and Serbia, it can be seen that there is a lot of room for improvement in Serbia.

Table 5. Average values for the European Union when using boilers and furnaces
(Mudgal et al., 2010)

Type of appliances Average power
[kWh]

Estimated
efficiency [%]

Working hours per
year – average [h]

Firewood stove 8 50 337
Pellet stove 25 80 403
Home firewood boiler 29 75 478
Industial medium capacity
boiler

110 80 651

Table 6. Percentage of certain types of appliances used for heating in Serbian households
(Glavonjić, Vukadinović, 2014)

Type of appliances Represented in
Serbia [%]

Average efficency
[%]

Wood and charcoal cooker ”Alfa Plam
Vranje” 25.0 39.0

Wood and charcoal stove “Smederevac” 25.0 32.0
Boilers for firewood, coal and wood
briquettes 25.0 38.0

Wood and charcoal cooker with central
heating “Alfa Plam Vranje” 12.0 35.0

Firewood and coal fireplaces 3.3 38.0
Pellet boilers 1.0 85.0
Other devices 8.7 -

One of the options for more efficient use of solid wood fuels is their use in cogeneration plants. It
should be noted that the wood industry has excellent conditions for using cogeneration plants since
there is a need for a large amount of process heat, while at the same time there are wood residues that
can be used for heat and electricity production. By introducing cogeneration in the production of
pellets, it is possible to reduce GHG emissions if the eletricity required for the production is from
renewable energy sources (Danon, Furtula, Mandić, 2012). Moreover, cogeneration can be used in
wood processing, primarily in companies that have wood kiln drying, which has enough wood
residues to be able to produce electricity.
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Figure 3. Cogeneration principle (EUBIA, 2021)

Table 7. shows that use of cogeneration in the pellet production requires higher consumption of
wood raw materials.

Table 7. Consumption of wood raw material in pellet production [m3/t] when using cogeneration
(Furtula, 2014)

Moisture d.b.
[%] ORC turbine Gas engine

80 2.013 2.850
20 1.604 1.660

Difference in the level of wood raw materials consumtion in different technologies is due to
different relationship between produced heat and electricity. Calculated values provide sufficient
amount of thermal energy, while produced amount of electricity depends on technology type. Due to
this relationship, there is an excess of electricity when using a gas engine comparing to ORC.

2.3. Impact of solid wood fuels use on forests

Wood exploitation from forest is a part of human activity that cannot be avoided. Forest biomass
can be used in two different ways to limit the growth of the atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentration. That can be done by providing negative emissions through sequestration of carbon into
forests and harvested wood products or by avoiding GHG emissions through substitution of non-
renewable raw materials with wood (Soimakallio et al, 2021).
Production of forest-based products unavoidably produce part of wood mass that cannot be used for
any other purposes. If left, this mass decomposes naturally and increases methane as well as carbon
dioxide emissions. As an alternative, the excess exploitation of the forest and wood industry needs to
be rationally used for energy production. However, it is important to respect the priorities in use.
Consequently, the forest sector may consider one extra issue – guaranteeing efficient use of forest
fibers – to maintain optimum fiber cascading. This extra criterion can be inventoried at the first
allocation of harvested wood from the forest, that is, at the industrial processing of tree parts (logs) at
pulp mills or pellet mills. It should prevent the full use of sawlogs for pulp or energy, for example, in
case of unbalanced competition from national energy schemes, while this roundwood is actually
suitable for sawmills. (Sikkema et al 2017)

In order to reduce pressure on a forest as a resource of a raw material it is necessary to apply
circular economy. Proposed suggestion is cascading use of wood raw material which can be seen in
Figure5.
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Figure 5. Cascading use of wood principle. End-of-life scenarios for wood use (Ramage et al 2017)

Recycling of wood products has a dual impact on the environment. It reduces a need for wood
raw materials for new products by reducing forest load and extending storage time of CO2 in already
used wood. It should be noted that wood as a waste can also be used as a source of energy.

2.4. Impact of solid wood fuels use on air pollution

Exhaust (flue) gases from wood combustion are amixture of solid and gaseous substances.
Combustion of wood emits significant amounts of substances - substances that adversely affect human
health, including several carcinogenic substances (e.g., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene,
aldehydes, carbon monoxide [CO], nitrogen oxides [NOx] and other free radicals). Typical pollutants
in wood smoke are carbon monoxide CO and nitrogen oxides NOx.
Wood combustion can be complete and incomplete. Exhaus composition depends on the combustion
type. Use of modern combustion devices increases the share of total combustion, increases efficiency,
and reduces carbon dioxide emissions. All mentioned can be seen in the following chart.

Figure 6. Impact of technological improvement of boilers and furnaces on increasing efficiency and
reducing carbon monoxide emissions (Schwarz et al., 2011)

Complete combustion of wood depends on a temperature in a furnace and sufficient amount of
oxygen. Dosing of solid fuels has the greatest impact on the combustion process. In addition, fuel
dimensions need to correspond to combustion device capacity. Good ratio of the amount of fuel and
air (stoichiometric formula) depends on it, as well as the amount of energy that maintains required
temperature in a furnace. Higher temperatures encourage complete combustion and result in cleaner
emissions (Nussbaumer, 2017). At lower temperatures emissions can also include volatile organic
compounds, relatively high levels of CO (a product of incomplete combustion), and more particulate
concern.

Complete combustion reduces emission of carbon monoxide, methane and other GHG. For an
example of gasess structure produced by the complete wood combustion can be taken 1 kg of wood
with moisture content of 20%. 7.3kg of air is needed for combustion of wood with stated
characteristics. Products that are released in the combustion process are ash (inorganic substances)
0.03 kg and exhaust gases 8.3 kg.
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Figure 7. Share of different chemical elements in wood as a fuel, and air as oxidant, gases caused by
complete combustion of wood (Houck, 2000)

In addition to these gases, exhaust gases are also formed of small particles that significantly affect
human health too. They are formed by incomplete combustion of wood. Fine particles are usually less
than 1 μm, with a size distribution between 0.15 and 0.4 μm.

Figure 8. Percentage share of individual chemical elements in formed particles (PM) and highly
volatile organic substances (VOCs) ((Houck, 2000)

According to the latest paper (Duffie, 2021) coal combustion for electricity production is
responsible for 19.7% of total PM2.5 air pollution in Serbia. The second largest source of PM2.5
particles is combustion of biomass in individual furnaces with a share of 16.4%. At the third place are
natural sand and dust with 12.6%. This data can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Source contribution to annual population-weighted mean PM2.5 mass in Serbia in 2017.
(Duffie, 2021)
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Use of wood fuels in households is the second source of PM2.5 particles. Solutions to reduce
emissions in order to reduce high air pollution are still searched for. Combustion devices for solid
wood fuels in Serbia and their gas emissions and efficiency depending on fuel moisture content is
presented in Table 9.

3. DISCUSSION

Based on content described in the previous chapter, indicators that show the ratio of solid wood
fuels at home and smaller industrial boilers were obtained. Table 10 shows indicators for a sample
when moisture content of wood raw material, firewood and wood chips is 80% d.b.

Table 10. Main indicators of raw material (80% d.b.) and energy efficiency and GHG emissions in the
pellet production in selected pellet plants in Serbia

KPI (key performance indicator) Firewood Wood
chipps Wood pellet

 


 net caloric value of wood fuels (kWh/kg)EROI
energy used for production of 1 kg of wood fuels kWh/kg

26.50 21.56 3.65

kGHG – GHG emission for wood fuels [gCO2e/kWh] 14 17 77

NGHG – GHG emission for thermal energy[gCO2e/kWh] 26*

30* 21** 95**

110*-120*

 
  

 

3volume of used fresh wood raw material
net combustion energy from wood fuels MWhk

mE
0.670*

0.784* 0.455** 0,521**

0.602-0.659*

*stoves and <50kWh boilers
**industrial boilers

From above calculated indicators it can be concluded that firewood and wood chips production
have a low emission of GHG gases, while pellets have a significantly higher emission compared to the
other two fuels. On the other hand, indicators show that pellets burden forest less in terms of produced
energy. However, ratio of invested and obtained fuel energy is very low. In the case of models with
wood raw material dried to 20% d.b., indicators are more promising for all three fuel types. This can
be seen in the Table 11.

Table 11. Main indicators of raw material (20% d.b.) and energy efficiency and GHG emissions in the
pellet production in selected pellet plants in Serbia

KPI (key performance indicator) Firewood Wood
chipps Wood pellet

 


 net caloric value of wood fuels (kWh/kg)EROI
energy used for production of 1 kg of wood fuels kWh/kg

37.21 31.27 7.92

kGHG – GHG emission for wood fuels [gCO2e/kWh] 9 10 75

NGHG – GHG emission for thermal energy[gCO2e/kWh] 16*

19* 13** 92**

107*-117*

 
  

 

3volume of used fresh wood raw material
net combustion energy from wood fuels MWhk

mE
0.619*

0.724* 0.420** 0,427**

0.494-0.541*

*stoves and <50kWh boilers
**industrial boilers

By comparing above two tables it can be seen how much natural drying of raw materials can
improve indicators. The ratios between wood fuels are still similar, however EROI for pellet
production is significantly improved (more than 50%). In the same way, both tables show better
efficiency of industrial boilers in relation to household appliances.
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When CO2e emission per kWh of net calorific value of fuel is calculated, the performance
indicator kGHG is obtained. In the above stated example kGHG is 9-14 gCO2e / kWh for firewood, 10-17
gCO2e / kWh for wood chips and 75-77 gCO2e / kWh for wood pellets. In this emission transport
contributes with 5 gCO2e / kWh for pellets, and with 9 gCO2e / kWh for firewood and wood chips. It
can be found in the literature that pellet has an emission of 38 to 100 gCO2e / kWh in electricity
production, while for wood chips this interval is 7 gCO2e / kWh (wastewood chips) to 22 gCO2e / kWh
(forest residues) (Kadizala et al 2016). Similarly, according to data from 2009 in the UK the load of
wood chips for forest reisdues from domestic forests is 17 gCO2e / kWh, while for pellets from the
same source of raw material it has a load of about 30 gCO2e / kWh. In Sweden, the range of GHG
emission for wood pellets is between 7.2 and 90 gCO2e / kWh (Hansson, 2015). According to JCR,
GHG emissions for wood chips from forest residues are typicaly 18 gCO2e / kWh and for wood pellets
(same source) is 104.4 gCO2e / kWh for transport distances up to 500 km (Giuntoli et al, 2017).
CO2e emission indicator per kWh of heat produced is higher than the previous one for combustion
device efficiency. Even increased in this way, this indicator does not differ much from data given in
the literature.

The Ek indicator, which shows consumption of wood raw material from a forest per produced
MWh of thermal energy, clearly shows that in industrial boilers is the best to use wood chips. It is
interesting that wood pellets have lower consumption of raw materials than firewood. However, we
should not forget that other types of energy were invested in pellets, primarily heat and electricity.
Difference in the consumption of raw material in reducing moisture content of wood raw material in
firewood and wood chips is about 8%, while in wood pellets it is about 18%. (less use of wood raw
material for drying). Pellets production in a plant where is used electricity from cogeneration plant has
higher consumption of raw material but lower emission of greenhouse gases. This reduction refers to
the reduction of indirect CO2e emissions of electricity from a grid, which in this case is partially or
completely replaced by electricity produced from cogeneration.
An example for analysis of the effects on us of cogeneration in pellets production (raw wood material
moisture content 80%), so as to meet need for thermal energy. In a typical plant all necessary energy
comes from the grid. Graph 3 shows share of cogeneration produced electricity in overal pellet
production electricity consumption.

Graph 2. Electricity consumption in the production of 1 ton of pellets and CO2e emissions for 1kWh
calorific values of pellets

Electricity produced in cogeneration consumption reduces emission of greenhouse gases. This can
be seen in Graph 3. If we look at the load of CO2e emissions on the produced pellets, i.e., kGHG, brings
pellet closer to wood chips in terms load and nearly eaqual to a firewood.
Introducing cogeneration in pellets production can increse raw materials consumption by almost 50%.
This is only the case when gas turbine is used and there is a surplus of produced energy. In other cases,
this increase is insignificant. In the case of a gas turbine, when these data are translated into the Ek
indicator, consumption of raw materials is higher (pellet stove 0.964; household boiler 0.881,
industrial boiler 0.762 m3/MWh). However, it should be kept in mind that this excess raw material is
used for electricity production which reduces fossil fuel consumption.
These examples show that it is possible to reconcile solid wood fuels production GHG emissions with
pressure on the forest as a source for a raw material production. It should be noted that these data show
that ratio of electricity and heat produced in a cogeneration plant is important and when choosing
equipment this parameter should be considered.
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Table 6 shows that over 60% devices used in Serbia are not originally designed for wood
combustion and in those wood is burned incompletely. These devices are used throughout the year
since they are used for cooking too. Large number of people in rural areas own their forest so that
could be a reson for such widespread use. Private forests are lower quality and are often a source of a
raw material for firewood. People opt to use these devices due to easy access to a raw material as well
as lower costs of procurement and transport. Switching to combustion devices that have full
combustion would significantly reduce emissions, which can be seen by comparing data in Table 4.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on analysis of presented solid wood fuels characteristics, it is possible to give
recommendations for better use of available wood biomass from a forest:
- Rational use of forest wood raw material by respecting priority when using raw material. It is

essential to make as many wood products as possible that can be carbon stock for a long time.
- Recycling and wood reuse only prolongs carbon retention time in wood products. One of the

wood recovery methods is the wood fuels production, e.g., energy.
- Greater use of natural drying in a preparation of raw materials for solid wood fuels production.

By this, greater efficiency is achieved which reduces need for more raw materials from a forest.
- Changing solid wood fuel production structure in favor of increasing the share of wood chips and

pellets. Using wood chips and pellets reduces amount of raw material needed for required heat
amount.

- Reduction of transport distances to the end user. It is diffucalt to impact solid wood fuels trade,
nevertheless CO2e emissions are significantly reduced when transport distances are reduced.

- Increasing wood chips use in industrial boilers and in electricity production by cogeneration.
- Introduction of cogeneration in pellet production process (when drying raw materials). This

significantly reduces CO2e emissions from pellet production and thus approaches wood chips and
firewood emissions.

- Replacing firewood wherever possible with wood chips or pellets. This recommendation is
important due to the emission of exhaust gases, especially in heavily polluted environments.
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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to present the influence of geometry simplification on the investigation of logs
mechanical properties (dynamic elastic modulus) as the non-destructive testing of wood structures and
materials is a common method for assessment of timber quality. The modal analyses of logs with a
variation on three levels of geometry (from simplified primitive volumes to precise scanned 3D
objects) were carried out in ANSYS Workbench and Mechanical APDL (Ansys® Academic Research
Mechanical, Release 2020 R2, ANSYS, Inc.). Fundamental frequencies in bending and longitudinal
mode were validated by comparison with the results of in-situ measurement. The logs were measured
by stress wave propagation (SWP) and frequency-resonance method (FRM) and dynamic elastic
moduli from these data were calculated. Validation was followed by series of modal analyses
(computed by finite element method) where geometry precision to 1st frequency and dynamic elastic
modulus was evaluated. Results were discussed with respect to provide foundations for enhancement
of methods for non-destructive wood measurement.

Keywords: modal analysis, dynamic elastic modulus, vibrations, non-destructive testing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Assessment of elastic properties on the basis of the sound wave propagation in wood is one of the
used and verified methods for material testing (Bucur, 1995, Ross at al., 2004). The relationship
between sound propagation and the mechanical properties of wood has been examined by Haines et al.
(1996), Halabe et al. (1997), Wang et al. (2003), Ross et al. (2004), Bucur (1995) and many others.
The most frequently used methods for fully non-destructive wood evaluation are those using the
measurement of natural frequency – the resonance method (FRM) and time-of-flight (or stress wave
propagation – SWP) methods (Chauhan and Walker, 2006; Unterwieser and Schickhofer, 2011). The
frequency-resonant behavior of wood is affected by many factors, for example wood anisotropy, wood
species with its macro and microstructure, density, moisture content, temperature or presence of
defects and geometry (Gerhards, 1982; Ono and Norimoto, 1985; Bucur, 1995; Mishiro, 1996; Baar et
al,. 2012). The acoustic wave propagation is directly related to the specific elastic modulus (Hori et al.,
2002). Ilic 2003 and  Mishiro 1996 conclude that sound wave velocity is not dependent on wood
density; Bucur and Chivers (1991) confirm influence of density (velocity decrease with increasing
density) in other hand Oliveira and de Sales (2006) described the contradictory density role. The
length of axial xylem cells are considered the most significant parameter at the
microscopic level (Oliveira and Sales, 2006; Bucur, 2006); the microfibril angle in the secondary S2
layer of cell walls plays a crucial role at the ultrastructural (Ono and Norimoto, 1983; Yang and
Evans, 2003) or sound propagation velocity (Evans and Ilic, 2001).
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The common mode shapes of a vibrating beam are longitudinal, flexural, and torsional. They are
the dynamic equivalents of static tension, bending, and torsion. Ravenshorst et al. (2008) used method
based on fundamental frequency for strength grading of tropical hardwoods independent on the
species, when the dynamic MOE is strongly correlated with static MOE and bending strength. Many
studies have considered the good correlations between the dynamic and static MOE; some of these are
reported by Liu et al. (2006), who also a significant linear correlation between the static MOE and the
dynamic MOE obtained from SWP a FRM techniques. Sales et al. (2011) verified the significance of
the ultrasonic and transverse vibration techniques for evaluating the static bending MOE as a tool for
structural timber pieces assessment. Haines et al. (1996) reported that the mean value of MOE derived
from ultrasonic measurement is about 17% to 22% higher than the static MOE; Wang et al. (2008)
observed that the mean values of the ultrasonic based dynamic MOE were higher than those of the
static MOE by 7.1%, 16.1%, 14.2%, and 9.0% for softwoods. Yang et al. (2002) found that the
longitudinal resonance MOE of eucalypt wood was 39% higher than the static one. Smulski (1991)
reported that the dynamic MOE values for maple, birch, ash, and oak were on average 22%, 27%,
23%, and 32% higher than the static MOE, respectively.

The FRM provides more information about the material and more reliable results than the SWP
method, because the properties (velocities, dynamic MOE etc.) are calculated on the basis of global
specimen response at higher number of waves passing through the material. Based on simplifications
of geometry to prismatic beam and assumption of isotropic material it is frequently used for wood
testing especially for lumber grading, testing of standard samples or industrial grading sawn timber in
the longitudinal direction, bending or torsion eventually (Brancheriau and Bailléres, 2002;
Brancheriau et al., 2006; Brémaud et al., 2012; Divos and Tanaka, 2005; Hassan et al., 2013).
Application for log or standing tree assessment requires complex approach with respecting many
parameters (Legg and Bradley, 2016; Grabianowski et al., 2006; Lindström et al., 2002; Mora et al.
2009; Wang 2013; Wang et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008). Precise application for
log testing is partially limited by complex geometry - usually the cone with variable cross-sections,
mainly for hardwoods. An evaluation based on testing of bending properties can significantly improve
the portfolio of methods for quality assessment of lumber but this approach requires involving a more
detailed description of geometry. The numerical simulation of the vibration response can be very
powerful tool for observation of predicted behavior included range of influencing factors (Dargahi et
al., 2020, Liu et al., 2020, Liu et al., 2021). The modal analyses computed by finite element method
(FEM) are therefore used as a basic tool for the evaluation of geometry and material effect to
frequencies in the presented paper.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Four standing trees of maple sugars (Acer saccharum Marshall) grown at The Davey Tree Expert
Company’s Shalersville Research Station in Ohio, USA (altitude 335 m.a.s.l., average annual total
precipitation 810-1000 mm, average annual temperature 8.8 - 12.2 °C, dusty clay soil) were tested in-
situ. Basic tree measurements (tree heights, cross section up to 2 meters above ground level) were
recorded. The stems up to approx. 2.5 meters of height were scanned by 3D structure sensor (infrared
laser projector module Structure Core by Occipital Inc. with ± 0.29% depth precision, 1280 x 960
depth resolution, 54 FPS) for more precise description of stem geometry.

Trees were tested by PT following the procedure described by Vojáčková et al. (2021) to obtain
static force-inclination-strain response of trees. The PiCUS TreeQinetic system (argus electronic
gmbh) with 1 forcemeter (resolution 0.01 kN, accuracy 0.3 kN, measuring range 0 – 40 kN) 3
elastometers (resolution 0.1 µm, accuracy 1 µm, measuring range +/- 2 mm, distance between
measuring points approx. 200 mm) and 4 inclinometers (resolution 0.002°, accuracy 0.005°,
measuring range +/- 15°) were used for PT. Three fully non-destructive loading cycles up to 0.2° of
inclination at tree base were recorded and processed in MATLAB R2021a software to obtain static
MOE (Vojáčková et al. 2021).

Trees were cut down and processed into 1.2 m long logs. Within 24 hours four logs (1 log per
tree) were measured by SWP using acoustic tomography device PiCUS Sonic Tomograph (argus
electronic gmbh,  accuracy of acoustic speed timing 1 µsec). Two spike sensors in distance of 1.2 m
were used  to obtain sound propagation times in the longitudinal direction. Two ways of measurement:
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the indirect measurement with placing of sensors on lateral surface and the direct one with placing of
sensors on logs ends surfaces, were used following methodology described by Hassan et al. (2013).
20+20 measurements for every log piece were performed (160 reading in total for all pieces and both
methods).

Average times-of-flight were recorded and used for sound propagation velocity and dynamic
MOE calculation. In the same time logs were assessed by FRM. The longitudinal and flexural
(bending) natural frequencies were recorded and used for sound velocity and dynamic MOE
calculation. For the longitudinal FRM a log was induced by hitting a hammer on the front. The
resulting vibrations was detected by condenser microphone (RODE Lavaloier Go with frequency
range 20 Hz - 20 kHz, impedance 110 Ohm) placed on the other side. The natural frequency f (Hz) in
the longitudinal direction, necessary for the stress-wave speed calculation, was examined by means of
fast Fourier transform analysis (FFT). The longitudinal dynamic MOE (MOEL) was calculated using
the following formula:

MOEL = 4ρf 2L2,
where ρ is the sample density, f is the frequency of longitudinal vibration and L is the length of

sample.

For the flexure FRM the points of support were located in the nodes of the fundamental mode of
vibration (22% of the log length from each end). The microphone was placed on the lateral side of log
near the middle of length; the flexural vibration was induced by hitting a hammer on the opposite
lateral surface in the middle of the length. The frequency of 1st bending vibration mode was used for
calculating of dynamic bending MOE (MOEB) from the equation:

MOEB = 0.947ρf 2L4h-2,
where ρ is the sample density, f is the measured frequency, L is the length of the sample

and h is thickness of the sample.

The dynamic elastic moduli (MOE) calculated from SWP and FRM, static MOE calculated from
PT were compared and the relationship among them was described. In-situ experimental evaluation
was accompanied by finite element modal analysis working at three levels of geometry (beam model,
simplified solid model, and scan-based solid model). The building of models at different levels of
geometry involved the processing of scans. Scanned stems were exported as facets in the obj format
for further adjustment in SpaceClaim package (Ansys® Academic Research Mechanical, Release
2020 R2, ANSYS, Inc.). The processing of scans involved splitting of stems to 1.2 m logs, filling
gaps, fixing edges etc. and creation of regular surface mesh before conversion to solid. The surface
mesh was generated in two fineness a) 0.02 m element size, b) 0.05 m element size, which provided
different levels of geometry precision obtained from the 3D scans. Surfaces were converted to solid
and imported to ANSYS Mechanical APDL package through connected analyses (Ansys Workbench
package). Two levels of finite element mesh (0.03 m and 0.05m edge of elements) were chosen for the
coarser scan geometry (0.05 m edge of surface triangulation) to verify the influence of mesh fineness.
The geometric models (0.02 m surface elements) made from laser scan point cloud by triangulation
(0.005 m triangles) to facets > solid in Ansys SpaceClaim software are shown in Figure 1.

Geometry of simplified solid model was built as a) cone, b) cylinder with circular cross-section,
d) cylinder with elliptical cross-section. As last the beam variant with circular cross-section was built
for the FE modal analysis. The diameter used for the definition of cross-section was averaged from
perpendicular diameters from each side of logs. For solid (primitive solids and scans) models 10-node
tetrahedral element (SOLID187) was chosen and for beam 3-node element (BEAM189). In the case of
solid model the orthotropic material model was defined.
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Figure 1. Laser scan based geometry models of logs (T1 - T4).

The wood properties in different directions were calculated from longitudinal elastic modulus (EL)
and constants for maple sugar (ER 0.132; ET 0.065; GRT 0.02; GTL 0.063, GRL 0.111) according
Kretschmann (2010); similarly minor Poisson ratios (µTR 0.349; µTL 0.037; µRL 0.065). For beam the
isotropic material model with shear properties was defined; the average constant values of GTL (0.063),
GRL (0.111) and major Poisson rations µLR (0.424), µLT (0.476) were used. To observe the effect of
material properties the two options were used for the definition of EL: i) the EL was obtained from
measured and calculated longitudinal dynamic MOEL; ii) the EL was set up to 10.7 GPa (Kretschmann
2010). Modal analysis with block Lanczos algorithm of mode-extraction method within range of
frequency 1-5000 Hz was solved in ANSYS Mechanical APDL solver and 50 modes were extracted.
First bending mode frequency and longitudinal mode frequency were chosen for following validation
and analysis of geometry and material influence. Data were compared by relative difference batch
calculation processed in MATLAB R2021a.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data from PT are represented by three cycles of pulling force vs. strain recorded by elastometers.
The cross-section moduli and bending moments in together result to stresses which allows the analysis
of MOE form the linear part of the PT records. MOE from PT shows high variability between sensor
position (up to 35 % difference), the most reliable highest position of elastometer gave the values of
static MOE between 4.8 GPa (T2) and  7.7 GPa MPa (T4) which are still very variable and also low in
comparison to literature data. Also the dynamic bending FRM-based moduli range from 4.2 (T2) to
5.9 GPa (T1), which is very low in comparison to literature data (Kretschmann 2010). These
unsatisfactory results have to be subjected to a more detailed analysis in the future.

More realistic data are given by longitudinal FRM with average MOE value at 11.4 GPa (20%
variation coefficient). This value is supported by average MOE values from SWP measurements: the
average 11.9 GPa for the case of placing of sensors at the end of logs and about 9% lower values of
the case of measurement from lateral surface (10.9 GPa in average for T1 to T4 logs).

The main results of numerical modal analyses in ANSYS consist of: a) natural frequencies (Hz),
b) mode shapes represented by nodal displacements (sum of X, Y, Z directions) and c) participation
factors in principal directions (X, Y, Z). All these outputs together were accompanied to individual
identification of proper frequencies in all sets of 50 extracted modes computed for all observed cases
of model simplification. The typical mode shapes for 1st bending and longitudinal frequencies are
demonstrated in Figure 2 for the case of scan-based solid model of tree T1.

T1 T2 T3 T4
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Figure 2. 1st bending and longitudinal mode shape of log T1.

The beam and simplified solid models provides very clear visual identification of both types of
mode shapes with the shapes and mode order corresponding to usual alternation of orthogonal bending
modes, torsion and longitudinal modes. This was supported by clear distances of the values of
participation factors which showed an order of magnitude difference in the values in the corresponding
directions (higher values of the factors in directions of oscillations of the predominant mass). More
complex mode shapes of scan-based models required a detailed individual assessment of longitudinal
modes based on nodal displacement plots, when the order of mode shape fluctuated from 10 to 18.

1st bending mode frequency and longitudinal mode frequency were chosen for validation and
analysis of geometry and material influence. Data comparison is based on absolute value of average
relative differences (errors) within four trees/logs T1 – T4.

Figure 3. Matrix of average absolute relative differences between bending frequencies of all cases.
The relative differences above matrix diagonal use the column (R1) cases as the references; the
differences under diagonal use the row (R2) cases as the references.
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Figure 3 and 4 show the matrices of average absolute relative differences between bending
frequencies of all cases. In general, the longitudinal modes show lower relative differences between
cases (with maximum at approx. 4.3%) then the bending one (14% max.). The differences between the
models with different mesh density levels are very low (up to 0.5 % between the cases for the both
longitudinal and bending frequencies). Differences between simplified solid models (cylinder, cone,
cylinder with elliptical cross section) move slightly above 1% for the bending, but very low for the
longitudinal vibrations. Very effective beam models differs more from precise scan-based models
(about 10 % for bending, 2% for longitudinal) than the simplified models (3.3 to 4.4 % in bending, up
to 0.05% for longitudinal), and have the highest difference to reference experimental data in bending.
Scan-based solid models were the most reliable for bending frequency prediction, but their complexity
lead to lower reliability for longitudinal frequencies in comparison to more simple models. The
relative differences between computed and measured bending and longitudinal frequencies of logs
(tree T1 – T4) are visible from Figure 5. All the simplified models (beam, cylinder, cone, etc.) show
the low difference to experiment (and also to each other) in longitudinal vibrating. The coincidence
and the underestimation can be reported for the scan-based solid models; the difference between
individual experimentally based material models and the one based on literature is considerable (incl.
the differences to experimental frequencies and variability among the tree cases). Higher relative
errors and   noticeable differences between models show the bending properties.

Figure 4. Matrix of average absolute relative differences between longitudinal frequencies of all
cases. The relative differences above matrix diagonal use the column (R1) cases as the references; the
differences under diagonal use the row (R2) cases as the references.

Figure 6 represent the variability of relative differences between computed and measured bending
and longitudinal frequencies. Boxplots shows data from trees T1 - T4, when the beam models and
simple solid models reports very low sensitivity to influencing the longitudinal frequencies by
transversal variability of geometry (longitudinal frequencies are based on length of log) in comparison
to complex scan-based models. In general the bending frequencies among the trees vary more than the
longitudinal one. This may indicate the higher sensitivity of bending modes (mainly if the complex
geometry is incorporated) to changing log parameters in comparison to the one-dimensionally
influenced longitudinal modes. Naturally, the general literature-based material model shows higher
variability than the material models which corresponds to individually derived properties.
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Figure 5. Relative differences between computed and measured bending and longitudinal frequencies
of logs from tree T1 – T4.

Figure 6. Variability of relative differences between computed and measured bending and
longitudinal frequencies. Boxplots shows data from trees T1 - T4.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

 Four maple sugars from research station served very well for comparison of experimental
methods based on vibro-acoustics principles and to differentiate numerical modal analyses at
several levels of simplification.

 Easy & cheap 3D scanning method was successfully deployed to refine the geometry in finite
element modeling process based on proprietary simulation package. Beam, simple-solid and
3D scan-based solid numerical models were compared in case of bending and longitudinal
vibrations.

 Simple models report very low sensitivity to influencing the longitudinal frequencies by
transversal variability of geometry in comparison to complex scan-based models. The bending
frequencies varied more than the longitudinal one between log cases which indicate good
sensitivity of bending modes to changing material or geometry parameters. The literature-
based material model gave good agreement with experiment but shows higher variability than
the material models which corresponds to individually experimentally derived properties.

 Beam models considerably differ from more precise scan-based models than the simplified
solid models, and have the highest difference to reference experimental data in bending. Scan-
based solid models were the most reliable for bending frequency prediction, but their
complexity lead to lower reliability for longitudinal frequencies in comparison to more simple
models. Scan-based models also produced higher amount of modes and more “difficult-to-
read” mode shapes, which required detailed data survey.

 Pulling test on standing trees and bending frequency-resonance method on logs reveal very
variable and relatively low values of elastic constants in comparison with literature data. This
motivates to more detailed future research in this field. The simple longitudinal frequency-
resonance method applied on logs brought more reliable results, which were comparable with
the low variable data obtained by acoustic tomography device measurement in both direct and
indirect way of sensor coupling.
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ABSTRACT

Electric guitar necks (EGNs) and parts are usually made of hardwoods (i.e., maple, ash, etc.),
including protected exotic species coming from overseas (mahogany, etc.), due to their aesthetics, high
stiffness and density. Additionally, EGNs typically include a truss rod – a metal bar stiffening the neck
against bending caused by string tension. In order to reduce the environmental impact of guitar
production, we believe that EGNs can be made from local and fast grown plantation wood modified
using a thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) process. In this paper, we analyze the potential of using
THM densified poplar wood as a substitute material for EGN. We believe our approach for EGN
production may be (i) more convenient due to higher mechanical properties of densified wood while
preserving similar vibrational performance; (ii) more economical due to local and cheap resources use
and absence of a truss rod; (iii) more environmentally friendly due to reduced logistics and energy
costs. To analyze the hypothesis resulting from (i), we performed both experimental tests and
numerical analyses. Experiments consisted of poplar wood densification (dens. ratio 2) to obtain the
elastic orthotropic material model of densified poplar suitable for finite element analyses (FEA). We
carried out compression tests accompanied with digital image correlation which provided a set of
elastic material coefficients – 3x normal elastic moduli (EL, ER, ET), 3x Poisson’s ratios (μLR, μRT, μLT);
3x shear elastic moduli (GLR, GRT, GLT) were calculated from measured values. Developed material
models were employed in FEA of (i) guitar neck deflection induced by string tension and (ii) modal
analysis of a neck including sensitivity study for the role of density and elastic moduli on
eigenfrequencies. FEA showed the highest 1st principal stress (PS1) is located on the bottom of the
neck. Further, PS1 changes with change of EL – deflection decreased 40 % and PS1 increased ~ 11 %
as EL increased from 12.4 GPa to 22 GPa. Eigenfrequencies decrease with density but increase as EL
increases (1st freq 17.4 %, 2nd freq. 21.4 % and 3rd about 27 %).

Keywords: poplar, densification, mechanical properties, finite element analysis, acoustics, electric
guitar neck

1. INTRODUCTION

A broad range of wood types are used in the production of musical instruments. In case of many
instruments, such as strings or guitars, the selection of wood has been defined trough centuries of
craftsmanship leading to the evolution of musical instruments as we know today. Depending on the
part of the instruments, very diverse mechanical and dynamical properties are favored for the wood
used. A large amount of research has been devoted to the understanding of the relation between the
wood properties and the performance of the instrument in sense of structural requirements, playability
and acoustic character.

Parts like guitar fretboard or violin pegs are built from very durable woods, such as ebony or
rosewood. Those wood species are endangered meaning that suitable alternatives with similar
mechanical properties are needed. Furthermore, in many instrument components the wooden part must
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be reinforced by other materials to achieve the desired strength. An example of this is the truss rod in
the electric guitar’s neck which is required to sustain the high torque produced by the strings. Could
the truss rod be avoided if the neck would be built from densified wood with a higher MOE?

The mentioned cases are just some examples where modified wood could be a suitable alternative
or building improvement for producing musical instruments. Our hypothesis is, that many more exist.
Some pioneering work and research have been already performed to support this idea, but the full
potential of using modified wood in musical instruments still has to be studied to a greater extent.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our work aimed on a comparison of native and densified poplar wood (Populus Sp.) originated
from poplar plantation in Serbia. The comparison was based on mechanical properties of both
materials and their performance in numerical modal analysis of EGN. The work consisted of the
following steps: (i) densification; (ii) compressive tests coupled with visual data acquisition; (iii)
experimental data evaluation and (iv) numerical static structural and modal analysis of EGN with use
of experimental data.

2.1. Densification
Densificatication was carried out at the hot press (Langzauner LZT-UK-30-L ) with heated plates.

The sawn timber (Fig. 1 left) of 60 mm thickness was planned to final 53 mm. The planned boards
were densified to a thickness of 27 mm, which give a general densification ratio (ρ ratio) about 2 (Fig.
1 right). The densification process was conducted under the following steps: wood specimens were put
in the press at room temperature. Heating plates were heated to 60°C with 5°C /min heating rate and
held pressed for 10 minutes. After that, heating was increased to 170 °C with a 5°C/min heating rate
with addition of  300 kN force for 3 minutes. This step was followed by increasing the temperature to
200 °C with  20 °C/min heating rate for 2 additional minutes. The process was completed by cooling
the press to 40°C, holding the temperature for 30 minutes and releasing the press.

The densification process on thick boards caused different density profiles, where middle parts
got densified more than boundaries. The specimens for testing were cut out from the boards, so the
parts with the highest density were used. This explains why the ρ ratio in the Table 1 is higher than 2.

Figure 1. poplar wood in raw material (left) and in boards before and after densification (right)

2.2. Compression testing
Compression tests were performed using the Universal Testing Machine – UTM (Zwick Roell

Z100, Zwick Germany) equipped with a 100 kN load cell. Preload was set to 10 N and speed of
loading was controlled by a displacement rate of 5 mm/min. Compression specimens were loaded in
longitudinal (L), radial (R) and tangential (T) direction and, at the same time, they were filmed using a
1 Mpx camera (Logitech) with a 30 fps acquisition rate synchronized with the UTM. 2D digital image
correlation (2D-DIC) implemented in Mercury software (Sobriety Ltd., Czech Republic) was used to
track markers on three planes of deformation to obtain active and passive strains and, consequently,
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three Poisson’s ratios (νLR, νRT, νTL) from an elastic range of deformation (see Figure 2). DIC algorithm
assumed full-affine transformation, subset size was set to 35 px with a step of 5.

Figure 2. Specimens in compression tests of densified wood in tangential (left) and radial (right)
directions with virtual strain gauges for obtaining strains and Poisson’s ratios

Other three Poisson’s ratios were derived from Hooke’s law for orthotropic material, which can
be written using Voigt’s notation as follows:

(1)

where Ei is elastic modulus, Gij is shear modulus, εij is strain and νij is Poisson’s ratio. Indices i
and j may be L, R and T that stand for longitudinal, radial and tangential anatomical directions,
respectively. Because of the assumed material symmetry in compliance matrix (Eq. 1), we can derive
following νLR/ER = νRL/EL, νLT/ET = νTL/EL, and νTR/ER = νRT/ET. These relationships were used to
calculate Poisson’s ratios complementary to those measured ones and these were used to calculate
shear elastic moduli at three shear planes. Shear elastic moduli were calculated using approach given
by Saint-Venant (1863), its successful use and analysis was demonstrated on walnut wood in Bachtiar
et al. (2017), the calculation is as follows:

(2)

where i, j can be L, R, T, and .

2.3. Finite element model
Geometrical and finite element model of the EGN was obtained from a publicly accessible

database (https://cockrum.net/lutherie.html) and is depicted in Fig. 3. The numerical model was
developed in Ansys 2019 R2 (Ansys Inc., USA). The numerical model considered pretension
simulating pulling strings and in total, force equal of 306 N was used and applied on head of neck (red
area in Fig. 3) in a direction of a nut where strings are bent. For all computations, a free mesh created
by 3D quadratic finite element SOLID186 was used. FE model was used for both static structural
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evaluating bending of a neck due to strings pulling and modal analysis evaluating eigenfrequencies
and modal shapes of EGN in dependence on elastic parameters and density.

Figure 3. Numerical model of EGN, a) finite element mesh; b) geometrical model with boundary
conditions where blue color denotes full constraint, red color denotes pretension simulating pulled

strings
3. RESULTS

Results from the compression testing in a form of stress-strain diagrams for all tested groups are
depicted in Fig. 4. By comparing diagrams of groups before and after the modification, it is clear that
the densification substantially modified stress-strain response of wood, mostly by increasing strength
and elastic modulus, but also by a global character of the stress-strain curve.

Figure 4. Stress-strain diagrams for native and densified wood (index ”D”), the second letter denotes
the force direction, strain is obtained from the marker tracking

The descriptive statistics with removed outliers of obtained stress-strain diagrams is showed in
Table 1. It shows that densification ratio (ρ ratio) for all tested specimen ranges between 2.32 and
2.45, but individual mechanical parameters have very different DP/NP ratios, the lowest for Poisson’s
numbers (0.06-0.28) and the highest for GLT and ET (3.55-3.6). The ratio of DP/NP with respect to
longitudinal strength (σL) is very alike to ρ ratio (2.3 vs. 2.45). Elastic moduli in longitudinal and
tangential direction increased substantially, except the radial one that decreased 3times. The shear
moduli that were calculated using eq. 2 also show interesting change because GLR decreased 66%, but
GLT increased 3.55times due to change of normal elastic moduli (ET and ER). In general, the presented
DP/NP ratios show that the poplar densification has very different impact on its each individual
parameter, so the coefficients of anisotropy might be modified too. This could impact a global
behavior of wood not only in acoustic applications such as EGN.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of material data for native (NP) and
densified (DP) poplar,* denotes computed values

EL
[MPa]

ER
[MPa]

ET
[MPa]

GLR
[MPa]

GLT
[MPa]

GRT
[MPa]

νTR
[-]

νTL
[-]

νLR
[-]

σL
[MPa]

NP
mean
CoV
n

6408
20
15

1052
43
13

147
11
15

612* 139* 85* 0.29
4
15

0.63
41
13

0.18
215
11

35.1
2
15

DP
mean
CoV
n

12479
11
13

278
38
14

524
13
14

266* 496* 178* 0.048
6
9

0.17
38
13

0.011
126
14

81.4
5.2
13

DP/NP 1.9 0.34 3.6 0.44* 3.55* 2.1* 0.16 0.28 0.06 2.3

ρ ratio 2.45 2.32 2.35 - - - 2.35 2.45 2.32 2.45

3.1. Finite element model
First, static structural FEA was performed to investigate location of stress allocation due to

bending caused by pulled strings. The result of this analysis can be presented as total deformation
which expresses bending (Fig. 4a). From legends in Fig. 4 it is clear that EGN made with densified
poplar has 1.8x lower deflection due to 1.95x higher longitudinal elastic modulus (EL) which is the
main contributing material parameter in bending problems. The maximal 1st principal stress (PS1),
which represents the tensile stress (Fig. 4 b and c) is 1.14x higher for densified EGN compared to one
from native, and it is also due to higher EL.

Figure 4. a) Bending of the EGN due to string pretension where NP and DP differs only by legend;
b) 1st principal stress of NP and c) 1st principal stress of DP
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The result of numerical modal analysis of both variants of EGN is showed in Table 2 that lists
first twenty eigenfrequencies including their ratios. It says that densification changed all
eigenfrequencies in different manner in a range of 2-18%. Every frequency is influenced by all
material properties, but each of them has a different participation to the obtained frequencies which
explains the differences between them. Because the model has simplified geometry by not
considering frets, tuning pets and truss rod, the frequencies will not match real guitar. Instead, the
analysis aims only on an investigation of EGN behavior when material is changed.

Table 2. Eigenfrequencies of EGN made of native (NP) and densified (DP) poplar and ratios

Then, we performed the sensitivity analysis to investigate an effect of increased longitudinal
stiffness (EL) on a deflection and PS1 without changing other material properties. This analysis
showed in Fig. 5 left tells that increased EL causes substantial lowering of deflection and increase of
PS1. The impact of density increase on first three eigenfrequencies for two EL (12 GPa and 20 GPa) is
showed in Fig. 5 right. It shows that increase of density lowers eigenfrequencies, meanwhile EL
highers it and the higher the frequency is, the higher the impact.

Figure 5. left – Principal stress and deflection depending on EL, right – dependency of the first three
eigenfrequencies on density for EL =12.4 GPa and 22 GPa

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyze the potential of using THM densified poplar wood as a substitute
material for electric guitar necks. Such substitution contributes to the preservation of endangered
exotic wood species and reduces the financial and environmental production costs, while preserving
similar vibrational performance. Our experimental tests and numerical analyses show that in general,
the increase of density due to densification has higher impact on vibrational properties than the
increase of elastic parameters. Through FE modal analysis, we also show that orthotropic mechanical
properties of densified poplar wood exhibit substantial increase in most of elastic parameters as well
as in mutual ratios, and that most of eigenfrequencies decrease by using densified wood compared to
native poplar.

As future work, we deem appropriate to explore how particular elastic properties participate on
individual eigenfrequencies; how and what wolf tones to avoid in this EGN design; how the fully

Mode shape # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
NP – freq [Hz] 39.7 80.6 163.3 250.2 328.7 516.7 662.9 726.7 919.5 1092.9
DP – freq [Hz] 36.5 76.5 151.2 223.2 335.0 423.5 617.1 766.4 792.4 985.4
DP/NP 0.92 0.95 0.93 0.89 1.02 0.82 0.93 1.05 0.86 0.90

Mode shape # 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
NP – freq [Hz] 1265.1 1416.4 1589.0 1635.6 1868.7 2045.2 2227.7 2330.9 2352.2 2796.7
DP – freq [Hz] 1146.2 1328.0 1403.9 1570.6 1638.4 1787.1 2061.8 2110.1 2142.7 2438.5
DP/NP 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.96 0.88 0.87 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.87
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equiped EGN (frets, pegs etc.) differs in its response to currently simulated version; and what is our
simulation error with respect to experimental modal analysis.
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ABSTRACT

Numerical investigation of tree structures is an increasingly used method for understanding its
mechanical response to loading. The aim of this study is, with the use of the numerical methods, to
find the significant parameters that influence the response of stem, root-plate and branches. The
parametrical finite element (FE) models of stem, root-plate and branches have been developed in
ANSYS Mechanical APDL (Ansys® Academic Research Mechanical, Release 2018, ANSYS, Inc.).
Both of these models were validated and used for series of sensitivity analyses. The significant role of
anchorage strength for both stem and branches was found, which implies the importance of
consideration of not full-fixed anchorage in mechanical analyses. In the upper part of the stem and on
the top of the branches the significance of tapering was observed. The importance of the position for
observation of the relation between input and output parameters was confirmed also by the
significance of elliptical cross-section to mechanical response in the middle part of branch. The higher
significance of geometrical properties than material properties confirmed that the internal changes of
material can be observed when the shape of the stem or branch is described precisely.

Keywords: finite element method, sensitivity analysis, tree, tree biomechanics

1. INTRODUCTION

Trees creates major part of green infrastructure in urban areas, where they brings lots of benefits
as well as safety risk. Therefore a range of methods for assessment of tree stability have been
developed (Wessolly and Erb, 2016; Dahle et al., 2017) including pulling tests (Peltola, 2006; Detter
and Rust, 2013). These methods are based on the principles of mechanical response to loading. The
pulling test for example measures the longitudinal strains in stem and root-plate inclinations and is
consequently used to evaluate stem breakage and uprooting resistance (Brudi and van Wassenaer,
2001; Detter et al., 2002; Wessolly and Erb, 2016). The method was modified and with addition of
optical methods the stem deflection has been measured, what seems to be a promising tool in the
future (Vojáčková et al. 2021, Jonas and Lundström, 2005). The measurement of deflection and
inclination could be also applied for branches (Vojáčková et al. 2019), since the branch breakage is
one of the common failures.

To modify the commonly used methods is necessary to understand the principles of mechanical
response to loading. The finite element method (FEM) is tool which allows to observe response even
on complicated structures but still with the possibility to set up precisely all parameters. The FEM has
already been used to observe root breakage (Yang et al., 2014) and overturning processes (Rahardjo et
al., 2014) with connection to soil conditions (Dupuy et al., 2005; Jonsson et al., 2006). In the case of
branches the detailed branch stress analysis showed that stress increased with branch length, non-
tapered shape, curved shape and with a higher change in modulus of elasticity in diameter. At the
same time study showed that there is no difference between an elliptical cross-section and a circular
one (Shahbazi et al. 2015). In contrary, Kane (2007) experimentally found low significance of the
branch taper, location of failure and specific gravity, modulus of rupture and modulus of elasticity for
breaking stress calculation. Gilman (2003) and Kane (2007) point out the importance of aspect ratio
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and the effect of tree pruning on the strain distribution along branches. Gilman (2003) presented that
the strength of branch attachment is correlated to the aspect ratio while Kane and Farrell (2008)
highlighted the that there is still a lack of strong correlation coefficients for the prediction of branch
failure.

The aim of this paper is to provide results of FE analyses with regards to importance of
parameters which influence the mechanical response of stem, root-plate and branches. Such
knowledge can be consequently used in the development of device supported methods for tree stability
assessment.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Numerical model of tree
As first step the model of stem and root-plate complex (Fig. 1) for structural analysis was build in

ANSYS Mechanical APDL (Ansys® Academic Research Mechanical, Release 2018, ANSYS, Inc.).
Model is three-dimensional build from tetrahedron elements (SOLID 187). Stem is created from six
inner and outer frustrums, which are all divided into 30° sections. Root-plate is created from four
layers of spherical segments which are divide into 30° sections equivalent to the stem. The whole
model is therefore created from 192 segments where each of them has defined unique material
number. Stem has dedicated cylindrical coordinate system and orthotropic material model, which
consists of 9 parameters (elastic moduli in three directions – longitudinal EL, radial ER, tangential ET;
shear moduli in three directions – longitudinal/radial GLR, longitudinal/tangential GLT,
radial/tangential GRT; Poisson’s ratios in three directions – radial/longitudinal μRL,
tangential/longitudinal μTL, tangential/radial μTR). Value 5800 MPa derived from measurement of horse
chestnut (Aesculus hippocatstanum L.) stem strain was used for EL. According the elastic ratios
published by Kretschmann (2010) for Tilia americana L. the values for other directions and shear
moduli were calculated. Values of  Poisson’s ratios were adopted also from Kretschmann (2010).
Root-plate complex has dedicated spherical coordinate system and isotropic material model, which is
defined as composite of soil and roots. Volume of the roots is different for each layer and is decreasing
with distance from stem. Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were set to 20 MPa and 0.3 according
literature (Bowles, 1997; Dupuy et al., 2007). The soil density was set to 2500 kg/m3 based on
measured properties. Whole model was fully fixed on the outer area of the fourth layer of root-plate
complex and loaded by gravity. Additionally, the load in vertical and horizontal direction to similarly
to standard pulling test. To validate the model relevancy the outputs in the form of longitudinal strains
(ε1, ε2), root-plate inclinations (θ1, θ2) and deflections (ustem, uroot-plate) were compared with results
obtained from measurement of horse chestnut. Detail description of measurement and numerical
model is described by Vojáčková et al. (2021).

Figure 1. Numerical model of stem and root-plate complex is created from 192 segments with unique
material number and is build from tetrahedron elements.
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2.2. Numerical model of branch

For structural analysis of branch the three-dimensional parametrical model based on beam
elements (BEAM 189) was build. Branch is created from tapered segments where each of them has
defined elliptical cross-section. Overall shape of branches is built as line along spline sectors; set
according measured position and angle of anchorage. The orthotropic material model was defined
similarly as for tree stem, according EL derived from measured strains. Elastic moduli for other
direction and shear moduli were calculated by elastic ratios (Kretschmann, 2010). Poisson’s ratios
were adopted from Kretschmann (2010). The beam elements are limited to parameters of material
models which actually made inputs in the calculations (according Thimoshenko beam theory),
therefore only the EL, GLR and μRL are considered to be significant for the results. The branch is fixed
at the base with a small displacement in the horizontal, vertical direction and rotation according the
results from measurement. At the top of branch the load was applied in vertical direction to simulate
pulling test adopted for branch measurement. For validation of model, the results were compared with
measurement of branch deflection in vertical direction (ubranch). Due to the branches variability, four
geometrically different lime (Tilia cordata L.) branches were chosen for the measurement and
validation. Detail description of measurement and numerical model is described by Vojáčková et al.
(2019).

Figure 2. Numerical model of branch from beam elements with elliptical cross-sections.

2.3. Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analyses in probabilistic design system (PDS) were carried out to find parameters
which significantly influence tree mechanical response on level of stem and root-plate complex and
branches. The PDS analysis randomly generates values of selected input parameters with the principle
of the Monte Carlo method. The significance for input to output parameters was evaluated by
Spearman correlation coefficients (ρ; α < 0.05). Parametric definition of both models allowed a broad
series of tests and results on two main analyses. For the model of stem and root-plate system was
evaluated the effect of: stem tapering - t (0.01-0.02), stem base diameter – db (±5%), depth of root-
plate – hr2 (1/2db-db), diameter of root plate – dr2 (1.3-2.8 m), amount of root volume in first and
second layer – r1 (50 – 90%), r2 (10-70%), EL of stem at base, to 1m and over 1m – EL1, EL2, EL3 (5200
– 9400 MPa), elastic modulus of soil – Esoil 20-500 MPa. As the output parameters the root-plate
inclination θ1,2, root-plate displacement uroot-plate, stem strains ε1,2, stem displacement below 1m ustem<1m,
from 1 to 1.8 m ustem1-1.8m and above 4.5 m ustem>4.5m were observed.

For the sensitivity analysis of branch the selected input parameters were: attachment angle – α (0-
30°), branch length – L (2-2.5 m), branch diameter – dbase_ (20-26 cm), tapering – dtop (1dbase_ - ½dbase_),
ellipse – e (1dbase_ - 1.6dbase_), curvature R (2-1000 m), longitudinal elastic moduli E (8e9±30%) in
individual segments (1-5) and branch anchorage rotation θ0 (0-0.06°). As output parameters were
observed the vertical deflection along branch (ubranch1-5)  and rotations in the middle and top part of the
branch (θ3, θ5).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Validation

Simulated strains on the stem ε1, ε1, inclinations near the stem base θ1, θ2 and deflections along
stem and at the surface of root-plate ustem, uroot-plate were compared with data from measurement
(involving mechanical sensors and optical evaluation of markers).  The evaluation of ε1, ε1, θ1, θ2 is
based on slopes representing stiffness (bending moment vs. inclination/strains). The relative error (RE)
between strains in tension and compression side of stem is 20% and 51%, and relative error between
inclination on leeward side and  neutral axis is 35% and 6%. The results shows that the model is
generally stiffer in the case of stem strains and less stiff in root-plate inclination. The high relative
error is caused by the difference in symmetrical response of model and asymmetrical response of
measurement. Symmetrical response of model corresponds with Szoradova et al. (2013). Author
observed on trees without signs of defects and without root starts, that there is no influence of the
position of inclinometers. Also Brudi and van Wassenaer (2001) states that there is no difference for
placing the extensometers on tension or compression side during pulling test. The measured tree in this
study has irregular shape of the stem and its base what influenced the results. For the validation of the
model were chosen the more representative values of strain at tension side and inclination at neutral
axis. Regarding the deflection of stem the RE ranged from 14% to 33% and for the root-plate from 35
to 90%, where the high relative error was observed at the position at the edge of root-plate.
The mean RE for branches ranged from 0.5 to 26% compared to the measurement, depending on the
shape of branch and material properties. The mean elastic modulus from measurement was 6.01 GPa ±
2.97 GPa SE, the measured values were variable within one branch and among the branches also. The
deflection near the branch base achieved higher relative values, these are caused by comparison of
deflections with small absolute values (absolute difference 0.27 mm). The measurement at the branch
base showed high variability, which implies certain inaccuracy in the measurement. In future, the
inaccuracy should be eliminated by using a camera of higher resolution.
Generally the deviation of model from experiment in such variable structure as tree corresponds with
the results presented by Dupuy et al. (2007) and Rahardjo et al. (2014). Dupuy et al. (2007) provided
study with 50 or 70% stiffer model response depending on the soil type. Rahardjo et al. (2014) also
explained that there is a 15 to 25% overestimation of the FE model regarding variability in root and
soil properties.

3.2. Sensitivity analysis of stem and root-plate

Significant correlations between input parameters and stem and root-plate response are gathered
together in Table 1. There is a high negative correlation of root volume in the second (r2) layer to θ1,
θ2 and ustem. This result corresponds with work published by Coutts (1986) and Dupuy et al. (2005),
where the importance of strength (root resistance) is highlighted. In contrary to Crook and Ennos
(1996) there is lower significance of root volume in first layer (r2), which is caused by lower size of
layer and also lower input range of parameter. The lower range were chosen according real state of the
root-system. The next important parameter is elastic modulus of soil (Esoil). Esoil significantly
influences the majority of the output parameters (ρ > 0.5). The important role of soil is confirmed by
Dupuy et al. (2007), Kamimura et al. (2011) and Moore (2000). The significant influence of soil in the
presented FE model operating in an elastic range, also confirms finding published by Coutts (1986)
who described that soil is the most important parameter in the first phase before primary failure. The
depth and diameter of the root-plate (hr2, dr2) are less significant parameters in comparison to root and
soil properties (represented by the r1, r2 in the modeled composite). The significant contribution of the
root-plate depth (hr2) and diameter (dr2) agrees with the work of Ghani et al. (2009) and Moore (2000)
but it’s in contrary to Dupuy et al. (2005). The higher significance of Esoil and r2 in sensitivity analysis
is caused by the wide range of values of input parameters. However, the wide range was chosen
intentionally to follow real state.

Stem diameter (db) has a higher influence on ustem and θ1, θ2 than the elastic moduli (EL), even
there was a small range of input values (±5%). The importance of stem diameter corresponds with
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beam bending theory (Gross et al. 2011) and other publications as Sellier and Fourcard (2009). The
influence of stem diameter on displacement increases with height (from ρ = 0.15 at the base to ρ =
0.59 at height above 4.5 m), which is supported by the significance of tapering (t). The highest
correlations (ρ = 0.87–0.89) were found for the elastic modulus (EL2) and longitudinal strains (ε1,2)
near the position, where the EL varied. This correlation of EL to ε1,2 confirms that measurement of
strains during pulling tests is a valid tool for local observation of wood properties. The local change of
EL influenced displacement above this position of change, which affects the overall stem deflection.

Table 1. Significant correlations between input and output parameters of stem and root-plate. The
range of coefficients is grouped according to the position at the tree (root-plate inclination θ1,2, root-

plate displacement uroot-plate, stem strains ε1,2 at the position of extensometers, stem displacement below
1m ustem<1m, from 1 to 1.8 m ustem1-1.8m and above 4.5 m ustem>4.5m). The values higher than 0.5 are in

grey fields.

3.3. Sensitivity analysis of branches

Significant correlations between input parameters and branch response are presented in Table 2.
Because there was a wide range of input parameters and a high number of calculations even the low
coefficients showed significant influence on the branch deflection. The branch curvature and angle of
attachment was found not to have significant correlations to the all outputs. Gilman (2003) also found
non significant influence of the attachment angle. In contrary, Shahbazi et al. (2015) found that branch
curvature has high influence to the stress distribution. Coutand et al. (2011) and  Guillon et al. (2012)
presented that correlation of growth stress and curvature is one of the driving factors for shape
development of young branches. However, results of the presented analysis shows, that the influence
of curvature can be probably eliminated by the static loading of mature branches, where the curvature
is not determining factor of branch response. There was preliminary analysis of branch with wide
range of factors where the branch diameter dbase_ was in close correlation to all output parameters (ρ =
0.8–0.9), corresponding to the beam deflection theory. Therefore, its range was limited for the
presented analysis to not overweight the other input parameters, detail description is provided in
Vojáčková et al. (2019). The anchorage rotation showed a significant influence on the branch
deflection, where the highest correlation is near the branch base (ubranch2, ρ = 0.75). The significance of
anchorage rotation confirms the importance of considering not full-fixed anchorage at the tree branch-
stem junction as published by other authors (Evans et al. 2008; Ennos and van Casteren 2010;
Shahbazi et al. 2015). This is similar also to influence of anchorage strength (induced by root volume
and soil properties) to stem deflection in analysis of stem and root-plate. The high correlation was
found for the elliptical cross-section and response in the middle part of the branch. This corresponds
with the conclusion that simplification of cross-section to a circular shape is inappropriate if there is
no close similarity in shape (Kane 2007). The high negative correlation within the tapering and the
branch top response correlates with the finding from previous analysis of stem and root-plate. In
contrary Kane and Farrell (2008) observed that taper is less significant to the breaking stress
calculation than aspect ratio. However if there is consideration of position along branch, the results
show a higher influence of the anchorage rotation at the branch base (ρ = 0.75) and a higher influence
of tapering at the branch top (ρ = -0.67). Similarly to analysis of stem and root-plate analysis the
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significance of material properties (E) is lower than that of geometrical parameters. Also the E(1-2) at
the branch base is more significant for the deflection of whole branch.

Table 2. Significant correlations between input and output parameters of branch. The output
parameters of analysis are  deflection in second (ubranch2) , third(ubranch3) , forth(ubranch4)  and fifth

(ubranch5)  branch segment and rotations in the middle (θ3),and top part of the branch (θ5). The values
higher than 0.5 are in grey fields.

4. CONCLUSION

 Although locally there can be a high deviation the overall response of presented FE models is
validated. Therefore, FE models could be used for insight in mechanical response to loading,

 There is high importance of root volume and soil properties on general anchorage strength.
The influence of anchorage strength to the deflection was confirmed in both stem and root-
plate and branch analyses. This needs to be considered during device supported testing of
stability and also in mechanical analyses of tree and branches behavior.

 The importance of tapering increase with distance from anchorage in both cases (stem and
branches), what shows that the course of diameters along stem or branch can be crucial. This
is in contrary with common practice, where only one diameter is usually measured.

 For the branches the significance of elliptical shape was found, depending on the position
along the branch.

 The sensitivity analysis also confirmed that geometrical parameters more significantly
influence the stem or branch deflection than material properties. If the precise branch/stem
geometry is known, the deflection curve may reflect the changes of material properties along
the branch/stem length, which seems to be a promising tool for stability assessment in the
future.
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ABSTRACT

More than two decades have passed since scientific research was done on the influence of the
length of beech sawlogs on the maximum quantity exploitation, so therefore there is no new data on
this topic. For this particular aim, an analysis was done regarding beech sawlogs, a wood species that
dominate this region in sawmill technology and processing. The analyzed logs were graded according
to the European grading standard. The logs were inherent to the Ist and IInd quality class. The sawlogs
were with the length of 2,0; 3,0 and 4,0 m. The sawlogs with a length of 2,0 m were with a measured
diameter at a range from 31,0 to 52,0 cm, at the narrower end of the log, and on the wider end from
32,0 to 53,0 cm. There were 15 analyzed logs with a wood mass of 4,2 The logs with the length of
3,0 m were with a measured diameter at a range from 33,0 to 50,0 cm, at the narrower end of the log,
and on the wider end from 35,0 to 54,0 cm. The analysis covered 15 logs with a wood mass of 6,5
The logs with the length of 4,0 m were with a measured diameter at a range from 35,0 to 52,0 cm, at
the narrower end of the log, and on the wider end from 39,0 to 56,0 cm. The number of analyzed logs
was 15. The wood mass of the logs was 8,9 The total count of analyzed logs was 45 and the
amount of processed wood mass was approximately 22,0 The log diameter taper (S) of analyzed
logs was as follows:

 for the length of l = 2,0 m → 0,5 ÷ 1,0 cm/m, Ssr = 0,54 cm/m, logs with a great mass;
 for the length of l = 3,0 m → 0,66 ÷ 1,33 cm/m, Ssr = 1,01 cm/m, logs with a full mass;
 for the length of l = 4,0 m → 0,75 ÷ 1,5 cm/m, Ssr = 1,23 cm/m, logs with a poor mass.
Maximum quantity exploitation (P) of the different lengths of the logs was as follows:
 for the length of l = 2,0 m → P = 66,60 ÷ 68,32 %, Psr = 67,26 %;
 for the length of l = 3,0 m → P = 64,20 ÷ 66,99 %, Psr = 65,16 %;
 for the length of l = 4,0 m → P = 61,07 ÷ 62,53 %, Psr = 61,10 %.

Keywords: logs, beech, sawmill, measurements, quality class, sawn lumber, quantity exploitation.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the historic evidence, the sawmill timber processing origins from the early AD
centuries.With the development of technology and the industrial revolution, sawmill processing was
upgraded and new machines and transportation appliances were implemented. This led to an increased
need for sawlogs. However, the lack of timber on a global scale requires the wood processing industry
to pay attention to crucial parameters, such as quality, quantity, and effective exploitation of sawlogs
for milling. These parameters are of: technical, technological, and economic value.

This paper presents the research results from analyzing the relation between the length of sawlogs
and the maximum quantity exploitation when the mid diameter of the logs is consistent.
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2. AIM OF RESEARCH

This research is oriented towards the influence of the length of beech sawlogs (Fagus Sylvatica
L.) on the percentage of maximum quantity exploitation of the wood material. With the results
obtained from this research, a percentage of maximum quantity exploitation was concluded for the
different lengths of the sawlogs. This paper presents applicable conclusions.

3. METHOD OF RESEARCH

According to the method of research, the results were obtained using the following steps:
 measuring the parameters of the sawlogs;
 measuring the parameters of the sawn lumber;
 applied methods for the processing of the gathered data from the previous steps.

3.1. Measuring the parameters of the sawlogs

The criteria for selection of the sawlogs were: wood species, quality class, and measurements of
the logs. Regarding the quality class, this analysis covered beech sawlogs classed within the and

quality classes. The measurements of the logs were defined by their length and the diameters on
the wider and narrower end. The sawlogs were with the length of 2,0; 3,0 and 4,0 m. The analyzed
sawlogs are shown in Figures1.

Figure 1. Beech sawlogs with a length of 2,0m; 3,0m and 4,0m

The diameters on both the narrower and the thinner end of the logs were measured with a log rule
caliper, shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Log rule caliper for measuring the diameter of sawlogs

3.2. Measuring the parameters of the sawn lumber

To calculate the volume of the sawn lumber and therefore analyze the percentage of maximum
quantity exploitation, the following parameters were measured: the thickness, the width, and the length
of the sawn lumber. All measuring values were acquired by a stainless-steel tape measure. To
calculate the volume of the sawn boards (unedged, partially edged, and edged) the following
parameters were measured: the narrower face of the surface (a) at mid-length of the board (l/2) and the
thickness of the board (b). The measuring was done as shown in figure 3.
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To calculate the volume of unedged and partially-edged sawn planks, both the wider (a) and the
narrower (а1) face at mid-length of the sawn plank (l/2). The estimated arithmetic mean between the
two values was calculated to obtain the width of the board. The thickness (b) was measured as well.
This described method is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Measuring the parameters of the unedged sawn board

3.3. Applied methods for processing the acquired data

Applicable formulas and statistics calculation methods were used to process the acquired data
from the previously described stages of this research, followed by suitable software.

Log mid diameter:

dsr =
dsr – log mid diameter (cm),
d1 – diameter of the narrower end of the log (cm),
d2 – diameter of the wider end of the log (cm).

Log volume:
(

V – log volume (m3),
dsr – log mid diameter (cm),
π = 3,14,
l – log length (m).

Log diameter taper:

S – log diameter taper (cm/m),
d1 – diameter on the narrower end of the log (cm),
d2 – diameter on the wider end of the log (cm),
l – log length (m).

As determined by the log diameter taper, the sawlogs are divided into 5 (five) categories of mass
levels:

1) logs with a great mass,  up to 0,5 (cm/m)
2) logs with a full mass,  0,6 ÷ 1,0 (cm/m)
3) logs with a poor mass,  1,1 ÷ 1,5 (cm/m)
4) logs with a deficient mass, and  1,6 ÷ 2,0 (cm/m)
5) logs with a substandard mass  above 2,0 (cm/m).
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Volume of unedged and partially edged lumber:

V1 – lumber volume (m3),
a – width on the narrower face (cm),
a1 – width on the wider face (cm),
l – lumber length (m),
b – lumber thickness (mm).

The volume of the edged lumber:

V2 – lumber volume (m3),
a – lumber width (cm),
b – lumber thickness (mm),
l – lumber length (m).

Sum total of the acquired data:

   n..............1

The average value of the acquired data:

n
Xsr 

Xsr – average value,
Σ – sum total,
n – number of entrants.

Percentage of maximum quantity exploitation:

P – maximum quantity exploitation (%),
V – lumber volume (m3),
Vo – sawlogs volume (m3).

4. RESULTS

The results obtained from the describer scientific and research methods are in correlation with:
- beech sawlogs parameters,
- log diameter taper, and
-correspondence between sawlog length and the percentage of maximum quantity exploitation.

4.1. Beech sawlogs parameters

The primary parameters of the beech sawlogs, with a length of 2,0 m, are shown in table 1. There
were 15 analyzes logs with this length. The diameter on the narrower end of the log was at a range
from 31,0 to 52,0 cm, and on the wider end from 32,0 to 53,0 cm.

The mid diameter of the logs was at the range from 31,0 to 52,0 cm. The total logs volume was
4,189 m3, rounded up to 4,2 m3, for calculation purposes.
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Table 1. Beech logs parameters for the length of 2,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider

end

Mid
diameter Volume Sum total of

logs

d1 (cm) d2 (cm) dsr (cm) V (m3) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 51,0 52,0 51,0 0,408

15

2 44,0 46,0 45,0 0.318
3 41,0 42,0 41,0 0,264
4 35,0 36,0 35,0 0,192
5 38,0 40,0 39,0 0,239
6 32,0 32,0 32,0 0161
7 43,0 44,0 43,0 0.290
8 31,0 32,0 31,0 0,151
9 33,0 33,0 33,0 0,171
10 50,0 51,0 50,0 0,392
11 36,0 37,0 36,0 0,204
12 40,0 41,0 40,0 0,251
13 50,0 51,0 50,0 0,392
14 52,0 53,0 52,0 0,424
15 45,0 47,0 46,0 0.332

Table 2 shows the primary parameters of the beech logs with a length of 3,0 m. The number of
analyzed logs was 15. The diameter on the narrower end was at the range from 33,0 to 50,0 cm and on
the wider end 35,0 to 54,0 cm. The range of the mid diameter was from 34,0 to 52,0 cm. The estimated
volume of the logs was 6,5 m3, specifically 6,498 m3.

Table 2. Beech logs parameters for the length of 3,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider

end

Mid
diameter Volume Sum total of

logs

d1 (cm) d2 (cm) dsr (cm) V (m3) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 34,0 36,0 35,0 0,288
2 50,0 54,0 52,0 0,637
3 38,0 40,0 39,0 0,358
4 43,0 47,0 45,0 0,477
5 47,0 51,0 49,0 0,565
6 33,0 35,0 34,0 0,272
7 36,0 40,0 38,0 0,340 15
8 44,0 48,0 46,0 0,498
9 35,0 38,0 36,0 0,305
10 44,0 47,0 45,0 0,477
11 38,0 42,0 40,0 0,377
12 46,0 50,0 48,0 0,542
13 40,0 44,0 42,0 0,415
14 38,0 40,0 39,0 0,358
15 48,0 52,0 50,0 0,589
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Table 3. Beech logs parameters for the length of 4,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider

end

Mid
diameter Volume Sum total of

logs

d1 (cm) d2 (cm) dsr (cm) V (m3) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 46,0 50,0 48,0 0,723

15

2 52,0 56,0 54,0 0,915
3 37,0 41,0 39,0 0,478
4 35,0 39,0 37,0 0,430
5 42,0 48,0 45,0 0,636
6 36,0 40,0 38,0 0,453
7 43,0 47,0 38,0 0,636
8 39,0 43,0 45,0 0,528
9 40,0 46,0 43,0 0,580
10 40,0 46,0 43,0 0,580
11 41,0 46,0 43,0 0,580
12 39,0 44,0 41,0 0,528
13 39,0 44,0 41,0 0,528
14 44,0 48,0 44,0 0,608
15 46,0 49,0 47,0 0,589

The primary parameters of the 15 analyzed beech logs with the length of 4,0 m are shown in table
3. The narrower end of the logs had a diameter at the range from 35,0 to 52,0 cm, and the wider end
diameter ranged from 39,0 to 56,0 cm. The mid diameter was in the range of 37,0 to 54,0 cm. The total
log volume was 8,897 m3, rounded to 8,9 m3, for calculation purposes.

Depending on the given information, the following can be established:
 logs quality class: Ist/ IInd class,
 log length: l = 2,0; 3,0 and 4,0 m,
 log diameter: d → 32,0 ÷ 56,0 cm,
 log mid diameter: dsr = 42,0 cm,
 sum total of logs: N = 45, and
 estimated quantity of processed wood material: Ʃ1+2+3 ≈ 22,0 m3.

4.2. Log diameter taper

The diameter taper represents the graduated increscent of the diameter from the narrower to the
wider end of the log length.

According to the results relating to the logs with the length of 2,0 m, the diameter taper was at the
range from 0,5 to 1,0 cm/m.

The mid-value of the diameter taper was 0,54 cm/m. The value of the mid diameter taper shows
that the logs with this length can be grouped into the first level of logs with a great mass (Table 4).

The 3,0 m long logs had a diameter taper at the range from 0,66 to 1,33 cm/m. The mid-diameter
taper was calculated to 1,01 cm/m. These logs belong to the second level of logs with a full mass
(Table 5).
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Table 4. Log diameter taper for the length of 2,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider end Mid diameter Diameter

taper
Sum total of

logs

d1 (cm) d2 (cm) dsr (cm) S (cm/m) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 51,0 52,0 51,0 0,5

15

2 44,0 46,0 45,0 1,0
3 41,0 42,0 41,0 0,5
4 35,0 36,0 35,0 0,5
5 38,0 40,0 39,0 1,0
6 32,0 32,0 32,0 -
7 43,0 44,0 43,0 0,5
8 31,0 32,0 31,0 0,5
9 33,0 33,0 33,0 -
10 50,0 51,0 50,0 0,5
11 36,0 37,0 36,0 0,5
12 40,0 41,0 40,0 0,5
13 50,0 51,0 50,0 0,5
14 52,0 53,0 52,0 0,5
15 45,0 47,0 46,0 1,0

Table 5. Log diameter taper for the length of 3,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider end Mid diameter Diameter

taper
Sum total of

logs

d1 (cm) d2 (cm) dsr (cm) S (cm/m) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 34,0 36,0 35,0 0,66
2 50,0 54,0 52,0 1,33
3 38,0 40,0 39,0 0,66
4 43,0 47,0 45,0 1,33
5 47,0 51,0 49,0 1,33
6 33,0 35,0 34,0 0,66
7 36,0 40,0 38,0 1,33 15
8 44,0 48,0 46,0 1,33
9 35,0 38,0 36,0 1,00
10 44,0 47,0 45,0 1,00
11 38,0 42,0 40,0 1,33
12 46,0 50,0 48,0 1,33
13 40,0 44,0 42,0 1,33
14 38,0 40,0 39,0 0,66
15 48,0 52,0 50,0 1,33
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Table 6. Log diameter taper for the length of 4,0 m

Count
number

Diameter on
the narrower

end

Diameter on
the wider

end

Mid
diameter

Diameter
taper

Sum total of
logs

d1 (cm) D2 (cm) dsr (cm) S (cm/m) N
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 46,0 50,0 48,0 1,0
2 52,0 56,0 54,0 1,0
3 37,0 41,0 39,0 1,0
4 35,0 39,0 37,0 1,0
5 42,0 48,0 45,0 1,5
6 36,0 40,0 38,0 1,01
7 43,0 47,0 38,0 1,25 15
8 39,0 43,0 45,0 1,0
9 40,0 46,0 43,0 1,5
10 40,0 46,0 43,0 1,5
11 41,0 46,0 43,0 1,25
12 39,0 44,0 41,0 1,25
13 39,0 44,0 41,0 1,25
14 44,0 48,0 44,0 1,0
15 46,0 49,0 47,0 0,75

The logs that had a length of 4,0 m were with a diameter taper at the range from 0,75 to 1,50
cm/m. The mid-diameter taper was estimated to be 1,23 cm/m. The logs were characterized as the
third level of logs with a poor mass (Table 6).

Depending on the data shown in table 4,5 and 6, the mid diameter taper (for 2,0, 3,0, and 4,0 m
long logs) is shown in table 7.

Table 7. Mid diameter taper for the beech logs

Length Quality class Diameter Mid diameter Average
diameter taper

l (m) k d (cm) dsr (cm) Ssr (cm/m)
2,0 Ist/IInd 31,0  52,0 0,54
3,0 Ist/IInd 33,0  54,0 42,0 1,01
4,0 Ist/IInd 35,0  56,0 1,23

Figure 5 shows the correspondence between the mid diameter taper and the log length, for this
research.

Table 8 shows the different percentage values of the quantity exploitation for the beech sawlogs
classed within the Ist and IInd quality class and length of 2,0; 3,0 and 4,0 m.

According to the calculated percentage of the maximum quantity exploitation, the following can
be concluded: for the 2,0 m long logs the percentage ranges from 66,60 to 68,32 %; for the 3,0 m long
logs from 64,20 to 66,99 %; for the 4,0 m long logs from 61,07 to 62,53 %.
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Figure 5. Mid diameter taper and log length relation

Table 8. Maximum quantity exploitation of the logs

Log length
l = 2,0 (m)

Log length
l = 3,0 (m)

Log length
l = 4,0 (m)

Count number Quantity exploitation
Р (%)

Quantity exploitation
Р (%)

Quantity exploitation
Р (%)

1 2 3 4
1 67,02 64,89 62,24
2 68,15 64,80 62,31
3 66,84 64,88 61,80
4 68,00 66,90 61,89
5 67,44 66,99 62,53
6 68,32 65,04 61,60
7 67,82 65,00 61,70
8 67,66 64,73 61,07
9 68,24 65,18 61,72
10 68,20 66,21 61,11
11 66,65 64,20 61,42
12 66,60 64,53 62,18
13 67,26 64,62 61,85
14 67,40 64,80 61,66
15 66,95 65,10 60,10

Depending on the calculated values from table 8, the estimated percentage of the average
maximum quantity exploitation is shown in table 9.

Table 9. The average percentage of the maximum quantity exploitation of the logs

Lenght Mid diameter Quality class Average values
l (m) dsr (cm) К Рsr (%)
2,0 67,26
3,0 42,0 Ist/IInd 65,16
4,0 61,10
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According to the data shown in table 9, as the log length increases from 2,0 to 4,0 m, the
percentage of the maximum quantity exploitation decreases from 67,26 to 61,10 %. The analyzed logs
belonged to the Ist and IInd quality class and had a consistent mid diameter of 42,0 cm. The increscent
and decrement of the values, in correlation to one another, are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Maximum quantity exploitation and log length relation

Specifically, the log length straightly impacts the percentage of maximum quantity exploitation. If
the diameter is consistent, as the log length increases, the percentage of maximum exploitation will
decrease.

The decrement of this percentage is due to the bigger participants of the secondary zone, due to
the diameter taper. The participants of this zone are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. Utilization of the secondary zone of the sawn lumber, depending on the log shape and
diameter taper

A-primary zone, B-secondary zone, l-primary zone length, l1,2,3-secondary zone lengths, h-lumber
thickness, b-lumber width, b1-primary zone width, b2-secundary zone maximum width, b3-coarse waste

The sawn boards and planks from the primary zone have the same length as the log length.The
sawn lumber obtained from the secondary zone is with a smaller length.

The maximum exploitation of the secondary zone is based on the biggest inscribed rectangle, at
the width and length of the lumber. The dimensions of the lumber sawn from the secondary zone are
defined by the shape of the log.
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The utilization of the secondary zone causes an increscent in the number of saw cuts in the
secondary milling. As a consequence, there is an increment in the number of perpendicular and
parallel cuts and therefore an increment in sawdust and decrement of the exploitation percentage.
Recommendation: long logs and logs with a greater diameter taper should be sized and milled
according to their length, before the further milling to boards and planks, but in correlation to them.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of this research, obtained in manufacturing conditions, the following can be
concluded:

1) Research material: beech sawlogs
2) Quality class: Ist and IInd quality class.
3) Log length: l → 2,0; 3,0 и 4,0 m.
4) Log diameter: d → од 32,0 ÷ 56,0 cm.
5) Mid log diameter: dsr = 42,0 cm.
6) Logs sum total: N = 45 броја.
7) Total log volume: Σ1+2+3 = ≈ 22,0 m3.
8) Log diameter taper:
 for l = 2,0 m → 0,5 ÷ 1,0 cm/m, average Ssr = 0,54 cm/m;
Level: logs with a great mass
 for l = 3,0 m → 0,66 ÷ 1,33 cm/m, average Ssr = 1,01 cm/m;
Level: logs with a full mass
 for l = 4,0 m → 0,75 ÷ 1,5 cm/m, average Ssr = 1,23 cm/m;
Level: logs with a poor mass
9) Percentage of maximum quantity exploitation of the logs:
 for l = 2,0 m → P = 66,60 ÷ 68,32 %, average, P = 67,26 %;
 for l = 3,0 m → P = 64,20 ÷ 66,99 %, average, P = 65,16 %;
 for l = 4,0 m → P = 61,07 ÷ 62,53 %, average, Р = 61,10 %.
10) Regarding to the correlation of the log length and the percentage of maximum quality

exploitation, it can be concluded that as the log length increases, the exploitation decreases. It is
recommended that the logs are milled to a smaller length, as this will decrease the diameter taper. The
milling should be done according to the size of the sawn lumber.
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ABSTRACT

The strength of the angular joint of the side rail with the back leg in chairs is analyzed in this
paper. The analyzed joint represents one of the most critical points in the construction of chairs. The
connection of the side rail and the back leg can be produced in several ways, but the paper analyzes
the two most commonly used: the connection with an oval mortise and tenon and the connection with
a double dowel and hole. In addition to the joint type, within the work the type of fit was also varied as
one of the seven factors that affect the strength and durability of chairs. The test was performed on
four groups of samples with a total of 200 samples. Statistical analysis showed that there is a
significant influence of these parameters on the strength of the joint. The test results showed that the
bending strength changes with the variation of the mentioned factors. The joints with an oval mortise
and tenon with a higher fit showed the greatest strength. Joints with higher fit showed higher strength
values.

Key words: chair, oval mortise and tenon, dowel, strength.

1. INTRODUCTION

In everyday life, the chair is used in different situations. This results in a large number of different
models of chairs that are adapted to a specific purpose. Due to the wide field of application, special
conditions are defined that each chair of a certain purpose should meet, i.e., there is a certain quality
that must be met (Skakić et al. 2008). In addition to other groups of furniture that are exposed to static
and dynamic stresses during use, the chair is especially interesting to analyze due to the small cross-
sectional dimensions of the constituent elements, and thus the small dimensions of the connection
elements. A large number of researchers (Gavronski 2005; Gustafsson 1996; 1999; Jeršić and Sinković
1982; Kasal, Birgul, and Erdil 2006; Skakić et al., n.d.) who worked on the static analysis of the chair
came to the same conclusion that as a critical point in the construction of the chair is the connection of
the side rail and the back leg. Joining the elements of the chair can be done using different carpentry
joints, but the oval mortise and tenon joints are most often used in practice, which is confirmed by the
large number of papers dealing with this topic. (Skakić et al. 2008; Kasal, Smardzewski, et al. 2016;
Kasal, Kuşkun, et al. 2016).

The strength of the joint is influenced by seven factors: accuracy of construction, type of fit, type
and equilibrium moisture of wood, gluing regime, type of joint and gluing surface (Skakić and
Krdžović 2002). Different papers emphasize different factors. The type of fit was the main topic in
(Skakić and Džinčić 2003; 2006; Džinčić and Živanić 2014) where it was concluded that the overlap
gives greater joint strength in relation to the gap. The moisture of the wood was maintained in the
values of 8 ± 2% in all works. The species of wood varied, of which beech (Hajdarevic et al. 2020;
Kasal and Erdil 2016; Kasal, Smardzewski, et al. 2016; Derikvand and Ebrahimi 2014) and pine
(Kasal et al. 2015; Kılıç et al. 2018) were mostly used. PVaC glue was used in all researches, with the
fact that the coating and wetting of the surfaces were controlled in some of those researches (Igor
Džinčić and Živanić 2014; Igor Džinčić, Nestorović, and Dacić 2016), and not in others. The type of
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joint is usually a varied factor, and with it the dimensions of the joint. According to (Skakić and
Džinčić 2003), the width exponentially affects the joint strength.

In this paper, the influence of the type of joint and the type of fit on the strength of the corner
joint is analyzed, while other factors are kept constant. The aim of this paper is to determine the
influence of the type of fit and the type of joint on the joint strength and to give certain
recommendations that can be used in production. 2 types of joints were compared - oval mortise/tenon
and double dowel/hole. Both joints are made with 2 types of fit, K/p and K/r (DIN 68101: 2012-02).
Manufacturing accuracy is maintained in the TD40 class, which corresponds to the average accuracy
class that can currently be found in average large-scale production. Other factors are kept constant and
are subject to the application of appropriate standards or the classical method of control within a
particular company.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD OF WORK

The samples on which the joint strength was tested were made of beech wood. The moisture of
the wood, ie the boards from which the samples were made, was controlled by an electric hygrometer
and ranged from 8 ± 2%. In accordance with the aim of the work, 200 samples were made, which were
divided into 2 groups and 2 subgroups. The samples were divided into groups according to the type of
joint (oval mortise and tenon and double dowel and hole), while the subgroups divided the samples
according to the type of fit (K/p and K/r), according DIN 68101: 2012-02. The distribution of samples
by groups is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of samples
Type of joint Oval mortise and tenon Double dowel and hole

Type of fit K/p K/r K/p K/r

No. of samples (pieces) 50 50 50 50

Sum. No. of samples (pieces) 200

The appearance and dimensions of the samples are given in Figure 1. In both cases, the
connection elements are not made in the middle of the sample width, which depicts the most common
real situation when making this joint, and moving the connection element outside the central axis does
not affect the joint strength. The gluing surface as one of the factors influencing the strength of joints
is neglected in this study, because there is no significant difference between the surfaces of these two
connecting elements (for oval mortise/tenon the gluing surface is A = 2742 mm2, while the gluing
surface for double dowel/hole is A = 2826 mm2). The dimensions of the oval mortise on the samples
were 30 * 40 * 10 mm, while the dimension of the hole was 31 * 40 * 10 mm. The final appearance of
the specimens was in the shape of the letter T which corresponds to the appearance of the joined side
rail and the back leg of the chair. The specimens were loaded for bending on a universal tearing
machine by applying a force that was constantly and evenly increased to the breaking point of the
specimen (Figure 2). The strength of the joint is expressed by the breaking force, although it can also
be expressed by the value of the bending moment because it is known that the force arm in this test
was 0.155 m. The bending moment is calculated using equation 1.

.................................(1)

Where: М – bending moment Nm; F – breaking force N; L – force arm m.
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Figure 1. The appearance and dimensions of the samples

Figure 2. Schematics of universal tearing machine (1- machine stand; 2-clamp stand; 3-sample
clamping screws; 4-clamp plate; 5-sliding "L" clamping profile, 6-pusher, 7-pattern; F-force, L-arm

force;)1

In order to make samples that represent the real product as credibly as possible, during their
production, the position of the beam in the log was not taken into account. Also, the properties of the
wood from which the samples were made were not examined, but it is considered that the properties
are equal to the tabular data from the literature (Šoškić B. 2002). The samples were made on
conventional machines. The type of fit was controlled by measuring the dimensions of the mortise and
tenon and of the dowel and the hole. A digital caliper, with an accuracy of 0.01 mm, was used during
the measurement. The moisture of the samples was controlled with an electric hygrometer after
making the samples and immediately before the experiment.

During the test, the samples were subjected to a force with a constant uniform increase until the
fracture of the sample, so that the final strength of the joint is expressed in terms of the fracture force
of a given joint.

1 Image taken from „ THE EFFECT OF SHOULDER ON THE STRENGTH OF THE OVAL TENON-
MORTISE JOINT“, Biblid: 0353-4537, 2016, стр. 35-46, DOI: 10.2298/GSF151109001D
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3. RESEARCH RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The results of this test are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Test results expressed through fracture force

Group A1 A2 B1 B2
Dimensions

Glu. surface(mm²)
Accuracy class TD40 TD40 TD40 TD40

Fit K/p K/r K/p K/r
1 1137 1288 914 1020
2 1124 1272 918 1044
3 1112 1264 904 1000
4 1140 1308 890 1018
5 1136 1290 892 1008
6 1120 1272 904 1028
7 1130 1264 918 1002
8 1142 1270 902 1022
9 1146 1304 872 1042
10 1160 1294 886 1010
11 1130 1266 928 1034
12 1154 1306 900 1018
13 1162 1312 894 1002
14 1132 1260 888 1030
15 1114 1280 936 1012
16 1148 1278 936 996
17 1188 1340 920 1028
18 1112 1258 890 1014
19 1168 1308 898 1026
20 1134 1310 928 990
21 1164 1270 922 998
22 1110 1298 930 1016
23 1130 1282 910 1042
24 1124 1300 920 1018
25 1128 1306 870 988
26 1112 1272 934 1076
27 1152 1338 918 1022
28 1154 1288 898 1000
29 1124 1298 930 1036
30 1136 1308 924 1036
31 1120 1280 934 996
32 1136 1272 896 1032
33 1168 1266 928 1000
34 1150 1296 956 1012
35 1116 1258 892 1020
36 1146 1262 932 1018
37 1130 1314 898 1004
38 1142 1302 894 1082
39 1138 1296 942 1020
40 1124 1262 910 1008
41 1140 1288 932 1042
42 1158 1304 928 992
43 1148 1262 894 1140
44 1160 1278 936 1036
45 1108 1326 880 1002
46 1156 1296 920 1026
47 1120 1314 930 1038
48 1134 1302 938 1022
49 1122 1286 898 1008
50 1118 1252 924 1016

Average force (N) 1137,14 1288,4 912,72 1021,8
Arm lenght (m) 0,155 0,155 0,155 0,155
Moment (Nm) 176,2567 199,702 141,4716 158,379

Mortise/tenon 2x Dowel/hole

LxBxD=30x40x10 LxD=45x10 (2kom)
2742 2826
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The samples were divided into 4 groups, i.e., 2 groups and 2 subgroups. The groups are marked
with the letters A (for oval mortise/tenon) and B (for dowel/hole). The numbers indicate the type of fit,
namely 1 for K/p fit and 2 for K/r fit. Each group has 50 samples (200 in total). The gluing surface for
both types of joints was identical. The accuracy class of the machines was checked before making the
samples and had a value of TD40.

During the statistical analysis of the given data, the program SPSS v.20 with the basic data
package was used. An outlier check, a normality test (Shapiro-Wilk test), a t-test and ANOVA
analysis were performed. Table 3 gives some basic data of descriptive statistics for the mentioned
samples.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics by groups
A1 A2 B1 B2

Mean 1137,14 Mean 1288,40 Mean 912,72 Mean 1021,80
Standard Error 2,559 Standard Error 3,027 Standard Error 2,819 Standard Error 3,642
Median 1136 Median 1288 Median 918 Median 1018
Mode 1124 Mode 1272 Mode 928 Mode 1018
Standard Deviation 18,097 Standard Deviation 21,404 Standard Deviation 19,934 Standard Deviation 25,756
Sample Variance 327,511 Sample Variance 458,122 Sample Variance 397,349 Sample Variance 663,388
Kurtosis -0,165 Kurtosis -0,474 Kurtosis -0,789 Kurtosis 8,530
Skewness 0,476 Skewness 0,330 Skewness -0,185 Skewness 2,319
Range 80 Range 88 Range 86 Range 152
Minimum 1108 Minimum 1252 Minimum 870 Minimum 988
Maximum 1188 Maximum 1340 Maximum 956 Maximum 1140
Sum 56857 Sum 64420 Sum 45636 Sum 51090
Count 50 Count 50 Count 50 Count 50

3.1. Normal distribution Analysis
By analyzing the normal distribution, it was necessary to confirm one of the 2 hypotheses:
H0: There is no difference from the normal distribution;
H1: There is a difference compared to the normal distribution.
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test showed that all 4 groups met the basic requirement of the

normality conditions, which allows further statistical tests (there is no difference compared to the
normal distribution).

3.2. Analysis of the impact of the type of joint
This analysis was used to determine the influence of the type of joint and the type of fit on the

joint strength. Analysis by t - test was necessary to confirm one of the 2 hypotheses:
H0: There is no difference in variances/means between groups;
H1: There is a difference in variances/means between groups.
Table 4 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the results grouped according to the

type of joint, while Table 5 shows the t - test results according to the same parameters.

Table 4. Mean value and standard deviation of results grouped by joint type;

Group Statistics
Type of joint N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error

Mean
Breaking
force

Mortise/tenon 100 1212,77 78,527 7,853
2x Dowel/hole 100 964,93 55,322 5,532
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Table 5. T - test results by type of joint

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for

Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-
tailed)

Mean
Differen

ce

Std.
Error

Differen
ce

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

Break
ing
force

Equal
variances
assumed

78,834 ,000 25,8
01 198 ,000 247,836 9,606 228,893 266,779

Equal
variances not
assumed

25,8
01

177,
848 ,000 247,836 9,606 228,880 266,792

The test results show that there is a significant difference in variances/means between groups, i.e.,
the null hypothesis should be rejected. The test proved that the choice of different types of joints affect
the final strength of the joint.

3.3. Analysis of the type of fit
Table 6 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the results grouped by type of fit, while

Table 7 shows the results of t - test according to the same parameters.

Table 6. Mean value and standard deviation of results grouped by type of fit

Group Statistics
Type of fit N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error

Mean
Breaking

force
K/p 100 1024,93 114,355 11,435
K/r 100 1152,77 137,539 13,754

Table 7. Results of t - test according to type of fit
Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

F Sig. t df Sig.
(2-

tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

Breaking
force

Equal
variances
assumed

78,834 ,000 -7,147 198 ,000 -127,844 17,887 -163,117 -92,571

Equal
variances
not
assumed

-7,147 191,616 ,000 -127,844 17,887 -163,124 -92,564

The test results show that there is a significant difference in variances/means between groups, i.e.,
the null hypothesis should be rejected. The test proved that the choice of different types of fit affects
the final strength of the joint.
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3.4. Analysis of samples by ANOVA method
The analysis of samples by the ANOVA method defines whether there is a mutual influence of 2

independent factors - in this case whether there is a mutual influence of the type of joint and the type
of fit on the joint strength. Table 8 shows the results of this analysis.
The results of this analysis showed that both factors (type of joint and type of fit) significantly affect
the strength of the joint. Their influence is significant both when viewed as individual factors, as well
as when their mutual interaction on joint strength is observed.

Table 8. Results of ANOVA analysis

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: Sila_loma
Source Type III Sum

of Squares
df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 3915754,014a 3 1305251,338 3715,364 ,000

Intercept 237119735,58
1 1 237119735,58

1 674955,109 ,000

Type of joint 3071134,145 1 3071134,145 8741,903 ,000
Type of fit 817204,417 1 817204,417 2326,151 ,000
Type of joint * 27415,453 1 27415,453 78,037 ,000
Type of fit 68857,125 196 351,312

Total 241104346,72
0 200

Corrected Total 3984611,139 199
a. R Squared = ,983 (Adjusted R Squared = ,982)

3.5. Correlation factor
Correlation factor analysis should show how a change in the value of one or both independent

factors (joint type and type of fit) affect the change in joint strength.

Table 9. Overview of the correlation factor (Pearson)

Correlations
Breaking

force
Type of

joint
Type of fit

Breaking force
Pearson Correlation 1 -,878** ,453**

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000
N 200 200 200

Type of joint
Pearson Correlation -,878** 1 ,000
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 1,000
N 200 200 200

Type of fit
Pearson Correlation ,453** ,000 1
Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 1,000
N 200 200 200

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Due to the nature of the program, the type of joint and the type of fit had to be marked with a
number values, which are as follows:

1. The oval mortise/tenon is marked "1", while the double dowel/hole is marked "2";
2. K/p fit is marked "1", while K/r fit is marked "2".

3.6. Results analysis
Based on the results of the fracture force, it can be seen that the highest mean value of fracture of

the sample is given by the group of samples A2 which was made in combination with an oval
mortise/tenon with K/r fit and it is 1288.4 N (or 199.7 Nm for the value of bending moment). Group
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A1 is in second place with a mean value of fracture force of 1137.4 N (or 176.26 Nm) and a
combination of oval mortise/tenon and K/p fit. The lowest mean fracture force of 912.72 N (or 157.66
Nm) was obtained on the samples of group B1 in the combination of double dowel/hole and K/p fit,
while a slightly higher mean fracture force was obtained on the samples of group B2 in the
combination of double dowel/holes and K/r fit.

Compared to the data presented in other papers, the values presented in this paper are higher than
in (Džinčić et al 2016), and similar or slightly less than in (Kasal et al. 2015; Kasal, Smardzewski, et
al. 2016; Kılıç et al. 2,018; Kasal and Erdil 2016; Hu and Liu 2020; Hajdarevic et al. 2020). The
resulting differences in the obtained values should be sought in the dimensions of the joint used in
these works, or in different gluing surfaces.

Double dowel/hole Oval mortise/tenon

Figure 3. Mean values of fracture force according to groups

Observing the results presented in the graph in Figure 3, one can clearly see the difference
between the mentioned groups and the influence of the factors on the joint strength. If a difference in
the strength of the joint is observed when it comes to the same joint type, the influence on that
difference occurs due to a different type of fit. For the case when the joint is a double dowel (groups
B1 and B2), the difference in the strength of the joints when the K/r fit is used instead of K/p is about
11.5% (B2 in relation to B1). In the case where the connection element is an oval mortise/tenon
(groups A1 and A2), the difference between these two types of fit is 13.3% (A2 compared to A1). The
difference in the increase in joint strength between these 2 types of fit is very small (about 1.8%), so it
can be assumed that the influence of the type of fit on the joint strength is linearly dependent.

In general, higher strength is obtained with joints made with an oval plug and tenon than with
dowels. As the dimensions of the joint elements, i.e., their gluing surface, are similar, the reason for
this difference in strength should be sought in the shoulder of the plug (Džinčić, Nestorović, and Dacić
2016) which positively affects the strength of the joint (about 10%).

Also, higher strength was obtained with joints made with the type of fit K/r instead of K/p. In
addition to allowing a higher percentage of overlap of the joint elements, which increases the strength
of the joint to a certain extent, it also provides ideal conditions for the PVaC adhesive to be used,
which corresponds to an overlap of 0.1 to 0.2 mm (Tkelec 1985). Additionally, during the overlap, a
layer of a certain thickness of about 0.07 mm appears (Igor Džinčić and Živanić 2014), which
influence on the joint strength needs to be further investigated.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in this paper largely agree with the results of similar tests, and any difference
can be attributed to the different dimensions of the joint as well as the different types of wood used.
Statistical analysis showed that there is a clear influence of the types of joints and types of fit on the
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strength of the joint, as well as a clear influence of their joint effect on the strength. The test results
showed a normal distribution, which is why it can be said with certainty that the results of the
statistical analysis are reliable and that both of these factors significantly affect the strength of the
joint. Testing has shown that preference should be given to joining the elements by means of an oval
mortise and tenon in relation to the double dowel and hole because this will give a higher joint
strength. Higher joint strength will also be obtained by using K/r fitting instead of K/p. Finally, the
highest joint strength will be obtained when using an oval mortise/tenon type of joint in combination
with K/r type of fit, while the lowest strength will be obtained by using a combination of double dowel
and K/p type of fit.
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ABSTRACT

Machines with computer numerical control (CNC machines) are flexible technological systems,
which enable the production in very small series, as well as individual products (one-piece series), in a
very short production time, with exceptional precision and excellent quality of processed products.

The technical characteristics of modern numerically controlled machines enable the production of
complex three-dimensional shapes, with the use of three, four or five regulated machining axes. This
way of processing is an opportunity for application of complex three-dimensional shapes and patterns
of furniture and interior elements in the style of traditional Macedonian woodcarving.

Keywords: Numerical control, Computer numerical control, CNC technology, Three-dimensional
shapes, Traditional decorative wooden elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Macedonian woodcarving is inseparable part of the history, tradition and national identity of the
Macedonian people. Over the centuries, artistic masterpieces of inestimable value came out of the
skillful hands of the genius Macedonian woodcarvers. In their work, they mostly relied on traditional
elements, such as vine leaves and grapes, oak leaves, poppy fruits and stems, various floral, folklore
and religious motives.
The main goal of the research is to analyze the possibility of applying CNC machines for processing
wooden elements on which will be applied forms and shapes in the spirit of the traditional Macedonian
woodcarving.

By analyzing the existing traditional elements, a basis is obtained for the digitalization of these
two-dimensional and three-dimensional forms.

From the analyzed traditional motives, several different motives have been selected. Drawings in
material and digital form have been made for these motives.

The geometric information extracted from the digitized drawings of the selected motives enable
development of a NC part-program. This part-program is used to transfer the analyzed shapes to new
wooden elements with the help of flexible CNC technology.

2. METHODS

The research is realized in 5 phases:

Phase I
Analysis of the traditional motives applied in the Macedonian woodcarving. The most common

motives in the works of Macedonian woodcarvers are: vine leaves, grapes, oak leaves and acorns,
poppies, floral motives, folklore motives, religious motives.
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Phase II
Analysis of the applied decorative shapes in the wooden elements of furniture and interior.
Wood carvings are most suitable for the application of many different elements of furniture, such

as doors for massive body furniture, legs for tables and chairs, office desks, frames for mirrors and
paintings, decorative boxes and other elements.

Phase III
Analysis of the modern CNC technology, suitable for processing three-dimensional workpieces.

Phase IV
Analysis of software applications for 2D/3D design and modeling. Analysis of applications for

creating a CNC program.

Phase V
Development of a procedure for creating a CNC program (from sketch to final G-code).
Description, analysis and implementation of the procedure for creating a CNC program is realized

in several steps.
1. Making a drawing with a traditional theme.
As a basic motive for the purposes of the research, we choose vine leaves and grapes.
Option 1:

- drawing a sketch of the theme (pencil on paper), drawing in 2 dimensions, manual b/w
graphics, with and without shadows,
- digitization of the drawing (scanning), creation of bitmap in 2D (jpg, tif, png, bmp),
- transformation of the digital image from bitmap to vector shape (dxf, iges…).

Option 2:
- making a sketch of the theme directly in digital form, using a graphic tablet.

2. Transformation of the 2D drawing (bitmap or vector) into a 3D mesh surface, correction of the
resulting 3D surface.

3. Creating a basic CNC program, by defining the tool path along the relief surface of the theme.
- CNC program for rough cutting (processing thick layers of material),
- CNC program for fine cutting (defining the final relief of the workpiece).

4. Making test workpieces, using a small CNC milling machine.
5. Creation of technical-technological documentation, which will include two-dimensional and

axonometric representation of the elements in digital form, workshop drawings in digital form.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The research results follow the research methodology and accordingly are divided into 5 groups.
After the realization of the first four phases, the emphasis is on the procedures for creating a CNC
program, from sketch to G-code (phase V).

3.1. Making a drawing with traditional theme
After the analysis of the most common used motives in the works of the Macedonian

woodcarvers, as a basic theme for the research, vine leaves and grapes were chosen.
Two versions of drawing with a vine leaves motive were made. One version is using a classic

drawing method (pencil on paper), while the other method is using a digital aid, a graphic tablet.

3.1.1. Creating a drawing using manual method
For making the drawing with using manual method, a graphic technique pencil on paper was

applied. The following pictures show the procedure of creating the drawing in several steps.
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Figure 1. Creating an initial sketch of the theme (manual method pencil on paper)

Figure 2.Outline contours of the theme (pencil on paper)

Figure 3. Finalized manual version of the motive (pencil on paper)

At this stage of the procedure, a sketch of the motive in b/w graphics was made, using pencil on
paper technique.
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The sketch is digitized (scanned) twice, once during the drawing after the outlines of the motive
are completed, and the second time after the final application of the shadows. With the scan, the
drawing is transformed from a sketch on paper into digital form, using jpg format.

Figure 4. Digitized version of the drawing with shadowless outlines (dxf-vector format)

Figure 5. Digitized version of the outline drawing with shadows (jpg format)

The version of the drawing without shadows is digitized in jpg bitmap format, and then further
processed and transformed into a digital drawing in vector format (dxf format). This format is suitable
for CNC programming.

3.1.2. Creating a drawing using digital method
To draw the vine leaves and grapes motive with the digital method, we used computer equipment

for digital graphics - graphic tablet XP-PEN Artist Display 15.6 Pro Full HD. This graphic tablet,
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supported by a suitable software application, is a great tool for creating the most sophisticated digital
drawings.

In the procedure for creating a digital drawing we used the same vine leaves motive that was used
in the manual method. With the help of the powerful features of the digital tablet, we made a drawing
that is fully adapted to the needs of the software applications intended for creating a CNC code that
will generate tool movements in three dimensions.

The following pictures show the procedure for creating a drawing in digital form.

Figure 6. Creating the contours of the motive with a digital method
(XP-PEN Artist Display 15.6 Pro Full HD graphics tablet)

Figure 7. Finalizing the digital drawing

The final result of the procedure for creating a digital drawing is a graphic document in .jpg or .tif
format. In the next step, this document is used to create a three-dimensional digital relief surface,
which will be the basis for generating the CNC program.
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3.1.3. Transformation of 2D drawing into 3D surface
No matter which method is used to create the two-dimensional drawing, whether manual with

pencil on paper or digital with the use of a graphic tablet, the final result of that step is a graphic file in
bitmap form (.jpg or .tif). The next step is to transform this two-dimensional bitmap image into a
three-dimensional digital surface.

For the purposes of this research, we have selected the application Vectric Aspire 8.5, which has
the ability to generate three-dimensional objects, from which further CNC programs can be generated,
using the same application.

The software has powerful graphic tools for 2D and 3D drawing and editing of objects in vector
shape, tools for modeling and transformation of graphic objects. Drawings previously created in raster
form are entered into the application and then transformed into a three-dimensional relief surface that
corresponds to the surface of the carving to be achieved.

Figure 8 shows the home screen of the Vectric Aspire 8.5 application.

Figure 8. Vectric Aspire home screen

Before loading the two-dimensional bitmap drawing in the application, it is necessary to select
certain initial parameters that refer to the dimensions of the workpiece from which the three-
dimensional model will be made, defining the origin point of the selected coordinate system, selecting
the material from which the model will be made. Once the drawing to be processed is opened, the
screen shown in Figure 9 will appear.
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Figure 9. Two-dimensional drawing view in the application

On the left side of the screen there are all the graphic tools for working with objects. In the
workspace you can see that the graphic document of the motive is loaded. The drawing is shown in
negative because of the software concept, according to which the application displays the height, i.e.
the depth of the parts of the object. In order to achieve a classic relief protruding surface, it is
necessary for the bitmap object to be in negative, because the darker gray tones indicate points with a
lower height of the surface, while the lighter shades are parts that are more protruding. If the drawing
is loaded in a normal shape, as we usually see, the three-dimensional surface will be concave, instead
of protruding.

Using the modeling tools, the drawing is transformed into a three-dimensional relief surface
(Figure 10).

Figure 10. Transformed drawing in three dimensions

The tools on the left side of the screen (Figure 10) allow additional correction, editing and
modification of the object.
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After the final editing of the model, it is necessary to select the menu for generating the toolpath
trajectory of movement. This section defines certain technological and geometric parameters, such as
the characteristics of the milling machine, the coordinate system, etc. After determining these
parameters, the toolpath can be generated. At the beginning, the toolpath for rough milling is
generated, and it is important to state the value of the milling height, which determines the number of
passes during the rough milling. Once the rough milling path has been generated, the final milling path
can also be generated, which will produce the final appearance of the relief surface. Figure 11 shows
the menu screen with the commands for defining the tool parameters.

Figure 11. Commands for defining the tool trajectory

After defining all the tool parameters, the application offers the possibility of visual graphic
simulation of the wood cutting process, in the stages of rough and fine milling. The next few pictures
show several stages of the graphic simulation.

Figure 12. Graphic simulation of the rough milling process
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Figure 13. Graphic simulation of the rough milling process

Figure 14. Graphic simulation of the rough milling process

Figure 15. Graphic simulation of the final milling
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Figure 16. Graphic simulation of the fine milling process - final appearance

Upon completion of the graphic simulation, the application offers the ability to save the generated
CNC program. The G-code format in the CNC program can be selected based on the selected post-
processor for the appropriate type of CNC machine or the appropriate type of numerical control unit.

The listing of the generated program for the model of the selected vine leaves motive is quite
extensive, it is a text document with a size of several megabytes, which is why it is not practical to
place it as an appendix in the research text.

By analyzing the generated G-code, it can be noticed that linear interpolation (G01) is used for all
movements of the tool in the cutting process, which is understandable, because all lines in the model
are arbitrary spatial lines, and the best method for mathematical representation is approximation of a
curved line through a number of short straight lines.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the conducted research, several key conclusions can be drawn:
 Numerically controlled machines with 3, 4 or 5 controlled axes have good possibilities for

processing three-dimensional shapes in the spirit of the traditional motives of the Macedonian
woodcarvings.

 In terms of type of machining, shallow and partially deep woodcarvings are easier to machine,
primarily due to the tool's restrictions on access to parts of the workpiece that are hidden,
retracted or difficult to access.

 The procedure for creating a woodcarving with the aid of CNC technology to some extent
coincides with the procedures carried out by the woodcarver that is using standard manual
methods. The sequence of several essential operations is almost the same, the drawing of the
motive is created, the workpiece is processed with rough machining, and then with fine
finishing.

 For making carving using CNC technology, it is extremely important to prepare the drawing
in digital form. It should be specially adapted to the requirements of the CAD/CAM
application, in order to extract the maximum features from the application and to obtain a
three-dimensional relief surface that will be as close as possible to the real motive.

 Making elements with deep woodcarving is associated with great limitations and it is almost
impossible to do it using CNC technology, intending to be at least approximately similar and
of good quality as the woodcarvings that are made manually. This confirms the conclusion
that no machine can replace the ability and talent of the genius Macedonian woodcarver.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research, presented in the paper is to show how the exploitation of furniture
affect the strength of its connectors, more precisely the bending strength of the final corner
dismountable joints for designed furniture – office desk.

For solving this problem 2 office desks were made (from chosen material OSB panels), joined by
dismountable connectors, and also from the same material and the same type of connectors, reference
test fixtures were made and their bending strength was the value of comparison.

Office desks were tested according to European Standard for determining the stability of the
structure and that was simulated exploration of furniture. After that, the final corner compositions
were cut off, and its bending strength was compared with the reference test fixtures strength.

The obtained results showed that the exploiting of dismountable furniture has not a significant
impact on their compositions strength.

Keywords: bending strength, dismountable joints, OSB, European Standard, final corner joints.

1.INTRODUCTION

The quality and durability of furniture, primarily depends on the material from which it is
developed, the type of couplings that are used to merge its constituent elements, the method of
processing during the production, as well as the way in which it is used from the buyer. The furniture
has to be solid and firm enough, to withstand its own weight and also the weight of the load it carries.

During furniture exploitation, bending strength is the main that occurs. Bending strength is also
one of the most studied kind of strength which affects the construction of corpus furniture. There are a
number of studies which have been carried out most often for particle boards with a thickness of 16
and 18 mm. In this paper, chosen material are OSB boards with 18 mm thickness, produced by
Kronospan Bulgaria EOOD (OSB/2 EN300: High load-bearing boards for indoor use).

The advantage of this material is its great load in the direction of the orientation of wooden
particles, and the basic negative characteristic is the expressed non-immamogeneity due to the size of
the chip.
The used couplings are mountable-dismountable, excentre clutch  produced by Blum (Figure 1),
which allows us to dismantle the furniture to its constituents.

Through this research, we need to give the basic direction and recommendation to users,
whether the cabinet furniture, which is big and heavy, should dismantle it before relocating or
transporting to another location, and respond to the question of whether such dismantling and re-
installation ,will change joints strength, specifically, the strength of bending.

In that direction it is necessary to solve the following tasks:
- Determination the stability of the finished product - office desk, according to the European Standard
for Office Furniture EN 527-1: 2000, EN 527-2: 2000 (E), EN 527-3: 2003 (E), made of oriented
strand boards, merged with dismountable connectors, which actually simulates the exploitation of
furniture.
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- Determination the moment of bending of the final corner joints cut off from office desks that passed
the stability test according to the European Standard.
- Determination the moment of bending of the final corner joints, made from oriented strand boards,
taken as reference test joints.

Figure 1. Blum coupling, dimension and assembly

2.METHODS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

To solve this issue, two office desks were made from strand boards, with dimensions
1200/738/550 mm, assembled with dismountable Blum couplings. The office desks, such as final
products, subjected to the test method cycles according to the European Standard for Office Furniture,
which simulated the exploitation of furniture (Figure 3 and Figure 4) and we enabled the angular
compositions that will later cut off from these desks be already burdened with certain stretching. This
experiment is performed in the furniture testing laboratory at the Faculty of Design and Technologies
of Furniture and Interior - Skopje, on the multifunctional test field Weinmann (Figure).

Figure 2. Multifunctional test field Weinmann

Figure 3. Testing stability under load with force in a horizontal direction
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Figure 4. Application of vertical short-term loads during the testing process

Strains in the corner compositions of furniture, occur as a result of the exploitation, or internal
forces during relocating or transporting the furniture in mounted condition. The analysis showed that
occurs bending strains, which cause the deformations of the furniture. Under the action of these
forces, some of the corner compositions are burdened with bending forces by opening the shoulders,
and some with their closure. Given that, the test method is moving in two directions: with load with
bending forces at opening (test objects of Group I) and when closing (test objects of Group II) the
shoulders of the composition (Figure 5).

The type, shape and dimensions of objects for testing are displayed on the image (Figure 6).
In this paper, two types of test objects are treated: one is reference, specially made for the

purpose and others are cut off from the office desks we used when examining the durability according
to the European Standard. In this way, we receive the determination of indicators with bending forces
in angular compositions of new furniture, unused, and already exploited desks, dismantled, and re-
mounted in order to further use.

The test of the test objects is carried out after five days of conditioning at temperature t = 15 - 30

° C and humidity 45 to 70% and then measure the dimensions.

Figure 5. Test scheme for testing corner joints
a) - when loading opening the shoulders of the test fixtures
b) - when loading closing the shoulders of the test fixtures
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Figure 6. Front and cross-sectional view of final corner joint coupled with excentre clutch Blum

The necessary apparatus for carrying out the test of the test fixtures includes a universal test
machine, which ensures the accuracy of the test of 1% of the force of breaking, moving trolley and a
device for measurement of linear dimensions with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

The examination is carried out according to the Figure 4. The test objects are burdened with a
smooth force until breaking. The breaking time is 60 ± 30 seconds from the start of load.

Figure 7. Object for the examination of corner joints when bending loaded by opening the sides of the
sample object.
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Figure 8. Object for the examination of corner joints when bending loaded by closing
the sides of the sample object

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The processing of data from the conducted research is made according to the usual methods of
variation statistics. The medium arithmetic values are calculated , the standard deviation [s], the
coefficient of variation [V] and their errors .

Divided into two groups with three models, with the description of the markings:
 Group I - Examination with bending forces when opening shoulders:
Model A – test objects merged with excentre clutch Blum: A / 1 - reference test objects; A / 2 – test
objects at 2500 cycles; A / 3 – test objects targeting 5000 cycles

Table 1: Results from the examination Group I objects

Model
Xsr

[Nm]
fXsr
[Nm]

S
[Nm]

fS
[Nm] V [%] fV [%] P [%]

n
[Number]

А/1 13,13 1,19 2,91 0,84 22,18 6,71 9,06 6
А/2 13,98 1,03 2,06 0,73 14,75 5,33 7,38 4
А/3 14,69 0,81 1,62 0,57 11,06 3,96 5,53 5

The results of the examination of the test objects of Group 1 show small, insignificant variations
of the values of the bending, which shows that the swinging of the desks according to the European
Standard does not have a significant impact on the strength of the exploited corner composition
compared to the reference. Also, the excentre clutch stayed stable, and the damage occurs on the
board.

Figure 9. Results from the examination Group I / Model A
 Group II - Examination with bending forces when when closing shoulders:
Model A – test objects merged with excentre clutch Blum: A / 1 - reference test objects; A / 2 – test
objects at 2500 cycles; A / 3 – test objects targeting 5000 cycles
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Table 2. Results from the examination Group II objects

МОДЕЛ
Xsr

[Nm]
fXsr
[Nm]

S
[Nm]

fS
[Nm] V [%]

fV
[%] P [%] n [бр]

A/1 4,24 0,28 0,69 0,2 16,31 4,83 6,66 6
A/2 6,7 0,47 0,95 0,34 14,14 5,1 7,07 4
A/3 5,9 0,83 1,67 0,59 28,3 10,78 14,15 5

As can be noted from the data in Table 2, the swinging of the desks according to the European
Standard has no significant impact on the moment of bending strength in the corner compositions,
regardless of the model. Examination shows different values and deviations in a minimum and
maximum for the specific moment of bending.

Figure 10. Results from the examination Group II / Model A

4. CONCLUSION

The results of the examination of the bending strength of the dismountable final corner
compositions made of OSB boards, when loading with bending forces and analysis of the data
obtained before and after simulated exploitation, provide the following conclusions:

1. Simulated exploitation does not have a significant impact on the strength of bending on corner
composition, which means that the furniture that has the ability to dismantle, can be used in the
fullness of its strength, again.

2. The previous conclusion is formed on the basis of the technical characteristics of the coupling
element that provides an elastic, not a rigid connection and who succeeds to receive and withstand the
strain in furniture.

3. Impact on the results obtained is the interconnection of the excenter clutch with the type of
material (OSB plate). The different values and deviations in a minimum and maximum for the
specific moment of bending are the result of the incompatibility of the OSB plate as a material for
making furniture due to its non-proficiency and volatility in quality and the purpose of the excenter
joints for material with a finer and equated structure.

4. Another factor that has an impact on the diversity of bending strengths, represents the human
factor present when mounting and screwing clutches.

5. The practical application of the results of this paper is in the recommendation to keep an eye
on the selection of materials and shackles and to be used appropriately for the purpose for the piece of
furniture to fully respond to the function and purpose for which it is provided.
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ABSTRACT

The influence of moisture content (MC) and temperature on the bending strength (modulus of
rupture -MOR) of beechwood was investigated. The wood was exposed to the temperatures 20-100
°C, usually used for hydrothermal treatments of beechwood in the industry, and the moisture content
of wood was varied: oven-dry (0%), moisture content for indoor use (8-10%), air-dry (16-18%), fiber
saturation area (22-25%) and the fresh wood (60-105%). The effect of MC variation on mechanical
properties was limited to the hygroscopic area and with the increase of MC the MOR of beech wood
decrease significantly. The temperatures slightly affect the MOR in the full range of wood moisture.
With the increase of MC the effect of temperature is more significant. MOR was investigated in the
radial and tangential directions, but no significant differences were observed in this regard.

Keywords: beech, modulus of rupture, moisture content, temperature

1. INTRODUCTION

Beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) is one of the most important wood species in Europe, and it is widely
used due to its good characteristics. In certain technological processes, beechwood is often exposed to
high temperatures. This mostly occurs during drying and steaming, but also in different thermal
treatments used for wood bending, and in the production of veneer, plywood, and solid wood boards.
In drying, high temperatures are not used to change wood properties but this needs to be accounted
for, in order to prevent cracks and other faults. Wood is hydrothermally treated with the aim to alter its
properties in production of veneer, bent furniture, barrels, sports equipment, and other products. This
is done in order to increase wood plasticity which enables its bending with less energy, and therefore
fewer cracks and higher quality of wood products.

Temperatures over 100 °C are used in various bonding treatments where the applied temperature
depends on the adhesive. In these cases, the duration of thermal treatment is short and does not cause
major effects on wood properties. Thermal treatments with high temperatures are more and more used
in wood modification. The effect of temperatures higher than 180 °C leads to significant changes in
the chemical structure of wood (Windeisen et al. 2009). Such modified material has lower
hygroscopicity and higher resistance to wood destructors so it is lately often being used in exterior as
well.

The influence of temperatures up to 100 °C and various levels of moisture content (MC) on
beechwood properties was subject to numerous research papers (Turkulin 1985; Gašparik and Gaff
2013; Niemz et al. 2015). These papers suggest that higher temperatures and higher MC will decrease
most of the researched wood properties.

Considering the aforementioned, the goal of this paper was to research the influence of moisture
content (MC) and temperature on the bending strength (modulus of rupture - MOR) of beechwood.

The chosen values of MC and temperature are characteristic to beechwood processing, in drying,
in steaming, and in bending, so the new findings could be used in numerous technological processes.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

For this research was chosen a beech log 49 cm in diameter, 5 m long and with centrally
positioned red heartwood 8 cm in diameter. The log was healthy, straight, stout, and with straight
fibers. In order to obtain samples with clearly defined anatomical directions, eight half-edged central
boards, 30 mm thick, were cut out from the log. These boards were cut into samples which were then
conditioned down to the desired MC and had the dimensions of 20x20x320 mm.

Five characteristic MC's were chosen for this research: oven-dry (0%), moisture content for
indoor use (8-10%), air-dry (16-18%), fiber saturation area (22-25%) and the fresh wood (60-105%).
Samples were conditioned to desired MC by climatizing them above oversaturated solutions of various
salts, which lasted six months. To reach oven-dry state, samples were first exposed to climate of
oversaturated LiCl and then kiln-dried for ten days, at 50 °C. Fresh-wood MC was obtained by
immersing the samples in water, during ten days.

After taking measurements of their cross-section, samples were put in closed polyethylene bags
(to prevent MC decrease), and exposed to various temperatures. These temperatures were: 20 (no
heating), 40, 60, 80 and 100 °C.

Because five different MC's and five different temperatures were used in two anatomical
directions (radial and tangential), the total count of samples was 550. After heating, samples were
tested for bending strength, in accordance with SRPS ISO 13061-3 standard.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 shows values of bending strength in radial and tangential directions, for all researched
conditions.

Highest values of bending strength were in oven-dry wood, at around 150 MPa in radial and
around 160 MPa in tangential direction. These values decreased with higher temperature and MC –
minimal values were 28.7 MPa in radial and 31.3 MPa in tangential direction with high MC (fiber
saturation and fresh wood) and high temperatures (80 and 100 °C). This indicates that the maximal
stress caused by bending may decrease to about one-fifth by using intense hydrothermal treatment of
wood with these ranges of MC and temperature. A similar influence of MC and temperature was
reported by Gerhards (1982) and Hernandez et al. (2014).

Table 1. Bending strength in radial and tangential direction

t (°C)
Radial Tangential

MC
(%)

MOR
(MPa)

MC
(%)

MOR
(MPa)

20

0 148.6 (14.1) 0 159.6 (9.9)
10 118.5 (6.5) 10.3 113.1 (7.9)

17.4 101.6 (3.9) 18 93.3 (6.1)
24.8 64.8 (5.0) 25.1 65.3 (7.0)
91.2 63.0 (10.1) 94 60.4 (5.9)

40

0 144.6 (16.1) 0 148.0 (15.2)
10.5 94.2 (4.6) 10.6 91.5 (3.5)
17.4 64.7 (6.5) 17 66.4 (7.0)
25 46.6 (3.0) 25.2 46.4 (5.1)
113 47.2 (4.8) 119 52.4 (3.3)

60

0 150.8 (9.4) 0 140.6 (16.3)
10 85.3 (5.1) 10.1 88.6 (6.4)

15.7 71.8 (6.4) 16.6 63.0 (4.3)
24.8 47.0 (3.1) 23.5 42.0 (4.3)
105 42.3 (4.8) 93 39.8 (4.5)

80 0 140.7 (7.3) 0 141.4 (6.9)
9.9 81.1 (5.9) 9.9 81.3 (3.6)
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17 46.5 (5.0) 16.2 48.3 (4.5)
22.4 37.5 (1.8) 24.9 34.6 (3.1)
102 42.5 (5.1) 93 40.7 (3.8)

100

0 148.8 (13.1) 0 136.0 (25.0)
8.8 76.3 (6.6) 8.8 71.8 (7.2)
15.9 46.4 (3.6) 15.3 46.0 (6.4)
22.5 28.7 (2.9) 22 31.7 (5.1)
63 33.4 (3.7) 88 31.3 (2.7)

Note: standard deviations are given in parentheses

3.1. Influence of MC on bending strength at constant wood temperature
Figure 1 shows the influence of MC on bending strength in radial and tangential directions, at five

different temperatures.

Figure 1. Influence of MC on bending strength in radial (a) and tangential (b) directions,
at different temperatures

The anatomical direction of applied force did not affect the correlation between MC and bending
strength. In both radial and tangential directions, the bending strength was significantly affected by the
increase of MC. With MC over fiber saturation area, the strength remained constant – there was no
statistically significant difference between bending strength in wood at 24% MC and fresh wood.

Regression analysis showed that the correlation between bending strength and MC (below FSP) is
best described with the exponential model. High absolute values of coefficient of correlation were
obtained in all the temperatures, which indicates that there is a functional dependence of maximal
bending strength on MC below FSP. Negative values of coefficient of correlation indicate the
inversion of this correlation.

It is also indicative that MC had higher effects in higher temperatures. In radial direction, at 20
°C, each additional percentage point of increase of MC (below FSP) caused a decrease of bending
strength by 2.16%. At higher temperatures, this effect was even stronger. In wood heated at 100 °C,
with each additional percentage point of MC the bending strength decreased by about 7%. In
tangential direction, each percentage point of MC lowered the bending strength by 3.4 to 6.5 %.

3.2. Influence of temperature on bending strenght  at constant MC
Figure 2 shows the influence of temperature on bending strength of beechwood, at various MC.
In oven-dry beechwood, temperature did not affect bending strength in radial direction. In all

other cases, higher temperatures decreased MOR. The higher the MC, the bigger was the influence of
temperature – biggest at MC 24% and in fresh wood. In these higher MC's, with each increase by 1 °C
bending strength decreased by 0.5 to 0.6%. Regression analysis indicates a high linear correlation
between temperature and bending strength of beechwood.
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Figure 2. Influence of temperature on bending strength in radial (a) and tangential (b) directions,
at different MC's

4. DISCUSSION

Maximal values of MOR were obtained in oven-dry state. Analyzing the differences in anatomical
directions, it appears that changes of MOR in various conditions are roughly the same across
anatomical directions. These values are similar (no significant differences) and point to a conclusion
that anatomical direction does not significantly affect bending strength in beechwood, regardless of
MC and temperature. This corresponds to results reported by Green et al. (1999).

In all temperatures considered, MC had a significant effect on the change of MOR in area below
FSP, in the sense that MOR decreased with higher MC. These analyses prove that, below FSP,
bending strength is functionally exponentially correlated to MC of wood.

The degree of decrease of MOR with higher MC is dependent on wood temperature – with higher
temperatures the decrease of MOR was higher. Each percentage point of increase of MC caused a
decrease of bending strength of 2.1% to 7%, depending on the temperature and anatomical direction.

Wood temperature, with each level of MC (except oven-dry in radial direction), had a significant
effect on bending strength. With increase of temperature, MOR would decrease and this correlation
was mostly linear. Each increase by 1 °C would decrease MOR by 0.2% to 0.6%, depending on MC
and anatomical direction, as compared to the strength of wood at 20 °C.

By analyzing the effects of MC and temperature on change of bending properties, it is apparent
that the influence of MC was stronger than that of temperature. Each additional percentage point of
increase of MC caused a much bigger decrease of tested properties (relative to maximal values) than it
was the case with temperature increase by 1 °C.

It should be noted that in high temperature treatments (over 160 °C), the temperature causes a
significant decrease of MOR (Bekhta and Niemz 2003; Todorović et al. 2015). On the other hand, the
influence of MC on MOR is much lower than with untreated wood (Arnold 2010).

5. CONLUSIONS

Considering the aforementioned, the following conclusions can be drawn:
− Bending strength of beechwood, in different MC, temperatures and anatomical directions, was

28.7 to 160 MPa;
− Highest values of MOR were recorded with oven-dry wood at 20 °C;
− Below FSP, higher MC caused significant decreases of bending strength. Once over the FSP,

the strength stagnates;
− Each additional percentage point of MC (below FSP) a decrease of bending strength by 2.1 to

about 7%;
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− Higher temperatures decrease MOR in a mostly linear correlation;

− Each additional 1 °C of wood temperature lowered MOR by 0.2 to 0.6%, compared to the
nominal strength at 20 °C;

− The effect of MC is higher than that of temperature.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents data about the firmness of bending of outside corner joints, mountable-
demountable and fix, of refined panels of particle board with a width of 25 mm. The research was
conducted on two kinds of samples and two different kinds of connective elements.

The two kinds of sample objects are divided in two groups according to the way of
composition as follows:

- group 1: the first are obtained by extraction i.e. cutting up an already constructed element –
bedside table which was subjected to a test method for determining firmness, durability and stability-
furniture for indoor use EN 1730: 2000;

- group 2: the second sample objects were not subjected to any tests and were composed of
two parts of particle board with given dimensions in accordance with the normative and are connected
with the chosen connective objects.

In this research the following constructive connections were used: an excentre clutch – minifix
with a clamp and an element for tying from the firm Hafele and a plastic corner brace.

Keywords: excentre clutch, plastic corner brace, particle board, firmness, strength of bending.

1. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

One of the most studied kind of firmness which affects the construction of corpus furniture is the
firmness of bending. There are a number of studies which have been carried out most often for particle
boards with a thickness of 16 and 18 mm. In this paper, the firmness of sample objects made of
particle boards with a thickness of 25 mm will be experimentally determined.

The very first studies carried out on constructive compositions made of plate elements, were
burdened with bending strengths. Those studies were carried out in different countries with very
similar methods. In Bulgaria the studies carried out by Kjucukov, Josifov and Zivkov are noted.
Analogous studies were carried out in the USA by Eckelman and Zhang. In Germany studies on this
subject were published by Albin, Konjer, Kuhne, Bechmann and Hassler. In Finland Liiri and
Haawisto performed analogous surveys. In Macedonia studies of this type were carried out by T.
Gruevski and N. Simakoski.

These studies showed results about the firmness of bending of corpus furniture. Next are the
studies of the strength of stretching which were carried out in Germany, Bulgaria as well as
Macedonia.

Finally, there were surveys carried out on constructive compositions made of plate elements
burdened with shear strength. One of these surveys was carried out in Macedonia by Gj. Gruevski.
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2. PURPOSE AND METHOD OF EXAMINATION

Some of the objectives of this study are the following:
1. Determination of the specific moments of bending of outside corner, mountable- demountable

and fix compositions of refined panels of particle board with a thickness of 25 mm joined with:
- excentre clutch – (minifix with a clamp and an element for tying) from the firm Hafele,
- and a plastic corner brace (fixed with screws for pates)

2. Determination of the specific moments of bending of outside corner, mountable- demountable
and fix compositions of refined panels of particle board with a thickness of 25 mm taken from an
object- a bedside table which was previously subjected to a test method EN 1730, joined with:

- excentre clutch – (minifix with a clamp and an element for tying) from the firm Hafele,
- plastic corner brace (fixed with screws for pates)

3. Comparison of the obtained results of the specific moments of bending of a sample object with
a joint element a plastic corner brace (fixed with screws for pates) cut off a ready-made element a
bedside table and an extra made sample object with the same constructive joint.

4. Comparison of the obtained results of the specific moments of bending of a sample object with
a joint element excentre clutch cut off a ready-made element a bedside table and an extra made sample
object with the same constructive joint.

2.1. Type, shape and dimensions of the sample objects and test fixtures

The object bedside table, made of refined panels of particle board with a width of 25 mm, with
dimensions 550/550/450mm, and a front (door) made of MDF wood fiber board with a thickness of 18
mm and dimensions 500/500/18, on which small trestles are fixed, which raise it from the surface
about 100mm. Eight parts from this object have been tested, four from each connective object. On
each connective side there are two connective objects. Prior to their delivery to the laboratory, they
were joined and delivered as whole objects. Before testing, each of the objects was left in an
acclimatization room for a period of 7 days at a temperature of 15º to 25 Cº. No defects in the product
were noticed before the testing. These objects were subjected to a test method for determining
firmness, durability and stability- furniture for indoor use EN 1730: 2000;

Figure 1. Object for the examination of outside corner, mountable- demountable and fix compositions
of refined panels of particle board with a thickness of 25 mm
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Figure 2. Dimension of the test fixtures with excentre clutch

Figure 3. Dimension of the test fixtures with plastic corner brace

2.2. Equipment and devices for examining the bending load of sample objects

A machine was used for the examination of sample objects which was installed in the laboratory
at the Faculty of design and technology of furniture and interior – Skopje, SCHENKE TREBLE, of
German origin and with a digital read-out and high accuracy.

The sample objects are placed on moving trolleys which are used when examining outside
corner joints when bending loaded by opening and closing the sides of the sample object.

Figure 4. Object for the examination of outside corner joints when bending loaded by opening the
sides of the sample object.
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Figure 5. Object for the examination of outside corner joints when bending loaded by closing the
sides of the sample object.

3. DISCUSSION

The obtained results for the calculated values of the criteria for the firmness of bending, for
each connective element individually in each of the groups of sample objects are shown in tables.

Table 1
Kinds of

connective
elements

Results from the examination
(N.m) S (N.m) V (%) f p (%) fs fv (%) n

1. Research of bending with opening of the sides
1.1. Group 1
plastic corner

brace 42.75 ± 2,91 ± 6.808 1.758 4.112 0.531 1.249 15

excentre clutch 111.042 0.9139 82.301 2.125 19.137 0.167 1.513 15
1.2. Group 2
plastic corner

brace 40.708 ± 4.975 ± 12.22 3.156 7.752 0.908 2.264 15

excentre clutch 11.667 0.986 84.502 2.182 18.701 0.180 1.554 15

Table 2
Kinds of

connective
elements

Results from the examination

(N.m) S (N.m) V (%) f p (%) fs fv (%) n

2. Research of bending with closing of the sides
2.1. Group 1
plastic corner

brace
17 27.058 159.165 4.109 24.17 0.494 2.979 15

excentre clutch 18.333 2.782 15.173 3.918 21.369 0.508 2.833 15

2.2. Group 2
plastic corner

brace
17.33 28.686 165.499 4.273 24.653 0.534 3.103 15

excentre clutch 16.58 28.531 172.043 4.442 26.787 0.527 3.233 15

The analysis and discussion of the obtained results if firstly done on the strength which affects
the sample objects when opening the sides, and then on the strength which affects the sample objects
when closing the sides. The results are presented in tables and graphics. In addition to this paper there
are photos of the sample objects after the examination. Finally, all the results are compared so that the
final conclusions can be made.
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Figure 4.Analysis of the results for each joint element

4. CONCLUSIONS

The objective results we obtained from this examination when loading with bending, give us an
opportunity to determine the firmness characteristics of the connective objects which are used for the
construction of furniture made of refined panels of particle board with a thickness of 25 mm.  Some of
the conclusions are as follows:

The constructive joint plastic corner brace shows a distinctively grater specific strength of
breaking in case of loading with bending with the opening and closing of the sides in comparison with
the two other joints.

In all cases of different constructive mountable-demountable and fix connections, the firmness of
bending with the opening of the sides is significantly greater in comparison with the firmness of
bending with closing the sides of the sample object.

The constructive joints in form of a corner plastic brace unlike the excentre clutch, show greater
firmness characteristics when a firmness of bending with the opening of the sides of the sample object
acts on them.
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ABSTRACT

Wood formation or else called xylogenesis is a cyclic, dynamic, complex process, strongly
correlated with forest productivity and is highly influenced from the regional ecological and
environmental/climatic conditions. Thus, the knowledge of intra-annual wood formation dynamics and
its response to the existing climate change impact, is crucial for the forthcoming forest management
strategies. However, understanding the wood formation processes is timely and still remains poorly
understood.

Norway spruce trees are one of the most important economic timber species in wood industry.
The purpose of this study was the monitoring of cambial activity and tree-ring formation of Norway
spruce trees growing at Rajec-Němčice area during 2015-2020 period.

Climatic data registered from a meteorological statin within the research plot, indicated similar
annual average temperatures, but variations in the annual precipitation amounts among the six years
period. The year 2015 which was one of the driest years, indicated the shorted xylogenesis duration
(85.17 ±17.38 days) and tree ring growth (0.48 ±0.15 mm). In contrast, 2019 and 2020 two years with
higher annual precipitation than the average precipitation amount in this area, presented wide tree-
rings (1.09 ± 508.5 mm and 1.27 ±0.5 mm respectively). 2016 and 2018 years following a dry (2015)
and wet year (2017) exhibited intriguing results, yet deeper analysis is needed.

Keywords: cambial activity, wood formation, cell differentiation, Picea abies.

1. INTRODUCTION

In trees, the secondary growth wood formation which is carried out through the vascular cambial
zone activity of woody plants is called xylogenesis (Plomion, Leprovost, Stokes, 2001). During
xylogenesis, the cambium cells undergo successive periods of extensive morphological and
transformations, which will convert them to the final secondary xylem and phloem cell type according
to their defined functions, that embrace the wood in girth cylindrical layers on the stems, branched and
roots, resulting in a radial growth, creating a characteristic spatial of strip-like developmental zones
(Rathgeber, Cuny, Fonti, 2016).

For the Czech Republic, it is predicted that the mean temperatures will rise between 1.0 °C to 2.7
°C during the summer and winter seasons by the year 2050 (Ministry of Environment of the Czech
Republic, 2015). In addition, Brno and its surroundings areas are among the warmest and the driest
regions in the Czech Republic (Geletič et al, 2019). Climate change effects in Czech Republic are
considered to evoke significant weather events indicated by more numbered extreme events, such as
frequent and rapid rains, longer droughts, heat waves, warmer and wetter winters with fewer amounts
of total precipitations (Rulfová, Beranová, Kyselý, 2017).

Xylogenesis is regulated by a complex, dynamic mechanism, controlled by several intrinsic
factors combined with environmental/climatic ones (Battipaglia et al, 2014). Climatic factors such as
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temperature, precipitation or extreme weather events impact the rate and duration of cambial cell
production, and as a result influence the radial tree-ring growth (Cocozza et al, 2016). Thus, climate
change will likely induce plastic adaptive response in trees, and is expected to influence wood
formation production, i.e. tree-ring growth and subsequently forest productivity (Güney et al, 2015).
Norway spruce trees are one the most represented and economic worth wood species in timber
industry not only in Czech Republic but in whole Europe. Spruce trees due to climate change impact
are more frequently vulnerable to mortality, as a consequence of extreme weather events such as
drought (Gryc et al, 2012), strong wind damage (Seild and Blennow, 2012) and bark beetle attacks
(Hlásny et al, 2021).

The present study investigated the phenology of xylem growth ring formation in mature Norway
spruce trees. The number of xylem cells were examined and the timing of the different tree-ring
phenological events were recorded during the years 2015-2020. The objectives of this study were: (1)
to examine year-to-year variation in the seasonal dynamics of cambium cell production and (2) to
investigate the relationship of xylem phenology to local weather conditions during that period. The
hypothesis of this study was to address whether the local climate conditions define and influence the
site-specific sensitivity in intra-annual secondary growth of Norway spruce trees.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Study site

The study stand is located in Rájec-Němčice (RN) area, in a forest area research plot managed by
the Institute of Forest Ecology of the Mendel University in Brno, in South Moravian Region. The plot
is located about 1 km west of the village Němčice, of a fir-beech forest vegetation zone at an altitude
of 600-660 m a.s.l. (Figure 1). Area’s soil type was classified as modal oligotropic Cambisol with
‘Moder’ humus form and acid granodiorite bedrock.

Figure 1. Rajec-Němciče sampling location in Czech Republic

2.2. Weather data

According to the Köppen-Geiger global classification, the climate in the Czech Republic is cold,
with warm summers and no dry seasons, while in the bioclimatic classification it has a transit climate
between temperate oceanic in the Bohemian and temperate continental in the Carpathians at the east.
Brno's climate is warm and temperate, classified as Cfb by the Köppen-Geiger system (Chytrý, 2012).

Air temperature (Minikin TRH, EMS Brno, Czech Republic), and precipitation totals (MetOne
Instruments, Grants Pass, Oregon, USA) data were obtained directly on site (Figure 2).
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2.3. Tree sampling and xylem sample preparation

Six dominant and healthy mature Norway spruce (Picea abies) trees were selected each two years
for monitoring. Microcores were collected weekly from middle of March till beginning of November
at breast height on the stems of the selected trees using a Trephor tool and following an ascending
spiral pattern. Successive microcores were taken about 10 cm apart from each other to avoid wound
reaction (Cuny et al, 2012). Each microcore contained phloem, cambium and at least two of the last
formed xylem rings. The sections were prepared by a protocol described in detail as proposed by
Prislan, Gričar and Čufar (2014). Overall, wood anatomical microsections were observed using a light
microscope (Leica DMLS, including a polarization filter) with an attached digital camera (Leica
DFC280) was used to analyze the cambial activity and the phenological phases of xylem cell
formation.

Figure 2. Distribution of the monthly mean temperature and monthly sum precipitation
in the study site over the 2015-2020 period

2.4. Determination of wood formation timings

The timings of the phenological phases of Norway spruce trees xylem production during one
growing season were recorded in days of the year (DOY). During this process, described as the cell
cycle all the formed derivative cells undergo five main phenological stages: (i) cambial cell division,
(ii) cell enlargement, (iii) secondary cell wall thickening, (iv) lignification and (v) maturation
(programmed) cell death. The critical dates of xylogenesis phenophases are the onset (CA) and
cessation (CCA) of cambial activity; the onset (OCP) and cessation of cell enlargement (CCP); the
onset (SW) and cessation of cell wall thickening (CSW); as well as the onset of maturation (MT)
(Larysch et al, 2021). The duration of wood production was assessed according to the observed phase
of cell enlargement, i.e. the period between the onset and end of cell enlargement. The duration of
xylogenesis was calculated as the period when at least one horizontal row of enlarging cells was
detected until all walls of the xylem cells were lignified and maturated (Zhang et al, 2018).

The number of xylem cells was fitted per tree and year to the Gompertz function (Giagli et al,
2016):

where y is the weekly cumulative cells, t is the day of year, A is the upper asymptote representing
the maximum number of cells, B is the place on the x-axis, estimating the beginning of cambial
activity and k is the inflection point on the curve. The first derivatives of each Gompertz function were
calculated to emphasize differences in the rate of production of xylem cells along the growing seasons.

To analyse differences among years in xylem phenological phases and tree-ring width increments
(expressed in DOY and mm, respectively) statistical analysis of individual one-way ANOVA was
used. Statistical analysis was performed by Statistica 13.0 version (TIBCO, California U.S.A.)
software.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1.Among years differences in site weather conditions

One of the aims of this research was to investigate possible differences in the timing of tree-ring
phenological events relating to xylem production among the 2015-2020 years, at Rajec- Němciče
research plot. Table 1 provides climate data of the study area, for the period 2015-2020. Based on
these data, 2015-2020 years were compared, regarding means of annual, maximum and minimum air
temperature, monthly average temperature and precipitation sums, as well as average and sum
precipitation sums during seasons. Annual mean air temperatures, ranged from 7.74 °C (2017) till 9.01
°C (2020). Annual sum precipitation was ranging from 412.70 mm till 955.00 mm. Years of 2015 and
2018 where the two driest years, while 2019 and 2020 the most wet. The precipitation amounts for the
years 2016 and 2017 were around the average annual precipitation sum (600-660 mm) of this area.
Mean growing season temperatures, expressed as the average air temperature over the April-October
period, ranged from 13.11 °C (2017) till 15.47 °C (2018). Likewise, total sum precipitation amount
over the growing season period, ranged from 263.90 mm (2015) till 674.10 mm (2020). Apparently,
the year 2018 was marked as the warmest and almost the driest year, during the examined period.

Table 1. Climate data for the period 2015-2020

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Annual mean T 8.49 7.76 7.74 8.82 8.76 9.01
Annual max T 20.88 17.97 18.61 20.70 19.65 20.28
Annual min T -1.33 -2.75 -6.46 -4.58 -3.00 -1.54
Annual P (sum) 412.70 632.00 699.77 474.34 748.07 955.00

April-October (mean T) 13.43 13.21 13.11 15.47 13.81 14.35

April-October (sum P) 263.90 471.10 537.36 289.90 492.11 674.10
T = Temperature (°C); P = Precipitation (mm)

3.2. Among years in site wood formation differences

It is known that climatic conditions have a crucial influence on the phenological events onset and
cessation of enlargement, maturation and duration of cell production and xylogenesis, the maximum
rate of cell production, and tree-ring width as can be seen in Table 2 too.

Table 2. Tree-ring phenological events and further data on seasonal xylem growth dynamics (derived
from the data or from the Gompertz function of Fityk parametric model) during the 2015-2020

Observations 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Onset of cell
production
(OCP) (ton, first
enlarging cell)

Data
(DOY)

152.5
(±12.32)

154.0
(±7.67)

132.32
(±6.86)

124.17
(±5.27)

145.80
(±10.62)

140.60
(±5.86)

First secondary
wall-thickening
cell (SW)

159.67
(±10.54)

163.31
(±13.03)

150.83
(±5.27)

133.50
(±7.34)

158.40
(±7.67)

154.60
(±9.13)

First mature cell
(MT)

176.00
(10.84)

177.32
(13.76)

168.32
(8.48)

159.17
(8.18)

175.20
(6.26)

170.6
(±10.16)

Cessation of cell
production
(CCP)
(tce, end of cell
enlargement)

216.83
(±15.6)

240.32
(±5.72)

254.67
(±5.72)

275.83
(±8.18)

274.60
(±9.13)

283.40
(±9.13)

Cessation of cell 237.67 249.67 272.17 281.67 287.20 290.40
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wall thickening
(CSW)

(±8.47) (±5.72) (±6.88) (±9.56) (±11.71) (±11.50)

Duration of cell
production
(∆t = ton – tce)

65.33
(±25.69)

86.32
(±13.03)

122.32
(±4.03)

151.67
(±7.23)

128.80
(±3.83)

142.80
(±11.71)

Duration of
xylogenesis

85.17
(±17.38)

95.67
(±12.26)

139.83
(±7.86)

157.50
(±8.57)

141.40
(±14.35)

149.80
(±13.65)

Av. Number of
cells per day
during active
growth

Parametric
model
data

0.21 0.26 0.44 0.38 0.31 0.35

Maximum rate
of cell
production (tmax)

2.15 2.71 4.55 3.93 3.21 3.56

Tree ring width
(mm)

0.477
(±0.146)

0.996
(±0.375)

1.205
(±0.511)

0.852
(±319.79)

1.094
(±508.47)

1.267
(±0.551)

Intra-annual dynamics of wood formation, after fitting with the Fityk parametric model, showed
different patterns among the years, although analogously described by bell-shaped curves (Figure 3).
Onset of cambial activity and cell enlargement were highly responsive to temperature, as observed for
other conifers of temperate environments (Cocozza et al, 2016). In this study, we assumed that
temperature thresholds of the onset of wood formation should display low variability among years,
and we examined whether the studied temperature or precipitation variables could have triggered
individual early onset phases of wood formation (Figure 3). Precipitation amounts in April was low in
most of the years, especially in year 2020 (4.39 mm) and with an exemption of year 2017 (73.22 mm).
Statistical analysis showed that year 2018 was not significantly different from 2017, and significantly
different from the rest of the years. Even more, year 2017 was not statistically significant different was
not statistically different from 2019 and 2020.

Figure 3. Box plot of the DOY of onset of cell production and the fitting curves of the whole growing
season during wood formation by Fityk parametric model

It is widely accepted that xylem growth and duration of cell production, determine tree-ring
width, with growth rate presenting a stronger positive dependence than duration (Larysch et al, 2021).
Analysis of the climatic impact on the TRW length of mature Norway spruce from the studied plot in
correlation with duration of cell production and maximum rate, highlighted noteworthy variations on
their radial growth (Figure 4). Year 2015 which was the driest year it was also displayed the lowest
duration of cell production and TRW respectively. Interestingly, years 2016 and 2018 did not follow a
similar trend. The climatic conditions between 2015 and 2018, the two driest years in total annual
precipitation was varying across the growing period. The year 2018 was warmest during and more wet
from April to June, during the onset and enlargement of cambium cells but extremely dry during the
two hottest summer months (July and August). Nevertheless, 2018 displayed the largest cell
production and xylogenesis duration period.
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Figure 4. Variations in year on the duration of cell production, maximum rate of cell production and
TRW length. Displayed are the mean values from the six trees measured at the corresponding year.

Dotted lines, connect the mean values of the respective data at each year

Remarkably, in the year 2016, a year with a short duration cell production period and maximum
growth cell rate, it was measured a TRW almost double the TRW length of 2015, yet shorter than
2018. Year 2017 was in general characterized by colder temperatures and wetter conditions during the
growing season, compared to 2018. In the year 2017 were observed the maximum growth rate (4.55),
and a slightly lower cell production period (122.32 days) and TRW length (1.205 mm) compared to
other wet years, such as 2019 and 2020. This could be probably on the delay of cambial reactivity,
which might be a result of the very low temperatures in April (5.59 °C).

Temperature seems to be the driven factor for the onset of cambial activity and cambial cell
production, considering the relatively low precipitation amounts during April, in the four years during
2015-2020, while being affected in a lesser degree by precipitation.

Additionally, in our study, it seems that xylogenesis duration and tree-ring width were more
dependent on precipitation than on temperature, which is a matter of debate among the researchers.
This hypotheses might be further enhanced by the following facts: (i) in April of year 2018, it was
indicated the maximum monthly temperature (12 °C), and a relatively low precipitation (27.46 mm) -
almost identical to year 2015 which the maximum monthly temperature was 6.95 °C, (ii) April of year
2017 was the coldest (5.59 °C) and the wettest (73.22 mm) month compared to the same month among
the other years, (iii) the precipitation sum during the growing season was the lowest in 2015 and 2018
years during the 2015-2020 period, and (iv) distribution and amount of precipitation during the
summer warm months (especially July, August) such in the case of 2018 year. Further it was found
that the tree-ring width and duration of xylogenesis was almost twice higher between these two years.

Similar observations were found by other researchers. Treml et al. (2015) showed that cambial
activity was significantly increase when soil temperature was increased from almost zero to a
threshold temperature of 4-5 °C. Gričar et al. (2007) refer that temperature has a greater impact on the
onset of cambial cell production at the very beginning of the growing season, while other factors
dominate in the period of latewood formation during summer season. According to Zweifel et al.
(2010) the complexity of between environmental conditions and growth dynamics is influenced by the
varying degree of correspondence between stem radial growth variation and specific climatic
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conditions, such as drought summers or dry-wet cycles with an anomalous dry summer months
followed by extraordinarily humid month (Stangler et al. 2021).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results suggest that there is an interactive effect between environmental factors on the
phenological phase of mature Norway spruce trees and precipitation might be the limiting factor for
the number, as well as duration of xylem cells production. In our study, it was observed that
xylogenesis duration and tree-ring width were more dependent on precipitation than on temperature,
while temperature was the driven factor for the onset of cambial activity and cambial cell production.
However, it is still not clearly understood among the researchers, which factor (i.e. temperature or
precipitation) might contributes mostly to tree growth and how during each phenological phase.
Deeper insight and analysis are essential for comprehending and predicting ecosystem functioning and
productivity under future climate change. This becomes even more complicated considering the
variety of wood species, the altitude effect and the local soil and climatic conditions in each
geographical region.
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ABSTRACT

Тhe aim of the researches presented in the paper is to study the influence of the processing mode
on the cutting force when cutting beech wood.

After determining the physical properties of the boards that will be cut in order to examine the
influence of the processing regime on the quality of the cut, the measurement of cutting power and
acoustic emission at certain processing regimes was performed. Immediately after cutting, the
accuracy of processing was measured at each processing mode.

Immediately before cutting, the tool bluntness was measured. The tool that will be used for
cutting is a circular saw with 24 blades, 300 mm in diameter. Wear was measured on four blades
spaced equidistantly along the circumference of the circular saw.

After that, the cutting forces, acoustic emission, sawdust width and machining accuracy were
measured.

The results of the research are given in tables and are presented graphically.

Keywords: beech, cutting power, processing modes, cutting quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wood as a material is very suitable for interior and exterior decoration. It is easily shaped with
relatively low energy consumption. It has low sound, heat and electrical conductivity, and high
resistance to chemicals. Beech (fagus sylvatika L.) is the most widespread tree species in Serbia, and
its altitude distribution is from 750 to 1540 meters above sea level. Beech wood is well processed by
hand and machine. The optimal cutting speed is about 30 m / s (www.kolibica.com). Beech is well
steamed and at the same time changes color to reddish, it sticks well, is sanded, drilled, bent, stained
and surface treated.

In practice, the most important thing is to achieve the result, and it is very important that the entire
technological process of wood processing is done with the lowest possible costs. Big part these costs
also make up the power consumption for cutting. There are many influencing factors on which power
consumption depends. These are: the material being processed, the material from which the tool is
made, the geometry of the tool, the speed of the main movement, the speed of movement, etc.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The research planned within this paper refers to the factors that affect the cutting force and the
quality of the cut surface. These factors are the speed of movement, the bluntness of the tool and the
size of the protrusion of the circular saw blade. However, not all of these factors have a uniform effect
on cutting power and cut quality. Some of them act in the form of a positive and some in the form of a
negative correlation:

- The feed rate affects in such a way that with its increase there is an increase in the cutting
power, however, with the increase of the feed rate there is also a decrease in the quality of the
cut.
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- The bluntness of the tool affects in such a way that with its increase the cutting power
increases, while the quality of the cut decreases. Since one saw with 24 teeth will be used for
cutting, the bluntness of the tool will be controlled on four teeth that are at equal distances
from each other.

- Finally, the size of the protrusion is affected by the fact that with the increase of the size of
the protrusion of the blade there is a greater amplitude of vibrations of the saw blade, and thus
an increase in the roughness of the cutting surface (quality reduction). On the other hand,
increasing the protrusion of the saw up to 35 mm affects the increase in cutting power, and
with further increase (over 35 mm) the cutting power decreases.

The first step in developing a methodology is to characterize the subject of the paper.
Characterization of the subject of work implies examination of physical properties of boards (humidity
and density) in order to choose approximately uniform assortments in order to minimize the influence
of differences in the properties of boards on the final result of the research.

Therefore, at the University of Belgrade, Faculty of Forestry, a test of humidity and density of all
assortments was performed, which were delivered to the Center for Machines and Tools at the Faculty
of Forestry. Assortments, which were subjected to tests, are marked with codes and are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Beech boards on which physical properties were examined

After that, six tubes measuring 50x50x30 mm were marked and cut on each board, three on each
side of the board. Each tube is assigned a corresponding code (eg tubes cut from the 4th board bear the
codes D4f1, D4f2, D4f3, D4f4, D4f5 and D4f6). Test tubes for testing physical properties are shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Test tubes for testing physical properties
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After drying the tubes to an absolutely dry state, the mass of each tube was measured and the
humidity of the assortments was obtained by gravimetric method.

Diagram 1 shows the humidity of the boards obtained by the gravimetric method, and Diagram 2
shows the density of the boards obtained as the ratio of the mass and volume of the tubes.
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Diagram 2. Density of boards in [g / cm3]

After determining the physical properties of the boards that will be cut in order to examine the
influence of the processing regime on the quality of the cut, the measurement of cutting power and
acoustic emission at certain processing regimes was performed. Immediately after cutting, the
accuracy of processing was measured at each processing mode.

Processing modes are determined by the following parameters that represent independent
variables:

TW - (Tool Wearing) - Tool wear - Size of tool bluntness [µm].
The research will be performed when cutting with a sharp saw (Degree of tool wear TW1).

Otherwise, it is predicted that the complete research will be based on five degrees of dullness (from
TW1 to TW5).

u - Auxiliary speed [m / min].
The research will be performed at the speeds of auxiliary movement u1 = 4 m / min, u2 = 8 m /

min and u3 = 12 m / min.
h - Protrusion of the saw in relation to the workpiece [mm].
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The research will be performed at the values of the protrusion of the saw in relation to the object
of work of h1 = 10 mm, h2 = 20 mm and h3 = 30 mm.

2.1. Measurement of tool wear
Immediately before cutting, the tool bluntness was measured. The tool that will be used for

cutting is a circular saw with 24 blades, 300 mm in diameter.
Wear was measured on four blades distributed at equal distances along the circumference of the

circular saw (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Blades on a circular saw

Measurement of tool blunting was performed using a Supereyes digital microscope in
such a way that two parameters were measured on each blade:

- the distance between the ideal and real blade and
- radius of curvature of the blade

Figure 4 shows all four blades with qualified blunts when the TW1 tool is worn.

Figure 4. Blades with quantified blunting when wearing tools TW1

2.2. Cutting power measurement
At each cut, the cutting power was measured through the engaged power of the electric

drive motor using the measuring-acquisition device SRD1 intended for laboratory and
industrial measurements of cutting power on woodworking machines and wood-based panels
with a three-phase electric drive motor. The device collects, analyzes and displays the
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obtained data. The device uses the Power Expert software package. Figure 5 shows a screen
display of the recorded data.

Figure 5. Screen display of recorded data

2.3. Acoustic emission measurement

Figure 6 shows the procedure for measuring acoustic emission.

Figure 6. Screen display of acoustic emission measurements

2.4. Measurement of machining accuracy

Measurement of machining accuracy was performed using a Supereyes digital
microscope in such a way that the width of the sawdust was measured for each machining
mode. The average value of ten measured sawdust widths according to the same processing
regime was taken as a representative width of sawdust according to the processing regime. An
example of the measured sawdust width is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Measured sawdust width

3.RESULTS

Diagram 3 shows the influence of the speed of auxiliary movement and the size of the
protrusion of the tool on the cutting force.
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Diagram 3. Influence of auxiliary movement speed and tool protrusion size on cutting force
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Diagram 4. Mean value of sawdust width by processing modes

4. CONCLUSION

From the experimental research carried out at the Faculty of Forestry in Belgrade, and
based on the results of the research, the following can be concluded:

- The processing mode parameter that has the greatest influence on the cutting force is
the speed of the auxiliary movement.
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ABSTRACT

Curved shapes of furniture parts are often used in furniture design and interior decoration. Production
of curved shapes involves technology of wood bending and it is manly done from bent veneer moldings and
beechwood. For other types of wood, curved elements are made by sawing and joining the curved
element from several smaller parts. Slavonian oak furniture belongs to high price class furniture. The aim
of research is to explore the technological issues and possibilities for use of Slavonian oak in bended
furniture elements. The frequency of use of curved shapes of chair elements, their dimensions, degree of
curvature and constructional technological performance on existing products on the market will be
investigated. The possibility of rationalizing the described elements from technological, design and
economic points of view will also be examined.

Keywords: curved furniture elements, Slavonian oak (Quercus robur L.), high price range furniture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, the most sought-after raw material for furniture is pedunculate oak (Quercus robur L.) from
the area of Slavonia. The quality of the raw material is such that furniture made from this type of wood
reaches a high price range on the market. That is why it is not surprising that the furniture made of
Slavonian oak has become recognizable and highly demanded in the world. The variety and quantity of
the offer on the market, interesting design solutions and forms appearance are especially emphasized in
the chair production. With the advancement of technology, it is possible to create any shape that
ergonomically and functionally suits the user and the conditions of application. The specificity of the
ergonomics of the chair is in its curved shapes. Such backrests have been made throughout the history of
chair development, while what has changed over time is the technology and the way it is made. From
handmade in small carpentry workshops, bending and wood treatment, to today's 5-axis CNC machines on
which it is possible to perform any required curve of a chair element. The positive side of modern
technology is the very fast flexible production of products and short preparation time of documentation.

In contrast, a major problem for such a valuable raw material is utilization. It was noticed that there
are a large number of chairs whose backrests were made of short, glued elements. Accordingly, the cost
of production increases. Bending is a technology that in this case would contribute to the rationalization of
production, shortening the production time, reducing the number of glued  elements and reduced
consumption of raw materials. The chair is a representative of the furniture that contains the most curved
elements, and due to its great share in furniture production, the elements of the backrest will be
researched in this paper.

2. CHAIR DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

When there is conversation about bent wood chairs the first association is Michael Thonet’s chair. Its
design is recognizable in the world, and the bending technology is most often described in relation to
that type of chair. But that the use of bent wood can improve the efficiency and structure of wood and thus
positively affect the economic aspects of production and raw materials. It is mentioned as early as
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1730 on the example of Windsor chair in which bending methods are described by Kim, Young-Joo
(2009).

Xuejiao B. and Minchen B. (2019) demonstrate the advancement of bending technology closely
related to chair production and effectively reduce raw materials and production costs in their research.
They clearly emphasize that design and production should strive more for scientific methods, they define
that optimal design is one that is based on an engineering approach to design, ergonomics, aesthetics and
improved versatility, which finally helps to the better understanding of material usage for designers and
technologists. Optimizing the shape of elements for furniture, materials and production technology will
become an inevitable trend in the future. This approach to design will be easily applied to modern
technologies and new principles of production and thus to the bending of different types of wood.

The main material in production of bent chairs so far has been beechwood. Bending beechwood is
already a standard procedure, so technology and raw material properties are already a well-known and
established process. Thonet chairs area typical example made from turned and than bent beechwood
sticks. Suitable properties of beech and its elasticity, especially after steaming, contribute to its choice for
bending elements, while other types of wood are very rarely used and often subject to low utilization. In
addition to solid wood, veneer panels and mouldings made of beech, birch, etc. are used for simpler and
easier bending of the material. Market demand determines trends, so modern companies follow them by
changing beech for oak in order to better place themselves on market and achieve higher prices. In
addition, the new design solutions and trend for invisible longitudinal joining of elements also influence
the change of the technological process of production. The elements for the parts of the chairs made of oak
have not been bent so far. For their production sawing technology was mainly used. The aim of the
research is to evaluate the possibility of bending oak for production of chair elements from aspects of raw
material consumption reduction.

3. THE AIM OF THE RESEARCH

The aim of the research is to establish the possibility of rationalizing the technology of making
curved elements of chair backrests. On the examples of backrests that are made by sawing and gluing
from several smaller elements, the possibilities of utilization, material savings, number of operations and
the cost-effectiveness by bending technology was determined. Additional aim was to reduce material
costs by changing the design and technological parameters. In addition, definition of the parameters
needed for further research on a larger number of samples that will later direct following steps of
rationalization in the production of chairs from solid oak wood was needed

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The paper presents the current state of the modern market of solid wood chairs that partly contain
curved and bent elements, sawed and glued from several parts, and analyses their shape and dimensions of
particular parts and assemblies. In the research, measurements were performed on the existing chair
backrests made of solid wood from renowned Croatian and foreign manufacturers. They were measured by
following criteria, radii of curvatures, and overall dimensions. Construction design, technology, and
materials were determined. Measured were: the width of the backrest, the height of the backrest at the
farthest points, the thickness of the backrest (i.e., the thickness of the material), the radius of the circle
that forms the top view curve of the backrest, the angle, and its dependance of the shape and complexity of
the backrest. Using those basic parameters, the arc lengths needed to calculate the length of the elements,
its volumes and their material utilization for bending, and sawing processes were determinated. Based on
the measurements, 3D backrest models were created in Autodesk Inventor 2020. Figure 1 shows the 3D
model of a chair’s backrest fitted in the element from which it is sawn.

Of the ten examples of curved chair backrest listed, five are those that can be rationalized. This
refers to backrests that have a small radius of curvature, are made of solid oak wood and are made by
sawing technology or machining on a CNC machine. To make such a backrest larger number of
operations are required and more time is consumed by workers. It is often necessary to glue the elements
by thickness (so called blockboards) so that the wanted profile or rounding can be formed later. Much
larger excess material is also required to finish element, and in the same time a large percentage of waste is
generated. Based on the examples of the five chairs mentioned, the values required for the bending
elements are shown by the length of the arch to see how much the reduction of material consumption is.
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According to the obtained results, the utilization for bending technology was calculated in relation to
the sawing and gluing technology. For measurement and calculation and later comparison of the use of
sawing and bending technology, it us used only arc lengths of the backrests without the armrests.

Figure 1. Sample of the backrest model

5. CHAIR MARKET'S OVERVIEW

The construction of the chair is complex and consists mostly of curved elements. The curvature of
the backrest has always been the subject of ergonomics, so on the market almost every chair backrest is
curved. The shape and curves depend on the overall dimensions of the chair, the design and shape of the
chair, the construction and the possibilities of the used technology. During measurements, it has been
determined a trend of chairs made of glued boards of solid oak, walnut and beech, and veneer panels of
beech wood, while veneer board glued with oak veneer is also present to a small extent. In the case of
backrests made by bending technology, the most common are still made of solid beech wood or laminated
veneer, while those made of oak and walnut are made by sawing and gluing technology.

Depending on the technological possibilities, the design of the backrest is most often made by
making glued elements that are processed and sawn into certain shapes. Those shapes correspond to the
backrest shaping curve, and then are joined to the other parts, the armrests and seat, and the legs of the
chair. The picture shows the representatives of the chairs on the market.

Figure 2. Samples of the backrests of modern chairs
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6. RESULTS

Based on the obtained results, the table has been made which consists from data calculated by
relations and values required for the abovementioned research. Ten different models of chair backrests
were selected, and for the needs of a complete analysis 3D models were created in the Autodesk Inventor
2020 program. In program the volumes and parameters required for the research were defined. According
to the content or number of elements, the grouping was done into one-part and several-part (in these
cases three-part). That means that the backrest and armrest are made by mutual joint connection,
which are shaped together to one form - backrest. Figure 3 shows an example of mentioned joint. The
joints are most often as finger joints, dowel and tenon joint or a rounded mortise and tenon joint. An
example of a chair made by the sawing technology, afterwards glued and finger joined is shown in Figure 4.

Of the ten processed chairs, three contain only a backrest, six has a backrest with an armrest included
and one backrest with separate armrests, not connected to the backrest. According to the material, three
chairs are made of veneer board, two of which are made of beech wood and one of cross laminated
veneer. Also, two are made of solid beech wood by turning and bending technology. The remaining five
chairs are made of solid oak wood and contain backrests made by sawing technology from the types of
glued panels described earlier.

The measured backrest samples have overall width range from 568 mm to 416 mm. The range of the
backrest height is 85 mm to 158 mm (excluding a chair with turned backrest with a diameter of 30 mm).
Backrest thickness ranges from 8 mm for veneer board to 30 mm for solid wood. The radii of curvature of
the backrest range from 130 mm to 310 mm.

Figure 3. View of the backrest made of glued board with integrated armrests - three-part

Figure 4. The design of the chair backrest made by gluing and finger joints

In a further procedure, the length of the arc is calculated, which are equal to the length of the element
intended for bending. For backrest of seats that are constructed of several elements, the necessary lengths of
elements that are bent are determined.

The results for chair N2 with a total backrest width of 423 mm, and a radius of 285 mm, the total
length of the required element is 447.45. This means that for a chair whose backrest is made by sawing, if
we want to get it by bending technology, we will need an element with a length of 470 mm, including
additional material oversize for further processing. For the N4 chair with a total width of 568 mm, and
radius of 232 mm, the total length of the required element is 728.48 mm. According to that, the length of
the bending element will be 750 mm, including oversize. For the N5 backrest with a total width of
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441 mm, and the radius of 350 mm, the length of the element will be 405 mm, while for the chair N6 it is
410 mm.

The N7 backrest has a total width of 571 mm, a radius of 240 mm, and the length for a bending
element with oversize 775 mm.

In these examples described in the text, comparing it to the bending technology, certain positive
results (Table 1) are shown, therefore, for the chair N2 made by sawing technology the utilization is 17 %,
and bending efficiency is 81 %, which is increase of 64 %.

Backrest N4, results with 32% by sawing technology, while bending efficiency is 87%, with an
increase of 55 %. The N5 backrest has an increase of 42 %, The N6 has an increase of 58 % and the
backrest N7 has 23 % of difference in utilization.

Table 1. Results of sawing and bending utilization

Utilization %

Backrest
Glued and sawn
elements Bent elements Raw material savings

N2 17 81
64N4 32 87
55N5 20 62
42N6 17 75
58N7 8 31 23

The dimensions and amount of material needed to make such a backrest with bending technology are
significantly smaller. Also, the order of final element fabrication operations are reduced. Thus, for the
purposes of operations for making bent elements will be:

Figure 5. operations of making backrests from bent elements

7. CONCLUSION

Results from Table 1 show that usage of bending technology can provide better results. The highest
yield was obtained on the example of a chair that has a simple shape (curve). Due to the large values of
oversize dimensions to the final element from which the backrest is made by sawing technology, those
results had lowest yield.

The dependence of utilization for both technologies is related to the complexity of the backrest and
its shaping by designer. Better utilization has been achieved in bending technology. In the examples of
chairs rationalized in those operation, increasing was achieved from 23% to 64% depending on the
complexity of the backrest. For the same backrests, the sawing technology yield was 8-32% which is
much lower.

The mean value of these utilization amounts for sawing is 18.8% while for bending technology is
67.2%. The article determines and defines the parameters that affect the increase in raw material utilization
and reducing of production time. These are the length of the arch, the radius of the circle that forms the
curve of the backrest, the overall dimensions of the final backrest, and its complexity depending on
whether the armrests are fitted. By setting these parameters in accordance with the positive results of this
research, future research will be conducted on   number of chairs, with monitoring of the necessary
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production operations and their durations.
The implementation of bending technology and its use on types of wood that have not been used so

far will enable the achievement of greater aesthetic value, better market placement and greater material
savings in production. This will increase the production capacity and efficiency rate.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents changes in the colour of birch wood (Betula pendula Rot.) in the thermal
process of wood colour modification with saturated water steam in the temperature range t = 105 - 135
°C during     τ = 3 to 12 hours. The light white-brown colour of birch wood acquires colour shades
from pale brown to brown in the thermal treatment process. Changes in the colour of birch wood are
expressed in terms of the total colour difference in the colour space CIE L*a*b*.

In the thermal process of heat on wet wood, conditions are created for the course of chemical
reactions, such as: extraction of water-soluble substances, hydrolysis of wood hemicelluloses,
depolymerization of polysaccharides and chemical changes in lignin manifested by modification of
wood chromophore system manifested by wood colour change. Due to the hydrolysis of
hemicelluloses under given technological conditions, the acidity of birch wood changes with a
decrease in the pH value.

The presented dependence of the total colour difference ∆E* on the change in the pH of birch
wood is a suitable technological tool for the evaluation of the achieved change in the colour of birch
wood in the technological process.

Keywords: wood, white birch, thermal treatment, saturated water steam, colour, acidity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wood located in the environment of hot water, saturated water steam or saturated humid air is
heated and its physical, mechanical and chemical properties changes. Mentioned facts are used in
technology of steam bending and boiling during veneers and plywood, bent furniture or pressed wood
manufacturing processes Kollmann and Gote (1968), Nikolov, Rajčev and Deliiski (1980), Sergovskij
and Rasev (1987), Lawnniczak (1995), Trebula (1996), Deliiski and Dzurenda (2010).

Processes of thermal treatment of wood with saturated steam, in addition to targeted physico-
mechanical changes are also accompanied by chemical reactions such as partial hydrolysis of
hemicelluloses and extraction Fengel and Wegener (1989), Bučko (1995), Kačík (2001), Solár (2005),
Samešova et al. (2018), Geffert, Vybohova, Geffertova, (2018), Dzurenda et al. (2020). Depending on
the temperature and duration of action of hydrolysis products: acetic acid and formic acid,
polysaccharides are degraded by oxidation of carbohydrates and pectin, dehydration of pentose to
2-furaldehyde and lignin begin to form free radicals and phenolic hydroxyl groups, resulting in new
chromophoric groups wood discoloration Fengel and Wegener (1989), Bučko (1995), Hon (2001),
Solar (2004), Sundqvist et al. (2006), Geffert et al. (2018).

While in the past the colour changes of darkening of thermally treated wood were used to remove
unwanted colour differences between light white and dark core, or to remove unwanted colour spots
caused by steaming, browning or molding, so recently the research is focused on targeted changes of
individual wood colours. to more or more pronounced colour shades, resp. wood imitations of
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domestic trees for exotic woods Tolvaj et al. (2009), Dzurenda (2014), Barcik, Gašparík, Razumov
(2015), Baranski et al. (2017), Hadjiski and Deliiski (2016), Dzurenda (2018).

The aim of this work is to present the color of birch wood obtained in the process of thermal
treatment and the dependence of the change in the total colour difference ∆E* on the change of acidity
of birch wood achieved by thermal steam treatment in the temperature range t = 105 °C to 135 °C and
time τ = 3 to 12 hours.

2. MATERIALS AND WORK METHODS

2.1. Material
The wood of Betula pendula Rot. in the form of blanks with dimensions: thickness of 40 mm,

width of 90 mm, and length of 750 mm in 260 pieces was divided into 13 groups of 20 pieces in one
group. The initial moisture content of wet birch wood was in the range of values: w = 40 – 55 %.
Group 1 blanks were not thermally treated. The other blanks were divided into 12 groups of 20 pieces
each and thermally treated with saturated water steam at t = 105 °C, t = 125 °C and t = 135 °C for 3, 6,
9 and 12 h. Thermal treatment of birch wood with saturated water steam was carried out in a
pressure autoclave APDZ 240 (Himmasch AD, Haskovo, Bulgaria) installed in the company
Sundermann s.r.o. Banská Štiavnica (Slovakia).

2.2.Methods
The conditions of thermal treatment of birch wood with saturated water steam with indicating the

sampling time intervals during the thermal treatment v are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Mode of colour modification of birch wood with saturated water steam.

The thermal process of birch wood colour modification was performed in an APDZ 240 autoclave
at a higher saturated water steam pressure than atmospheric pressure. Saturated water steam
temperatures in individual colour adjustment modes are given in Table 1. The temperatures tmax and
tmin are the temperature intervals at which saturated water steam is fed into the autoclave to carry out
the technological process. Temperature t4 is the temperature of the saturated water steam in the
autoclave after the water steam pressure in the autoclave has been reduced to atmospheric pressure to
allow safe opening of the pressure equipment and sampling after the time thermal treatment 3, 6, 9,
and 12 h.

The pH of wet birch wood was measured using a pH-meter SI 600 with a Lance FET + H
puncture probe (Sentron, Roden, Netherlands). A hole with a diameter of 12 mm was created using an
accu drill (DeWalt DCD791NT, Germany). Drilling sawdust was pressed into the hole and the
LanceFET + H sensor head (Geffert et al. 2019) was inserted into the wet sawdust. After about 60
seconds of stabilization, the pH value was read on a SI 600 pH-meter.
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Thermally treated wood of birch woodturning blanks, as well as thermally untreated samples were
dried to report the moisture content of w = 12 ± 0.5 % in a conventional wood drying kiln KAD 1x6
(KATRES Ltd.). Subsequently surfaces and edges were processed using Swivel spindle milling
machine FS 200.

Table 1. Modes of colour modification of birch wood with saturated water steam.

Temperatur
e of

saturated
water steam

tmin tmax t4 Time of thermal colour modification of wood

Mode I 102.5 107.5 100 τ1 = 3
h τ2 = 6 (+0.5a) h τ 3 = 9 (+0.5a)

h τ 4 = 12 (+0.5a) hMode II 122.5 127.5 100
Mode III 132.5 137.5 100

Note: a time for taking out the specimens

The colour of the thermally treated birch wood in the CIE L*a*b* colour space was determined
using a Colour Reader CR-10 (Konica Minolta, Japan). The light source D65 with lit area of 8mm was
used.

Lightness coordinates L* and coordinates a* and b* in the CIE-L*a*b* colour space on the
samples of thermally treated as well as not thermally treated wood was carried out after drying on the
planed surface in the middle of the side and loading surfaces at a distance of 300 mm from the
forehead.

Values of colour coordinates of thermally treated as well as untreated birch wood are presented
using a formula

xsxx  , i.e. average measured value and standard deviation.
The value of the total colour difference is described by the equation:

     212
2

12
2

12 bbaaLLE   (1)

where: L*
1, a*

1, b*
1 values of the coordinates in the wood colour space of the surface of dried milled

thermally untraeated birch wood,
L*

2, a*
2, b*

2 values of the coordinates in the wood colour space of the surface of dried milled
thermally traeated birch wood.

Rate of change in the wood colour and hues during the processes of thermal treatment following
the total colour difference ΔE* is classified according to the chart mentioned by the authors: Cividini
et al (2007) shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Classification of the total colour diference ΔE*.

0.2 < ΔE* Not visible difference
0.2 < ΔE* < 2 Small difference
2 < ΔE* < 3 Colour difference visible with low quality screen
3 < ΔE* < 6 Colour difference visible with medium quality screen
6 < ΔE* < 12 High colour difference
ΔE* > 12 Different colours

3. RESULTS

According to the authors Perelygin (1965), Makoviny (2010), Klement, Réh and Detvaj (2010) the
wood colour of the wood species Betula pendula Rot. is light white-brown. The colour of birch in the
CIE L*a*b* colour space is described by the authors: Babiak, Kubovský and Mamoňova (2004), with
the coordinates: L* = 78.07; a* = 5.92; b* = 20.02. In our research, L* = 83.7 ± 1.3; a* = 6.8 ± 0.6; b*
= 19.8 ± 0.9 were the values of coordinates in CIE L*a*b* colour space measured on the planed
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surface of birch wood when the moisture content was w ≈ 12 %. Acidity of wet thermally untreated
birch wood at a moisture content of w = 53.9% was pH = 5.3 ± 0.2.

The degree of colouring of birch wood by thermal treatment with saturated water steam is
dependent on the temperature and duration of the technological process, as evidenced by Fig. 2.
Information on changes in the colour of birch wood during thermal treatment on the coordinate of
lightness L*, red colour a*, yellow colour b* is given in Table 3.

Mode I. t = 105 ± 2.5 °C

Mode II. t = 125 ± 2.5 °C

Mode III. t = 135 ± 2.5 °C

Figure 2. Changes in the colour of birch wood during thermal modification

Table 3. Values of the moisture content, acidity and coordinates L*, a*, b* of birch wood in the
process of thermal treatment.

Temperature of
saturated water

steam

Time of thermal colour modification of birch wood

3 hours 6 hours 9 hours 12 hours

tI = 105 ± 2.5
°C

pH = 4.9 ± 0.1 pH = 4.7 ± 0.1 pH = 4.6 ± 0.2 pH = 4.4 ± 0.3
L* = 80.7 ± 1.2 L* = 75.8 ± 1.2 L* = 74.7 ± 0.8 L* = 71.3 ± 1.2
a* = 8.5 ± 0.8 a* = 10.7 ± 0.7 a* = 10.5 ± 0.7 a* = 10.5 ± 0.8
b* = 19.2 ± 0.6 b* = 21.1 ± 0.5 b* = 21.4 ± 0.6 b* = 19.8 ± 0.4

tII = 125 ± 2.5
°C

pH = 3.9 ± 0.1 pH = 3.8 ± 0.2 pH = 3.7 ± 0.3 pH = 3.6 ± 0.2
L* = 73.9 ± 1.1 L* = 66.6 ± 1.2 L* = 64.3 ± 1.2 L* = 63.8 ± 1.2
a* = 10.3 ± 0.8 a* = 11.9 ± 0.7 a* = 12.5 ± 0.7 a* = 12.2 ± 0.8
b* = 19.8 ± 0.9 b* = 18.9 ± 0.5 b* = 18.5 ± 0.5 b* = 19.8 ± 0.4

tIII = 135 ± 2.5
°C

pH = 3.6 ± 0.1 pH = 3.4 ± 0.2 pH = 3.2 ± 0.1 pH = 3.2 ± 0.1
L* = 65.1 ± 1.9 L* = 59.9 ± 1.5 L* = 55.6 ± 0.9 L* = 53.5 ± 0.7
a* = 11.6 ± 0.6 a* = 12.5 ± 0.4 a* = 12.5 ± 0.3 a* = 12.1 ± 0.4
b* = 18.7 ± 0.6 b* = 19.4 ± 0.5 b* = 19.5 ± 0.6 b* = 18.8 ± 0.4
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Values of the total colour difference ∆E* of birch wood in the process of thermal modification
with saturated steam with temperature tI = 105 ± 2.5 °C, tII = 125 ± 2.5 °C, tIII = 135 ± 2.5 °C, in time τ
= 3, 6, 9, 12 h is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Dependence of the total color difference ∆E* on the time of thermal treatment of birch wood

Changes in acidity values of wet thermally modified birch wood in the process of thermal
modification with saturated steam with temperature tI = 105 ± 2.5 °C, tII = 125 ± 2.5 °C, tIII = 135 ± 2.5
°C, at time τ = 3, 6, 9, 12 h shows Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Dependence of birch wood acidity on thermal treatment time
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The dependence of the total colour difference ∆E* on the acidity of wet birch wood in the process
of thermal treatment in the temperature range t = 105 - 135 °C and the time of the technological
process τ = 3 - 12 h is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Dependence of the total colour difference of birch wood ∆E* on the acidity value of wet
birch wood pH in the thermal treatment process.

4. DISCUSSION

The colour of birch in the process of thermal treatment with saturated water steam changes from
light white-brown to light brown at the temperature of saturated water steam of tI = 105 ± 2.5 °C and
the time of thermal treatment of τ = 6 – 12 hours through brown hues resulting from the application of
saturated water steam with the temperature of tII = 125 ± 2.5 °C for 6 to 12 hours up to brown colour
of  birch wood at the temperature of tIII = 135 ± 2.5 °C for τ = 9 – 12 hours of thermal treatment.

Dependences of changes in values on the luminance coordinate L* and chromatic coordinates: red
a* and yellow b* in the CIE L*a*b* colour space on birch wood thermal treatment parameters:
thermal saturated water steam at the time of thermal treatment τ is given by the work Dzurenda,
Dudiak (2019).

Colour changes in birch wood ∆E* resulting from the thermal treatment with saturated water
steam with the temperature of tI = 105 ± 2.5 °C at the time of thermal modification for up to 3 hours
are considered not significant change in colour, not visible with the naked eye. Following the
conditions of thermal treatment of birch at the temperature of saturated water steam of tII = 125 ± 2.5
°C with the colour difference: ∆E* = 17.8 ÷ 20.6 birch wood is classified as wood changing the colour
to brown hues visible with the naked eye. The colour of birch resulting from the thermal treatment
with saturated water steam with the temperature of tIII = 135 ± 2.5 °C for more than 6 hours is unique
rich brown.

A decrease in the lightness of birch wood thermally treated with saturated water steam and an
increase in the values of total colour differences ∆E* in the CIE L*a*b* colour space is in compliance
with the knowledge about colour changes of wood in the thermal treatment processes by steaming
presented in the works: Molnar and Tolvaj (2002), Dzurenda (2014, 2018), as well as by high
temperature drying in the environment of overheated water steam Klement and Marko (2009), or by
thermal treatment processes during thermowood manufacturing Barcik, Gašparík and Razumov
(2015).

Measured pH values of birch in the process of thermal treatment confirm the knowledge about the
hydrolysis of polysaccharides in wet wood during the application of heat. Products of hydrolysis and
extraction after wood boiling or other thermal treatment processes mentioned in works: Melcer et al.
(1989), Kačík (2001), Laurova et al. (2004), Samešova, Dzurenda and Jurkovič (2018) were
quantified using the hydromodulus or created condensate. Measuring the pH value of wet wood using
the potentiometer SENTRON SI 600 with the sensor head LenceFET+H 22704-010 can be considered
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unique. This way, wood hydrolysis and its effect on the wood colour change can be monitored.
Following the measured values of acidity of wet wood resulting from the given modes of thermal
treatment of birch wood, the fact that the temperature affects the hydrolysis of hemicelluloses and the
change in the chromophore system of wood more significantly than the time of thermal treatment
process can be stated.

The derived dependence of the total colour difference ∆E* on the change in acidity of birch wood
in the thermal process of wood colour modification of birch blanks ∆E* = 3.5968 (pH)2 - 42.393 (pH)
+ 127.47 is a suitable tool for evaluating the achieved colour change by the value pH of birch wood.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the results of experimentation monitoring acidity and colour change of birch
wood in the process of thermal treatment of wood by saturated water steam in the temperature range t
= 105-135 °C for τ 3-12 hours.

Birch wood in the process of thermal treatment loses whiteness (darkens) and acquires colour
shades from pale brown to brown. In the CIE color space L*a*b*, the values on the luminance
coordinate decrease in the range of L* = 83.7 - 53.5, on the red chromaticity coordinate they increase
a* = 6.8 - 12.5 and on the chromaticity coordinate yellow oscillate around the values b* = 18.5 - 21.4.
The colour change of birch wood expressed by the value of the total colour difference is ∆E* = 3.5 -
30.6.

Wet birch wood changes pH in the range of pH = 5.3 ÷ 3.2 due to partial hydrolysis of
hemicelluloses. Wood acidity measurement was performed with a SENTRON SI 600 potentiometer
with LenceFET + H probe 22704-010.

In order to determine the colour change of birch wood in the technological process of wood colour
modification with saturated steam using the pH value of birch wood, the dependence of the total
colour difference ∆E* on the change in acidity of birch wood in the form: ∆E* = 3.5968 (pH)2 - 42.393
(pH) + 127.47. This dependence is a suitable tool for evaluating the achieved colour change of birch
wood in the technological process.

The aforementioned changes of the colour of birch wood achieved by the thermal process of
saturated water steam extend the possibilities of using  colour scales  birch wood  in the construction-
firearm area for the production of flooring, cladding, as well as structural-artistic, design in the
manufacture of solid wood furniture, toys or other utility and decorative objects.
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ABSTRACT

At a time when urban environments are growing rapidly at the expense of basic environmental
and socio-cultural values, the topic of sustainable design is becoming increasingly relevant.
Sustainable development over the past few decades has emerged as an integral part of most
engineering disciplines. On the other hand, the knowledge acquired from the traditional architecture
comprises complex and rich range of environmental values.

The aim of this research is to detect principal aspects of environmental design in Macedonian
traditional residential architecture from the 19th and 20th century, as well as to perceive the potential
for implementation of its values and qualities in terms of space, identity, culture and environment in
the contemporary context, rather in a technical than in a vernacular sense.

The research was conveyed through separate analysis of the environmental, socio-cultural and
socio-economic principles typical of that architecture, in a way to detect architectural concepts
compatible with the modern approach of the architectural practice. Also it is necessary to find a way to
stimulate new forms of vitalizing the neglected areas by developing modern sustainable concepts
wherever applicable, in accordance with the current physical, socio-cultural and economic standards.

Keywords: Sustainable design, Architecture, Traditional architecture, Socio-cultural context.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sustainable development, as an integral part of contemporary construction, engineering and
technical practices in general, is especially important, intensively studied and widely applied in past
few decades. In the Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development from August
1987, Sustainable development is defined as development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Sustainable design integrates
consideration of resource and energy efficiency, healthy buildings and materials, ecologically and
socially sensitive land use and an aesthetic that inspires, affirms and enables (UIA, 1993).

The architectural practice engaged with sustainable design has mostly evolved following two
paths (Urbano Gutiérrez and de la Plaza Hidalgo, 2020):
 one explores passive methods based on local responses to the building’s context by designing

with form and low-impact technologies;
 the other concentrates on active methods involving technologies that combine sensors, new

materials, and digital processes to create increasingly more complex, sophisticated, and
expensive solutions, which are accessible to only a few privileged practices and clients

Sustainability represents a balanced interaction between the human-built and natural worlds,
which is often expressed as having three components: environment, social equity, and economy
(solidworks.com). These principles, as well as their relations and interdependencies, in various
proportions in accordance with specific historic, topographic and cultural contexts appeared as key
generators of architecture and city planning throughout all epochs of the human history.
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Sustainable design methods offer the architect the opportunity to re-integrate design skills which have
diverged in the past century with damaging consequences (Brophy and Lewis, 2011). Architecture is
dominated nowadays by the interaction between the object and surrounding, and also by restoring of
past experience, but by use of contemporary technological solutions through which principles of
energy sustainability are implemented in all phases of planning and design (Maric and Kovacevic,
2011). Having in mind the contemporary tendencies of reaffirming traditional ecological and
sustainable values, the aim of this paper is to identify the basic sustainable principles inherent to
Macedonian traditional architecture from the 19th and 20th century, which is unfortunately in great deal
destroyed, as well as to perceive the potential for implementation of its values and qualities in terms of
space, identity, culture and the environment in the modern architectural design approach, rather in a
technical than in a vernacular sense.

2. METHODS

This paper is based primarily on an analysis conducted through three aspects of sustainability -
environmental, socio-cultural and socio-economic principle. As a part of the analysis, the following
methods were used: historical method - collecting data from primary and secondary sources and
analyzing the theoretical views of various authors through which the chronological, material and
socio-cultural aspects and influences were perceived; normative method - a method by which certain
features, with their repetition and frequent use are brought to the level of norm or standard; field
observation.

3. SUSTAINABLE PRINCIPLES OF MACEDONIAN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE
OF 19th AND 20th CENTURY

The 19th century was a period of vast and strong economic and cultural revival of the Macedonian
people. The increase of its economic power and the rapid development of handicrafts and trade led to
the growth of urban population and the development of the towns. Thus, the Macedonian town got a
new urban and architectural image – houses with exceptionally functional structural and visual
solutions were built, unique and well studied urban agglomerations were developed: with a residential
zone consisted of numerous neighborhoods and working zone with a bazaar (Tomovski, 2006). Rural
settlements were developed at the same time and therefore the rural residential architecture, which was
not fundamentally different from the urban. The residential architecture created in that period is
distinguished by exceptional features and principles that have strong potential to inspire the modern
architectural and urban ideas.

The analysis of vernacular heritage provides a set of useful lessons for the design of a habitat able
to respond to the following sustainable principles (Guillaud et al, 2006):
 Environmental principles (the habitat is a result of its integration into natural environment):

to respect nature; to be appropriately situated; to reduce pollution and waste materials; to
contribute to health quality; to reduce natural hazards effects

 Sociocultural principles (The habitat helps to preserve and transfer inherited values): to
protect cultural landscape; to transfer building cultures; to enhance innovative and creative
solutions; to recognise intangible values. to encourage social cohesion

 Socio-economic principles (The habitat empowers communities and optimizes local
resources): to support autonomy; to promote local activities; to optimize construction efforts;
to extend the building’s lifetime; to save resources and reduce resource consumption

Of course, a strict classification cannot be made, since some of the principles have features of
several categories. In this paper I will analyze the application of the principles of sustainable design in
Macedonian traditional architecture from the 19th and 20th century.

The research will be conducted through separate analyzes of the environmental, socio-cultural and
socio-economic principles inherent to that architecture.

3.1. Analysis of environmental principles
As it relates to buildings, vernacular is at times called a style, but it in fact, represents a pragmatic

method for solving common needs and problems with locally available resources; it embraces simple,
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straightforward solutions that endure and surpass trendiness that style implies (Moor, 2017).
According to Charles J. Kibert (2016), vernacular architecture embeds cultural wisdom and an

intimate knowledge of place in the built environment. It comprises technology, or applied science, that
has evolved by trial and error over many generations all over the planet as people designed and built
the best possible habitat with the resources available to them. Designing high-performance buildings,
vernacular design comes closest to the ecological design capabilities available today (Kibert, 2016).
Sustainable design at the regional scale begins with gaining a working knowledge of the ecological
system at that larger scale; at the regional scale, sustainable energies and renewable resources are
measurable and have had some consistency for centuries and it is also at this scale that the
relationship, interactions, and interdependencies between the three elements of sustainability—
economic, social (ecological), and environmental can be viewed (Williams, 2007).

One of the key environmental aspects of Macedonian traditional architecture is the positioning of
the settlements and houses i.e. specific use of the geographical, climatic and topographic advantages
when choosing macro and micro locations. The architecture is subordinated to climatic and
topographic conditions and natural elements are the main generator of urban and architectural spatial
concepts. Settlements characterized by fractal complexity, adaptability and permeability are naturally
formed as biological organisms. The specific site configuration of the town of Kratovo, gave the town
unusual features: the urban method understood more broadly or in fragments, is in a certain way
exciting (Tomovski et al, 1980) (fig.1). If we analyze the spatial planning of rural settlements in the
region of Mala Reka in the past, we can conclude that the classical planning approach to special design
does not exist, but there is always a human instinct with respect to the environment, depending on
needs and specific conditions, meaning the spatial design is individual, but always in relationship to
the neighbors (Karanakov, 1999).

Figure 1. Kratovo Town

Appropriately for the mildly continental climate, sunny side with favorable views has always been
preferential settlement positioning strategy in Macedonia. Solar orientation and the natural topography
of the terrain have always been considered as important quality indicators of space. The effects of
insulation depend to a large extent on a spatial design as well as on building materials, thus the heat
accumulation may vary, i.e. heat accumulation and the micro climate conditions may vary even with
the same amount of solar exposure (Kokalevski, 1989).

In traditional architecture, bioclimatic effects have been naturally achieved through the
optimization of climate factors. At the urban level this was achieved by an adequate positioning of
settlements, by a carefully balanced ratio between built and green space, by use of deciduous greenery,
and also by incorporating the garden as integral space of the house and life in the summer. At the
architectural level it has been achieved by a specific design and clever use of space according to the
season, and also by appropriate use of the premises, porches and verandas in accordance with the
microclimatic conditions (fig.2). In addition to the effects of the air buffer in the porch or balcony, the
microclimatic effects of the Macedonian house were improved by the introduction of natural elements
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and effects - shadows, greenery and water in the yard (Mulichkoski, 2000). The way of designing the
space enabled optimal use of natural air conditioning and sun light, which stimulated simple and
inventive architectural solutions leading to healthy, pleasant, comfortable, fluid, complex and unique
spatial ambiences. The climate factor imposes certain duality in the building of Macedonian house:
massive ground floor with cellars, built out of stone and elevated floor for living, built out of wood,
which implies distinction between summer and winter spaces (Grabrijan, 1986).

Figure 2. House - Museum in Veles

The use of natural and locally available materials (stone, wood and earth) is one of key principles
of organic architecture. The possibility of their reuse is an important indicator of sustainability. As an
expression of the nature of materials, the form of objects is derived organically from their constructive
logic, texture, color and sensibility. The logic of wood construction system generates the spatial
design, the rhythm, proportions, modular system, and the overall esthetics of both interior and exterior
(fig.3).

Figure 3. Diagram of standard wooden frame construction typical for Macedonian traditional house

From the aspect of natural disaster prevention, the skeletal concept of lightweight construction is
appropriate choice given the seismicity of the region, and building on steep terrain is a good protection
against flooding. Each micro-location applies specific architectural features repellent to potential local
bad weather conditions.

It is about high qualities from the aspect of application of the environmental principles in the
traditional Macedonian architecture. Of course it is irrational to replicate old forms literally, but the
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vital aspects of the urban and architectural concepts might be adapted to contemporary conditions,
such as use of natural materials and modular coordination. Also modern urban and architectural design
may well be in accordance with the climatic conditions.

3.2. Analysis of socio-cultural principles
One of main strives of master builders in all epochs of civilization was to create a symbiosis

between rational and symbolic, between material and spiritual. The dichotomy between the utilitarian
and the symbolic principle exists in the psyche of primitive man who sees the original hut as an
archetypal symbol of shelter - an instrument of survival and a medium of identification; that poetics of
duality, ambiguity of every building has ever been main architectural attribute, and the primitive hut
somehow grew into a prominent sign and metaphor of that (Radovic, 1991). In addition to the
environmental principles that refer to the material aspects in terms of bioclimatic factors,
materialization of space, rationalization of energy, resources, etc., an important segment of
sustainability are the socio-cultural principles that cover the immaterial nature of space. According to
Amos Rapoport (1969), the house form is not simply the result of physical forces or any single causal
factor, but is the consequence of a whole range of socio-cultural factors seen in their broadest terms,
and form is in turn modified by climatic conditions (the physical environment which makes some
things impossible and encourages others) and by methods of construction, materials available, and the
technology (the tools for achieving the desired environment). Rapoport (1969) classifies the socio-
cultural forces primary and the others secondary or modifying. The house, the village, and the town
express the fact that societies share certain generally accepted goals and life values; the forms of
primitive and vernacular buildings are less the result of individual desires than of the aims and desires
of the unified group for an ideal environment, they therefore have symbolic values, since symbols
serve a culture by making concrete its ideas and feelings (Rapoport, 1969).

In Macedonian traditional architecture socio-cultural principles might be perceived from several
aspects. Besides their material logic, the concepts of urban growth and architecture (two systems that
are in symbiosis) also arise from the socio-cultural environment and in reverse shape the same. The
traditional interaction of human activities and the built environment is evident in Macedonian
settlements. It represents an organically upgraded landscape where the house is naturally grown from
the terrain, but is still discreetly dominant in a way of classical dignity (fig.4). In the organic urban
structure of the traditional Macedonian towns, the system is not predetermined, but is a product of a
complex - open process of circular causality which is constantly evolving, thus creating a perfect
harmony in terms of socio-cultural and spatial elements. The structure is designed to allow many
solutions to be created a posteriori, during the process. In such a complex system, the strong ethical
character of the Macedonian traditional architecture is expressed by the respect for the neighbors and
providing vistas and sunlight for all. Anyone who builds a house is careful not to block views of
houses built before, by that expressing the right of view (Grabrijan, 1986).

Figure 4. House in Veles

In the old town of Ohrid we will look in vain for the myth of modern "rationalization" by applying
"types of buildings" – so it is not about "typified" houses here, but about perfection and order of the
basic shapes (Chipan, 1982). In those shapes and proportions we can recognize a unique consistent
modular system. That system generates unity and coherence, yet it is flexible enough to achieve
diversity, dynamism and complexity of shapes and spatial structure with no uniformity and monotony.
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Each object has its own form or expression and identity, depending on site, context and tenant
habits. The process of constitution of elements, as the base of proportioning, did not emerge isolated
as process of facade design, but as a result of predetermined proportional model for both horizontal
and vertical composition and extension of spatial units; units have their own modular proportions and
thus constitute compatible elements that affect the spatial proportional diagram, and thereafter the
facade diagram (Hadzieva Aleksievska, 1985). The approach is holistic in terms of rational and
beautiful, in terms of urbanism and architecture, as well as in terms of architecture and interior. When
designing the interior, we recognize two ways: when the built-in elements are placed in a stone wall
and when the built-in furniture is incorporated as a part of the wooden skeletal, inner wall (Nikoljski
Panevski, 2018).

Opposed to the unidirectional determinism of exclusionary options (‘either this or that’) and to the
diametrically opposite alternatives typical of an important sector of contemporary architecture, the
spatial richness in inclusionary options (‘this and that’) and this range of grays or spectrum of in-
between options of vernacular architecture should pave the way to a more articulated contemporary
architecture, richer in content and, in a word, more sustainable (Vegas et al, 2014). The organic urban
morphology in the towns can be experienced through the complex forms of street patterns that
generate seemingly spontaneous configurations of buildings and a balanced distribution of built and
free space, solid and void, house and garden, artificial and natural. The alley in the town of Kratovo
(and also in other similar Macedonian towns) is not merely utilitarian urban component, but it is much
more, and that implies two more components, referring to architecture (ambience) and life (Tomovski
et al, 1980). The alley is also a place for social interaction. The bazaars in Macedonian towns were
positioned in order to be easily accessed from every part of the town. Relations to the bazaar, urban
scale and walking distances are strong generators of social interaction. The architecture is hospitable
and the context is humane. Importance of hospitality and social interactions is also apparent by the
existence of specific type of decorated quest rooms in most houses, built for the purpose of frequent
social gatherings. Interiors were designed by human measures, not too big and not too wide – as
custom-tailored suit, with strong sense of humane comfort, where living was conceived as a mental
relax and pleasure – all that as a result of previous traditional cultural knowledge gathered through
centuries, by which certain dimensions, measures and proportions had been crystallized (Grabrijan,
1986).

In Macedonia where civilization is continually persisting for millennia, spiritual and historical
values are an inseparable segment of culture, everyday life, collective memory and at the same time of
the architectural context. It is of great importance properly to identify and threat those values. Sacred
architecture is modest in size, but grand in significance. Professor Chipan (1982) notes that all
dominant spots in the town of Ohrid are unobtrusively marked with monumental architecture and uses
the phrase “unobtrusive monumentality merged with the nature”.

Transferring the building methods is an important socio-cultural principle. In traditional
architecture the knowledge has been gradually passed down through the generations. In vernacular
buildings that have been constructed to meet a specific need we may see evolve over decades, or even
centuries, structures that have been modified and adjusted in form and detail until they satisfied the
demands placed upon them (Oliver, 2006). According to Robert Flanders (1996), different house
patterns of different cultures may usefully be termed ‘types’ as differentiated from ‘styles,’ because
they derive from tradition rather than innovation, the intention to build the familiar rather than the
novel, and indifference to any artistic tradition other than their own. Professor Chipan (1982) describes
design methods that are based on pure functionality of an organic nature. Such creative process does
not depend merely on fantasy, but on experience inherited through time per se (Chipan, 1982). The
appearance of the interior of the Macedonian houses from the revival period, both in the representative
rooms and those for everyday use, is a result of long-term existence and refinement of certain
principles of organization of the interior space that corresponded completely with the architecture of
the building and which roots can be traced back to the ancient times (Nikoljski Panevski, 2018).

In response to the modern tendencies of the 20th century that produced alienating urban
environments without particular respect to the natural and the anthropological values, traditional
socio-cultural concepts are becoming even more relevant in contemporary urban theory and practice.
According to Professor Jan Gehl (2010), cities must urge urban planners and architects to reinforce
pedestrianism as an integrated city policy to develop lively, safe, sustainable and healthy cities. It is
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equally urgent to strengthen the social function of city space as a meeting place that contributes toward
the aims of social sustainability and an open and democratic society (Gehl, 2010). There is a lot of
documented material and knowledge regarding the Macedonian traditional architecture from the 19th

and 20th century. Its socio-cultural features adjusted in today’s context are extremely appropriate for
implementing in contemporary architecture, primarily on semantic level, not only as formal expression
as it is most common practice.

3.3. Analysis of socio-economic principles
Socio-economic principles are of vital significance and represent the main structure of each

society. Traditional communities are based on autonomy and self sufficiency. Traditional architecture
is sustainable by nature and has established strong environmental criteria for material use and system
optimization through long-term process of rationalization and perfection. Some of significant
principles of rationality and flexibility of Macedonian traditional house are perceived through
adaptability of its spaces to working (Kokalevski, 1989). Working space is often integrated in the
private space, so there are some typological specifics based on inhabitant’s crafts and occupations.

In vernacular architecture today, there are still examples that can be observed where there is a
balance between energy saving, tradition, the environment, and the social parameter - this is
particularly observed in rural and isolated areas, and it is not the case in urban areas, where the
pressure of fast growth, both of the population and of its habitat, undermines any possibility of a
balanced approach (Correia et al, 2014). Since after the World War II, rural areas and small towns in
Macedonia have been systematically degraded and devastated by the process of mass migration of
population in urban areas. At the same time it produced uncontrolled growth of urban population and
congestion mostly in the capital city Skopje. That inevitable change in the social, economic and
cultural environment requires new methods of economic logic for the development of vernacular
architectural values in line with the concepts of sustainability. These methods can refer to the
revitalization of the preserved fragments of the old town cores, as well as to the revitalization of the
rural environment by transferring the traditional environmental and socio-cultural principles in the
modern forms of economy and life. Furthermore, such a revitalized environment is suitable for the
development of attractive content in the field of cultural tourism, rural tourism, wine tourism
development, construction of ethno villages and all kinds of tourist and sports attractions adapted to
modern man and his sociological and psychological needs. Both Generation X and Y appear to desire
buying into the distinctive travel experience, preferably in a place no one thought to go before; these
generations identify with “refreshment”, meaning vacations that offer new and exciting experiences as
well as the opportunity to relax and be immersed in nature (Nordin, 2005). In this sense, rural tourism,
which has been developing intensively worldwide in recent years, is a particularly interesting and
pragmatic concept that enables the integration of urban man with natural environments using
traditional concepts (fig.5).

Figure 5. Objects for rural tourism in China

Rural tourism is a broad term that refers to every kind of tourist activity in rural areas and as such
it includes: rural tourism, ecotourism, health tourism, hunting and fishing tourism, tourism in nature
parks, cultural tourism and so on (Karanakov, 2014). The amenities as potential for development of
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rural tourism in Macedonia are perceived through significant anthropogenic and natural values:
historical, artistic, architectural, a number of natural attractions, national parks, forest parks, marked
hiking trails, mountain lodges, proximity to cities and coverage with infrastructure. Inertia and lack of
interest to prevent the loss of the Macedonian traditional country house and its anthropological and
architectural values in its natural environment, is a major problem at the state level in our country, and
the possibility of developing rural tourism that would promote the country house appears as a solution
to this problem [Ibid.].

The development of rural tourism opens the possibility for new sustainable concepts, i.e. a new
form of vitality in abandoned rural areas, combining the qualities of modern environmental, socio-
cultural and cultural and economic conditions, and also has a great potential to inspire new models for
revitalization of forgotten areas.

4. CONCLUSION

Traditional Macedonian architecture is a complex structure of values in terms of sustainability,
seen through the analysis of environmental, socio-cultural and socio-economic principles. In its
system, which has been organically created and evolved, logical functional concepts and cultural
codes were imprinted and intertwined.
Although the specific analyzed features of the traditional architecture refer to the urbanism and
architecture created in the past and under different circumstances, that kind of architecture contains
functional and timeless principles that create opportunities for implementation in the current context.
Certain aspects of these principles are usable and compatible with the modern approach of urban and
architectural practices around the world - in the form of utilizing geographical, climatic and
topographical benefits; optimization of climate factors through the process of spatial design;
promotion of organic principles through the use of natural materials; integration of nature and
architecture; using the human scale; creating places for people; stimulating walking distances, social
interactions and strengthening the socio-cultural principles.
The knowledge and experiences inherited from the traditional Macedonian architecture represents a
solid and vast base for future development of new forms of sustainable concepts in accordance with
current scientific, socio-cultural and economic conditions, and also provides a great potential to inspire
new models for revitalization of forgotten areas.
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1. Illustrations

Fig.1 – Image of the town of Kratovo - image from: Namiceva, E., Namicev, P. (2016).
Authenticity  and  Pride  of  Vernacular  Settlements  in  Macedonia, Published in PALIMPSEST,
International Journal for Linguistic, Literary and Cultural Research
Fig.2 – House – Museum in Veles – image from:
https://visit.veles.gov.mk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=41:spomenkukavasil
glavinov&catid=6:spomenkuki&Itemid=40
Fig.3 – Diagram of standard wooden frame construction typical for Macedonian traditional house
– image from: Hadzieva Aleksievska, J. (1985). Мерки, антропоморфност и модуларни
пропорции кај старата македонска куќа [Measures, Anthropomorphism and Modular
Proportions of the Old Macedonian House] Studentski zbor, Skopje
Fig.4 – House in Veles - “Veles House” by Namichev, P.,
https://marh.mk/куќата-на-касапови-велес-xix-век/
Fig.5 – Objects for rural tourism in China – image from:
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/03/31/woodhouse-hotel-tuanjie-zjjz-atelier-cabins-china

Author: Branko Temelkovski, M.Arch, PhD Student at the Faculty of Design and Technologies of
furniture and interior – Skopje, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje
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ABSTRACT

Energy make up about 10% of sawmill operating costs and are a place for possible savings and
reduction of effects on the environment. While the price of energy is usually set by others, the energy
use is to a certain extent possible to influence by the company itself.

The paper analyses the types of energy, places of consumption and quantities consumed per unit
of product at a hypothetical sawmill that delivers dried timber. The analysis of the literature showed
that most of the energy in such sawmills is used for drying fresh material, namely thermal energy
(more than 80% of the total consumed energy), but also electricity for driving fans and other
equipment in wood drying kilns (3.3% of the total consumed energy), as well as fuel for charging /
emptying the drying kilns. The remaining energy is used for debarking, cutting logs, material
handling…

Energy Management System (EnMS) recommendations were used for Energy Efficiency
Measures proposals. The EnMS for sawmills is developed using the international standard ISO 50001
as a basis. By implementing EnMS, it would be possible to make significant energy savings and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from sawmill processing. Some of these measures are closely
connected to the implementation of energy management systems (EnMS) as they primarily rely on the
behavioural change in the companies; others would also require certain investments. It is especially
important to note that the systematic approach in raising energy efficiency also very often leads to
improvements of the efficiency of the production processes.

Keywords: sawmills, energy efficiency, milling, drying, energy management system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sawmills transform wooden logs into lumber by applying a variety of manufacturing operations.
In many countries, sawmills contribute significantly to the economy, and the existence of the
population in forest-rich areas. In an effort to survive the effects of market trend dynamics, the
sawmills have some of the same major concerns as other industrial sectors, such as high operating
costs, low profit margins, and the struggle for capturing market share around the globe.

Some of the main barriers for energy savings in sawmills are lack of all kinds of infrastructure and
profitability of selling surplus energy products, such as bark, sawdust and chips. Other barriers are
lack of knowledge on how to optimize the utilization of the energy input, and low awareness about the
energy saving potential.

Implementation of an Energy Management System (EnMS) (Lycken at al, 2015), based on the
international standard ISO 50001, could enable a higher awareness of the current energy use, and
better understanding of the potential of future energy savings. It implicates that it is necessary on the
technical side to better control the energy use and its utilization in sawmills, by installing meters for
systematic measurements (Olsson, 2014). The information flow through communication and
knowledge transfer are important factors to be successful in implementing an EnMS.

When an organization develops its own EnMS and when a Certification Body is assessing how an
EnMS conforms to ISO 50001 (ISO 50001, 2018), it is necessary to bear in mind that the aim is to
help organizations save energy and not to produce new ineffective rules, procedures or records. The
standard contains requirements that can be verified objectively.
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The motivations for companies are both better control of processes and resources, but also the
economic benefits of the achieved energy savings. Energy savings in the sawmilling industry sector
will lead to surplus of biomass which is used as a fuel to obtain the thermal energy needed by the
kilns. Parts of this biomass could be utilized to produce electricity or sold on the market.
The introduction of EnMS is carried out in several steps and begins with the appointment of an Energy
team, and then the three actions Energy review, Action plan and Everyday activities are repeated
regularly (Figure 1).

Figure1 . Visualisation of the quick-start approach of an EnMS implementation (Lycken at al, 2015)

The top management appoint a management representative for the EnMS. His first task would be
to select an Energy team of a several skilled persons working in the company.
The tasks of the Team would be, at the beginning of their work, setting up and maintaining the
Energy policy, conducting the Energy Review, setting Energy targets and preparing an Action Plan
for the next period. The Energy policy is a document, with a statement of company’s commitment to
work systematically to increase their energy efficiency. It states the position of energy management
within the organization and sets the direction of the energy efficiency work.

The purpose of the Energy review (sometimes called energy audit) is to quantify sawmill’s
current energy use and identify opportunities for energy savings. For this, the recommendations ISO
50002 (ISO 50002, 2017) are used, the purpose of which is to define the minimum set of requirements
leading to the identification of opportunities for the improvement of energy performance.
By doing this, you get an overview of the situation and find out which aspects are most important for
your energy use. The energy review can be based on data from different sources, e.g. invoices from
energy suppliers or measured data.

When the current consumption of different types of energy is considered, the analysis and
comparison with energy consumption in similar sawmills (if available), data from different equipment
catalogues and appropriate technical literature. As a result of the analysis, the Team proposes Energy
targets, i.e. quantified key performance indicators (KPIs) to be achieved. These may be both general,
long-term targets and detailed, short-term targets. Specific (relative) targets are often appropriate, e.g.
a quantified reduction measured in kWh/m3 of finished product.

In order to achieve set goals, it is necessary to implement appropriate activities that together make
up the Action Plan. The Action plan is an inventory of ideas, adopted by the company, for energy
efficiency measures, and a plan for what, when and how company will act to reduce energy use.
The final decisions on Energy targets and the Action plan are made by the top management.
The paper presents these activities from the point of view of the Energy Team. Data from a
hypothetical sawmills that saw hardwood and has sufficient kiln capacity for drying the produced
sawn timber been used for consideration. For drying, hot water from a boiler in which chopped wood
remains are burned would be used. Electricity supply is provided from the distribution network.

The report “Current and potential savings in primary energy consumption and GHG emissions of
the European SMI” (Diederichs and Welling, 2015) analysed the potential savings which can be
reached by implementing sawmill specific or cross sectorial energy efficiency measures (Figure 2).
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Some of these measures are closely connected to the implementation of energy management
systems (EnMS) as they primarily rely on the behavioural change in the companies; others are
connected to larger investments.

Figure 2. Distribution of technical potentials to reduce the final energy consumption in the European
sawmill industry (Diederichs and Welling, 2015)

The largest saving potentials in energy consumption are expected to be related to the drying
process (81%). New equipment, a higher degree of process control and better maintenance make up
the other 19% of savings (Diederichs and Welling, 2015) and (Danon, 2003).

2. DESIGNATION OF ENERGY TEAM MEMBERS

The Energy team is a group of people appointed by the top management to lead the work with the
energy management system. The top management first appoints a management representative. This
person will be responsible for the EnMS and for reporting to the top management. The management
representative then forms the Energy team. The number of members of the team depends on the size
and energy intensity of your company, but it is important that the team includes people with the
necessary competence and engagement. Company functions useful to include in the Energy team are
for example: Quality manager, energy manager, environmental manager, production manager,
maintenance manager, electrical engineer’s manager, manager(s) of large energy user (like boiler
manager, kiln manager).

3. PREPARATION OF ENERGY POLICY

The purpose of an Energy policy is to set out the overall, main principles of the company’s energy
use and energy management system – company vision and engagement concerning energy issues. It
should state that your company:

 Is committed to work systematically to increase the energy efficiency;
 Is committed to follow legal requirements related to energy (this should be the minimum level

of commitment);
 Will make sure the Energy team has the necessary resources in terms of time, money and

access to information;
 Will set up and follow up Energy targets.

It is important that the Energy policy meets the needs of company. If your company already has a
Quality or an Environmental policy (as a part of ISO 9001, ISO 14001), the Energy policy can be
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incorporated into this policy. However, the energy issue must still be clear and precise. If this policy is
being made for the first time, it is necessary to:

 Make a draft Energy policy within the Energy team;
 Discuss the suggested policy with the top management, and let them approve a preliminary

version;
 If you did the draft version before doing the Energy review and started setting Energy targets,

you may want to revise the Energy policy, since you have probably gained more knowledge
after these steps and have a better idea about what you can and wish to achieve;

 Discuss your suggestions with the top management and let them approve the final version;
 Present the Energy policy to all employees;
 Consider communicating the policy externally, for example on your website;

Each year, the policy should be discussed at an Energy team meeting. The Energy policy can be
changed to modify to the new requirements and plans of the company. In that case, following the same
procedure as the suggested, updated version has to be approved by the top management, and present to
employees.

4. ENERGY REVIEW – ENERGY USAGE IN A SAWMILLS

The purpose of the Energy review (sometimes called energy mapping or energy audit) is to
quantify your sawmill’s current energy use and identify opportunities for energy savings. By doing
this, you get an overview of the situation and find out which aspects are most important for your
energy use. The energy review can be based on data from different sources, e.g. invoices from energy
suppliers or measured data. You may also find that additional energy measurements are needed.
In this task, you will increase your knowledge and awareness of energy use in a particular sawmill.
The Energy review can be conducted in a more or less detailed way – more detailed information will
require more work and time, but will also give you a better understanding of your current situation. It
will also increase the possibility of finding opportunities for improvement. However, it is often a good
idea to start at a reasonable level of detail and then improve it gradually as you revise the Energy
review. You can then strive to “improve the resolution” until you reach your desired level of detail.
The Energy review can either be performed by the Energy team, or by hiring a consultant with
experience from Energy reviews in industries.

If the Energy review is done by the Energy team it would be necessary to adhere to the following
steps (Lycken at al, 2015):

1. Define the plant. Before you begin to collect information on the energy use, it’s important to
define what is included, i.e. what system boundaries you will use and what sub-parts your
company or plant consists of. Also, note the annual production of the plant for the year you
will study, since you will need that to calculate your specific energy use.

2. To get a better overview of the energy use at sawmill and to follow up the energy efficiency
improvements, it is necessary to group the energy users into manageable sizes with good
enough resolution in size. The easiest way to divide sawmill into zones is according to the
production steps. One example can be seen in Figure 1. There are of course more ways to
group energy users than this way. What is important is that the zones are manageable and
possible to measure and that all energy users are included in a zone.

3. Collect data on your total energy use and corresponding costs. If you haven’t collected these
kinds of data previously, good places to start are invoices and consumption data from your
energy suppliers. Collect data for all forms of energy carriers you may use: electricity; boiler
fuels – purchased fuels as well as own by-products (wood chips and bark); district heating;
transport fuel, e.g. diesel, gasoline, natural gas.
If the sawmill also produce fuel or energy for sale, make sure it is included in a way that
distinguish the sold fuel or energy from what you use for your own plant;

4. Compare the data you collected to previous years’ results. Even when doing your first review,
it may be worth the effort to collect archival data for a few years back;
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5. The saw mill flow chart or similar graphical representation. This gives you an overview of the
production line and will help you decide what energy data you shall try to collect in the next
step, as well as ease the organization of the data. The flow charts can contain both material
and energy flows (see Fig 3).

Figure 3. Simple flow chart (with fictive data) (Lycken at al, 2015)

This example shows how self-produced heat from wood chips can be treated as heat into/out from
the local boiler and distributed to other users (mainly the kiln driers). The yellow arrows are energy
from electricity, red are heat and grey are transport fuel;

6. Break down the energy use from step 2 into sub processes and/or specific equipment;
7. As you progress, you will probably discover opportunities for improvement and ideas for

energy efficiency measures. Write these down (you will enter them in an Action plan later.)
8. Compare the results with other sawmills, in your own company or other companies;
9. Discuss the review within the Energy management team and report it to the Top management.

The paper presents, in the absence of the results of its own, quantities and participation of main
forms of energy taken from various literature sources. This was done separately for sawmills that sell
raw timber and those that dry it before delivery.

A sawmills which produce rough green lumber and has no kiln-drying facilities, electricity will be
the primary energy form consumed. In a typical sawmill, which does not dry timber, energy usage is
divided between five processing categories, as shown in the data from a United States (Wengert andMeyer, 1992) and FAO (FAO, 1990) (Table 1).

Table 1. Participation of individual processes in total energy consumption in a typical sawmill
(Wengert and Meyer, 1992, FAO, 1990)

Process Usage of energy, %

Sawing 43.9

Material Handling 32.9

Sorting & Barking 9.8

Chipping 9.8

Miscellaneous 3.7

According to the data given in Table 1, most of the energy (76.8%) is used is used for cutting logs
(43.9%) and material handling (32.9%).

The average energy consumption, according to (FAO, 1990) depends on whether the sawmill
processes deciduous or coniferous species and averages 30 kWh per m3 of cut hardwood (108 MJ/m3),
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or 20 kWh for conifers (72 MJ/m3). To this should be added 5 l/m3 (190 MJ/m3), or 4 l/m3 of fuel (152
MJ/m3) for operations in logs and sawn timber warehouse.

If the sawn timber is dried before delivery, the situation is significantly different (Table 2).

Table 2. Energy requirements within the mechanical wood-based industry – sawn timber kiln dried
(FAO, 1990)

Species Electrical energy,
(kWh/m3)

Electrical
energy, (MJ/m3)

Thermal energy,
(MJ/m3)

Fuel,
(l/m3)

Fuel,
(MJ/m3)

Total,
(MJ/m3)

hardwood 75 270 2,500 5 190 2,960
softwood 45 162 1,500 4 152 1,814

The reason for the increase in electricity consumption is the operation of fans and pumps in kilns.
For known reasons (Diederichs and Welling, 2014), it is higher, as well as the consumed thermal
energy (2,500 to 1,500 MJ/m3, when drying deciduous species (from 30 to 75 kWh/m3), and lower for
conifers (from 20 to 45 kWh/m3).

The total consumption of all types of energy is almost 10 times higher, mostly due to the thermal
energy needed for drying.

Table 3. Consumption of certain types of energy - the sawn wood is dried before delivery (FAO, 1990)

Species Electrical energy Thermal energy Fuel Total
hardwood 9,12% 84,46% 6,42% 100%
softwood 8,93% 82,69% 8,38% 100%

In this case, the amount of energy required for drying exceeds more than five times the
consumption of electricity and fuel.

5. ENERGY TARGETS

Energy targets set the goal for the company’s energy efficiency work. They are quantified key
performance indicators (KPIs) proposed by the Energy team and decided by the top management.
Energy targets can also be expressed as important activities to be realized that have an important
impact on the energy use, e.g. to replace certain equipment within a given timeframe.
By setting up energy targets, your company expresses what you want to achieve in terms of energy.
The targets shall motivate and challenge you in your work to increase your energy efficiency, and they
shall correspond to your Energy policy.
When you have performed the Energy review and know the baseline, and possibly benchmarked
against similar companies, you have probably found opportunities to make improvements and should
have an idea about what you want to achieve, both in the long run and in shorter time frames. In this
step the Energy team will formulate these in a document that is approved by the top management. It is
important that the targets:

 Are quantified, measurable and achievable;
 Have a defined timeframe;
 Correspond to your commitments expressed in the Energy policy.

Depending on the size of your company, you may want to have overall energy targets and targets
that are specific to certain departments or parts of your company. You may, for example, have a
general goal to reduce your specific energy use by 2 % per year, and a goal to reduce the use of diesel
by 5 % per year and reduce the energy use at kiln dryers by 3 % per year.
If goals are set for the first time, it is necessary to:

 Study the results from the Energy review. Based on the data from the last year, or preferably a
few years back, decide what will be your baseline (usually the result from the last year’s
measurements) and discuss what you think would be a reasonable level to aim at;
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 Set up draft energy targets. Separate them into short-term (for example the next five years)
and long-term targets. Remember to express energy use targets as energy per production unit –
kWh/m³ – since production may vary from year to year.

 Do not forget other types of targets, for example to replace equipment. Use the Energy targets
template to express the targets in a correct way.

 Take your suggested targets to the top management and discuss with them;
 The top management approves the final version; make sure the top management team also

decide how they will follow up and how often they will follow up.

Use the results from your updated Energy review to follow up your targets. If you did not reach a
target this year, analyze why and bring the results to your Action plan. If the end date of the targets
have been reached (for example after five years have passes), set up new targets with the same
procedure as above.

6. ACTION PLAN

The action plan is a list of ideas and potential measures that will take your work with energy
efficiency forward. For each action or idea, you should try to calculate or estimate the energy and cost
savings it would lead to, and the investments necessary. By doing that, you can estimate how
profitable the action is, for example by calculating pay-back time and / or the Life Cycle Cost (LCC).
Once when you have an inventory of ideas, discuss them within the Energy team and make a plan for
realizing them. Prioritize which actions you should start with and plan in what order you make the
actions. Consider the difficulties and time frame when prioritizing the actions. Some ideas will
probably prove to be unprofitable or impossible from a technical point of view, or other reasons.
Nevertheless, it is a good idea to document the ideas. If the proposed measures require investments
and decisions at management level, bring your ideas to a meeting with them and use your calculations
and engagement to convince them to act.

7. EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES OF ENERGY TEAM

In order to make sure energy efficiency is included in the everyday work at your company, your
routines, from simple habits to formal routines should take energy efficiency into account. This applies
to everything from turning off lights to operate the plant as energy efficient as possible, or be involved
and set energy requirement in improvement and retrofit projects. Common routines that are affected
are:

 Everyday habits and/or routines for starting and closing the plant;
 Routines for operating the plant and its equipment;
 Maintenance routines;
 Routines for procurement of equipment, services and materials; and
 Routines for carrying out retrofit/improvement projects, for design of processes and products.

Instructions for occasional unannounced inspections can be found at (Räftegård, Olsson, Nilsson,2014). This guide is a part of the Ecoinflow - SawEnMS handbook and is intended to provide useful
extra information for sawmills that want to perform a Night Owl Walk.
It is very important to include energy efficiency demands in your procurement policies, i.e. making
sure that whenever you buy new equipment, you take energy efficiency into account.

8. IDEAS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES IN SAWMILLS

In principle, energy savings could be achieved by having to respect the following
recommendations:

 Reduce stand-by (power and/or time);
 Increased general awareness of energy efficiency (turn off lights, close doors, reduce stand-by

etc.); and
 Pre drying of biofuel.
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If you would like to go into detail each sawmill can be divided into several segments such as:
 Log yard – opportunities for savings are the following: shift fuel from diesel to natural gas,

eco-driving (educate truck and lift drivers), reduce driving distances for forklifts and handler,
reduce number of "lifts and moves" of logs and packages, use GPS-systems for planning of
logistics on log yard and storages, coordinate time of incoming trailers, change from
pneumatics to hydraulics for feeding units, change from pneumatics or hydraulics to electric
feeding units, install frequency converters, reduce idling of conveyors;

 Milling – opportunities for savings are the following: reduce speed when possible, reduce
width of sawblades, install frequency converters, reduce freewheeling operation periods,
change from pneumatics to hydraulics for feeding units, change from pneumatics or hydraulics
to electric feeding units, change from extraction of air to scraper or band conveyors for chips
and saw dust, reduce tool cycle times, refurbish engines, choose motors of correct size,
automatic stop of conveyors when empty – no idling, cut green boards to reduce wood for
drying;

 Drying – opportunities for savings are the following: shift fuel from diesel to natural gas, shift
from fossil fuel to wood fuel, install heat exchangers, install frequency converters on fan
motors, turn off fans at sufficient times in the drying program, reduce fan speed at sufficient
times in the drying program, renovate wood drying kiln chambers, optimize drying (air flows,
settings etc.), reduce over drying, optimize drying by weighing/calculation of moisture
content, use higher drying temperatures, gives shorter drying times, add extra insulation,
reduce air leakage, flue gas heat recovery from boiler, simplify changing of drying program, to
use the most efficient instead of the easiest, measure moisture content continuously during
drying, "pre dry" boards outdoors (risk for increased cracks), correct amount of wood in the
kiln, make sure heat batteries are in good condition and not clogged; and

 Infrastructure – opportunities for savings are the following: install frequency converters for air
extraction, install frequency converters for compressors, maintain compressed air system,
divide compressed air system into segments, heat recovery from ventilation, install efficient
lighting, resence-controlled lighting, optimise lighting (level, daylight etc.), presence-
controlled ventilation, pipe insulation (add/refurbish), use waste heat for space heating, use
waste heat for pre-drying of bio fuel, use waste heat for other purposes, reactive power/cos phi
compensation.

9. CONCLUSIONS

The paper is intended for top management in sawmills in implementation of a systematic and
continuous energy work – an energy management system (EnMS).

A structured work with energy issues requires resources in terms of working time and money for
investment, but it also requires mandate and authority to make changes as well as decisions. This
applies whether you have a certified energy management system or not. The size of the work can,
however, vary over time. It often requires an intense work in the beginning, when the Energy Team
needs to build up knowledge and skills and there also is a need to make an energy audit and often also
to invest in some measurement equipment.

If the energy management work is to become continuous, it is also important that it becomes part
of the daily work in sawmill. This can be achieved, inter alia, by bringing energy as a standing agenda
item at top management meetings and that energy can be found in, for example, in monthly or
quarterly reports.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, the resistance of lacquered wood surfaces to abrasion was analyzed. The samples for
varnishing were previously prepared by the second level and third level of grinding. Further, the
samples were surface treated with 2K polyurethane coating and modified 2K alkyd-urethane coating.
This study aims to determine which of the used coatings will give better resistance to abrasion. The
test results show that surfaces treated with modified 2K alkyd-urethane coating give greater resistance
to abrasion compared to the surfaces treated with 2K polyurethane coating.

Keywords: surface, resistance, abrasion, grinding, 2K polyurethane coating, 2K alkyd-urethane
coating.

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface treatment of wood is the last phase in the production of final products. The basic
functions of the appropriate surface treatment are the protection of the surface from mechanical and
chemical influences, decorative surface treatment, increase of the use-values of the product (material
and conceptual values) and protection of the surface during use in the external environment in the
form of physical and chemical protection on the wood. (Jaić, Milan., Palija, Tanja, 2010)

One of the most important factors that determine the quality of wood surface treatment is the
choice of substrate and its preparation. It is important for the substrates not to have too high or too low
humidity, the surface to be treated to satisfactory quality and the ingredients of the substrate not to
affect the coating. Grinding has a direct impact on the spillage and consumption of the coating
material. It also affects the connection between the coating and the substrate, the coverage, and also
the properties of the formed dry film (adhesion, gloss, thickness). (Манева, Анастасија, Манев,
Трајче, 2007)

The materials used for wood surface treatment must be mutually compatible and adapted. They
must not act aggressively on each other or influence the change of composition, both the substrates
and the coatings. Attention should also be paid to the properties of the substrate, so as not to overlook
some components of bonding and hardening of surface treatment materials. (Jaić, Milan.,Živanović-
Trbojevći Rajka, 2000)

After drying and hardening of the coating, the surface should remain dry film in quantity, actually
thickness, sufficient for the coating to realize its basic function-protective and aesthetic. (Jaić,
Milan.,Živanović Rajka, 1993)

The coatings must be elastic enough to follow the movement of the wood due to hygroscopicity,
as well to withstand smaller deformations due to mechanical impacts that occur in the exploitation,
and at the same time must be hard and resistant to scratching, wear, etc. ( Ljuljka, Boris 1990)

In this research, the resistance of lacquered surfaces to mechanical impact expressed through
abrasion resistance will be examined. All samples are varnished with two layers of polyurethane basic
coating, while two different types of coatings were used for the final varnish: 2K polyurethane coating
and 2K alkyd-urethane coating.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Sample preparation
Samples of two wood were used in the study: spruce (Picea abies Karst.) and oak (Quercus robur

L.). The samples have dimensions 200X100X15 mm and are obtained by cutting planks with
tangential cross-section, without errors. The humidity of the spruce samples was 7.76%, and the
humidity of the oak samples was 9.24%. To obtain flat and smooth surfaces of the samples, the
samples were grinding on the upper side of a wide-band grinding machine (manufacturer Casolin,
Italy) with a pressure beam. The grinding speed was 17 m/s, and the аccesory movement speed was 20
m/min. Grinding was performed using a grinding paper numbered N080. Then half of the samples are
processed with I grinding system (second level of grinding with numbering N0120+ N0150), and the
other half with II grinding system (third level of grinding with numbering N0120+ N0150 + N0200).
After grinding, the samples are varnished with a basic 2K polyurethane coating (manufacturer
„Zorkacolor“, Skopje), applied in two layers by air spraying, applying a pressure of 3 bar. The basic
coating is prepared by mixing components A and B immediately before application in terms of mixing
2:1. The diameter of the gun nozzle was 1.2 mm. During the spraying, a constant distance of the gun
from the object of 250 mm was maintained. The spraying was performed in controlled conditions of
the working room with an air temperature of 21 0C and relative humidity of the air of 60%. After
hardening of the basic coatings and before applying the final coating, is performed manually
intermediate grinding with grinding paper numbering N0 240. Were used two types of final coatings,
2K polyurethane coating and 2K alkyd-urethane coating (manufacturer „Zorkacolor“, Skopje). The
final coatings are applied in one layer, following the same procedure as the basic coating and are
prepared by mixing the components A and B immediately before application. The basic parameters of
the application of the final coatings are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic parameters of the application of the final coatings

Parameter Type of final coating
2K polyurethane coating 2K alkyd-urethane coating

Viscosity of coating 20s (F4/20 0C) 22s (F4/20 0C)
Terms of mixing А:В 2:1 1:1

Temperature of coating 20 0C 20 0C
Amount of alluvium 180 g/m2 ± 5% 170 g/m2 ± 5%

2.2. Determination of resistance to abrasion
The determination of the property of abrasion resistance is performed by a method of rotation of

abrasive wheels, in practice recognizable and known by the device that works on this principle the so-
called Taber Abraser (Figure 1). The device consists of a sample carrier that has a circular shape and a
central shaft to which the sample is attached and above it, there is a horizontal shaft with abrasive
wheels. Abrasion is performed by rotating the sample carrier at a speed of 60 c/min under rotating
wheels acting with a force of 5.5 N on a sample. The sample is exposed to abrasion until a
predetermined number of cycles is reached or grinding all coating. The number of cycles is read and
adjusted on the device counter.

Abrasion resistance can be expressed based on a recommendation of individual methods of
instrument manufacturers, through several cycles, wear index, mass loss, volume loss, number of
cycles per unit thickness and wear thickness. The number of cycles is taken as a measure to
completely grinding the coating to the substrate or visually assess the pronounced changes in the
appearance of the surface.

The test result is taken as a change in the mass of the samples for the range of cycles from 0 to
700, which removes the film layer which is a characteristic of the coating in terms of abrasion
resistance.
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Figure 1. Test Instrument for resistant of abrasion – Taber Abraser

Figure 2. Testing resistance of abrasion on Taber Abraser

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the examination of the resistance of the coating film of abrasion of the lacquered
surfaces of spruce and oak samples are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the examination of the resistance of the coating film of abrasion

Nr Wood base/
grinding system

Sample
mass
(g)

Ред.
број

Wood base/
grinding system

Sample
mass
(g)

Number of cycles: 0
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.89 5. Oak / I 111.89
2. Spruce / II 63.91 6. Oak / II 109.24

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.57 7. Oak / I 112.63
4. Spruce / II 57.41 8. Oak / II 110.39
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Number of cycles: 100
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.79 5. Oak / I 111.79
2. Spruce / II 63.81 6. Oak / II 109.17

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.51 7. Oak / I 112.58
4. Spruce / II 57.26 8. Oak / II 110.33

Number of cycles: 200
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.71 5. Oak / I 111.70
2. Spruce / II 63.72 6. Oak / II 109.09

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.45 7. Oak / I 112.52
4. Spruce / II 57.21 8. Oak / II 110.27

Number of cycles: 300
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.63 5. Oak / I 111.62
2. Spruce / II 63.64 6. Oak / II 109.01

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.39 7. Oak / I 112.47
4. Spruce / II 57.15 8. Oak / II 110.21

Number of cycles: 400
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.54 5. Oak / I 111.50
2. Spruce / II 63.55 6. Oak / II 108.92

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.33 7. Oak / I 112.41
4. Spruce / II 57.09 8. Oak / II 110.15

Number of cycles: 500
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.41 5. Oak / I 111.36
2. Spruce / II 63.44 6. Oak / II 108.81

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.25 7. Oak / I 112.35
4. Spruce / II 57.03 8. Oak / II 110.08

Number of cycles: 600
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.26 5. Oak / I 111.23
2. Spruce / II 63.32 6. Oak / II 108.68

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.14 7. Oak / I 112.26
4. Spruce / II 56.96 8. Oak / II 110.00

Number of cycles: 700
Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final polyurethane coating 1x

1. Spruce / I 55.12 5. Oak / I 111.10
2. Spruce / II 63.18 6. Oak / II 108.55

Basic polyurethane coating 2x + Final alkyd-urethane coating 1x
3. Spruce / I 66.02 7. Oak / I 112.17
4. Spruce / II 56.86 8. Oak / II 109.91
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With analysis of the obtained results, it can be seen that the choice of the type of applied coating
affects the abrasion. By removing a layer of the coating after a certain number of cycles, the initial
mass of the coating is reduced. In this research, the maximum number of cycles was 700 cycles. The
size of the removed coating layer indicates the property of the coating which refers to the abrasion
resistance. Of the two types of coatings applied, the final 2K alkyd-urethane coating showed better
abrasion resistance, in both wood species and for both grinding systems. The mass loss of the coating
on the spruce substrate was 0.55 g and on the oak substrate 0.48 g. The final 2K polyurethane coating
showed lower abrasion resistance than the final 2K alkyd-urethane coating and the mass loss of the
coating on the spruce substrate was 0.77 g and on the oak substrate 0.79 g.

The samples treated with 2K alkyd-urethane coating showed better protection of the surfaces
under mechanical loads. Previous studies have shown that the application of 2K alkyd-urethane
coating in the final layer leads to greater resistance to mechanical influences expressed through greater
adhesion, compared to the application of 2K acrylic-isocyanate and 2K polyurethane coating. (Jaić,
Milan., Palija, Tanja, 2012)

The results of determining the resistance of lacquered surfaces to abrasion are shown graphically
in Figures 3,4,5 and 6.
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Figure. 3. Resistance of abrasion of the samples of spruce lacquered with
2K final polyurethane coating

Figure 4. Resistance of abrasion of the samples of oak lacquered with
2K final polyurethane coating
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Figure 5. Resistance of abrasion of the samples of spruce lacquered with
2K final alkyd-urethane coating

Figure 6. Resistance of abrasion of the samples of oak lacquered with 2K final
alkyd-urethane coating

4. CONCLUSION

The results of the research showed that the type of wood, as well as the grinding system, do not
have a significant impact on the abrasion resistance.

From the aspect of the surface treatment system, it can be concluded that a greater loss of mass of
the coating after abrasion is obtained when for varnishing is applied 2K polyurethane coating, which
indicates bad abrasion resistance.

Samples varnished with 2K alkyd-urethane coating showed higher abrasion resistance.
Based on the above, it can be concluded that by modifying the type of coating in the finished

layer, can be achieved bigger abrasion resistance. Modified systems of polyurethane coatings provide
the necessary resistance of varnished surfaces to mechanical influences.
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ABSTRACT

In this thesis are shown the analysis of the bending strength of corner joints made of beech wood,
that are used in wooden bed constructions.

Four types of corner joints made from solid wood are included in this research, which can be used
in the construction of beds. They include:Joints with half groove and glued corner block:Joints with
staples and glued corner block:Joints with barrel shaped nutand screws and Joints with angle brackets.

These specimen are tested by loading them with bending strength. Standard national Bulgarian
and European methods are implemented in this research, that are used for determining the strength
criteria for the corner joints. Using these methods, the bending strength of the joints is established in
two ways: With opening of the elements of the corner joints and With closing of the elements of the
corner joints.

The middle moment of breaking whilst bending of all four specimen is the basic criteria for
determining the bending strength.

The analysis of these experiments give clear picture about the strength index of these joints, that
can be used in the construction of beds.

Keywords: bending moment, strength criterion, bending strength, corner joints, frame constructions
(construction of solid wood), beech wood.

1. INTRODUCTION

Furniture is a primary tool for designers to make a living space functional. With the development
of the wooden industry, multifunctional furniture is available today, made of various materials with
the application of modern fastening technology and also assembled-disassmbled furniture. The choice
of the used furniture is of great importance, not only to satisfy the estetic need of the clients, but also
to be functional in a given space from a pragmatic point of view.

The methods of determining the bending strength of the bed construction consist of producing
constructive joints, that are included in a bed frame. These methods are used for testing beds, french
sofas and so on, where all external burdens have influence on the wooden construction and its
constructive joints which are covered in upholster. Such joints which are used for production of solid
wood beds, are presented in this thesis.

2. AIM AND TASK OF THIS STUDY

The aim and task of this thesis, is to determine the bending strength of the constructive corner
joints that occur in beds made of solid beech wood. The bending strength, as one of the main strengths
in the statics, is determined by loading the corner joints with outer forces until they are deformned or
broken.
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The bending strength for each corner joint, expressed through the moment of bending M (Nm) as
a primarycriteria for determining the bending strength, refers to corner joints between two sides of the
bed frame made of solid beech wood.

3. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

The construction strength is the ability of transferring the projected and previously expected
burdens without breaking or occuring some permanent deformations, such as visible cracks and other
damages.

With the development of the wooden industry at the end of the 60s and the beginning of the 70s in
the last century, methods are being implemented to examine the constructive joints, i.e. parts of the
furniture, instead of the whole final product. Scientists that had a great impact in this field are
Kjuchukov and Josifov from Bulgaria, Lapshin from the SSSR, Liiri and Haawisto from Finland,
Janson and Kaszan from Poland, Eckelmann from the USA and many others. The insufficient number
of research and gathered data so far, for the bending strength of the constructive joints in the bed
wooden frames are the main reason for conducting these researches and writing this study.

4. THE MATERIAL AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

Beech wood has been chosen as a main material for construction of corner joints for bed frames.
Methods used in this research for corner joints made od solid wood are in fact the methods BNS

16712/87 and BNS 9165/90 (Bulgarian National Standards). The mutual thing for both these methods
is that the strength of the corner joints is determined by applying outer forces which cause bending.

Four corner joints are selected for determining the bending strength of the bed frame (figure 1),
which include: joints with half groove and glued corner block; joints with staples and glued corner
block; joints with barrel shaped nut and screws and joints with angle bracket.

Figure 1. Types of corner joints

During the exploitation, the corner joints of the elements in the bed construction can be loaded
with outer forces that cause bending in two directions, with either closing or opening the elements of
the corner joints. (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Directions of bending the elements of the corner joints

The testing of the constructive joints has been carried out by using a universal machine for testing
the bending strength of the joints with precise testing accuracy of 0.1% at the recording of the
breaking force while bending.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the research of the corner joints which are applied in the bed construction, and are
made of solid beech wood with transverse intersection47x32 mm, when opening the elements of the
speciments are given in Chart 1.

Chart 1. Comparative results of the bending strength with opening of the elements of the corner joints

Chart 2. Comparative results of the bending strength with closing of the elements of the corner joints
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6. CONSLUSIONS

1. Beech wood is the most widely spread and used wood in our indystry. Due to the physical and
mechanical properties, this type of wood is suitable for making the construction of double beds in
which different corner joints can be found.

2. The bending strength of corner joints while opening their elements is: for the specimen with
half groove and glued corner block is 333.21 Nm; for the specimen with staples and glued corner
block is 284.28 Nm; for the specimen with barrel shaped nut and screws is 193.26 Nm and for the
specimen with angle bracket is 94.12 Nm.

3. The bending strength of corner joints while closing their elements is: for the specimen with
half groove and glued corner block is624,41 Nm; for the specimen with staples and glued corner block
is 424,77 Nm; for the specimen with barrel shaped nut and screws is 184,5 Nm and for the specimen
with angle bracket is 150,74 Nm.

4. The contact adhesion surface of the corner joints has an impact on the bending strength, both
when opening and closing the elements. Proof of this are the high breaking moments in the half groove
and staple joints:

- Adhesive surface at joints with half groove and corner block - 62,04 cm2 ;
- Adhesive surface at joints with staples and corner block– 54,52 cm2 ;
- Adhesive surface at joints without the usage of corner block - 15,04 cm2.
5. Adding a corner block made of the same material (beech wood) as the joints in the specimen

with half grrove and staples significantly increases the bending strength due to the increased glued
surface.

6. All the previous explained and given values for the bending strength for each group of corner
joints and their way of deforming and reacting to the outer forces have the aim to help present and
future designers and furniture constructors and to be taken into consideration when projecting and
constructing bed frames made of solid beech wood.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the study was to research the influence of different polyhydric alcohols as liquefaction
solvents and their mutual volume ratios on the polymeric properties of liquefied black poplar wood
(Populus nigra L.). Polyhydric alcohols polyethylene glycol 400, diethylene glycol, dipropylene
glycol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol were used as solvents in the study, and for liquefied wood were
analyzed the solid residue, the degree of liquefaction and the hydroxyl OH number as its polymeric
properties. Liquefaction of wood was performed separately with each polyhydric alcohol as well as
their mixtures in different volume ratios by the method of acid catalysts under precisely defined
conditions. Based on the obtained results, the most favorable liquefaction conditions were determined
in terms of obtaining the most favorable polymeric properties as a first step in different applications of
the same for different bioproducts.

Keywords: liquefied wood, polyhydric alcohols, polymer properties, black poplar wood (Populus
nigra L.)

1. INTRODUCTION

Wood as lignocellulosic biomass is one of the most affordable and important renewable raw
materials in the world that can partially replace fossil resources. Two fundamental aspects related to
the use of wood biomass in the production of bioproducts are the extension and improvement of basic
knowledge of chemical composition and properties and how to apply that knowledge to more
advanced and sustainable use of biomass (Antonović et al., 2018).

In addition, with an emphasis on enhancing sustainable development, new methods of alternative
use of biomass are being explored, and major advances have recently been made in the development
of new technologies for the effective utilization of biomass and the production of environmentally
friendly bio-based products. Common methods used in the production of bioproducts (biofuels,
bioenergy, biochemical, and biomaterials) from biomass are biochemical and thermochemical
conversion methods. Of the thermochemical conversion methods, the wood liquefaction in the
presence of some organic reagents shows one of the ways how to use biomass as green and eco-
friendly raw material for bioproducts production (Antonović et al., 2017a; Antonović et al., 2017b).

Liquefaction reactions with phenols and polyhydric alcohols are the most interesting methods in
the previous researches and literature. After the discovery of the wood liquefaction phenomena,
researches of different liquefaction parameters were conducted (types and ratios of reagents or
solvents, catalysts types, liquefaction times and temperatures, wood or biomass species, anatomical
part, and sample granulations), in terms of (1) increasing of biomass share in liquefaction mixture, (2)
achieving the real liquefaction degree with respect to solubility and polymer properties of liquefied
biomass in organic solvents, (3) comprehension and understanding of the wood liquefaction
mechanism, and (4) further application (Antonović et al., 2011).
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From all the above, the aim of this research was to investigate the influence of different
polyhydric alcohols as liquefaction solvents (reagents) and their mutual volume ratios such as
polyethylene glycol 400, diethylene glycol, dipropylene glycol, ethylene glycol, and glycerol on the
polymeric properties of liquefied black poplar wood (Populus nigra L.). Furthermore, on the basis of
the obtained results, the most favorable liquefaction conditions in terms of obtaining the most
favorable polymeric properties were determined. Therefore, the aim of this final work was to
determine and investigate the polymeric properties of liquefied wood as the first step in different
applications of the same for known bioproducts.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Wood species and sample preparation

For this research was used the softwood species namely black poplar (Populus nigra L.). TAPPI
test method T257 cm-02 was used as a sampling procedure. As the method requires, samples were
taken promptly after tree cutting, and the criterion for taking samples was cutting off a ring on the first
log from the trunk, approximately at 2 m height. The thickness of hatched rings was between 5-15 cm.
All samples have been fresh and without any wood defects.

Furthermore, samples were prepared according to previous studies (Hames et al., 2008; Antonović
et al., 2010). After the laboratory drying for 14 days, the bark was mechanically separated from
sapwood and heartwood. A mixture of sapwood and heartwood was used in this study. Air-dried
samples were milled using a knife-mill Fritsch – Pulverisette 19 on different particles size. After
milling, samples were sieved through standardized sieves. The milled particles which passed the
screen of sieve 0.71 mm and stay on sieve 0.325 mm were used in further chemical analysis, due to
their ideal particle size for all isolation methods of group chemical composition, and which is
recommended in previous studies. For screening, laboratory electromagnetic sieves shaker Cisa RP.08
(shaking time t=15±1 min) was used (TAPPI T 264 cm-97). After sample grinding and sieving, three
smaller samples were taken on which all the chemical analysis and liquefaction were performed, and
the results are presented as the mean values of these three samples.

2.2. Liquefied wood (LW) preparation

Liquefied wood was prepared based on the previous studies according to Antonović et al. 2019
(Figure 2). Smaller obtained samples (without any prior chemical treatment) of black poplar wood
were liquefied with a mixture of glycerol and sulfuric acid (H2SO4) by acid catalyst method for 120
min at 150 °C. Undissolved residue percentage and wood liquefaction degree, as well as hydroxyl
number (OH-number), were determined as values which are describing the polymer properties of LW
for the purpose of selecting optimal liquefaction parameters.

2.3. Undissolved residue and liquefaction degree

After the liquefaction reaction, undissolved residue (UR) of liquefied wood was determined by
the dioxane/water mixture, which is recommended as a universal diluent for liquefied biomasses. 1g of
liquefied wood was diluted with dioxane/water mixture in ratio 8/2, and then stirred in a magnetic
stirrer for 60 min. After that mixture was filtrated through glass-fiber filter B2 in a vacuum. The
residue was rinsed by the same diluent repeatedly until a colorless filtrate was obtained, and then the
undissolved residue was dried in the oven at 105  2 °C to a constant weight. Undissolved residue
percentage was calculated by the following equation:

Liquefaction degree (LD) percentage was calculated according to next equation:
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2.4. Hydroxyl number (OH-number)

1,5 – 2,5 g of liquefied wood was weight into two 250 ml volume Erlenmayers flasks and then
added 10 ml of reagent. The reagent was a mixture of pyridine and phthalic acid anhydride. Into the
third flask, we added only a reagent, for the determination of blank solution. Each flask was equipped
with a condenser and magnetic stirrer with a heater, and each magnetic stirrer had an oil bath, which
was used for keeping the constant temperature from 115 °C, and with help of condenser, we
condensated the reagent. A mixture in the flask was heated for exactly one hour measured from the
moment when the first drop was condensed. After that to the cooled mixture new 50 ml of pyridine
was added and titrated with the 0.5M sodium hydroxide solution with the presence of phenolphthalein
until the equivalent point was reached (the bright red staining should not appear at least 30 seconds).
Hydroxyl number for liquefied wood sample in mg KOH/g was calculated from the following
equation:

where is: A – volume of the NaOH solution spended for sample titration (ml); B – volume of the
NaOH solution spended for blank solution titration; cNaOH – normality of the NaOH solution (M); m –
weight of liquefied wood sample.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the obtained research results, Table 1 shows the summary of the best liquefaction
mixtures of liquefied wood and their properties results in dependence of different wood liquefaction
solvents mixtures, namely with various polyhydric alcohols, with or without glycerol and H2SO4 as an
acid catalyst at the same liquefaction parameters (liquefaction time 120 min, liquefaction temperature
150 °C).

Table 1. Liquefied black poplar wood properties results obtained with different polyhydric
alcohols and their mixtures as a liquefaction solvents

No. Polyhydric alcohols and their
mixtures

UR
%

LD
%

OH
mg KOH/g

1 GLI/DEG/H2SO4 – 80/20/3 5,61 94,39 594,00

2 EG/H2SO4 – 100/3 7,09 92,91 449,33

3 DEG/GLI/H2SO4 – 80/20/3 3,43 96,57 414,67

4 DEG/H2SO4 – 100/3 8,88 91,12 405,00

5 PEG/H2SO4 – 100/3 10,37 89,63 427,67

6 PEG/GLI/H2SO4 – 80/20/3 9,09 90,91 209,00

7 DPG/H2SO4 – 100/3 10,23 89,77 306,67

UR – undissolved residue; LD – liquefaction degree; OH – hydroxyl number

Figure 2. Results of liquefied wood undissolved residue obtained with different polyhydric
alcohols and their mixtures

In Figure 2 we can see that the percentage of liquefied wood undissolved residue for different
solvent mixtures of polyhydric alcohols and glycerol ranged from 3.43 to 10.37%. Likewise, the
results showed that in cases where polyhydric alcohols (except glycerol) participate themselves, with
H2SO4 as the acid catalyst, relatively high percentages of insoluble residue (7.09 - 10.37%) are
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obtained in liquefaction. When glycerol participates partially or completely in the liquefaction reagent
mixtures, this percentage decreases significantly (3.43 - 5.41%, exceptionally up to 9.09%). According
to this research, of all the polyhydric alcohols properties, the best properties of wood liquefying
solvents were shown by diethylene glycol, DEG, with a higher ratio and lower addition of glycerol.
The content of insoluble residue of liquefied wood was then the lowest, amounting to only 3.43%.

Figure 3. Results of liquefied wood liquefaction degree obtained with different polyhydric alcohols
and their mixtures

Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the liquefied black poplar wood liquefaction
percentage. In amount, it is inversely proportional to the value of the insoluble residue of the liquefied
wood. Using graphs, we can see with which polyhydric alcohols we gained the most liquid masses.
The liquefaction content of liquefied black poplar wood ranges between 89.63 and 96.57%.

Figure 4. Results of liquefied wood hydroxyl number (OH-number) obtained with different polyhydric
alcohols and their mixtures

Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the liquefied wood OH-number content gained with
different polyhydric alcohols for black poplar wood. The OH-number content ranges from 209,00 to
594,00 mg KOH/g, depending on the type of polyhydric alcohol mixture. The highest content of OH-
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number was obtained with a mixture of liquefying reagents glycerol/diethylene glycol/H2SO4
(80/20/3) as much as 594,00 mg KOH/g, while the lowest content of OH-number was obtained with a
mixture of liquefying reagents polyethylene glycol/glycerol/H2SO4 (80/20/3) only 209,00 mg KOH/g.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Liquefaction was performed with several types of solvent mixtures of polyhydric alcohols (PEG,
DEG, DPG, EG) and glycerol, and with H2SO4 as an acid catalyst under specific liquefaction
conditions: wood/liquefaction reagent/H2SO4 = 10,00/50,00/1,80g when heated to 150 C for 120min.
In accordance with the set aims, research plan, and the results obtained by the research, the following
concluding thoughts are presented:

 liquefaction comprises a complex set of reactions taking place on the polymeric components of
wood  derivatization (esterification or etherification) of free hydroxyl groups in cellulose or
lignin as well as reactions that break the polymer chain of cellulose (crystallinity),

 macromolecule compounds in wood biomass are degraded into micro molecules and the obtained
small molecules are unstable, reactive and can re-polymerize into oily products with a wide range
of molecular weight distribution (biopolymers),

 according to the OH-number value as a functional group of wood natural components formed
during the addition of different polyhydric alcohols (PEG, DEG, EG, DPG, and GLY) and their
different ratios activated by the liquefaction process according to the same and precisely defined
conditions we gained liquefied products with favorable properties for further synthesis into various
bioproducts,

 the best liquefaction results with respect to the OH-number value show solvent mixtures that had a
certain percentage of glycerol addition, which improved the liquefaction of the total mass of wood
in the solvent (evidence of this is a reduction in the insoluble residue percentage),

 of all polyhydric alcohols, the best properties of liquefied wood solvents were shown by DEG,
alone or with a smaller or larger addition of glycerol, and glycerol, when in the reaction,
participates alone with the catalyst,

 the liquefaction process with different polyhydric alcohols by the acid catalyst method proved to be
suitable for liquefaction of black poplar wood, with the possibility of mixing with each other in
different proportions in order to improve the liquefaction properties.
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ABSTRACT

Organic approach to molding dates back to the classical period and further on evolves through the
period of renaissance, it was the period when the famous Michelangelo claimed understanding of
architecture arises from the human body. Since the all-individual parts of the human body are in a
harmonious relationship, followers of this approach thought that architecture and design should be in
such a harmonies relationship as other species in nature. The very beginning of this approach in
architecture and design dates from the late 19th century. Founders of this approach are architects and
designers Frank Llyod Wright (USA), Charles Rennie Mackintosh (UK), Alvar Alto (Finland) and the
couple Charles and Ray Eams (USA). Functional and minimalistic, but at the same time warm and
lively modern Scandinavian design contains quality in its appearance. Life and work of Alvara Aalta is
perhaps the best example of Scandinavian architecture and design of 20th century and the summit of
style. He was the first who retreated from pure formalism and geometrical shapes, that was common in
the early period from modernism. His personal expression, the fluidity of movement, the emphasized
value of informality finally came out to the surface. The name of Alvara Aalta is a synonym for
modern and innovative architecture, and not only that, he’s been given a credit for making a great
contribution to modern furniture design. Alvara Aalta has been working on chair design, as many
other designers did. He worked on perforated plywood backrest and free shaping as well. One of his
many design solutions is a unique tripod which has a cult status and as such it dates back over 80
years. Worth mentioning is the chair Paimio (1932) better known as chair 41. This particular chair was
part of the hospital equipment and served to lung patients as an apparatus for easier breathing while in
an upright position. This paper analyzes the use of an organic approach to design through
Scandinavian design, the sculptural appereance of the furniture and production methods of Finnish
industry based on bent laminated elements made from birch and fir.

Keywords: scandinavian design, Alvar Alto, furniture, organic approach, plywood.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many designers and architects, among them Alvaro Alto found inspiration in the nature. Its
beauty and diversity allowed them to design and transform their ideas into remarkable works. That is
why many chairs, shelves, vases, benches and tables as well as others mass produced items remind us
of different organic forms- they were designed on the basis of organic forms. Organic approach
recognizes the power of the costumer and provides good design.

Scandinavian design was born in 1930 as part of modernism, a movement with a signature
functionality and simplified shapes. It is humanized with natural materials such as wood, leather and
hemp and democratized with the use of innovative technique that allows mass production and in turn
price available to everyone. Linking Scandinavian and organic design did not happen by accident. It is
especially significant today when ecofriendly approaches to production gaining in popularity. The
harmony of there to designing approaches is perfectly visible in the great works of many designers. A
name that stands out is Alvar Aalto who conquered the world by using bended laminated elements
made of wood. His products are in demand even today.
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2. SIMBIOSIS OF SCANDINAVIAN AND ORGANIC DESIGN

The birth of organic style designing is thought to go back approximately 100 years ago, although
it could be traced back even to the ancient times when great cultural and architectural changes took
place. This approach leans toward the use of natural materials. The shapes should be harmonious as a
whole similarly to an organism in the nature. The philosophy behind the organic design is serving the
costumer, that is the form follows the functionality which influences the design greatly. Its power and
good design come from the need of the costumer. As such it will become a universal design no matter
the object designed. Every separate product as a whole is just a hint to the architect and designers to
the final result since every item contributes to the final version [6] [7].

Frank Llyod Wright (USA), Charles Rennie Mackintosh (UK), Alvar Aalto (Finland) as well as
Charles i Ray Eams (USA) were just a couple of architects- pioneers of this style [7].

Figure 1. Organic Chair, Charles Eames & Eero Saarinen, 1940 [8]

Organic design is developing in Scandinavia, a part of that is becoming a global center. Moma
founded department for the industrial design. The advertisement for the organic design course said: A
design is organic if the whole element shows harmonious relation between individual parts in respect
to construction, material and purpose [3]. Two designers, Charles Eamesa and Eera Saarinen, made
significant contributions, in the field of the sitting furniture as well as living room furniture.

Scandinavian design is functional, minimalistic, modest, unobtrusive, practical but at the same
time light and warm and has that organic quality which makes it recognizable. The best example of
Scandinavian architecture and design is life and work of Alvar Aalto that takes a step away from pure
formalism and geometric shapes that characterize early modernism. Accordingly, evolution and
characteristics of Scandinavian design are part of Scandinavian history. Big part of Europe was
leaning towards luxury and richness. Scandinavia, rich in natural resources, forests, not being able to
import materials, high production costs, focused on local materials. Subtle and functional forms
created today’s recognizable simple esthetics known widely as   Scandinavian design. This,
Scandinavian style furniture became prestigious because of its designers primarily Alvar Aalto as well
as Arne Jacobsen, Finn Juhla, Poul Kjaerholma, Ereo Saareinena, Tapi Virkale and manyothers that
applied the organic design in their work.

Modern day organic design considers energy saving, uses natural materials, mostly wood and
recycled materials (plastic and cardboard), helps local economy and encourages healthy lifestyle.
There are many products made organically with materials such as cotton, coconut, hemp, burlap and
thatch. These materials are used for production of home décor, carpets and other interior design related
products. World renown designer such as Ross Lovegrove (UK), Karim Rashid, Zaha Hadid (UK),
Rebecca Asquith (NZ) and many others use this approach in their designs [7].
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3. ALVAR AALTO

Chair design is object of interest of many designers, Alvar Aalto (1898-1976) was not different.
He worked with chairs of bended wood. Following the example of Michael Thonet who is considered
father of industrial bending of mass wood, and other designers such as Charles and Ray Eames,
Marcel Breuer, Alvar Aalto presented his own designer solution in form of a chair made of bended
plywood and named 41 (Paimio). The story of this chair begins with Aalto’s first big project, the one
in the Paimio Sanatorium for lung patients. His job was interior design. His first idea was making
furniture (chairs) by bending steel pipes, Bauhaus-style. Visual and tactile coldness of such design,
which makes it hard to connect with the patients, he turned to warm natural materials such as wood.

Wood was his favorite material and distancing from it was just temporary. Its warmth and
closeness, mood of birch and fir available throughout Finland were great inspiration for this designer.
Aalto was obsessed with wood and although he was familiar with its technical value and properties, he
did not approach this material architect [1].

Ergonomic component of this chair lays in the fact that it makes breathing easier for lung cancer
patients while they sit in it. It is comfortable while sitting, standing up and leaning on it. 110º is the
gradient of the chair that makes the breathing process easier. Openings in upper part of the backrest
allow neck ventilation [2]. He wanted a good design so he emphasized the peace and harmony and
functionality of the chair.

41 chairs construction consists of two closed bended backrests that support armrests and legs.
They are linked with thin plywood bended at both ends. This design increases chair’s flexibility which
in turn improves its ergonomic properties. Innovative mind of the designer, his knowledge of the
materials and structure is noticeable in the structure of bended parts. Six of which is used in the part
with the most load and four or five in the rest. Bended seat was made of only one layer.

Figure 2. Alvar Aalto, Paimio Sanatorium, Paimio Chair (Chair 41) [5] [9] [10]

Aalto found his inspiration in Breur Wassily’s chair (1928). He did however use different
materials which gives this chair its organic design. Alvar’s chair stands out because of spectacular
design, great comfortability and new levels of plywood bending in furniture manufacturing. As such
this chair was way ahead of its time and it is popular even today. This approach to design and
production of plywood furniture had great influence on many other designers. Alvar, one of the
cofounders of Artek, left great heritage behind him. Artek was founded in 1935 for production and
sales of furniture, light related products and textile of him and his wife Aino, especially for
international market.

His innovations in the shapes and lines made the name of Alvar Aalto important in history of
design. In fact, in continental Europe, he first became popular as designer and later on as architect. His
contribution in furniture design was one of his greatest successes.
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3.1. Bended wood elements in Aalto’s works

Wood bending technique dates back to the classical period when willow branches were bended to
make baskets. Due to wood elasticity in order to keep desired shape, wood needs to be kept in bended
position somehow. Thicker parts of wood are harder to bend without causing any damage even after
hydrothermal preparation. An easier approach is bending and gluing together thinner wood parts
(veneers) which is called layered (laminated) wood. The process goes as follows: veneer sheets are
covered in adhesive and placed one on top of the other. Simultaneously they are put in a mold in order
to be bended.  As the adhesive hardens the veneer sheets become one whole unit keeping the form of
the given mold. Advantages of this kind of processing compared to massive wood bending is the
possibility to manufacture bended parts of greater thickness, greater curve and use of sheets of poorer
quality for the middle part [4].

In the late 1920s, Aalto had worked with Otto Korhonen, a furniture manufacturer on new
innovative techniques. They created the L- leg, a leg in the shape of letter L made of firm bended
wood that allowed design of more than 50 different products. Later on he experimented with plywood
and birch sheets that were major part of Aalto's work.

Figure 3. Experimental wood relief, Alvar Aalto [5]

Design concepts of Alvar Aalto are organic resources and human shape. Seats and handles are
shaped to follow human form. Of all the architectural furniture his is the one closest to humanity. He
considered that human body should only come into contact with organic materials. For such design
laminated wood was a perfect choice. It can follow the human shape and it is made of organic
materials. That is why he replaced steel pipes with local birch wood.
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Figure 4. Paimio Chair (Chair 41), design Alvar Aalto 1931-32 [5]

His love for laminated wood, bended to follow human shape, offering warmth, organically
designed with a hint of Scandinavia can be seen in many other of his works some of which are shown
in the pictures below.

Stool 60
Year: 1933

Armchair 406
Year: 1939

Side Table 915
Year: 1932

Children's Chair N65
Year: 1935

Figure 5. Products by Alvar Aalto [5]

His chairs were result of great research on posture, laminated wood, esthetics, and efficient
mechanical methods in mass production. Design of his Paimio chair is said to be influenced by curves
of Finnish lakes. It is one of the most elegant modern chairs. In 1935 his company designed- patented
console supporter of wooden chairs [5].

Success of his product is hard to measure. Each and every one has a story and its signature. Chair
60, for example, can be used as a seat, table, disposal unit, presentation unit. Leggs are put directly
under the round seating part so there is no need for complicated linking parts. Thanks to its geometry,
this chair be spirally folded in order to save space. Chair 60 is available in many colors and patterns. It
was sold in millions which makes it one of the most wanted furniture products in history.

4. CONCLUSION

Analyzing this organic approach, its influence through history and nowadays, it can be defined as
a trend of turning to nature. As such it can be viewed as a philosophy and life approach. Besides wood
and other natural materials, recycled materials (plastic and cardboard) are becoming more popular.
Their use preserves the environment and such products cost less. Frank Llyod Wright (USA), Charles
Rennie Mackintosh (UK), Alvar Aalto (Finland), Charles and Ray Eams (USA) and many others made
a name out of themselves in this field.

The goal of Scandinavian design is improvement of everyday life. That is why many architects
and interior designers apply it when choosing furniture, textile and lights. All of which is strongly
connected with nature through combination of abstract and natural shapes (curve of lakeshore, wood
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bark, parts of plants). Scandinavian design is the functional, minimalistic, modest and practical and at
the same time warm and intimate, organically made in symbiosis of human, nature and modern world.

Alvaro Aalto had an important role in furniture design in XX century. He set the cornerstone for
the Scandinavian design. His chairs are a product of extensive research done on many segments:
ergonomic properties- seating, material- laminated wood, esthetics and mass production methods. His
most famous Paimio chair, (chair 41) was inspired by curves of Finnish lakes. It is deemed one of the
most elegant chairs. Aalto’s work, without false modesty, are remarkable and were lightyears ahead of
their time. They are still in high demand today.

If you are unable to spend time in and with nature, bring it into your living spaces with natural
materials, warm colors and elements inspired by shapes in nature so you could feel as part of it.
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ABSTRACT

Design and modeling of solid wood in various forms is a technique that has numerous advantages,
starting from reducing wood waste which is a simpler and faster way to create various shapes through
increasing the strength and rigidity of modeled details to the possibility of better processing and lower
investment costs. Improving the elastic properties of wood and their ability to retain a modeled shape
under the influence of moisture and heat has been known for hundreds of years. Michael Thonet's
research work and inventiveness, at the time of manufacturing, paved the way for the establishment of
industrial, mass-produced bent furniture. Thonet managed to develop a technological process for the
production of bent furniture, which included elements of industrial production with its own
infrastructure, economical and modular concept of furniture production, marketing and opening of
retail chains. He was a pioneer of the industrial concept of making bent furniture, Thonet furniture
made in organic forms is still extremely popular nowadays.

This paper analysed the role and importance of industrial design and modeling in the process of
making bent furniture through the work and innovations of Michael Thonet and the development of
the Gebrüder Thonet factory. Special attention was given to the great success of the iconic N14 chair
on the market, but also to the design philosophy of Michael Thonet focused on simplifying the
compositional elements of mass production, which combines strength, beauty and flexibility.

Keywords: wood bending, design, modeling, construction, moisture, heat, furniture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Towards the end of the 18th century, in the creation of useful objects, special attention was paid to
their functionality with an effort to adapt the shape to man as much as possible. This is especially
related to the furniture whose dimensions and shapes follow the size of the human body. The comfort
of furniture has become significant, which was not particularly present in previous periods.

The Industrial Revolution, which began in England during the 19th century spread to Germany and
most of Europe, led to new advances in the production of utility items. Namely, until the middle of the
19th century furniture was a luxury product and was made exclusively by the order. During the 19th
century, in addition to the upper class that has already established itself as a benefit, consumers
became members of the middle and working class. The rapid development of technology and new
machinery was essential for mass production. New technologies have enabled the serial production of
furniture but also a cheaper price of the product on the market. The rise of industrial production
changed the way objects were created, urbanisation changed consumption patterns and diversified
markets and the emergence of the wider middle class created demand for new products.

2. A PIONEER OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Michael Thonet (Boppard, 2 July 1796 - Vienna, 3 March 1871) was a German designer and
furniture maker. Thonet, who marked the 19th century, and became the best-selling designer and
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furniture maker, left an indelible mark and went down in history with its archetypal models of mass-
produced furniture. He was educated to be a traditional cabinet maker. In the 1830s, as an alternative
to furniture carving techniques, he started with bending wood to create furniture. Half of his working
life, that is, for more than two decades, Thonet developed the idea and elaborated chair proposals.

The characteristics of beech wood, i.e. its flexibility under the influence of moisture and heat,
were known for hundreds of years before Thonet introduced them into mass production. In 1830s, a
new type of chair arrived from England, specific for the bent legs obtained by a special bending
technique that Thonet himself had tried. His intention was not to introduce changes in the design of
English chairs, but in the way they were produced. So he laid sheets of veneer parallel to the grain
which were then cut into regular strips of uniform size. These were then boiled in a solution of glue.
Once bundled together and attached to wood or later still to metal frames  they were bent into the
desired form. Once curved,this pliable material lost in thickness and so thin strips of veneer were
added to compensate for the loss. An additional disadvantage of this process was that the hygroscopic
glue gathered water from the surroundings and lost its strength. In 1836, he developed his special bent
wood method to produce what became known as the Boppard layerwood chair, his first major
breakthrough. However, his attempts to register patents for this technique in Germany failed. In 1841,
he was granted a patent for his method in France, England and Belgium, a method which meant that
his company gained  the world market for bent wood furniture.He wanted to get beautifully shaped
chairs by bending wood. What he wanted to do was to make the chair as simple as possible with as
few parts as possible and to distribute it in as small packages as possible so that he could send as much
as possible to their destination, and everyone had to be able to assemble such a chair at home.

When he presented his new creations at the Koblenz Trade Association in 1841, none other than
the Austrian Foreign Minister Clemens Fürst von Metternich noticed his talent. The aristocrat, chief
diplomat of the Congress of Vienna and probably the most influential politician of his time was also a
native of the Rhine and asked Thonet for a presentation at his castle.

Prince Metternich, immediately recognized Thonet’s ideas in line with his own intentions to
promote Austrian industrialization and he invited Thonet to move to Vienna. He was warmly
welcomed and sponsored by Metternich in the Austrian capital. After seven years, he started a
business for himself, started a family and successfully produced own furniture. In 1849, Thonet
opened his own store, and the Thonet Gebrüder company, founded in 1853, was handed over to his
sons. The company received the first large order for bent wood furniture from Ana Daum, owner of
the Daum café in Vienna.

Figure 1. No.4 chair for Café Daum, Michael Thonet’s first big success in manufacturing a Viennese
café chair in 1849.

A new constellation of owners was advancing the company and the first orders from abroad
arrived. Because the layers of glued pieces of furniture were exposed to elevated humidity in a tropical
climate, some of them literally came out “out of the glue”. The glue melts at high humidity, which
happened during transport and on site, so Thonet decided to use solid wood. After numerous
experiments, in 1856 round beech wood rods were bent into shape under the influence of water
vapour. Thonet immediately patented this ingenious and efficient process and began the company's
industrial breakthrough. Thonet achieved recognition from the Austro-Hungarian government. The
company received a patent in 1856 for the exclusive manufacturing use of its new pragmatic method
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for "bending any type of wood, even the most fragile, into the desired shapes and curves by chemical
and mechanical means."

Intellectual patenting gave Michael Thonet a monopoly on the production of bent wood in the
huge free trade block of the Habsburg Empire. It led to a huge expansion of Michael Thonet’s
company to the end and after his life. With many orders coming in, the Viennese workshop could not
cope with large-scale production. In order to continue supply, Thonet established factories
conveniently close to the source of the plentiful material needed for the production - the beech forests.
The first factory and his own villa were built in Koryčany, near Uherské Hradiště in Moravia in 1856.
Five years later a factory was built in Bystřice pod Hostýnem near Přerov, followed by factories in
Halenkov in 1867 and Vsetín in 1871, with other plants in Nagyugróc in Hungary, Radomsko in
Poland, Frankenberg in Germany and subsequently in other parts of the world. By 1900 there were
6,000 Thonet employees producing 4,000 pieces of furniture a day. Four photos from the Thonet
factory where the No.14 chairs were produced No. 14 shows that factories dealt with an early form of
pre-defined scientific management that concerned Adam Smith and the division of labour and the
division of production. Women and men worked in different parts of the factory, both undertaking the
same repetitive task relating to one aspect of furniture production.

Figure 2. Four photographs from a Thonet factory where they are making No. 14 chairs.

3. NO. 14 CHAIR

In 1859, the most successful piece of furniture in the company's history, chair No.14, was
launched on the market. The chair consisted of only six separate parts and was perfectly adapted to
fast industrial production on the basis of the patent for bending solid wood from 1856. With a curved
backrest, typical of Thonet and a round wicker seat the new No. 14 chair was not only beautiful but
also very affordable. At the time of its creation, it costed only three guilders. Michael Thonet also
proved himself a visionary when it came to logistics: at a steamer and railroad wedding he dismantles
his chairs and deliverd them in large sea crates: 36 chairs had space in one cubic meter and can be
twisted on site without the use of glue. The components can be transported with great ease and
reduced costs, leading to a low cost of the Thonet No.14 chair internationally.

The chairs had to be assembled for sale in the destination country under the supervision of one of
the distribution centres. It took full advantage of the changes that had taken place in the Hapsburg
Empire, which was experiencing numerous changes in trade barriers; the abolition of internal tariffs,
the formation of a customs union and the reorganisation of its monetary system with centralised banks
based in Vienna, enabling capital expenditures. They have created a significant context for the growth
of the bent wood industry and the global expansion of its markets.
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Figure 3. No. 14 (Thonet), design: Michael Thonet. Revolutionary first flat-pack - 36 chairs placed on
a cubic meter surface, photo: Thonet

Chair Thonet No. 14 was created by the transition from the subject of handicraft furniture to an
industrial product, which could be seen by applying the principles of product standardization,
replaceable parts and specialised production machines. For the chair, Thonet received a gold medal at
the World's Fair in Paris in 1867. Advertising was also vital to the success of the Thonet No.14 chair,
also the Thonet catalogue and exhibition space, were very important for the spread of the chair
advertising. No. 14 chair was therefore the embodiment of a cheap chair for many people. This chair
became so ubiquitous that the exceptional originality of the design and method of production could be
underestimated.

Figure 4. An advertising poster showing the full range of 26 items for sale in 1859 by Gebrüder
Thonet.

Thonet's invention of a three-dimensional mold with a steel insert from which the wood, after
heating with steam, retained its shape when cooled to seventy degrees for twenty hours, allowing the
wood to harden and to strength. Solid beech wood with a long grain was primarily used.

Figure 5. The wooden former moulds, with metal inlay, that are used to create the shape of the No.14
chair. This technique enabled the production of a whole range of bentwood furniture with identical

components.
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Wooden molds with a metal insert were used to create the shape of a chair No.14. This technique
has enabled the production of a whole range of bentwood furniture with identical components. Next,
the illustration 6. and 7. shows the design progress of Thonet chairs that are slowly removing
additional elements that lead to the improvement of chair No. 14.

Figure 6. Development of Chair No. 14 Figure7. Sequence of chairs culminating in model No. 14

Continuous No. 14 chair development occursed because of its simplicity; another vital aspect of
its change from Café Daum’s previous design lies in the use of mounting fasteners instead of glue and
carpentry, as shown in the illustration. This allowed the chair to be transported disassembled, which
was a key aspect of its future success. 1860 Thonet owned forests and sawmills, as well as railroads to
transport timber from the forests to the factory. Specialised factories owned by Thonet produced
fasteners, tools, machines and construction materials. The general expansion of the railways during
this period significantly helped the integration of its various factories which expanded throughout
Central Europe and enabled orders to be fulfilled quickly throughout the world. This was the first
documented case of a company producing pieces that provided a cost-effective means of distributing
furniture to a global clientele.

4. CONCLUSION

The chair was created by mixing traditional sets of handicrafts, with the then newly industrialised
design methodologies. This mix of craft and industrial processes should be an example for designers
who want to study because without craft there is no beauty in a product and without an industrial
process there is a limited possibility to produce that product in quantity. Michael Thonet was well-
honed in his ability to master the craft and then use the latest factory processes. He was one of the first
cult industrial designers. The Thonet No.14 chair definitely deserves to fit into the canon of furniture
called timeless or classic and the chair can be found in many design anthologies as an example of good
design that not only has intrinsic merits in design but is also influential in design development as
items. Lessons in the entire design industry have been learned from its production and distribution to
the aesthetic elegance of this mass-produced artifact.

The Thonet No.14 chair shows desirability, innovation and delicate production, while for the
consumer, reductionist aesthetics, functionality and initial affordability may be most important. No
other mass-produced furniture has had such longevity of continuous production or public appreciation
as in the design industry. Nowadays, as in the past, Thonet creates innovative products designed for
durability: they are characterized by the highest quality and timeless formal language. Due to its
simple and clean design, the Thonet No.14 chair is considered to be one of the foundations of modern
furniture design. Adolf Loos and Le Corbusier led the avant-garde gathering that framed this chair in
the age of the machine, despite the fact that the chair initially went into production many years before.
For many architects the second most important architectural form after a building is furniture. There
was a direct connection between the architectural form and the furniture explored by many
functionalist and modernist architects and designers of the time. Le Corbusier’s assessment of the
modernist forms found in Thonet bent wood furniture could be for several reasons, one of which is his
consideration of the company he designed. Le Corbusier was honest in many things; when it came to
his artistic sensibility, he was known not to compromise his beliefs, so it was most likely a judgment
made around stylization. Le Corbusier liked Thonet bentwood furniture and promoted it as such. W.
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Curtis commented that Le Corbusier created a synthesis of abstract ideas and a new architectural
vocabulary in which Thonet No. 14 chair.

Innovative in its time, No. 14 chair is highly valued as a classic / iconic design / product and is
now bought by customers around the world. Fifty million chairs no. 14 were sold before 1930. Today
there are millions of No. 14 chairs reproductions, making it one of the most recognizable chair ever
mass-produced and perhaps the best-selling chair of all time.
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